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Abstract / Résumé
Aeronautical gas turbines need to satisfy growingly stringent demands on pollutant emission. Pollutant emissions
are directly related to the quality of fuel air mixing prior to combustion. Therefore, their reduction relies on a more
accurate prediction of spray formation and interaction of the spray with the gaseous turbulent flow field. Large-Eddy
Simulation (LES) seems an adequate numerical tool to predict these mechanisms. The objectives of this thesis is
to develop phenomenological models describing the liquid phase, in particular the film and its atomization at the
injector atomizing lips, in the context of LES. These models are validated or calibrated on the academic experiment
performed at Institut für Thermische Strömungsmaschinen (ITS) from the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT),
and applied to a helicopter engine real configuration. In a first step, the thin liquid film is described by a Lagangian
approach. Film particles represent an elementary volume of liquid at the wall surface. The equation of motion is
given by integrating the Saint-Venant equations over the film thickness. The film dynamics derives from the pressure
gradient, the interfacial shear and gravity. In a second step, the film breakup is characterized by the drop size
distribution of the spray. The former one is described by a Rosin-Rammler distribution, whose coefficients depend
on the gas velocity, the liquid surface tension and the atomizing edge thickness of the injector. The model, labelled
PAMELA, is calibrated from the KIT-ITS experiment. The simulation of the KIT-ITS experiment allows to validate
the film model, to check PAMELA robustness, and to compare qualitatively the spray angle. The application of
these models in a real configuration allows to check PAMELA robustness without constants modification, and to
study their impact on the flame structure, in comparison with usual methods of liquid injection.
Les turbines à gaz doivent satisfaire des normes d’émission polluantes toujours en baisse. La formation de
polluants est directement liée à la qualité du mélange d’air et de carburant en amont du front de flamme. Ainsi, leur
réduction implique une meilleure prédiction de la formation du spray et de son interaction avec l’écoulement gazeux.
La Simulation aux Grandes Échelles (SGE) semble un outil numérique approprié pour étudier ces mécanismes.
Le but de cette thèse est de développer des modèles phénoménologiques décrivant la phase liquide notamment le
film et son atomisation en bout de lèvre d’injecteur, dans un contexte SGE. Ces modèles sont validés ou calibrés
sur l’expérience académique réalisée par l’Institut für Thermische Strömungsmaschinen (ITS) de l’université
technologique de Karlsruhe (KIT), et appliqués dans une configuration réelle de moteur d’hélicoptère. Dans un
premier temps, le film liquide mince est décrit par une approche Lagrangienne. Les particules de film représentent
un volume élémentaire de liquide adhérent à la paroi. L’équation du mouvement est donnée par l’intégration des
équations de Saint-Venant sur l’épaisseur du film. La dynamique du film est donnée par le gradient de pression
longitudinal, le cisaillement interfacial du gaz et la gravité. Dans un second temps, l’atomisation du film est
caractérisée par la distribution de taille de gouttes du spray généré. Celle-ci est décrite par une distribution de
Rosin-Rammler dont les coefficients sont paramétrés par la vitesse du gaz, la tension superficielle du liquide et
l’épaisseur de la lèvre de l’injecteur. Les constantes de ce modèle, baptisé PAMELA, sont calibrées sur l’expérience
du KIT-ITS. La simulation de l’expérience KIT-ITS permet de valider le modèle de film, de vérifier la robustesse du
modèle PAMELA, et de comparer qualitativement l’angle du spray généré. L’application de ces modèles dans une
configuration réelle partiellement instrumentée permet de valider PAMELA sans modification de ses constantes, et
d’étudier leur impact sur la structure de flamme, comparé aux méthodes traditionnelles d’injection liquide.
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Chapter 1
General introduction
1.1 Earth resources depletion
1.1.1 The Limits to Growth and the World3 model
Earth resources are limited and decrease continuously due to mankind energy consumption. It significantly started
with the industrial revolution, when engineers and scientists rationalized and standardized the transformation pro-
cesses of Earth raw substance into high quality materials or energy. In those time the natural reserves were so large
compared to the demand that very few raised the question of resource availability. In addition to the resource short-
age comes the impact of the human modern life activity onto the primary natural system: pollution. In 1866, Ernest
Haeckel labeled the science of interaction of organisms with their environment as ’oekologie’ [129]. Although this
term was originally cast to describe natural eco-systems, when applied to the human race, the main topic of ’ecology’
is the impact of pollution onto nature. Furthermore, as pollution is directly linked to industry and economics, those
fields must be taken into account in order to describe the global frame of ecology.
The first computer model (named World) to assess the complex interactions between human activities and our
planet was created in 1970 by JayW. Forester [89], fromMIT1 [277]. In 1972, a team of analysts fromMIT published
"The Limits to Growth" [230], commissioned by the Club of Rome. This report (hereafter referred to as LtG)
analyses the sustainability of modern human activity through the World3 model. This is a system dynamics model
of the world’s socioeconomic system that describes the interactions between five subsystems, namely: population,
food production, industrial production, pollution and consumption of non-renewable resources. The model was run
with several earth-scale scenarios (birth or pollution control, doubled resources, improved technology, etc), based
on data collected from 1900 and predicted trends until 2100. All scenarios lead to an exponential growth, followed
by a dramatic depression. The novelty of this report was double: it was the first time that numerical simulation was
applied to a world-scale sustainability study, and it was a formal proof that the modern socioeconomic system was
not a sustainable paradigm.
Figure 1.1 illustrates three scenarios investigated by Meadows et al. [230]. In the standard run, due to resource
depletion, the industrial base collapses first, entraining the services and agricultural system, that in turn increase
death rate and lower the population. When doubling the natural reserves (in 1972, the authors thought about the
nuclear power as the ultimate answer to the energy production issue), the collapse comes from pollution that has a
major impact on agricultural outputs and leads to famine. The third scenario assumes unlimited resource reserves and
1Massuchetts Institute of Technology
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an enhanced pollution control. In this case the collapse comes from food shortage due to an overshoot of population
compared to available agricultural outputs.
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Figure 1.1 : Output from the LtG modeling for the three scenarios that span the technological and social response
explored in LtG. Left: standard run. Middle: doubled natural resource reserves assumption. Right:
unlimited resources and pollution control assumption. Adapted from [230]
1.1.2 Comparison of the predictions with 30 years of global data
In 2008, Turner [348] used 30 years of observed data covering the period (1970-2000) for comparison with the pre-
dictions made in 1974 for several scenarios [229]. In addition to the standard run, a "Comprehensive technology" and
a "Stabilized world" scenarios were presented. They corresponded respectively to a more sustainable development
through technological solutions (recycling, world-wide controlled pollution and birth) and a development entirely
devoted to sustainability (two children per family, maintenance of agricultural land, preference for consumption of
services and health facilities more than material goods, etc). Although not realistic, these additional scenarios al-
lowed to settle margins to the standard run. Some of the model outputs are displayed on Fig. 1.2. The standard
run is in best agreement with observed data compared to the other scenarios. This study must not be taken as an
absolute validation of the World3 model, but it confirms its robustness in predicting trends. Therefore a collapse of
our socioeconomic system and resulting major changes are to be expected within the XXI century.
1.1.3 What can be done ?
In the World3 model, the rate of resource depletion is diminished by technological advances. Even in the standard
run, the authors assumed that the extraction and the transformation of raw materials as well as the consumption of
final products would require less energy and less industrial output. This assumption partly explains the plateau of the
resources curves after the depression on Fig. 1.1. This means that even with the perspective of a global collapse, it
is still required to improve the energetic efficiency of all technological products, from energy plants to smartphones,
in order to minimize the fall of the industrial output and to preserve our minimum life standards.
A clear conclusion is that efforts must be made in all possible directions to push our socioeconomic system
towards sustainability. Due to the thousands of different aspects of the sustainability concept, such an evolution
requires many research projects, each one focusing on a little part of the overall problem. This picture of small
projects feeding a big cause (like small streams feed large rivers) coincides with the global human knowledge fueled
by single and small discoveries, illustrated by Might [232] and adapted on Fig. 1.3.
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Figure 1.2 : Comparison of data collected between 1970 and 2000 (solid circles •) with World3 predictions for
several scenarios. 3: standard run. △: comprehensive technology. 2: stabilized world. ©: calibrated
model output over 1900 -1970. Adapted from [348]
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Figure 1.3 : Topology of the knowledge levels acquired from educational units in a global scope, adapted from [232]
1.2 The case of Gas Turbines
In this thesis, the aspect of sustainability is treated through the improvement of gas turbine efficiency. The massive
use of fuel powered devices, in transportation and energy plants, imposes a high extraction rate of oil from the
natural reserves. This trend is worsen by the rise of the population and the overuse of motored-transportation in
modern societies. In addition to Earth resources depletion, gas turbines emit pollutants through the combustion
process. This pollution has two major effects:
• It impacts the climate by increasing the global earth temperature (global warming) due to the emissions of
green house effect gases. One of the major combustion product is carbone dioxide (CO2) which represents
more than 70% of the world’s total green house gas emission. The scientific community agrees upon the fact
that the global warming over the last decade is mainly due to human activity [263]. The easiest measurable
consequence of global warming is the increase of sea level due to the melting ice cap [48]. Other consequences
such as extreme climate events (hurricanes, droughts, floods, etc) are more controversed [77, 177].
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• It has poisonous effects onto living species: carbon monoxide (CO) reduces the oxygen carrying capacity of
the blood, nitrogen oxides (NOx) induce respiratory difficulties and fine particles (such as soot) deposit in
bronchies and damage lungs.
In the World3 model, the increase of combustion device performance could lead to the decrease of the resource
consumption rate as well as slowing down the pollution growth.
1.2.1 Principle of a gas turbine
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Figure 1.4 : Mid-plane cut of an aircraft engine. (Source http://web.engr.oregonstate.edu).
A mid-plane cut of a gas turbine is displayed on Fig. 1.4. It generates power as follow: a large amount of air
enters the engine through a compressing stage, where the pressure is increased in order to inject higher combustive
concentration. It enters the burner where it is first mixed with the fuel injected as a liquid spray. Fuel droplets
evaporate, mix with the gas and burn. Thanks to thermal expansion, the burnt gases accelerate and create thrust.
Fresh air is added to the burnt gases in order to decrease the temperature and reduce the fatigue of mechanical parts.
The mixture finally go through a turbine that converts the flow energy into work.
In this work, only the processes taking place in the combustion chamber are studied, and more precisely the
phenomena related to liquid fuel spray. For this reason, the compressor and the turbine will not be described.
1.2.2 Strategies for the reduction of fuel consumption and pollutant emissions
In aeronautical applications, the reduction of emissions mainly concerns the nitric oxides and carbon monoxides.
Unfortunately, the nitric oxides production increases with temperature whereas carbon monoxide decreases. There-
fore a tradeoff temperature must be found in order to minimize both pollutant emission. Such temperature may be
obtain from a lean combustion but it turns out that lean combustion devices are prone to combustion and thermo-
acoustics instabilities. Note that lean combustion also implies a lower fuel consumption. It is then necessary to fully
understand combustion mechanisms in real engines to propose improved technologies.
In these engines, the liquid spray interaction with the ambient gas and the flame front is of primary importance in
combustion dynamics. The size distribution of the spray is one of the key element that needs to be well understood
as it drives the fuel vapour distribution and therefore the flame structure. Due to their larger evaporation time,
large droplets can reach the flame front without being totally evaporated and change the combustion regime. On
the contrary, small droplets evaporate and mix quickly with the gas, leading to a more homogeneous mixture at the
4
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flame, and a higher efficiency. Liquid injection is therefore a challenging subsystem whose ideal aim would be to
generate the finest spray over the minimum distance.
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Figure 1.5 : Left: schematics of a pressure swirl atomizer, adapted from [196]. Right: schematics of an airblast
atomizer, adapted from [313]
There are two main categories of fuel injection systems in gas turbines: pressure swirl atomizers and airblast
atomizers [196]. In pressure swirl atomizers the liquid is pressurized in a swirling chamber and enters the combustion
chamber where the ambient pressure is smaller. It forms a conical liquid sheet that disintegrates due the velocity
differential of the two phases (Fig. 1.5 left). In airblast atomizers, the liquid is injected at a low velocity and
is fragmented by the means of a high speed air stream. In this type of atomizers, the liquid forms a thin film
that increases the interface area and promotes the momentum transfer from gas to liquid, leading to an efficient
atomization (Fig. 1.5 right). Airblast atomizers present very stable performances on a wide range of operating
parameters [198]. This thesis focuses on this second type of atomizers.
1.3 Description of liquid phase phenomena
In real combustors the fuel is injected in a liquid state and proceeds through many steps before reaching the flame
front together with air. Figure 1.6 illustrates the various phenomena that occur sequentially after the injection via an
airblast atomizer.
The proportion of liquid compared to gas is a key parameter that gauges what phenomenon is preponderant in the
liquid phase dynamics. It is expressed in terms of volume fraction αl and mass fraction µp:
αl =
Vl
Vtot
(1.1a)
µp =
ml
mtot
(1.1b)
where Vl, Vtot, ml and mtot are the liquid and total volume, the liquid and total mass respectively. Fede [82]
distinguishes several regimes:
• αl > 10−1: very dense sprays. Inter-particle collisions are the most important contribution to particle motion,
and coalescence is responsible for large blob sizes.
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Figure 1.6 : Main sequential phenomena related to the liquid phase in a combustion chamber supplied by an airblast
atomizer
• 10−4 < αl < 10−1: moderately dense sprays. Inter-particle collisions become less important. The carrier
phase flow begins to be the main contribution to particle motion.
• αl < 10−4 and µp > 10−2: dilute sprays. Inter-particle phenomena can be neglected. However, the influence
of liquid phase onto the carrier phase must be taken into account.
• αl < 10−4 and µp < 10−2: very dilute sprays. Inter-particle collisions and effects of particles on the carrier
phase can be neglected due to the low inertia of particles.
The different phenomena illustrated on Fig. 1.6 are described in the following.
Liquid injection
The liquid is primarily injected in the center of the airblast atomizer cavity, often through pressure swirl atomizers.
At the exit of the pressure swirl atomizer, the liquid forms a conical liquid sheet that disintegrates due the velocity
differential of the two phases. The main interest of experimental studies on pressure swirl atomizers is to determine
correlations for the distributions of droplet size [346] and velocity [109, 293], breakup length [251] and film thickness
inside the nozzle [94, 237]. Due to the combined action of the large spray opening angle and the centrifugal effect of
the flow swirling motion, most of the spray droplets impact the wall of the airblast injector, namely the prefilmer.
Spray/wall interactions
Spray/wall interactions are classified depending on the impact energy and the wall temperature: droplets can rebound
on the wall, fragment into smaller droplets (splashing), or aggregate on the wall to form a liquid film. Droplets that
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splash and rebound are reemitted in the cavity and either directly enter the combustion chamber, or re-impact the
wall, depending on the flow topology or centrifugal effects. Research on spray wall interaction is an active topic and
chapter 2 is dedicated to it.
Film flow
The film formed by the multiple impacts is sheared by the high speed air stream. Some interface instabilities may
arise, leading to rolling or solitary waves, and finally to film stripping: some liquid blobs are detached from the film
and entrained by the gas. When the film is thin, viscosity effects stabilize the film flow and no stripping is observed.
Chapter 3 focuses on thin film flows and section 4.2 deals with film instabilities.
Primary breakup
Primary atomization denotes the liquid phase transition from a coherent connected shape to separated elements. It is
discussed in details in chapter 4.
In an airblast atomizers, the liquid film reaching the atomizing edge may enter two different regimes, depending
on the inertia of the film and the thickness of the atomizing edge2 . A film with high inertia continues its trajectory and
forms a liquid sheet that propagates in the combustion chamber. The large aerodynamic stresses generate longitudinal
Kelvin-Hemoltz instabilities, followed by transversal Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. This instability cascade ends up
in the creation of filiform structures elongated in the streamwise direction. These structures, called ligaments, are
then torn away from the liquid core into blobs. A film with a lower inertia accumulates in the wake region of the
atomizing edge. This liquid accumulation is sheared by air and some liquid blobs are torn from it through a transverse
instability. A deeper study and modeling of this particular process is provided in chapter 7.
Secondary breakup
Secondary atomization occurs for large liquid blobs that are immersed in a high velocity air stream. The large
aerodynamic stresses act as the destabilizing phenomena and is counterbalanced by the liquid surface tension. As
large droplets have a large streamwise front area, they undergo a strong aerodynamic force that disintegrates them.
For smaller droplets, the surface tension effect being proportional to the surface curvature, it becomes predom-
inant over the aerodynamic stresses and the droplets do not undergo secondary atomization. In addition, when the
droplets become smaller, they become lighter and they are more easily dragged by air, leading to a relative veloc-
ity close to zero, that in turn decreases the aerodynamic stress. The competition between drag and surface tension
leads to different secondary atomization regimes (bag breakup, stripping breakup, catastrophic breakup). Additional
details are brought in section 4.6.
Dispersion
At this stage, due to the swirling motion of the flow and the opening of jet, the liquid volume fraction decreases
to reach a dilute regime. In this regime, droplet/droplet interactions can be neglected and the droplet dynamics are
driven by a competition between inertia and drag. The Stokes number (St) is the dimensionless number that estimates
the outcome of this competition. It compares the particle response timescale τp to the characteristic timescale of the
gas phase τf :
St =
τp
τf
(1.2)
2S. Gepperth, personal communication, May 22, 2013
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When the Stokes number is negligible compared to 1, the particle is called a tracer: it is instantaneously in equi-
librium with the flow and its trajectory constitutes a pathline of the flow. Inversely, for a Stokes number larger than
one, the particle inertia dominates the flow momentum transfer and the particles follow a ballistic trajectory, like a
cannonball. The particle velocity can be seen as the output of a low pass filter excited by the gas velocity. It can be
shown that the transfer function depends on the Stokes number only [38]. However, whereas the particle response
time is well defined, multiple gaseous timescales exist and may evolve with time (Kolmogorov timescale, Taylor
timescale, the integral timescale, etc). As a consequence, the same particle may be inertial for some scales and a
tracer for others in the same flow.
The interaction between the turbulent gas flow and the particles is not straightforward and can locally leads to
enhancement or attenuation of turbulence [375]. Experimental investigations over the last two decades [271] have
identified the main responsible mechanisms: (i) damping due to larger droplets leading to enhanced dissipation, (ii)
transfer of kinetic energy from the droplets to the gaseous phase, and (iii) formation of wake and vortex shedding
behind particles of large particle Reynolds number [17, 166].
An important consequence of turbulence / particles interaction is the preferential concentration. It corresponds
to the aggregation of particles of Stokes number around unity, in particular zones of the vortical flow. When a ’low-
Stokes’ particle is immersed in a vortex, as a tracer it follows the helicoidal streamlines of the flow, whatever the
distance to the center of the eddy. ’Large-Stokes’ particles, driven by their own inertia independently of the flow,
follow a trajectory that is uncorrelated to the vortex structure. Preferential concentration is then due to ’moderate-
Stokes’ particles (St = 1with Kolmogorov timescale [363] or St = 0.15with integral turbulent timescale [331, 332]),
with low enough inertia to be dragged by the vortex in a circular motion, but large enough to be ejected out of
the vortex once they gain sufficient kinetic energy. This results in a higher concentration of intermediate particles
between the vortices, in high strain regions [206]. The disparity in droplets concentration leads to evaporation rate
inhomogeneities and locally modify the combustion regime.
Evaporation and Micro-mixing
Droplet evaporation and micro-mixing occur approximately at the same time as turbulent dispersion. This process
allows the liquid fuel to be vaporized and properly mixed with air before combustion. Vaporization results from a
liquid-vapour equilibrium whose parameters are the ambient pressure, the liquid temperature and the concentration of
the vaporized species. It leads to an exchange of mass, momentum and energy between the two phases. Vaporization
has been extensively studied in the case of complex spray flows (experimentally [203, 329] and theoretically [32, 78]).
The vaporization of a single droplet is an interesting approach that provides an ideal framework for theoretical models
in the dilute region of the spray. The derivation of such models are available in many textbooks [183, 324, 367].
If there were no micro-mixing at the droplet surface when it evaporates, the vicinity of the droplet would be
rapidly saturated of gaseous fuel, and the vaporization would stop. Micro-mixing is therefore an essential transport
phenomenon that diffuses the fuel vapour from the droplet surface, and it is therefore strongly related to vaporization.
It has been studied by Mastorakos [223] (experimentally and theoretically), and some DNS of evaporating sprays
were performed by Reveillon & Vervisch [286, 287]. Three regimes of evaporation and micro-mixing can be dis-
tinguished [166, 285]: (i) quick vaporization of isolated droplets in dilute spray regions, (ii) clustered vaporization
when the inter-droplets distance is small, leading to a drastic reduction of the evaporation rate in the center of the
cluster, and (iii) the turbulent mixing convects isolated droplets into dense droplet clusters and vice versa.
Two-phase combustion
Two-phase flames exhibit marked differences compared to gaseous flames [316]. As mentioned, the vaporization rate
and mixing are additional key features that bring a new classification of combustions regimes. Chiu [49, 50] devel-
oped group combustion models where a spherically symmetric droplet cloud is completely or partially surrounded by
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a diffusion flame [166]. One can distinguish four regimes in the model, depending on a group number G defined as
the ratio of the droplet evaporation rate to the diffusion rate of hot gases within the droplet cloud. When convective
effects are large compared to diffusive effects, G can be approximated as :
G ≈ 5N
2/3
p
S
(1.3)
where Np represents the number of drops in the cloud and S a mean droplet spacing parameter defined by the ratio
of the average distance between droplets to a characteristic diffusion flame radius.
Figure 1.7 by Réveillon & Vervisch [287], based on former studies of Chiu et al. [50] illustrates the four regimes.
When G is greater than one, the spray region is saturated with fuel vapour, the flame is thus located around the
cloud and burns in a diffusion regime; it is referred to as external sheath combustion and can be split in two distinct
regimes: (i) when G ≫ 1 the spray is so dense that its core is saturated with fuel vapour that inhibits further
vaporization and (ii) whenG decreases (but keeps greater than one), droplets of the spray core are sufficiently distant
to allow vaporization. WhenG < 1, a first ring of individual burning droplets envelops the droplet cloud surrounded
by a diffusion flame. For dilute spray regimes (G << 1), droplets are far from each other and the evaporation rate
increases due to hot gases diffusion. Separated flames surround each droplet, which burn individually.
Figure 1.7 : Classification of differ-
ent spray combustion regimes,
from Réveillon & Vervisch
[287]
Figure 1.8 : Classification of different spray combustion regimes, from
Réveillon & Vervisch [287]. Continuous and dashed lines
stand for a premixed and a diffusion flame, respectively.
Réveillon & Vervisch [287] added the equivalence ratio as an additional parameter to determine the flame struc-
ture. The local equivalence ratio in a spray can show a very complex behaviour due to the relative timescales of
evaporation and volume expansion of combustion products. They found out that the flame structure can be catego-
rized into 3 classes, as depicted on Fig. 1.8: for the case of an axisymmetric turbulent jet flame, where a mixture
of fuel droplets and air is surrounded by coflowing preheated air. The bold continuous and dashed lines stand for
premixed and diffusion flames, respectively. The external combustion mode is defined by a continuous flame front
in which two sub-regimes may be observed: (i) for a very low equivalence ratio the flame front engulfs the whole
fuel-air system and all the fuel is burnt. This is called the closed external combustion regime (Fig. 1.8 (a)). For a
large equivalence ratio (ii), due to the large amount of fuel to react, the flame front is streamwisely oriented (Fig.
1.8 (b)). This sub-regime is called open external combustion regime. The second category is the group combustion
in which some clusters of droplets burn independently. A rich premixed flame is located directly downstream of the
clusters, and the remaining unburnt fuel reacts with additional oxidizer available further downstream (Fig. 1.8 (c))
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with a diffusion flame. The last class is a combination of case (i) and (ii), namely the hybrid combustion regime.
Pockets of very rich mixture are burning in premixed regime, but the inter-cluster environment is too rich to allow
for diffusion flames. The flammability domain is only reached by addition of oxidizer at the interface of the coflow
where an external diffusion flame can develop (Fig. 1.8 (d)).
1.4 Numerical simulation of two-phase turbulent combustion
Due to the rise of computer power during these last two decades, it has been possible to increase the space and
time resolution of numerical simulation, and many efforts have been oriented towards the development of numerical
methods to increase the predictive capacities of simulations. The advantage of numerical simulation is the possibility
to have access to any physical quantity, at any time, under any conditions. This is not the case with real experiments
of complex geometries, with difficult optical access, in extreme conditions of pressure and temperature. However
due to the use of models, numerical simulation describes only a part of reality, and its predictive quality relies on
its ability to recover the predominant phenomena. Experiments are thus still necessary to validate new models.
Note that even if the overall cost of a supercomputer, including power supply, cooling and maintenance, is quite
expensive, numerical simulation is by far cheaper than experiments. Nowadays, Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) has reached a certain maturity: industry uses it for combustor designs, while it stays a very efficient tools for
fundamental sciences.
1.4.1 Modeling gaseous turbulence
The nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations is one of their main characteristics, that gives birth to turbulence.
In many combustion devices, turbulence is a desired feature since it promotes atomization, mixing process and
evaporation, and finally increases the specific heat release. However turbulence also promotes thermal losses through
the walls and local extinction, decreasing the overall performances of the device. Turbulence is characterized by the
existence of coherent vortical structures in the flow, over a wide range of length and time scales [274]. There are
three main strategies to describe turbulence in numerical simulation:
• Resolving all the energetic length and time scales of turbulence is called Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS).
Because of the full scale resolution, no model is required and provided that a low dissipative numerical scheme
is used, results are very similar to reality. The drawback of this method is a tremendous computational cost
even for a small configuration in time and space: nowadays DNS barely succeeds to handle the cold simulation
(non reactive gas phase) of a real burner [241]. Adding more physics such as multiphase flows and combustion
is out of reach with this method. However its ’numerical experiment’ aspect provides useful databases in the
case of canonical flows, and helps to validate lower order models.
• Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes method (RANS) performs an ensemble averaging of the governing equa-
tions and model the effects of all turbulence scales through a diffusive term: the turbulent viscosity. This
promotes numerical stability and allows to use a coarser mesh. The overall result is a low computational cost
that allows to handle complex geometries. The drawback of this method is that it describes only mean values
of the flow, so that singular events deviating from the mean are totally out of reach, which is a serious limita-
tion to study combustion instabilities, for example. In addition, complex interaction of any other physics with
turbulence is difficult to describe. Contrary to a common preconceived belief, RANS is not limited to steady
state configurations and can handle the statistical average of transient states.
• Applying a low pass spatial filter to the governing equations helps limiting the required space and time res-
olution of DNS while directly resolving the largest (and most significant) energetic scales. This method is
called Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and stands as the intermediate solution between the two previous ones.
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A turbulence model is still required to describe the statistics of the turbulent quantities smaller than the filter
size. However due to their universal behaviour, those quantities are easier to model than for the RANS ap-
proach. It is sufficiently efficient, robust and accurate to capture unsteady turbulence and transient phenomena
in complex industrial flows. Its use tends to widespread as the power of actual computers growths. Being the
approach used in this work, LES concept is detailed in Appendix A.2.
1.4.2 Modeling single-phase turbulent combustion
For complex hydrocarbons such as kerosene, combustion is a chemical process that involves hundreds of intermediate
species and thousands of chemical reactions. The resolution of the whole system is prohibitive in terms of CPU cost
and memory requirement. A first approach consists in filtering out the most important reactions and intermediate
species of the reactions [92, 367], in order to build a simplified chemistries: reaction rates are ruled by Arrhénius
law whose coefficients are adjusted to recover macroscopic values. Hence the flame speed, the adiabatic flame
temperature, and the pollutant levels (if modeled) are predicted over a wide range of equivalence ratios, temperature
and pressure to cover the whole range of combustor operating points. A second approach is to build chemistry
tables from numerical simulation of simple flame configurations (laminar 1D flames) using a detailed chemistry and
transport description [108, 214]. The reaction rates of the canonical flames are then tabulated over influent variables
described by the simulation, such as the mixture fraction and the progress variable. One weak point of this method
is to find the canonical flame that will reproduce the proper physics in complex geometries.
When the flame is immersed in a turbulent flow field, it interacts with the vortical structures, leading to a wrinkling
of the flame front and possibly local extinction. As premixed flames are usually thinner than the mesh size used
in combustors, they cannot be directly resolved and require modeling. Many models of turbulent combustion are
available in the literature [273], but only major families are presented here, and a focus is made on the thickened
flame model:
• geometrical description: the G-equation approach considers the flame as a surface that is described via a
transport equation with an additional term that accounts for the turbulent flame front propagation [270]. Also
using the idea of surface tracking, the flame surface density approach applies a spatial filter to a progress
variable to build a filtered flame surface that is then propagated at the correct velocity [140].
• statistical approaches are based on probability density functions. They can be either presumed [204] or con-
ditioned by the progress variable or the mixture fraction [222].
Butler & O’Rourke [39] proposed to thicken the flame front to allows for its resolution: the thermal diffusivity
is multiplied by a so-called thickening factor F and the pre-exponential constant of the reaction rate is divided by
the same factor. Consequently, the flame thickness is multiplied by F , allowing its resolution, and the laminar flame
speed is kept unchanged. When the turbulent time scale is far larger than the chemical time scale, this modification
can induce an error on the flame/turbulence interaction. In addition, the wrinkling of the flame front by subgrid
vortices is neglected, leading to an artificial reduction of the flame surface that, in turn, decrease the reaction rate
(Fig. 1.9). To counteract this effect, an efficiency function E based on DNS results was introduced by Colin et al.
[54].
Note that to ensure the right mixing properties of the mixture, the thermal and molecular diffusivities should
be multiplied by F only in reactive zones. A dynamic thickening procedure was thus developed [199]: F varies
continuously from 1 in non-reactive zones to Fmax in reactive zones, according to a sensor based on the local
temperature and the mass fraction of reactants.
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Figure 1.9 : Influence on the thickened flame model on the flame wrinkling, from [273]. Left: Non thickened flame.
Right: thickened flame
1.4.3 Numerical description of two-phase flows
Due to the different time and length scales encountered in such a complex geometry, the numerical treatment of the
liquid phase, from the very dense spray of the primary injection to the dilute spray in the combustion chamber, with
the same formalism is challenging. Depending on the ratio of the liquid characteristic length scale over the mesh size,
different numerical approaches can be considered. Figure 1.10 illustrates the evolution of this ratio in a combustion
chamber.
Figure 1.10 : Grid requirements related to characteristic length scales of the spray. (Source: M. Hermann, Summer
Program of the CTR, Stanford).
In regions where the liquid remains coherent such as film flows and liquid sheets (lc ≈ 1mm), the interface
undergoes critical phenomena such as instabilities, that require specific methods. Resolved interface methods like
the Level-Set approach, or diffuse interface methods like Volume of Fluid (VOF) allow to describe accurately the
interface behaviour [117]. During primary atomization, the liquid length scales decrease to the size of ligaments
and liquid blobs (≈ 0.5 mm). In this dense regime, coalescence may occur [256] and the use of Level-Set or VOF
approaches needs a very fine mesh that considerably increases the CPU cost of the simulation.
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After secondary atomization, the liquid phase enters a diluted regime in which driving phenomena are aerody-
namics and particle inertia, so the interface is less critical. In addition the characteristic size of liquid elements (≈ 50
µm) is so small that the use of VOF or Level set in totally out of reach for nowadays computers: with a requirement
of two to five cells per droplet [117] leading to a space discretization ∆x ≈ 10 µm, a combustion chamber of 1 cm3
would be made of 1013 cells. Therefore diluted regimes are treated with specific methods that take advantage of the
low volume occupation of the liquid phase to use simplifying assumptions. Two main approaches exist for dilute
regimes: Lagrangian approach and Eulerian approach:
• The Lagrangian approach tracks independent particles (or clusters of particles) individually. The behaviour
laws are derived from conservation principles applied on the particle (mass, momentum and energy) with
different levels of complexity. Usually, droplets can be considered like local inclusions through the point-
source approximation [207].
• In the Eulerian approach, the spray population is described through a Probability Density Function (PDF)
depending on time, space, droplet size, droplet velocity and droplet temperature, and whose evolution is ruled
by a Boltzmann equation. Solving this equation in the whole phase space (size, velocity, temperature) is
out of reach for nowadays computers. Hence in order to decrease the computational overheads, the equation
is multiplied by the phase variables and integrated to obtain transport equations of the first-order moments
(number of particles, mass, momentum, energy) that still depend on time and space. This method is known
as the Method of Moments (MOM) and can be applied in different ways: (i) the transport equations can
be directly solved (Quadrature MOM or Direct Quadrature MOM), (ii) a spatial or ensemble average can
be performed (mesoscopic Eulerian formulation), or (iii) the Boltzmann equation is integrated over some of
the phase space variables and the remaining ones are split into several constant classes (sectional method or
multifluid approach).
The numerical methods mentioned in this paragraph are presented in the following.
1.4.3.a) Volume of Fluid method
Volume of Fluid (VOF) methods are useful for free surface flows and have originally be developed by Hirt et al.
[149]. These methods are efficient to handle complex interfaces as internal moving boundaries. It is based on a
marker function that represents the liquid fraction inside each control volume:
ψ(−→x ) = 1
Vc
∫
Vc
H(||−→x −−→xf ||) dV (1.4)
where H(·) denotes the Heaviside function.
From mass conservation at the interface, in absence of phase change, the interface motion is described by an
advection equation of the marker function:
∂ψ
∂t
+ uf,i
∂ψ
∂xi
= 0 (1.5)
where uf,i represents the interface displacement velocity. Equation 1.5 ensures mass conservation naturally and this
is one of the main advantages of VOF methods. The main drawback is the implicit formulation of the interface.
Equation 1.5 requires the interface velocity and position, to be reconstructed from the marker function. This recon-
struction can be computationally costly, and may be difficult when the interface is highly deformed and subject to
large strain rates (see Fig. 1.11). Finally, the discretization of Eq. 1.5 can induce a numerical diffusion and smooth a
sharp interface [379].
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Figure 1.11 : Interace reconstruction in Volume Of Fluid methods. The liquid volume fraction is represented by
shaded squares. Left: Straightforward reconstruction of the interface. Right: No clear determination
of the interface. From Scardovelli & Zaleski [308]
1.4.3.b) Level Set method
The level set method has been originally introduced by Osher & Sethian [261] and actively developed during the
nineties. Interested readers can consult the review works by Osher & Fedkiw [260] and Sethian & Smereka [318] for
a detailed theoretical understanding.
The level set method describes the interface as the isosurface of a continuous function φ. It is usually initialized
(at t = 0) by the algebraic distance d to the interface:
φ(xi, t = 0) = ±d (1.6)
The interface motion is described by a scalar advection equation:
∂φ
∂t
+ uf,i
∂φ
∂xi
= 0 (1.7)
One of the advantage of the Level set methods id to avoid interface reconstruction and to give direct access to detailed
interface geometry features, in particular, the surface curvature that is mandatory to compute surface tension forces.
Finally, level set methods suffer from mass loss in under-resolved regions. Given the fact that VOF methods are
naturally mass conservative, attempts have been made to couple both methods. Among others, Ménard et al. [231]
succeeded in applying coupled methods to primary atomization of a liquid jet.
1.4.3.c) Mesoscopic Eulerian Formalism
The Mesoscopic Eulerian Formalism (MEF) was introduced by Février et al. [87] for inertial particles suspended
in a Homogeneous Isotropic Turbulence (HIT), and applies to dilute sprays. In this approach, the description of the
history of each particle is replaced by the description of the sprays mean properties, regarding it as a continuous fluid.
The averaging procedure may be carried out in a volumetric or statistical sense, leading to two different formulations
for the dispersed phase, whose systems of equations are however very similar [174].
Considering a particle whose velocity up,i, temperature Tp, mass mp, and position xp at time t can be equal to
cp,i, ζp, µp and xp in the phase space. The function Pp(cp,i, ζp, µp, xi, t) represents the probability for the particle p
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to be characterized by the set (cp,i, ζp, µp, xi) at time t in the phase space:
Pp(cp,i, ζp, µp, xi, t) = δ(cp,i − up,i(t)) · δ(ζp − Tp(t)) · δ(µp −mp(t)) · δ(xp −X(t)) (1.8)
with δ the Dirac delta function. The realizationHp of the spray is defined as the ensemble of functions Pp describing
the motion of all the particles composing the spray. The probability density function fp is defined as the statistical
average of realizationsHp conditioned by one realizationHf of the fluid phase:
fp(cp,i, ζp, µp, xi, t,Hf ) = 〈P(cp,i, ζp, µp, xi, t)|Hf 〉 (1.9)
The Eulerian probability density function verifies a Boltzmann-type equation for the chosen state space variables.
The phase average of any particle function ψ(cp,i, ζp, µp), such as velocity or temperature, is defined as its integration
over the entire phase space, i.e. the entire possible realizations of this given function. The phase average is weighted
by the particle mass, which allows to simplify the resulting set of equations. One obtains:
ψ˘ = 〈ψ 〉l = 1
ρlα˘l
∫
ψ(cp,i, ζp, µp)fp(cp,i, ζp, µp, xi, t,Hf )dcp,idζpdµp (1.10)
with:
ρlα˘l =
∫
µpfp(cp,i, ζp, µp, xi, t,Hf )dcp,idζpdµp (1.11)
Eq. 1.10 yields the instantaneous local mean value of a given particle quantity conditioned by the given carrier phase,
referred to as the mesoscopic quantity. The deviation from this mean, denoted by the superscript (·)′′, is the random
uncorrelated part. In particular, replacing ψ with the particle velocity up,i gives access to an Eulerian part, the
mesoscopic velocity u˘l,i, and to a Lagrangian random part, the random uncorrelated velocity u′′p,i [87], as depicted
on Fig. 1.12:
up,i = u˘l,i + u
′′
p,i (1.12)
This random motion leads to an isotropic redistribution of droplets which is enhanced in zones of shear and com-
Figure 1.12 : Schematic of mesoscopic averaged and uncorrelated Lagrangian velocities, from [134]
pressibility effects of the mesoscopic motion [322]. Filtering the Naviers-Stokes equations of the dispersed phase
with the ·˘ operator leads to second-order terms. Among theses are the uncorrelated velocity tensor δR˘l,ij and the
uncorrelated energy δθ˘l:
δR˘l,ij = 〈u′′p,i u′′p,j〉 (1.13a)
δθ˘l =
1
2
〈u′′p,i u′′p,i〉 (1.13b)
Those terms are solved through another Boltzmann-type equation [174, 322]. As it will be seen in section 1.4.4, this
methods showed promising results in the application of spray combustion.
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1.4.3.d) QMOM / DQMOM
Quadrature Method OfMoments (QMOM) and Direct Quadrature Method OfMoments (DQMOM) are sophisticated
and more general techniques to use the method of moments. One difficulty when integrating the Boltzmann equation
in the phase space is to evaluate the integral of the source terms. In the original MOM introduced by Hulburt &
Katz [159] in 1964, the source terms were decomposed on a basis of Laguerre polynomials which impose restrictive
conditions on their form. The QMOM proposed by McGraw [228] approximates the source terms integral through
n points Gaussian quadrature, decomposing the distribution of the associated value (probability of presence, droplet
size, velocity and temperature) onto an appropriate base. This approximation requires to solve a 2n×n linear system
to determine the weights and abscissas of the Gaussian quadrature from the known moments. Marchisio & Fox [217]
proposed the DQMOM by directly expressing the weights and abscissas through Dirac delta functions, decomposing
the spray PDF onto delta functions.
1.4.3.e) Sectional method or Multifluid approach
The Boltzmann equation is integrated over some phase space variables and the other one are split into several con-
stant classes. Greenberg et al. [123] originally used this method only with different classes of droplet size and
Laurent & Massot [188] provided a theoretical basis for the sectional model in a more general case, and named this
approachMultifluid Approach. Later, de Chaisemartin et al. [61] proposed a modification to account both for differ-
ent diameters and trajectories in the same cell. After ten years of development, those methods begins to be applied
in aeronautical chambers, as seen in section 1.4.4.
1.4.3.f) Lagrangian
Lagrangian approaches track individually each particle. As the droplets travel in the domain, they do not necessary
coincide with the mesh nodes and an interpolation procedure is used to evaluate the gaseous variables seen by the
particle. When the scales of the gaseous flow are not all resolved (LES and RANS), the effect of the unresolved flow
fields on particles should be modeled [83] for a rigorous treatment. However effects of subgrid terms are generally
neglected in LES of two-phase flows [9, 290] as the subgrid fluid velocity seen by the particles is negligible for pref-
erential concentration [84]. Contrary to Eulerian approaches, no averaging is applied, so that polydispersity as well
as crossing trajectories are naturally handled. This last property is interesting for spray/wall interaction modeling:
the wall vicinity contains impacting and reemitted droplets (i.e. velocities in opposite direction) and the average
velocity (classical Eulerian approach) would be close to zero whereas the Lagrangian approach independently treats
each trajectory. As the Lagrangian approach is the extensively used in this work, it is presented in details in Appendix
B.
1.4.3.g) Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamics
Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) was originally developed by Gingold & Monaghan [110] and Lucy [212]
to solve Navier-Stokes equations in the context of astrophysical fluid dynamics, this formalism fits well with multi-
phase flow simulations [157] such as the collapse of a dam [236] or river ice dynamics [319]. One numerical particle
represents a volume of fluid and a high number of particles is required to model a continuous flow. This model
particularity is that it takes into account particle/particle interactions, and all surface effects that apply to a particle
(pressure and viscosity) are computed from its neighbouring particles. The interface is thus naturally defined by the
location of the particles for each phase. This way, capillarity effects, that are related to the liquid-gas distribution,
are naturally recovered through the heterogeneity of the particles location. Particle/particle interaction is taken into
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Figure 1.13 : Visualization of surface tension effect with SPH approach. Black and grey particles represent gas and
liquid particles, respectively. a) Initial condition presents a non-equilibrium: particles located at the
square corners undergo a stronger attraction towards the interior than particles located at the middle
of faces. b) Equilibrium is reached when all interface particles are subject to the same attraction. From
Tartakovsky & Meakin [338]
account through a convolution product between a continuous field A and a weighting functionW :
As(
−→r ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
A(
−→
r′ )W (−→r −−→r′ , h) d−→r′ (1.14)
where As is the smoothed field and h is the support scale of W such as its integral is equal to one. Properties
associated to a particle i are expressed by approximating the integral in Eq. 1.14 by the sum:
Ai =
∑
j
VjAjW (
−→ri −−→rj , h) (1.15)
where Vj is the volume occupied by the particle j. At any position
−→r mass, momentum or energy are reconstructed
from particles space distribution. With this formalism, the interface location does not need to be reconstructed to
take surface tension into account: its effects on a liquid particle is reproduced by the attractive force with the other
liquid particles present in the liquid phase (see Fig. 1.13). Consequently no mesh is needed, each phase being solved
by particle/particle interactions, even for boundary conditions.
The SPH method has recently been applied to thin film flows and atomization in the context of gas turbine by
Hoefler et al. [150] and showed promising results.
1.4.4 State of this art: LES of two-phase flow combustion in gas turbines
This last decade, computational methods have reached a maturity that allows the simulation of reactive two-phase
flows in gas turbine configurations. As this type of simulation describes many complex physical phenomena, their
number is still limited in literature.
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1.4.4.a) Lagrangian approach
Ham et al. [131] and Moin & Apte [235] performed a LES of a Pratt & Whitney combustor (PW6000) fueled by an
airblast atomizer (Fig. 1.14 left) with the Charles solver [215], in a low-Mach, variable density formulation with a
liquid phase described through a Lagrangian approach, validated [11] against Sommerfeld & Qiu experiment [327,
328]. The liquid film inside the airblast atomizer was not explicitly resolved but was approximated by large drops of
the size of the atomizing edge thickness. Primary breakup was neglected and the drops started secondary atomization
directly, using a stochastic secondary breakup model [9] prior validated in the case of a Diesel-engine configuration
of Hiroyasu & Kadota [147]. The final result of this simulation was in good agreement with measurements of the
temperature profile at the outlet of the combustion chamber (Fig. 1.14 right). In 2009, Apte et al. [10] performed a
Figure 1.14 : LES of the PW6000 combustor from [235]. Left: instantaneous snapshot of temperature in a mid-cut
plane, superimposed with droplet locations. Right: prediction of mean temperature at the measurement
plane of PW combustor. Span represents the normalized vertical distance in the measurement plane
non-reactive LES on the same geometry with a finer mesh and an improved secondary breakup model. They focused
on the prediction of the spray statistics and found out an accurate prediction of the axial mass flow rate but a large
deviation of the dropsize distribution.
In 2009, Jaegle [162] performed a LES simulation of an evaporating polydisperse spray in a real geometry, the
TLC3 configuration [189]. In this configuration, the spray is injected through two separate circuits: (i) a piezo-type
pilot injector, featuring a ring of very small orifices, and (ii) a multipoint injection system made of 24 holes located
on the inner wall of a swirler. This was done with the AVBP code, presented in section 1.5.2, and no film nor
breakup models was applied. The comparison of the liquid velocity and diameter proved a good description of the
interactions between the carrier and dispersed phase, allowing to identify regions suitable for ignition [163]. Senoner
[316] studied the secondary breakup of an evaporating spray on the MERCATO4 test rig, designed to provide a better
physical understanding of ignition sequences in realistic combustion chamber with liquid fuel injection [99]. This
configuration is fueled by a pressure-swirl atomizer. Recently, Hannebique [134] and Paulhiac [265] studied the
two-phase flame structure in the MERCATO configuration (Fig. 1.15). A LES of a real SNECMA combustor was
also performed by Paulhiac [265], without film nor breakup models.
3Towards Lean Combustion
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Figure 1.15 : Left: Average heat release of a flame fed with a polydisperse spray in a mid-cut plane superimposed
with the iso line αl = 10−5), from [134]. Right: Direct flame visualization, from [191]
1.4.4.b) Eulerian approaches
In 2008, Boileau et al. [28] applied the MEF in a real configuration with the reactive LES of one sector of a
combustion chamber, and soon later, they performed a LES of an ignition sequence of a full annular combustion
chamber [29]. Hannebique et al. [135] performed a reactive LES of the multipoint TLC configuration in take-off
conditions. Recently, Vié et al. [356] coupled the multifluid approach with a MEF closure on each diameter class
and applied it to a vaporizing kerosene spray in the MERCATO test rig.
1.4.4.c) Conclusion
Up to now, the liquid film as well as the primary breakup were never taken into account in reactive studies of
aeronautical combustion chambers fueled by airblast atomizers. The liquid breakup was studied only once through
secondary atomization.
As the liquid film is the source of the fuel spray feeding the flame, it can be foreseen that its behaviour has an
impact on the spray and in turn, the flame structure. In addition, when the flame front is located close to the atomizing
edge, secondary atomization has no time to occur and the flame is fed by a spray generated by primary breakup only.
Therefore taking the primary breakup into account may significantly alter the flame structure.
1.5 Objectives of the present work
1.5.1 Thesis objectives
The aim of the present work is to develop a film model and a primary breakup model for airblast atomizers in
order to provide a realistic drop size distribution at the atomizer exit, and then to study the impact of this enhanced
description onto (i) the liquid distribution inside the chamber and (ii) the flame structure. The film model is derived
by simplification of Navier-Stokes equations, and the primary breakup model is of phenomenological type: a part
of the physics is not resolved but embedded into the model constants that require to be calibrated onto an academic
configuration. The applicability of those models in complex configuration relies on the assumption that the described
phenomenon is based on the same physics than in academic configuration. This approach allows to employ much
coarser mesh grids and larger time steps that make suitable for the simulation of realistic industrial configurations.
As the film and primary breakup phenomena involve a solid wall, and due to its advantages in spray/wall interaction
(see section 1.4.3.f)), the Lagrangian formulation of the spray is exclusively chosen for this work.
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This work was done in the framework of the european project FIRST (’Fuel Injectors Research for Sustainable
Transports’) in an effort to enhance the atomization process, decrease pollutant emissions and improve combustion
efficiency, and in collaboration with Turbomeca and the KIT-ITS5.
1.5.2 Lagrangian developments available in the AVBP solver before this work
The numerical tool used during this work is the code AVBP. This cell-vertex unstructured hybrid solver has been
jointly developed by CERFACS and IFP-EN (Institut Francais du Pétrole - Energies Nouvelles) over the last twenty
years. AVBP is a massively parallel code that explicitly solves both DNS and LES Navier-Stokes equations in
compressible form. High-order numerical schemes [122] and characteristic boundary conditions [272] are available.
More information on AVBP can be found in [185]. This code is mainly dedicated to aeronautical combustors and
internal combustion engines, but it is also used for aerodynamic studies on complex geometries.
The Lagrangian solver was originally written by García [98] in 2009. García demonstrated the competitiveness
of the Euler-Largrange solver compared to the Euler-Euler solver in terms of both accuracy and computational cost
on canonical tests such as DNS of a Homogeneous Isotropic Turbulence (HIT) flows and a LES of a bluff body flow
both laden with particles. Jaegle [162] extended the Lagrangian solver to handle evaporation and performed a LES
of evaporating two-phase flow in a complex combustor with fuel staging. Senoner [316] worked on liquid injection
and implemented the FIMUR model [305] that mimics fuel injection through a pressure swirl atomizer without
accounting for primary and secondary breakups. Senoner also implemented a secondary atomization model called
FAST (for Fast Atomization Stochastic Treatment) from the work of Gorokhovski et al. [9, 118, 117] and validated
it on a diesel spray configuration [147] and a liquid jet in a turbulent gaseous crossflow [22]. It was shown that after
calibrating the two model constants, the drop size distribution and the penetration length were in good agreement
with the experiments. Hannebique [134] improved the FIMUR model. Recently, Paulhiac [265] implemented a more
robust particle tracking algorithm, presented in section 5.1.4.
1.5.3 Thesis outline
The manuscript is organized as follows:
• The first part is dedicated to the description of physical phenomena encountered in prefilming airblast atom-
izers. Chapter 2 presents the spray/wall interactions and their influencing parameters. It is based on several
fundamental experiments, and the correlations derived out of them are detailed. In chapter 3, the thin film
flows are described and their equation set is derived and expressed in a non dimensional form. An overview
of the numerical strategies to model film flows is presented. Chapter 4 focuses on the liquid instabilities at the
film surface that trigger primary atomization process.
• The second part is details the Lagrangian solvers and physical and numerical development performed in this
thesis. Chapter 5 describes the Lagrangian solver of AVBP, and the method to project Lagrangian fields onto
the mesh grid and convert them into Eulerian quantities. The chapter ends with the details of the spray/wall
interaction model implemented by Habchi [128]. Chapter 6 details the development, implementation in AVBP
and first validation of the liquid film model. Chapter 7 proposes a mechanism for the particular case of liquid
accumulation breakup. A model describing the drop size distribution of the generated spray is built out of this
mechanism and calibrated from the KIT-ITS experiment. A quantification of the model error is proposed, and
the chapter concludes with implementation details.
• In the third part, the implemented models are confronted with a real academic configuration. Chapter 8
presents the LES of the KIT-ITS experiment that provides deeper insights into the fragmentation process of a
5Karlsruhe Institute of Technology - Institüt for Thermische Strömungsmaschinen
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liquid film downstream of an atomizing edge. Comparison is made in terms of gaseous velocity profiles, film
thickness, drop size distribution and spray angle.
All calculations presented in this thesis were performed on CERFACS supercomputers HP Proliant (Corail)
and Bullx B510 (Neptune), and on the SGI Altix ICE 8200 (Jade) from CINES (Centre Informatique National de
l’Enseignement Supérieur) under the allocation 2013- x20132b5031 made by GENCI (Grand Equipement National
de Calcul Intensif).
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Two-phase flow phenomena from
injection to atomization
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The three following chapters aim to collect experimental results of academic experiments, highlighting influent
parameters that may be inputs for future phenomenological models. Each academic experiment focuses on a par-
ticular phenomenon of the liquid phase, from injection to atomization, and their sequential combination leads to
describe the overall liquid phase behaviour. As an introduction of this bibliographic part, airblast atomizers and their
characteristics are briefly presented.
Airblast atomizers were originally studied by Nukiyama & Tanasawa in 1939 [252] and more recently by Lefeb-
vre and co-workers during the seventies. In 1980, Lefebvre [197] published a review on airblast atomizers, briefly
summarized here. Lefebvre highlighted the advantages of airblast atomizers over pressure-swirl atomizers: (i) lower
fuel pressure, (ii) thorough mixing between air and fuel, (iii) low soot formation and (iv) sensibly constant fuel
distribution over the entire range of fuel flows.
There are two main families of airblast atomizers. First, plain jet atomizers inject liquid into the high-velocity
airstream in the form of discrete jets, that fragment due to the aerodynamic stresses. The second family is made of
prefilming atomizers that first spread out liquid into a thin, continuous sheet that is subjected to the atomizing action
of high velocity air. The superiority of prefilming airblast atomizers to produce a fine spray was observed [93],
especially under adverse conditions of low air/liquid ratio and/or low air velocity [197]. Consequently this work
focuses on prefilming airblast atomizers only.
Figure 1.16 : Sketch of plain jet (left) and prefilming (right) airblast atomizer, from [197]
Performances of airblast atomizers are characterized by the quality of the spray they produce. First quantities that
characterize a spray are mean diameters. Their general form Da,b is expressed as:
Da,b =

Nsample∑
i=1
dai
Nsample∑
i=1
dbi

1/(a−b)
(1.16)
where d is the diameter of the collected droplet, Nsample is the number of collected droplets, and a,b are integers
defining the type of mean diameter. Common mean diameters are (i) the Arithmetic Mean Diameter (AMD) D10,
(ii) the Volume Mean Diameter (VMD)D30 that recovers the spray volume (NsampleD330 ∝ Vspray where Vspray is
the spray volume), and (iii) the Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) D32 that represents the mean volume-to-surface ratio
of the spray, and is appropriate for combustion.
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Second quantities to characterize sprays are the drop size PDFs that gives an accurate characterization and theo-
retically allow to find all mean diameters. There are commonly two type of spray PDF: (i) the Number PDF (NPDF)
f0 that describes the probability to find a droplet in a diameter range, e.g. the probability to find a droplet of diameter
comprised between di and di +∆d is f0(di)∆d, and (ii) the Volume PDF (VPDF) f3 that quantifies the proportion
of the spray volume in a diameter range, e.g. the proportion of the spray volume accounted by droplets of diameter
comprised between di and di +∆d is f3(di)∆d. The number and volume PDF are linked by f3(d) ∝ d3 f0(d).
Spray PDF are usually described by analytical functions, the most popular being the Rosin-Rammler (Eq. 1.17a),
the Nukiyama-Tanasawa (Eq. 1.17b), the Log-Normal (Eq. 1.17c) and the Upper Limit (Eq. 1.17d) functions:
f3(d) = CRR d
q−1 exp
[
−
(
d
m
)q]
(1.17a)
f0(d) = CNT d
p exp (−mdq) (1.17b)
f0(d) =
CLN
d
exp
[
−1
2
(
ln d/m
ln q
)]
(1.17c)
f3(d) =
CUL
d (p− d)exp
{
− 1
2 ln2q
[
ln
(
p d
m(p− d)
)]2}
(1.17d)
wherem, p and q are parameters that must be fitted on experiments and CRR, CNT , CLN , and CUL are normalizing
constants that fulfill
∫∞
0
f(d) dd = 1 and depend on m, p and q, see [14] for further details. Figure 1.17 shows the
influence ofm, p and q on these distributions.
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Figure 1.17 : Typical functions to describe spray PDF, x axis: d in µm and y axis in µm−1. Top left: Rosin-Rammler.
Top right: Nukiyama-Tanasawa. Bottom left: Log-Normal. Bottom right: Upper Limit. Adapted from
[14]
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In prefilming airblast atomizers, influent parameters are, sorted by decreasing influence: gas velocity Ug, air/fuel
mass flux ratio AFR, surface tension σ, gas density ρg , liquid viscosity µl, injector dimension Lc and the film
thickness h. Note that some of these parameters can combine into another influent parameter, e.g. the gas dynamic
pressure ρg U2g .
Lefebvre [review 80] proposed a generic correlation on the SMD:
SMD
Lc
= A
√
σ
ρg U2g Dp
(1 +AFR) +B
√
µ2l
σ ρlDp
(1 +AFR) (1.18)
where Dp is the diameter of the atomizer exit, and A and B are constants depending on the atomizer design. The
right-hand side of Eq. 1.18 shows the sum of two terms that Lefebvre & co-workers attribute to two modes of
atomization: for low viscosity liquids, the second term can be neglected, and atomization is mainly the result of
aerodynamic stresses on the liquid sheet. For viscous liquid, the second term becomes preponderant and the SMD
mainly depends on liquid viscosity. The form of Eq. 1.18 is found by many other authors, see [197] for an extensive
comparison of different correlations. Rizk & Lefebvre [292] found an influence of the film thickness upstream the
atomizing lip, with h0.4. It is also found that increasing the atomizing lip diameter Dp leads to a finer spray. This is
explained by the fact that a larger Dp increases the film/gas contact area and decrease the film thickness.
In nowadays airblast atomizers, liquid is injected through a pressure-swirl atomizer (Fig. 1.5 right) under the
form of a hollow cone spray that impacts the injector wall and creates a film. The impact of the spray droplets
onto the wall is a complex phenomenon that needs to be understood, bringing additional complexity to the overall
behaviour.
To conclude, there are three categories of physical phenomena corresponding to the different steps of the liquid
phase in a prefilming airblast atomizer: (i) spray/wall interaction when droplets of the primary spray impact the
injector wall (the so-called prefilmer), (ii) thin film flow, sheared by a high-speed airstream and (iii) atomization of
liquid by aerodynamic stresses. Each phenomena is presented in a chapter. Chapter 2 details the main experimental
studies of spray/wall interaction during those last two decades. A particular attention is made on the mechanisms
leading to different regimes. The dimensionless numbers that distinguish the different regimes as well as their
threshold value is discussed. Correlations on the number, diameter and velocity of reemitted droplets (secondary
droplets) are summarized in order to derive phenomenological models. In chapter 3, general film equations are
derived from Navier-Stokes equations via comparison of dimensionless numbers. A summary of modeling strategies
for film flows is then presented. Chapter 4 presents the general mechanisms leading to different types of atomization
encountered in aeroengines. Parallel flows stability is first theoretically studied, highlighting the presence of two
dimensional instabilities. The particular case of film instability is discussed and a corresponding regime map is
displayed. Then the instability transition from 2D to 3D (the so-called secondary instability) and the ligament
breakup are tackled. More practically, the different flow configurations encountered in aeroengines are connected to
academic studies of primary breakup, and they are presented with their main mechanisms and characteristics. The
chapter ends with an overview of numerical methods to model primary breakup.
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Spray / Wall interaction
This chapter provides a phenomenological description of the interaction between a spray and wall. An overview of
the impact outcomes is first proposed, followed by a description of influent parameters, and the resulting regimes
map built from experimental observations. Each outcome (splashing, rebound and filming) and their associated
phenomena is then tackled in details for modeling purposes. Finally macroscopic correlations derived from real
sprays experiments are presented.
2.1 Overview
In some injection systems, the spray impacts inner walls, leading to rebound, splashing or possibly forming a liquid
film. Those different regimes result in various distributions of the liquid phase inside the injector that in turn,
may lead to different chemical reactions. In addition, heat transfer may occur and modify the gas, liquid and wall
temperatures.
2.1.1 Phenomenology
When a spray impinges a wall, two families of phenomena occurs in the wall vicinity: isolated droplets and clustered
droplets phenomena. The former family corresponds to the interaction between a single droplet and the wall while
the later presents additional droplet/droplet interactions.
When an isolated droplet impacts a wall, several types of outcome are observed:
• sticking: the droplet sticks on the wall and conserves a spherical shape;
• filming: the droplet spreads on the wall and forms a liquid film (Fig. 2.1 left);
• rebound: the droplet does not stick nor spread on the wall, but is reemitted (Fig. 2.1 right);
• splashing: the droplet disintegrates and reemits so-called secondary droplets. A fraction of the droplet can
spread on the wall (Fig. 2.2).
When a real spray impact a wall, the mechanisms involved are a combination of isolated droplet/wall and
droplet/droplet interactions. One difficulty when studying spray/wall interaction is that no superposition principle
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Figure 2.1 : Photograph of isolated droplet/wall interaction in filming (left) and rebound (right) regimes, from [6]
can be applied to the spray droplets: the overall spray does not behave as the superposition of single droplets. This is
partly explained by droplet/droplet interaction that becomes predominant in the dense spray close to the wall [133].
As the proportion of droplet/droplet interaction is not well characterized in real spray/wall impact phenomena, it will
not be tackled in this chapter, the first modeling step being to assimilate spray/wall interaction to multiple single
droplet/wall interactions.
2.1.2 Experiments
As pointed byMoreira et al. [238], experiments on spray/wall interaction are numerous and present various boundary
conditions and measurements techniques. The goal of this section is to describe a generic picture of this type of
experience. For an extensive list of experiments and their characteristics, the reader is addressed to Table 1 of [238].
Two types of experiment are presented in the following: (i) isolated droplet/wall interaction and (ii) spray/wall
interaction.
2.1.2.a) Isolated droplet
The study of isolated droplet/wall interactions is useful to derive elementary models based on experimental ob-
servation. The typical experiment consists in a flat plate on which is projected single droplets of controlled di-
ameter. The plate is characterized by several parameters: temperature, roughness, presence of a liquid film, hy-
drophilic/hydrophobic properties (explained in section 2.1.3.d)). The droplet characteristics are the liquid type, its
diameter, its velocity magnitude and direction. The velocity direction is usually perpendicular to the wall surface but
some authors investigated oblique impacts. As the droplet characteristics are controlled, it is possible to repeat ex-
actly the same impact several times and perform an ensemble average, as displayed on Fig. 2.2 (left). This allow sto
filter out singularities, to study global mechanisms and to derive statistical correlations. The use of high-speed cam-
eras allows to produce time series that give insights into the splashing mechanisms, as shown on Fig. 2.2 (right). The
outcome of the impact is monitored in term of mass deposited (amount of liquid sticking to the surface), secondary
droplet characteristics (number, diameter, velocity, temperature) and extracted heat flux.
2.1.2.b) Real sprays
In the optic of deriving macroscopic laws, some authors perform experiment with a real impinging spray. In addition
to the parameters of isolated droplets are the shape of the plate (e.g. curved surface to mimic spray/piston interaction
in internal combustion engine), the drop size distribution, the mass flux and the angle of the spray. As displayed
on Figs. 2.3 and 2.4, determining secondary droplets characteristics is not possible. Therefore in such experiments,
only macroscopic values (global heat transfer, global liquid deposition or global mass flux) and statistical data (mean
diameters, mean deviation angles) are extracted.
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Figure 2.2 : Illustration of isolated droplet interaction. Left: Photograph of droplet splashing, averaged over many
individual events at the same phase, from [245]. Right: time sequence of single normal drop impact
onto a non uniform film, from [295]
Figure 2.3 : Spray impact onto a wall inclined at 45◦, from [20]
Figure 2.4 : Impinging spray development on an inclined wall (60◦) at 381 K in a pressurized (3 bars) atmosphere,
from [1]
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2.1.3 Influent parameters
The impact energy and the wall temperature are first order parameters which are used to characterize different
regimes. Second order parameters are the presence of a liquid film, the surface roughness and the system wetta-
bility.
2.1.3.a) Impact energy
It represents the amount of kinetic energy of the impacting droplet that acts as a destabilizing effect. At the impact,
the droplet kinetic energy is dissipated into heat through viscosity and converted into surface energy through droplet
deformation. When the impact energy increases, the droplet is more likely to disintegrates, as depicted on Fig. 2.5.
An important stabilizing effect expresses through surface tension which tends to minimize the droplet surface and
therefore keep a spherical shape. The competition between stabilizing and destabilizing effects is quantified by the
Weber number:
We =
ρldpu
2
n,p
σ
(2.1)
where ρl is the liquid density, dp the droplet diameter, un,p the normal (to the impacted surface) component of the
droplet velocity and σ the surface tension of the liquid/gas system. TheWeber number is representative of the balance
between impact and surface tension energy, and as it is of primary importance to determine the droplet impact regime,
other parameters in the literature are based on it [128, 245, 335, 370]. Note that some authors express the Weber
number with the droplet velocity magnitude Up instead of the normal component un,p. In this chapter, such a Weber
number is superscripted with a star (∗): We∗.
Similarly to the Weber number, a disintegration parameter estimating balance between stabilizing and destabiliz-
ing forces is used to quantity the impact energy. It was originally introduced by Stow & Hadfield [335] as:
Kc = A ·We
a · Ohb (2.2)
whereA, a and b are constants fitted from experiments. Equation 2.2 is another definition of the impact energy which
uses the Ohnesorge number in addition to the Weber number:
Oh =
µl√
ρl σ dp
(2.3)
where µl is the liquid viscosity. The Ohnesorge number evaluates the importance of three effects linked to the liquid
properties: the viscosity, the density and the surface tension. Note that the Ohnesorge number can be expressed as
Oh =
√
We/Re where Re is the Reynolds number:
Re =
ρl dp un,p
µl
(2.4)
As well as for the Weber number in this chapter, the Reynolds number expressed with the velocity magnitude Up is
written Re∗.
The form of the disintegration parameter (Eq. 2.2) was later confirmed by Mundo et al. [245] and its constants
set (A, a, b) depends on authors:
Kc = We
5/8 Oh−1/4 from Mundo et al. [245] (2.5a)
K∗c = We
∗ Oh−2/5 from Cossali et al. [56] and García-Rosa et al. [297] (2.5b)
Kc = We
5/4 Oh−1/2 from Han et al. [133] (2.5c)
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Figure 2.5 : Outcome of single droplets impacting non-heated dry surface, classified according to the impact energy
as in Bai & Gosman [15], from [238]
In Eq. 2.5b the disintegration parameter is written K∗c to remind the fact that the Weber number is expressed with
the velocity magnitude. Although these disintegration parameters have different expressions, they can be compared
among themselves by elevating them to an adequate power. For instance elevating Eqs. 2.5a and 2.5c to the power
of 8/5 and 4/5 respectively allows to turn their expression into the one of Eq. 2.5b (Kc = WeOh
−2/5). Finally,Kc
is sometimes referred to as theMundo number Mu.
2.1.3.b) Wall temperature
When the wall temperature is different (usually higher) from the air and liquid temperatures, is has a major influence
on the impact outcome, and additional thermal transfers must be taken into account. In the context of boiling films
and spray impingement onto heated surface, several characteristic temperatures are introduced, separating different
regimes (Fig. 2.6):
• The saturation temperature Tsat represents the temperature at which the liquid phase begins to boil. It depends
on the ambient pressure via the Clausius-Clapeyron law.
• The Nukiyama temperature TN is the temperature at which the heat flux withdrawn from the wall is maximum
[57]. This flux is also called Critical Heat Flux (CHF) and its associated temperature may also be referred to
as TCHF (Fig. 2.6).
• The Leidenfrost temperature TL is defined as the wall surface temperature when the heat flux is minimum,
due to the presence of an insulating vapor layer. It is also called TLeidenfrost or TLeiden in the literature.
TCHF is reported to be insensitive to impact conditions whereas TL varies with the impacting droplet diameter
and velocity (magnitude and impact angle) and surface roughness. The droplet diameter is reported to have negli-
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gible effects on TL [182] while Nishio & Hirata [250] observe an increase of TL with drop size. Depending on its
magnitude, the impact velocity decreases [44] or increases [25] TL.
Different heat transfer regimes are experimentally observed by a gently deposition of a droplet onto a hot surface
at temperature Tw. The evolution of both the resulting extracted heat flux and the droplet lifetime defines several
regimes. Four regimes have been listed [81, 238], as summarized on Fig. 2.6:
Figure 2.6 : Boiling (left) and lifetime (right) curves of a droplet gently deposited onto a heated surface as a function
of the wall temperature Tw, from [238]
I) single phase/film-evaporation (Tw < Tsat): heat transfer is driven by conduction and free convection
II) nucleate boiling (Tsat < Tw < TCHF ): bubbles of vapour are created close to the wall (region IIa) and move
towards the liquid/air interface under buoyancy effect (region IIb). This flow induced by the uprising bubbles
enhances the wall heat flux, until it reaches the CHF.
III) transition (TCHF < Tw < TLeidenfrost): the generated vapor forms an insulating layer between the wall and
the liquid. The heat flux decreases and reaches a minimum at the Leidenfrost temperature.
IV) film boiling / Leidenfrost regime (Tw > TLeidenfrost): the layer of vapour is stable and prevents any contact
between the surface and the liquid. Heat transfer is driven by conduction and radiation at higher temperatures
(region IVb). In the case of fuel droplets, the high temperature triggers droplet ignition, lowering its lifetime
(region IVc).
Wang et al. [362] showed that heat transfer regimes and impact regimes are mostly independent. However, for
the ease of modeling, Naber & Farrel [246] proposed to consider the evaporation and nucleate boiling regimes as
a wetting surface regime, and film boiling as a non-wetting regime. A hybrid approach is adopted in the transition
regime: droplets are intermittently in contact with the heated wall.
2.1.3.c) Presence of a liquid film
The film thickness becomes an additional parameter that is accounted for through two non-dimensional parameters:
the ratio of film thickness h by the impinging droplet diameter dp and the ratio of the film thickness to the roughness
amplitude Ra, as qualitatively investigated by Vander Wal et al. [352]:
δ = h/dp (2.6a)
ϕ = h/Ra (2.6b)
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Kalantari & Tropea [170] built a classification of impact regimes on a wetted surface depending on the parameter δ
only, as depicted in Table 2.1. For each regime, the onset of splashing phenomenon depends on a different threshold
value as detailed later.
δ δ ≤ 0.1 0.1 < δ ≤ 1 1 < δ ≤ 2 δ > 2
Impact regime Wetted wall Thin liquid film Shallow liquid film Deep liquid layer
Table 2.1 : Film regime classification depending on dimensionless film thickness δ, from [170]
2.1.3.d) Surface wettability
It is defined as the ability of a surface to be homogeneously covered by a liquid, and is quantified by the contact
angle between the wall surface and the gas/liquid interface (Fig. 2.7). Wettability is not an individual solid surface
property but a characteristic of the liquid/gas/wall interaction, as it depends on the three surface tensions (gas/solid,
solid/liquid, liquid/gas). Hence a wetting system should be rigorously defined as the combination of the three phases,
but as the surrounding gas is always air, it is commonly defined by the liquid/solid couple. Wetting systems are
qualified as hydrophilic when the contact angle θC is lower than 90 degrees and hydrophobic otherwise. For a
moderate impact kinetic energy, hydrophilic systems result in a film creation while hydrophobic systems lead to
rebound or splashing. The wall surface roughness significantly alters the wettability of the system: when the surface
presents asperities, some tiny pockets of gas can be trapped between the surface and the liquid, and the overall contact
angle is increased, making the system more hydrophobic. This effect is also know as the lotus flower effect [97].
Figure 2.7 : Definition of the contact angle in the simple case of a flat surface. γ represents the surface energy
between two phases. Subscripts L, G and S mean liquid, gas and solid, respectively.
2.1.4 Regimes maps
An overall map has been proposed by several authors [15, 193, 282] in a two-dimensional space, coordinates being
the Weber number and the wall surface temperature, as depicted on Fig. 2.8. Three regions are visible depending
on the wall temperature. Cold regimes (T . TB) are (sorted by increasing energy) sticking, rebound, spreading and
splashing. Hot regimes (T > TN ) present rebound, rebound with breakup, breakup and splashing. According to
[193], the regime between criteria A and B stands as a transition regime between rebound and breakup. In addition,
no clear correlation between breakup and splashing was reported for hot impact, due to the very similar behaviour of
the droplet in those two regimes. When the temperature lies in the thermal transition state, i.e. between ≈ TB and
TN , the regimes are boiled induced breakup, breakup and splashing.
Other authors use maps simpler than Fig. 2.8 with a reduced number of regimes. For instance, García-Rosa et al.
[297] use different coordinates: the impact energy is expressed with the disintegration parameter Kc (Eq. 2.2) and
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Figure 2.8 : Map of impact regimes based on [15], adapted from [193]
the wall surface temperature is transformed into a non-dimensional form, as also done by [43, 283]:
T ∗ =
T − TB
TL − TB (2.7)
T ∗ is negative for conduction and free convection regimes and larger than one for film boiling regime. The regime
map derived by García-Rosa et al. [297] is displayed on Fig. 2.9. For T ∗ < 0 the regimes are simplified to
deposition and splashing only, and to rebound and splashing for T ∗ > 1, as done by [283]. For T ∗ between 0 and 1,
as a thermal transition state, the presence of three regimes was identified: rebound, deposition and splashing. In this
range of temperature, contrary to other authors, the regimes thresholds continuously vary with the temperature.
2.2 Splashing
The impact energy is large enough to trigger a disintegration mechanism. The impacting droplet (mother drop) frag-
ments into several droplets of lower diameter (daughter droplets). On dry surfaces, five disintegration mechanisms
are identified and illustrated on Fig. 2.5:
• prompt splash: the droplet disintegrates within the first instants after impact. This regime is promoted by
surface roughness over two different scales: small roughness amplitudes enhance lamella destabilization while
large amplitudes drive the disintegration mechanism.
• corona splash: in complete wetting systems, (θC ≈ 0), disintegration occurs after the formation of a crown
that fragments into secondary droplets.
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Figure 2.9 : Experimental conditions from [57] (left-oriented triangles and circles), [65] (right-oriented triangles)
and [297]: deposition (blue), splashing (red) and rebound(black) regime, from [297]
• receding breakup: in the spreading regime, when the lamella (or the fingers) have reached their maximal size
and there is still energy to dissipate, a recoiling phase occurs and the spread structure shrinks. At this stage,
the surface tension forces are not able to maintain the retracting lamella, and breakup may occur. This effect
is enhanced by surface roughness as small amount of liquid cannot cross the surface asperities while the main
structure continues to recede.
• partial rebound: at the end of the receding stage, if a significant amount of energy is still available, a part of
the liquid may detach from the surface, leading to a partial rebound.
The different outcomes of a droplet impacting a liquid film have been described by Roisman et al. [295]. As
the impact energy increases, the droplet splashes and secondary droplets are created from both the mother drop and
the film liquid. If the film is not too thick and the wall surface is hydrophobic, a crater can be formed due to the
acceleration tangential to the surface of the liquid constitutive of the droplet. When the film gets thicker, the droplet
only interacts with the film and an uprising central jet breakup can be observed. Possible scenarios for a droplet
impinging a wet surface are illustrated on Fig. 2.10 as listed in [295]:
(i) corona breakup corresponds to a lamella that destabilizes in an azimuthal pattern.
(ii) symmetric uprising sheet follows a corona breakup when the droplet initial velocity is not normal to the wall.
(iii) prompt splash is the regime where the droplet disintegrates just after the impact.
(iv) destruction of the crown appears in the presence of a fluctuating film.
(v) uprising central jet is generated at the center of the impact location. It appears for thick films and is the
consequence of air entrainment by the impinging droplet.
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Figure 2.10 : Outcome of single droplets impacting onto a film, from Roisman et al. [295]
2.2.1 Criterion threshold
On Fig. 2.8, splashing is observed when the impact energy increase above the criterion E (labeled KEc ) for ’cold’
impacts and to criterion B (labeled KBc ) for impact on a heated wall. Criterion E is modulated by some authors to
take the surface roughness into account, and in the presence of a liquid film.
2.2.1.a) Cold dry surface
Some results of the literature are summarized in Table 2.2, additional values may be found in [238]. Cossali et al.
Authors Disintegration parameter KEc
Mundo et al. [245] Kc = We5/8 Oh
−1/4 57.7
Cossali et al. [56] K∗c = WeOh
−2/5 649 + 3.76/R∗ 0.63
García-Rosa et al. [297] K∗c = WeOh
−2/5 3000
Han et al. [133] Kc = We
5/4 Oh−1/2 1500 + 650/R∗ 0.42
Table 2.2 : Summary of disintegration parameters expressions and associated critical values for the spread-
ing/splashing limit (criterion E)
[56] included the surface roughness effect by defining a critical disintegration parameter KEc that depends on the
dimensionless surface roughness:
R∗ =
Ra
dp
(2.8)
They derived the expression for the critical value:
K∗Ec = 649 +
3.76
R∗ 0.63
(2.9)
with R∗ between 3·10−5 and 5. In the same manner, Han et al. [133] derived a threshold for a dry surface with
regards to the disintegration parameter expressed by Eq. 2.5c:
KEc = 1500 +
650
R∗ 0.42
(2.10)
Equation 2.10 was derived on the same database as Cossali et al. [56] and consequently the variation range of R∗ is
the same as for Eq. 2.9.
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2.2.1.b) Wetted wall
The disintegration parameter (Eq. 2.2) is still relevant in the presence of an initial liquid film on the surface, and the
regimes identified for the dry wall impact still arise [15, 56, 333]. However, thresholds are different and depend on
the liquid film thickness. Two examples are given below for the splashing/spreading criterion, but more extensive
results are available in [193, 238]. Cossali et al. [56] modified Eqs. 2.9 when the film thickness is larger than the
roughness amplitude to obtain:
K∗,Ec = 2100 + 5880 δ
1.44 (2.11)
Han et al. [133] added a correcting factor to account for both the roughness and the film thickness at the same time:
KEc =
[
1500 +
650
R∗ 0.42
]
·
[
1 + 0.1
√
Re ·min(δ, 0.5)
]
(2.12)
In their classification depending on δ (see Table 2.1), Kalantari & Tropea [170] did not use the disintegration pa-
rameter (Eq. 2.2) but an impact Weber number (Eq. 2.1). They associated to each regime a critical Weber number
characterizing the onset of splashing (WeEc ) as summarized in Table 2.3.
δ δ ≤ 0.1 0.1 < δ ≤ 1 1 < δ ≤ 2 δ > 2
WeEc ≈ 480− 500 136 δ + 354 ≈ 1657 δ−0.54 ≈ 1100
Table 2.3 : Critical Weber number for the onset of splashing (WeEc ) depending on dimensionless film thickness δ,
from [170]
2.2.1.c) Hot surface
As previously mentioned, the regime between criteria A and B on Fig. 2.8 is a transition regime between rebound
and breakup and can be assimilated to splashing. Therefore criteria A and B are presented in this subsection. In
1966, Watchers & Westerling [360] expressed criteria A and B with a constant critical Weber number of 30 and 80
respectively, for wall temperatures larger than TN . The order of magnitude of these results were later confirmed by
Araki & Moriyama [12] with WeAc ≈ 60 and WeBc ≈ 100. Yao & Cai [369] noticed an influence of the impact angle
on the critical disintegration criterion. They interpreted this effect as the dependence of the dynamic Leidenfrost
temperature on the impact velocity.
In their regime map (Fig. 2.9), García-Rosa et al. [297] found:
KBc = 3000− 2550T ∗ for 0 < T ∗ < 1 (2.13a)
KBc = 450 for T
∗ > 1 (2.13b)
Equation 2.13b was later confirmed by Castanet et al. [43] who foundKBc ≈ 400 for T ∗ > 1.
2.2.2 Mass deposition of splashed droplets
On cold surfaces, some liquid remains on the wall while the complementary amount is splashed. Many authors agree
upon the fact that the maximum splashed mass ratio, defined as the ratio of the splashed mass and the impacting
droplet mass ηs = ms/m0, is limited to 0.75. This implies that, in case of splashing, some liquid always sticks
to the surface. On a cold wet surface, a ratio larger than one is possible: the splashed mass comes from both the
impacting drop and the liquid film. Correlations predicting the splashed mass are generally expressed as a function
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of Re∗, Oh and the impact angle [303], or solely as a function of H = We
√
Re [133]. Roisman et al. [295] used
a semi-empirical relation depending on Kc, Re, the impacting mass flux m˙0 and the impacting velocity U0. Bai &
Gosman [15] expressed this ratio as a pure random function ηs = 0.2 +A ·X[0,1] where A is equal to 0.6 and 0.9 in
case of dry and wet wall respectively, and X[0,1] is an equiprobable random draw between 0 and 1.
In case of impact on a hot surface, the total mass is splitted into deposition (which is subject to boiling in the
transition regime), splash and vaporization (Fig. 2.12). In the film boiling regime, the deposited mass vaporizes
almost instantaneously. The amount of splashed liquid is therefore larger with higher temperature and the ratio ηs
is close to one. From this observation, Habchi [128] stated that in the splashing regime with T > TN , the whole
droplet mass is splashed. García-Rosa et al. [297] derived a general criterion for ηs that depends on K∗c and T
∗. In
their derivation, they limited ηs to 0.75 to both a liquid deposition in case of cold impact and liquid vaporization in
case of hot impact, in agreement with the measurements of Amiel et al. [6].
2.2.3 Secondary droplets
Secondary droplets are different from the initial impinging droplets and need to be characterized in terms of num-
ber, diameter, temperature as well as velocity magnitude and direction. The prediction of these values must be in
accordance with the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy.
2.2.3.a) Number of drops
Among the experiments described in the literature, the number of generated drops is an increasing function of the
impact energy. It is expressed with the impact Weber number [4, 15, 194], the disintegration number Kc [245], and
the film thickness [253, 254], or the Reynolds number [374]. It may also be calculated from volume conservation
after the determination of the splashed mass and the secondary droplets diameter [295, 303, 315]. It is always
expressed by a deterministic function except in [15, 16] where it is drawn from an equiprobable law and in [333]
where the random draw follows a Probability Density Function (PDF) parametrized by secondary droplets diameter
and splashed mass.
2.2.3.b) Diameter
A simple way to determine secondary droplets diameter is to use volume conservation after the preliminary deter-
mination of the splashed mass and the number of secondary droplets [15, 374]. However this method is not often
applied. It can also be
The diameter of secondary droplets can be predicted following the same methodology as for the number of
droplets. It can be expressed as a deterministic function of the disintegration parameter [245], for ’high energy
impacts’ [315], of the Weber number [4, 170] or the film thickness in case of wetted surface with low energy impact
[315]. Samenfink et al. [303] used an expression depending on Re∗, Oh and the impact angle.
Using a deterministic law for the droplet diameter produces a monodisperse spray if impacting conditions are
constant. A more sophisticated approach is to use a diameter randomly drawn from a distribution. In practice, a
PDF is determined experimentally and its coefficients are expressed with influent parameters. This method has been
adopted in [16] with the PDF coefficients determined by volume conservation and in [333] with a Weibull function
depending on the impacting Weber number. Roisman et al. [295] modulated their Weibull function by the diameter
of the impacting drop and its associated Reynolds number, Han et al. [133] used a Nukiyama-Tanasawa distribution
with constant coefficients and a mean diameter determined from the disintegration criterion and density ratio. Finally
García-Rosa et al. [297] used a LogNormal function with a mean diameter depending onK∗c and a constant variance.
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2.2.3.c) Velocity
The velocity characterization of the secondary droplets requires to predict both the velocity magnitude and direction.
The velocity magnitude can be determined by energy conservation. In a first approach, only kinetic and surface
energy are accounted for, as in [15] and [315] for a high energy impact. Then, the energy dissipated at the impact can
be also considered [16, 374]. Roisman et al. [295] found that the ratio of mechanical energy (i.e. the sum of surface
and kinetic energy) before and after splashing ηe is a function of the splashed mass ratio ηs.
To predict the velocity direction, one may first assume that the secondary droplets velocity vector belongs to the
impacting plane, i.e. the plane defined by (−→upold,−→nw) on Fig. 2.11. Stanton & Rutland [333] used a PDF depending
on α to determine the tangential velocity. The normal velocity was found by a random drawn on a deflection angle.
Mundo et al. [245] expressed the components by empirical correlations depending on the secondary droplet diameter.
Samenfink et al. [303] used correlations depending on multiple parameters (Re∗, Oh and the impact velocity) to
determine normal and tangential components. For low impact energy, Senda et al. [315] expressed the velocity
components with the film thickness. In a more complete approach, an azimuthal angle is added, determined from a
random process. It was used by Han et al. [133] where the normal velocity follows a Nukiyama-Tanasawa function,
the tangential velocity a normal distribution and the azimuthal angle a Weibull function. Yoon & DesJardins [374]
used energy conservation to determine the velocity magnitude, then splitted one third to the normal velocity and the
rest to the other components, randomly distributed. García-Rosa et al. [297] used a Weibull function to determine the
normal velocity, set the tangential velocity as a portion (5/7) of the original tangential velocity, and chose randomly
the elevation and azimuthal angles, providing a splashed cloud symmetric with respect to the impacting plane.
Figure 2.11 : Notations and definition of the local ref-
erential in droplet/wall interaction, from
[128]
Figure 2.12 : Illustration of splashing regime above the
boiling temperature, from [43]
2.2.3.d) Temperature
Few studies on the secondary droplet temperature are available in the literature. Recently, Castanet et al. [43]
conducted a study where they noticed that the impact angle was the main parameter to determine secondary droplet
temperature. They also observed that the wall temperature (as soon as it is far above the boiling temperature) has
little influence on the droplet temperature. For instance they monitored the same temperature variation of 18 K for
an impact angle of 17◦ and wall temperatures ranging from 240 to 440◦C.
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2.3 Other isolated droplet regimes
The two other isolated droplet regimes are the filming (or spreading) phenomenon and the rebound (or bouncing)
phenomenon.
2.3.1 Filming/Spreading
This regime occurs when the impact energy is sufficiently low to avoid splashing, but sufficiently large to counteract
the surface tension effect which cannot maintain a spherical shape anymore. A spreading lamella (a circular extent of
liquid) is thus formed on the surface, and after its maximal extent, recoils until the impact energy is totally dissipated.
Filming is not observed for high surface temperatures because the film boils and vaporizes quickly. On a wet surface,
if the impact energy is low, the droplet is ’deposited’ on the film and coalesces with it.
2.3.1.a) Criterion threshold
The threshold between spreading and rebound (criterion D on Fig. 2.8) was originally given by Yoon & DesJardin
[374] from an energy analysis. The current form is taken from [193] as:
We∗√
Re∗
=
3
4
(1− cos θC) (2.14)
Converting Eq. 2.14 into the generic form of Eq. 2.2 leads to the following disintegration parameter and limit:
K∗c = We
∗3/4 Oh1/2 (2.15)
K∗Dc =
3
4
(1− cos θC) (2.16)
2.3.2 Rebound
The droplet remains as a whole, and detaches from the surface. A stage of spreading and receding may occur on
wettable surfaces.
2.3.2.a) Criterion threshold
Criterion C on Fig. 2.8 is not precisely determined. It is only stated that the impact energy must be very low
(We≪ 1) to switch from rebound to stick [193].
2.3.2.b) Velocity
In the case of elastic rebound, the velocity computation is straightforward from momentum conservation: the normal
velocity component of the secondary droplet is the opposite of the impacting droplet, and tangential components are
equal. When energy dissipation due to the impact is accounted for (non elastic rebound), García-Rosa et al. [297]
take the wall temperature dependence on the restitution factor, and the tangential velocity is damped to 0.8 time the
impacting tangential velocity.
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2.3.2.c) Diameter
In the case of rebound on hot surface, García-Rosa et al. [297] took the evaporation rate into account. As they did
for the splashed mass, they defined ηr as the ratio of the droplet mass after and prior to the bounce and expressed it
as a function ofKc and T ∗. Volume conservation led to a diameter decrease.
2.3.2.d) Temperature
García-Rosa et al. [297] stated in their model that the secondary droplet temperature was constant during bouncing
onto hot walls, the excess of temperature being converted into vapour.
2.4 Macroscopic effects of real sprays
As previously mentioned, a real spray/wall impact cannot be accurately extrapolated by summing the behaviour of
several single droplet impacts. Non linearities brought to the spray/wall impact by drop/drop interaction prior to the
impact (mainly coalescence), during the impact (lamellas interaction, leading to uprising jets), and after the impact
(secondary droplets coalescence) make the process very complex and macroscopic models are used to recover the
global spray/wall interaction.
The main values of interest when considering spray/wall interaction are the deposited mass, secondary drop size
distribution and extracted heat from the surface in case of hot walls [238].
2.4.1 Deposited mass
Few experiments explicitly describe the liquid deposition in case of a full impinging spray. Kalantary & Tropea
[170] conducted a statistical study from a water spray. They found a strong dependence of the liquid deposition on
the impacting Weber number, depending on the impact angle. They correlated the secondary-to-incident mass and
number ratio, respectively ηs and ηN in the case of normal impact:
ηs = 6.74× 10−3 ·We− 0.204 (2.17)
ηN = 2.16× 10−3 ·We+ 8.96× 10−2 (2.18)
In the case of oblique rebound, they found a different dependency on the Weber number:
ηs = 35 ·We
−1.63 (2.19)
ηN = 7.1 ·We
−1.14 (2.20)
2.4.2 Thermal transfer
The thermal effect of a cold spray impinging a hot surface is a common process in industry (metallurgy, etc) and
has been widely studied [ref de review]. The main goal of such studies is to use the spray to cool down the surface.
In the present case, studying fuel spray impact is important for the heating of the film and the secondary droplets.
From a macroscopic point of view, energy conservation gives the global heating of the secondary spray knowing the
extracted heat from the surface and the evaporation rate. In order to quantify the heat extracted from the wall and
transferred to the secondary droplets, many researchers derived a correlation for the Nusselt number defined as the
convective-to-conductive heat fluxes ratio:
Nu =
φconv
φcond
=
hLc
λ
(2.21)
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where h is the convection coefficient, Lc a characteristic length and λ the heat conductivity. The generic form of the
Nusselt correlation found in [238] is:
Nu = a Prb RecWed Jae (2.22)
where Pr and Ja are the Prandtl and Jacob numbers respectively, defined by:
Pr =
µ cp
λ
(2.23)
Ja =
cp∆Twb
Lvap
(2.24)
The term cp is the mass heat capacity, ∆Twb = Tw − Tsat is called the superheating degree of the wall and Lvap is
the latent heat of vaporization of the liquid. Table 2.4 summarizes the constants used in various experiments.
Authors a b c d e Remarks
Eckhause & Reitz [74] 2 0 0 0 0 Non-wetting regime
Eckhause & Reitz [74] 3.32 0.33 0 0 0 Wetting regime
Rybicki & Mudawar [298] 4.7 0.32 0.61 0 0 -
Arcoumanis & Chang [13] 0.34 -0.33 -0.53 0.94 0 -
Panao & Moreira [264] 3.4 10−5 0 1.51 0 0.254 -
Table 2.4 : Nusselt number correlation coefficients
2.5 Conclusion
Real spray/wall interaction is the combination of droplet/wall and droplet/droplet interactions. The former type
allows to give insights into the basic mechanisms and constitutes the first step of spray/wall interaction modeling.
The latter type of interaction is more complicated to study, and is useful to derive macroscopic correlations. The
main regimes of single droplet/wall interaction are (i) filming, (ii) rebound and (ii) splashing. As highlighted by
[238] many experiments are available in the literature. However as no standard protocol was settled, almost each
experiment provides unique boundary conditions, which makes it difficult for general comparison.
The two majors influent parameters are the impact energy and the wall surface temperature. The impact energy
is expressed through the Weber and/or the Ohnesorge numbers and their relative influence depends on the authors.
The wall surface temperature influences the impact through liquid vaporization and film boiling effects. Influent
parameters of lower importance are (i) the presence of a liquid film on the surface, (ii) the surface roughness and
(iii) the wettability of the liquid/solid/gas system. A map of impact regimes is built in a 2D space, the coordinates
being the impact energy and the wall surface temperature. The boundary between different regimes is derived from
experimental observation. Based on this map, several authors built isolated droplet/wall interaction models for
numerical simulation.
In the filming regime the droplet spreads on the wall, creating or feeding a liquid film. In the rebound regime the
droplet deforms on the wall and is reemitted, with a different velocity direction and magnitude (in case of damping
effect). Some author account for possible partial vaporization during the rebound, modifying the droplet diameter.
The splashing regime is the most complex one as it is a combination of the two previous ones: some liquid can stick on
the surface and secondary droplets are emitted. Secondary droplets are characterized through their velocity direction
and magnitude, their temperature, their number and their diameter. Finally, as real spray/wall interaction cannot be
considered as a superposition of single droplet/wall interactions, some authors derived macroscopic correlation for
real sprays impact, in term of liquid mass deposited on the surface and thermal transfer coefficient.
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3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Definition and applications
Films can be defined as a thin layer of a given material that lies at the interface of two other different media. The
thin aspect is to be compared to geometrical length scales of the surrounding media as well as its aspect ratio. From
this definition, films can be sorted in two categories : static films and dynamic films. The formers are made of solid
material and are mainly used in the industry of optics (anti-reflective glasses) [161], electronics (integrated circuit,
photovoltaic cells) [317] or food (edible film for food freshness conservation) [176]. The laters are made of liquid or
gas, and have a dynamic behaviour that must be taken into account, understood and modeled. Note that solid films
are sometimes manufactured from a liquid film deposition that is dried later. In the rest of this work, the focus is
made on dynamic films.
Thin film flows are of prior importance in many scientific fields such as engineering, geophysics and biophysics
[59]. Surprisingly, the mathematical formulation of thin films is valid on a wide range of length scales, from nano-
geometries [75] to continental length scales [314]. Between those extrema, many authors have studied thin film flows
in various applications: heat exchangers, microelectromechanical devices [100], gravity currents, snow avalanches,
ice sheet models and lava flows. Films are of interest even in biology: the corneal thin film covering the eye (recasted
at every blink), or lung linings [124] are examples among many others. In the aeronautical context, thin films have
various applications: (i) thin films of oil are used to create lubricant layers in bearings, (ii) thin films of air generate
a thermal shield around the combustion chamber walls and (iii) in airblast atomizers, the liquid fuel forms a thin
film on the walls to increase the contact surface with the high speed air stream, promoting momentum transfers and
enhancing liquid fragmentation.
3.1.2 Main characteristics of thin liquid films
Depending on the application field, some characteristics of the film are more important than others, and therefore
are carefully monitored. Most of the time, the key element is the film thickness but it can also be the interface shear
or flow rate. In film cooling technologies, the film has a role of thermal shelter as well as heat sink [113]: then
its thickness sets the thermal resistance and its flow rate drives the heat removal out of the system. Film thickness
regularity is also important: in coating processes where every part of a surface has to be regularly covered, it is
mandatory to avoid film rupture or hydraulic jump that may be induced by a topography feature or a scratch [100].
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Finally, the interface shear is sometime critical: in multiphase pipeline conveying, the film/gas interface modifies the
pressure drop in a non negligible manner [33].
Those physical values are important to be described but also to be measured. The following paragraph introduces
methods to characterize thin film main characteristics. In experiments, the mass flow rate is usually imposed and the
first value to be measured is the film thickness, as shown in a great number of experiments [76, 94, 266, 343, 359].
Access to instantaneous recording of film thickness delivers many information: time averaging leads to mean film
thickness, Fourier transform of the instantaneous signal displays the surface wave spectrum and derivatives of the
signal (provided the wave velocity) convey the surface curvature that generates pressure jump through surface ten-
sion phenomenon. The difficulty in measuring thin film thickness is, in essence, its definition: when the film is very
thin, about several dozen of micrometers, film thickness recording becomes a challenge. For further explanations,
interested readers can consult the review by Tibiriçà et al. [342] on film thickness measurement devices.
The interface shear stress is another investigated value, through pressure drop measurements [343, 359]. This quan-
tity is indeed difficult to accurately predict due to the complex phenomena occurring at the interface such as all types
of waves, film stripping, droplet entrainment, and vaporization.
3.1.3 Origins of film motion
Given the large scalability of the film equations, many phenomena are potentially responsible for filmmotion. Craster
[59] distinguishes several families of film flows with regards to their physical origin and driving mechanisms:
• Film driven by body forces
Body forces are typically gravity and electromagnetism. It includes falling films, electrically charged films,
and films evolving in non-Galilean referential, driven by centrifugal forces.
• Film driven by surfactants
Surfactants are compounds that lower the surface tension at the film interface, and result in a non homoge-
neous surface tension distribution on the free surface. This surface tension gradient leads to interface stresses
called Marangoni stresses. The output of the overall phenomenon is a tangential force that drives the film.
Processes involving spreading of surfactants on thin films are key elements in various industrial and biological
applications such as coating flows, microfluidics and drying of semiconductors.
• Film driven by thermal effects
As surfactants, temperature inhomogeneities induce surface tension gradients and lead to Marangoni stresses.
The difference between this class and the previous one is that thermocapillarity mainly produces constant
stresses while films driven by surfactants present strong coupling between the surfactant concentration and
the film flow, leading to a highly varying driving force.
• Film driven by intermolecular forces
When the film thickness decreases to the value of 0.1 µm, intramolecular forces start to influence the flow
dynamics and under certain conditions can lead to film rupture and dewetting. When the aim of a process is
to cover a substrate by a thin layer (coating process), dewetting must be avoided and controlling instabilities
generated by intramolecular forces is of prior importance.
• Film driven by external surface stresses
This mechanism is essential in aeronautical applications since the thin film is surrounded by a viscous gas
flowing at high velocity and the interface shearing induced by viscosity of both media is the predominant
driving force.
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3.2 Derivation of thin film equations
The flow within the film is ruled by the Navier-Stokes equations, with boundary conditions linked to the surrounding
media: substrate roughness or ambient fluid viscosity may appear in the final set of equations. Thermal effects will
be neglected in the following.
The general Navier-Stokes equations read:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂ρui
∂xi
= 0 (3.1a)
∂ρui
∂t
+ uj
∂ρui
∂xj
= − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂τij
∂xj
+ fi (3.1b)
Index notation has been adopted as well as Einstein summation rule for repeated indices. The above equations
respectively represent the mass conservation and the momentum conservation. Assuming that the film does not
breakup and no droplets impinge the film surface, there is no source or sink terms in the right-hand side of the mass
conservation equation.
The stress tensor τij is expressed from kinetical gas theory for Newtonian fluids [148] (Eq. A.2) and fi denotes
the volume forces. Since only non-charged fluids are considered, the volume forces reduce to gravity. In addition,
flow length scales are small compared to Earth length scale so that gravity field gi is taken uniform.
3.2.1 From Navier-Stokes to film equations
The following derivation follows the methodology of Thual [341] to obtain the general films equations, originally
established by de Saint-Venant [62] who derived film equations for environmental fluid mechanics to predict flood or
swell propagation. The major assumptions for deriving Saint-Venant equations are (a) incompressibility of the fluid,
(b) negligible longitudinal gradients compared to normal ones, (c) negligible liquid/gas interface shear stress and
(d) homogeneous exterior pressure (equal to atmospheric pressure). A bulk velocity is calculated by integrating the
local Navier-Stokes equations over the wall-normal direction. The determination of an integration constant requires
to model the liquid/gas interface shear stress. The assumption (b), also known as lubrication theory1, shallow water
theory or also long-wave theory [59] is widely used in other fields of fluid mechanics and allows many mathematical
simplifications.
The above assumptions apply to thin film flows in aeronautical burners, except that gas/liquid shear stress is not
negligible and exterior pressure is not homogeneous. Moreover, contrarily to Saint-Venant derivation, equations are
not integrated over the film thickness.
Applying incompressibility (ρ = cste) to Eq. 3.1a leads to ∂ui/∂xi = 0. As a consequence the stress tensor
and its gradient simplify as:
τij = µ
(
∂ui
xj
+
∂uj
xi
)
(3.2)
∂τij
∂xj
= µ
∂2ui
∂x2j
(3.3)
1lubrication theory embeds one additional assumption: negligible inertia of the film
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Figure 3.1 : Sketch of a general film flow in a gravity field
Following previous assumptions, Eqs. 3.1 may be written:
∂ui
∂xi
= 0 (3.4a)
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
= − 1
ρ
∂p
∂xi
+ ν ∆ui + gi (3.4b)
where ν and ∆ denote respectively the kinematic viscosity and the Laplacian operator.
Boundary conditions
For the sake of clarity, the derivation is made in 2D geometry as sketched in Fig. 3.1. Let h be the thickness of the
film, the free surface equation is expressed by F (x, y, t) = z−h(x, t) = 0, which excludes breaking waves. Writing
the kinematic boundary condition as dF/dt = 0 and noting ux = u and uy = v leads to:
∂h
∂t
+ u
∂h
∂x
= v for y = h(x, t) (3.5)
At the gas/liquid interface, the action of the stress tensor Γ onto a surface of normal −→n is expressed by −→n · Γ. The
dynamic boundary condition is thus determined by decomposing the stress tensor action into the normal and the
tangential components, respectively, and writing jump conditions across the interface [202] leads to:(−→n · Γ) ·−→n − (−→n · Γext) ·−→n = σ−→∇ ·−→n (3.6a)(−→n · Γ) ·−→t − (−→n · Γext) ·−→t = −→∇σ ·−→t (3.6b)
where −→n and −→t are the interface normal and tangential vectors as represented on Fig. 3.1, σ is the liquid surface
tension. The stress tensor Γ components write:
Γij = −p · δij + τij (3.7)
The term Γextij in Eqs. 3.6 is the gaseous stress tensor components at the interface. Equation 3.6a states that the jump
in normal stress is the result of surface tension and surface curvature. Injecting the stress tensor expression Eq. 3.7 in
Eq. 3.6a and considering a stationary flow (τij = 0), leads to the Laplace-Young equation that quantifies the pressure
jump (also referred to as the Laplace pressure) across the interface for static fluids:
pext − p = σ
R1
(3.8)
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where R1 is the interface radius of curvature. Note that on three dimensional surfaces, two principal radii (R1 and
R2) must be defined and Eq. 3.8 writes:
pext − p = σ
(
1
R1
+
1
R2
)
(3.9)
Equation 3.6b represents the tangential stress jump that can be generated by a surface tension gradient (often induced
by non homogeneities in temperature or chemical composition fields). Using Eq. 3.7 for both the liquid and gas
fluids:
µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
− µext
(
∂uexti
∂xj
+
∂uextj
∂xi
)
=
∂σ
∂xi
· ti (3.10)
At the wall/liquid interface (y = 0), given the fact that the wall is stationary and not porous, the kinematic condition
writes:
ui = 0 (3.11)
In addition the dynamic boundary condition writes:
ni · Γij · tj = τw (3.12)
where τw is the shear stress applied by the liquid on the wall and depends on the liquid velocity and viscosity as well
as the wall roughness. It must be either modeled by a phenomenological law (as it is done in environmental fluid
mechanics) or computed from a prescribed velocity profile [90].
3.2.2 Nondimensionalization of the film equations
The above film equations are nondimensionalized as follows:
x = L0x
∗, y = h0y
∗, t = T0t
∗, u = U0u
∗, v = U0
h0
L0
v∗, p = P0p
∗ (3.13)
where L0 is a longitudinal length scale, h0 is a wall-normal length scale and T0 is a characteristic time scale. The
characteristic longitudinal velocity U0 is a priori estimated from measurements, but an estimation of its expression,
based on the following assumptions is derived in Section 6.1.4. The expression of characteristic pressure P0 depends
on the film driving force: when gravity is dominating, the reference pressure may be expressed as P0 = ρg
′ h0
where g′ = g cosγ (Fig. 3.1). In the configuration where pressure drop and wall shear balance, P0 = µU0L0/h20
might be relevant; if film inertia is preponderant P0 = ρU20 is more appropriate. The choice of the reference time
scale also depends on the driving phenomenon. For instance when gravity is leading, T0 could be expressed as√
h0/g while it may read h20/ν when the film is driven by shear stress at the free surface.
Injecting Eqs. 3.13 into Eqs. 3.4 and fully expressing 2D components instead of using indices leads to:
∂u∗
∂x∗
+
∂v∗
∂y∗
= 0 (3.14a)
τc
∂u∗
∂t∗
+ u∗
∂u∗
∂x∗
+ v∗
∂u∗
∂y∗
= − Eu∂p
∗
∂x∗
+
1
ǫRe
∆
∗u∗ +
tanγ
ǫFr2
(3.14b)
ǫ2
(
τc
∂v∗
∂t∗
+ u∗
∂v∗
∂x∗
+ v∗
∂v∗
∂y∗
)
= − Eu∂p
∗
∂y∗
+
ǫ
Re
∆
∗v∗ − 1
Fr2
(3.14c)
where ∆∗ represents a modified non-dimensional Laplacian operator:
∆
∗ = ǫ2
∂2
∂x∗2
+
∂2
∂y∗2
(3.15)
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L0
h0
λ
A
Figure 3.2 : Lubrication theory hypothesis: the film size ratio ǫ = h0/L0 (or lubrication parameter) is supposed far
smaller than one. Moreover the free surface slope 2A/λ is supposed to be of the order of magnitude of ǫ
Dimensionless parameters in Eqs. 3.14 are the film size ratio ǫ, the Froude number Fr, the Reynolds number Re, the
gravity angle tangent tanγ, the Euler number Eu and the ratio of the convective time by the characteristic time of
driving force τc. They are defined as:
ǫ =
h0
L0
, Fr =
U0√
g′h0
, Re =
h0U0
ν
, tanγ =
gy
gx
, Eu =
P0
ρU20
, τc =
L0
U0T0
(3.16)
The film size ratio (Fig. 3.2) is the key parameter of the lubrication theory and is sometimes called ’lubrication
parameter’. It is assumed to be small ǫ << 1, allowing a Taylor expansion:
ui = ui,0 + ǫui,1 + ... (3.17)
In this theory, the slope of the free surface (Eq. 3.2) is supposed to be of the order of magnitude of ǫ. Although
it is verified very often, it happens that the free surface dramatically and sharply varies, violating the low slope
assumption. However, Gaskell et al. [100] showed that lubrication theory is wrong by no more than 15% in the most
extreme cases.
The Froude number is a dimensionless number defined for free surface flows that compares convection velocity
to surface wave velocity. In Eq. 3.16 the velocity c0 =
√
g′h0 is the surface wave velocity for shallow waters. The
Froude number can be interpreted as the ratio of inertial forces to gravitational ones. Its value determines the flow
regime: subcritical, critical or supercritical:
• Subcritical regime (Fr < 1): the surface wave velocity is larger than the fluid velocity and consequently
upstream traveling waves can propagate disturbances to the upstream flow.
• Critical regime (Fr = 1): surface wave and fluid convection have the same velocity.
• Supercritical regime (Fr > 1): fluid velocity is large enough to sweep upstream traveling waves away: sur-
face information can not travel upstream and sharp surface level shifts may occur in front of downstream
disturbances. This level change is called ’hydraulic jump’ and can be seen as a ’shock wave for surface level’.
The Froude number and fluid thickness can be compared to the Mach number and pressure for compressible flow: de-
pending on the Froude (resp. Mach) value, physical information (thickness or pressure) can travel upstream the main
flow. A more detailed explanation has been made by Chanson [45]. The Froude number is of primary importance in
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free surface flows where gravity plays a significant role. In pipe flows, the piezometric pressure (p + ρgz) is little
influenced by gravity as the pressure can be set to any value, and in particular to a level such that p >> ρg∆z|max
where ∆z|max is the maximum vertical length scale of the fluid. In free surface flows, pressure is set to the atmo-
spheric pressure and the gravitational part of the piezometric pressure takes the lead [45].
In hydraulic engineering, the Euler number is also expressed as the ratio of pressure drop across the system to
fluid inertia (Pout−Pin)/ρU20 , and is used to characterize the pressure drop in a fluid flow. With this expression, the
Euler number is always lower than one, and equals one when wall friction is null.
Nondimensional boundary conditions
On free surfaces, the kinematic equation (Eq. 3.5) remains the same when non-dimensionalized:
∂h∗
∂t∗
+ u∗
∂h∗
∂x∗
= v∗ for y∗ = h∗(x∗, t∗) (3.18)
Treating dynamic boundary conditions is more complicated because the free surface can be oriented in any direction,
resulting in a different local coordinate system. Therefore a projection from the local to the original coordinate
system is necessary to keep the original dimensionless number expressions. To avoid such projection, it is assumed
that the surface local tangential plane is almost parallel to the wall. This assumption, previously called long wave
theory, limits the following analysis to low slope waves, i.e. having an amplitude far smaller than wavelength.
Normal and tangent vectors of the interface can be expressed from the free surface derivative, yielding respec-
tively in the original coordinate system:
N =
[
−∂h
∂x
1
]
·
1√
1 +
(
∂h
∂x
)2 and T =
[
1
∂h
∂x
]
·
1√
1 +
(
∂h
∂x
)2 (3.19)
Then the matrix products conveying normal and tangential projections (first term of Eq. 3.6a and Eq. 3.6b) can be
written (in 2D):
ni · Γij · nj = N
2
x · Γ11 +NxNy (Γ12 + Γ21) +N
2
y · Γ22 (3.20a)
ni · Γij · tj = NxTx · Γ11 +NxTy · Γ12 +NyTx · Γ21 +NyTy · Γ22 (3.20b)
Invoking the long-wave hypothesis, the film thickness derivative is considered negligible compared to unity
(∂h/∂x << 1) and the normal and tangential vector components can be simplified at first order:
N ≈
[
−∂h
∂x
1
]
and T ≈
[
1
∂h
∂x
]
(3.21)
Equations 3.20 then reduce to:
ni · Γij · nj = Γ22 +
∂h
∂x
(Γ12 + Γ21) (3.22a)
ni · Γij · tj = Γ21 +
∂h
∂x
(Γ22 − Γ11) (3.22b)
Substituting Eq. 3.22a together with Eq. 3.7 in the normal component of the dynamic boundary condition Eq. 3.6a
leads to:
(pe − p) + 2
(
µ
∂v
∂y
− µe ∂ve
∂ye
)
+ 2
∂h
∂x
[
µ
(
∂u
∂y
+
∂v
∂x
)
− µe
(
∂ue
∂y
+
∂ve
∂x
)]
= σ
∂2h
∂x2
(3.23)
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where the subscript e stands for the exterior (gaseous) variables at the interface. Nondimensionalizing with previously
defined characteristic scales leads to:
Eu (p∗ext − p∗) =
ǫ2
We
∂2h∗
∂x∗2
− 2 ǫ
Re
[(
∂v∗
∂y∗
− r∂v
∗
e
∂y∗e
)
+
∂h∗
∂x∗
[(
∂u∗
∂y∗
+
∂v∗
∂x∗
)
− r
(
∂u∗e
∂y∗
+
∂v∗e
∂x∗
)]]
(3.24)
where r and We are the ratio of viscosities and Weber number related to liquid thickness, respectively:
r =
µe
µ
(3.25)
We =
ρh0 U
2
0
σ
(3.26)
Equation 3.24 states that the pressure jump across the interface is due to two contributions which are the two terms
in the right-hand side. The first term expresses the role of surface tension while the second term represents the
competition between viscosity and liquid inertia. It is worth noticing that for static fluids (ui = ue,i = 0), Eq. 3.24
reduces to the Laplace equation and the pressure jump is only due to surface tension.
Applying the same procedure to the tangential projection, i.e. injecting Eqs. 3.22b and 3.7 into Eq. 3.6b
writes: (
µ
∂u
∂y
− µe ∂ue
∂y
)
+
∂h
∂x
[
µ
(
∂v
∂y
− ∂u
∂x
)
− µe
(
∂ve
∂y
− ∂ue
∂x
)]
=
1
2
(
∂σ
∂x
+
∂h
∂x
∂σ
∂y
)
(3.27)
Nondimensionalizing by using the same characteristic scales as before, and using previous results, leads to:(
∂u∗
∂y∗
− ∂u
∗
e
∂y∗
)
+ ǫ2
∂h∗
∂x∗
[(
∂v∗
∂y∗
− ∂u
∗
∂x∗
)
−
(
∂v∗e
∂y∗
− ∂u
∗
e
∂x∗
)]
=
1
2
ǫ
Re
We
(
∂σ∗
∂x∗
+
∂h∗
∂x∗
∂σ∗
∂y∗
)
(3.28)
The first term at the left-hand side expresses the jump of longitudinal velocity gradient due to fluid viscosities while
the second term represents the stress induced by streamwise acceleration. The right-hand side accounts for surface
tension gradients. Although Eqs.(3.24) and (3.28) seem difficult to integrate, they reduce to much more simple
expressions in most of situations, thanks to nondimensional numbers comparison.
On the wall boundary, Eq. 3.11 simply delivers:
u∗i = 0 (3.29)
Considering a flat bottom wall, Eq. 3.12 reduces to:
µ
∂u
∂y
= τw (3.30)
Writing τw = µU0/h0 · τ∗w and using the previous characteristic scales, Eq. 3.30 reads:
∂u∗
∂y∗
= τ∗w (3.31)
3.2.3 Simplification of the equations in aeronautical combustion chambers
Considering the order of magnitude of all dimensionless numbers, it is possible to reasonably neglect some terms
in equations of section (3.2.2). As Craster [59] states, discarding terms in a dimensionless equation can be seen
as ’physics filtering’: by evaluating the order of magnitude of physical phenomena and neglecting the smallest
ones, some physics are not taken into account and only the predominant effects are described. In order to evaluate
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Scale description Variable name Unit Order of magnitude
Longitudinal length L0 [m] 10−2
Film thickness h0 [m] 10−4
Film velocity U0 [m/s] 1
Film density ρ [kg/m3] 103
Film viscosity µ [kg/ms] 10−3
Film surface tension σ [kg/s2] 10−2
Ambiant gas viscosity µe [kg/ms] 10−5
Table 3.1 : Order of magnitude of film scales in aeronautical burners
dimensionless numbers, it is mandatory to know the order of magnitude of all scales in the concerned geometry
at the targeted operating point. Characteristic scales related to film flows encountered in aeronautical burners are
summarized in Table 3.1.
One important point is the choice of the scaling pressure P0. As seen in section 3.2.2, several candidates exist
for P0 and their order of magnitude can be very different. The ambient gas pressure Pe may vary from 0.5 to 25
bars in aeronautical combustion chambers and choosing the proper order of magnitude is not straightforward. The
scaling pressure is issued from the balance in pressure drop and shear stress within the film, and P0 = µU0L0/h20 is
therefore preferred. With this setting, the Euler number transforms to the inverse of Reynolds number divided by the
’thickness-to-length’ ratio:
Eu =
1
ǫ Re
(3.32)
Determination of the time scale ratio τc is based on the same consideration, i.e. the pressure drop/shear stress balance.
This leads to:
τc =
1
ǫ Re
(3.33)
It is now possible to evaluate all dimensionless numbers that have been encountered so far and their value are listed
in Table 3.2.
ǫ Re Fr2 We Eu r
10−2 102 103 10 1 10−2
Table 3.2 : Order of magnitude of dimensionless numbers used in film equations
Replacing these numbers in Eqs. 3.14 helps to discriminate negligible terms:
∂u∗
∂x∗
+
∂v∗
∂y∗
= 0 (3.34a)
∂u∗
∂t∗
+ u∗
∂u∗
∂x∗
+ v∗
∂u∗
∂y∗
= − ∂p
∗
∂x∗
+ 10−4
∂2u∗
∂x∗2
+
∂2u∗
∂y∗2
+ 10−1 tanγ (3.34b)
10−4
(
∂v∗
∂t∗
+ u∗
∂v∗
∂x∗
+ v∗
∂v∗
∂y∗
)
= − ∂p
∗
∂y∗
+ 10−10
∂2v∗
∂x∗2
+ 10−4
∂2v∗
∂y∗2
− 10−3 (3.34c)
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Applying the same procedure to dynamic boundary conditions on the free surface, Eqs. 3.24 and 3.28 yield:
(p∗ext − p∗) = 10−5
∂2h∗
∂x∗2
− 2 · 10−4
[(
∂v∗
∂y∗
− 10−2 ∂v
∗
e
∂y∗e
)
+
∂h∗
∂x∗
[(
∂u∗
∂y∗
+
∂v∗
∂x∗
)
− 10−2
(
∂u∗e
∂y∗
+
∂v∗e
∂x∗
)]]
(3.35a)(
∂u∗
∂y∗
− ∂u
∗
e
∂y∗
)
=
1
2
· 10−1
(
∂σ∗
∂x∗
+
∂h∗
∂x∗
∂σ∗
∂y∗
)
− 10−4 ∂h
∗
∂x∗
[(
∂v∗
∂y∗
− ∂u
∗
∂x∗
)
−
(
∂v∗e
∂y∗
− ∂u
∗
e
∂x∗
)]
(3.35b)
The order of magnitude of the predominant terms is unity. Terms in 10−1 in Eqs. 3.34b and 3.35b are of less
importance but are kept. Liquid properties are supposed to be homogeneous so that surface tension gradients are
considered to be negligible.
Finally, Eqs. 3.34 and 3.35 are simplified and transformed back into their dimensional formulation. Mass and
momentum equations read in 2D:
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
= 0 (3.36a)
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
+ v
∂u
∂y
= − 1
ρ
∂p
∂x
+ ν
∂2u
∂y2
+ g sinγ (3.36b)
∂p
∂y
= 0 (3.36c)
Boundary conditions on the free surface are simplified to:
pext = p (3.37a)
µ
∂u
∂y
= µe
∂ue
∂y
(3.37b)
And bottom wall conditions stay as originally expressed in Eqs. 3.11 and 3.30:
ui = 0 (3.38)
µ
∂u
∂y
= τw (3.39)
From Eqs. 3.36c and 3.37a, it is deducted that the pressure within the film is independent of the y coordinate
and is equal to the ambient gas pressure pext. The tangential projection of the free surface condition states that
the discontinuity of longitudinal velocity slope is only due to the viscosity difference between the liquid and the
surrounding gas.
In the following parts, additional assumptions will be made in order to further simplify the system of equations
and be able to find an algebraic solution.
3.3 Overview of film modeling strategies
Depending on the application field, the length scales involved, different approaches are adopted in order to render a
useful film description. As written in section 3.1, averaged and instantaneous film thicknesses and, to a less extent,
film/gas shear are the most important physical quantities to describe.
In pipe geometries, some precise correlations for film/gas shear can be found in literature, based on global quan-
tities such as the hydraulic diameter or the Reynolds number. However expressing the interface shearing with local
variables such as film and gas velocities, strain rate and pressure gradient is difficult and lacks of universality due to
the very complex behaviour of the free surface and the high number of controlling parameters [266].
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Figure 3.3 : Thin film hypothesis. Left: real configuration. Right: decomposition of the flow into the gas and film
parts. Film thickness being negligible compared to the gaseous wall-normal length, the gaseous velocity
profile is supposed to be identical with or without film.
3.3.1 Depth-Average Method
Integrating film equations over the film thickness simplifies the problem to an equation of film thickness h. This
method is very popular and has been used in various engineering fields: environment, coating [100], internal com-
bustion engine [90] as well as gas turbines [72]. One of the advantages of this method is to transform a 3D film
problem into a 2D problem without reducing its physical representativeness, even when the film surface violates the
lubrication theory. This finally decreases the computational costs.
Moreover, this approach is a stand-alone model. Not only it describes isolated film configurations such as free
falling films or inertia driven films [100] but it also handles complex interactions with gas flows through coupling
[73, 90]. In this coupled approach, the underlying assumption is the negligible film thickness compared to the
wall-normal gaseous length scale, meaning that there is no blockage effect of the film on the gas flow (Fig. 3.3).
The film/gas interface is seen by the gas as a boundary condition. As seen on Fig. 3.4, the coupling values that
both solvers exchange are the interface shear (continuous across the interface) and the film roughness length scale.
The interfacial shear is generally calculated by law-of-the-wall approach. For instance, Ebner et al. [73] used
a differential description of the velocity profile ∂u/∂y with the mixing length damping proposed by Van Driest
[68]. This modification allows to take in account several second order phenomena that alter the usual logarithmic
law: pressure gradient, normal velocity component due to evaporation or blowing, and surface roughness. The film
roughness length scale is calculated by the film solver using correlations that describe the roughness of a wavy film
surface and is used in the gas solver to modify the boundary layer behaviour. Schöber et al. [313] correlated the film
roughness length scale to the film Weber and Ohnesorge numbers.
During the last decade, advanced resolution techniques have been developed such as general Newton globally
convergent solver [195], full approximation storage (FAS) and full multigrid (FMG) [354]. These methods have
been tested in the context of painting, coating and semi-conductors technology.
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Figure 3.4 : Film/gas coupling: continuity of shear stress (grey arrows) allows to set the liquid shear stress to the
value computed in the gas simulation. Reversely the interface roughness is used to compute the gas flow.
3.3.2 Interface tracking method
Interface tracking methods, presented in section 1.4.3, are broadly used in computational fluid dynamics for flows
involving several non miscible phases. It is a very active research topic and many articles can be found in the
literature, in various application fields.
3.3.2.a) Volume of Fluid method
In the context of thin liquid films, VOF methods have been applied for the evaporation of a falling and shear-driven
film by Helbig et al. [141] and showed a good accuracy for the film thickness. Lan et al. [186] compared experiment
and VOF model in the case of a 3D shear-driven film in a duct and obtained also reasonably good agreement for the
film thickness and spreading. Still, Hashmi et al. [139] pointed out that large velocity gradients and property jumps
across the interface yield inaccurate resolution of the velocity field within the gas phase. More precisely, velocity
gradients are underestimated and the pressure drop is overestimated. This lack of accuracy was mainly connected
to the turbulence model (RANS k-ǫ) and Hashmi et al. proposed an improvement of the turbulence model to obtain
correct turbulent quantities in the interface neighbourhood.
3.3.2.b) Level Set method
In thin film configurations, the liquid layer may be too small to be discretized. The curvature computed from the
gradient of φ (the function that localizes the interface) becomes noisy and the film ruptures too quickly [40]. In
order to avoid such behaviours, improvements have been made in this area and allow to compute thin films formed
at bubble surfaces [380].
3.3.3 Particles Model
The idea of the particles model is to represent a continuum medium by a large number of discrete objects, named
particles. Using a particle approach to model thin film flows has been originally introduced by O’Rourke & Amsden
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[257] in the context of spark-ignition engine taking into account film vaporization. The main advantage of particle
versus continuous modeling is the possibility to describe sharp interfaces with particles whereas continuous formu-
lations tend to naturally diffuse the interface. Particles contain the physical information that describe the film: mass,
volume, velocity and temperature. This approach fits well to configurations where the film is generated by, or trans-
forms into, ’discrete-like’ objects. Typical examples are a film generated by droplets impinging a wall, or a film
atomized at a sharp edge.
This approach could be qualified as ’hybrid’ since Navier-Stokes fundamental equations are treated in differ-
ent ways: mass conservation is ensured by particle number conservation while momentum is integrated over the
film thickness and the mean film velocity is applied to particles. In their article, O’Rourke & Amsden supposed a
quasi-steady state behaviour of the film momentum (i.e. steady state velocity is reached instantaneously) while the
unsteadiness of film energy was taken in account. They also considered mass, momentum and energy transfers due
to impinging droplets.
Coupling with the gaseous phase is achieved through interface shear stress and film equivalent roughness, as in
the Depth-Averaged Method, and film mean temperature and heat flux for the energy equation.
As this model has been selected to be implemented in AVBP, it will be explained in more details in chapter 6.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter proposes a qualitative overview of film phenomena and a list of film motion origins. Navier-Stokes
equations were simplified in the particular configuration of 2D wall-bounded flow.
Using the strong assumption of the lubrication theory allowed to derive the film equations, and their non-
dimensionalization exhibited several characteristic numbers. From the typical physical values encountered in aero-
engines, only the predominant non-dimensional numbers were considered, leading to a physic filtering and simplifi-
cation of the film equations. The remaining phenomena that drive the films are the pressure gradient, the gravity and
the external gas shear stress.
Finally an overview of numerical strategies highlighted four methods to describe film flows, depending on the
kinematic point of view (Lagragian or Eulerian) and the level of details (3D or Depth-Averaged films).
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In an unstable flow configuration, a tiny disturbance, negligible from a macroscopic point of view, grows exponen-
tially until it reaches a point where it locally modifies the mean flow. Then a complex and fully non-linear interaction
occurs between the instability and the surrounding flow, leading sometimes to other type of instabilities and very
often to a major change of the initial unperturbed flow (Fig 4.1).
Instabilities are of primary importance for free surface flows because they are the first step towards atomization.
Jumps in physical properties at the interface are often the sources of instabilities: starting from an unperturbed flat
state, the interface evolves to a wavy texture, presenting crests and troughs that modify the local flow conditions.
This wavy texture is then even more distorted until it detaches from the liquid core and disintegrates into liquid
blobs. This is called primary atomization. Then the liquid blobs are subject to other kind of instabilities and undergo
a cascade fragmentation (namely the secondary atomization) until reaching a size where stabilizing and destabilizing
phenomena are balanced.
The complexity of free surface instabilities is highlighted by the fact that depending on the situation a force
(gravity or viscosity) can stabilize or destabilize the flow field [47].
Knowing and describing film instability is important for predicting atomization : the droplet population within a
spray depends on how it has been generated. Different types of instability have different characteristic lengths (also
Figure 4.1 : Visualization of instability mechanism leading to atomization, from Marmottant & Villermaux [220]
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Figure 4.2 : Illustration of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at different length scales. Left: Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
located at two different fluids interface, from [340] (scale ≈ 1 cm). Right: instability between different
atmospheric layers, illustrated by clouds (scale ≈ 1 km).
mentioned as ’wavelength’ given the oscillatory nature of instabilities). These different length scales create blobs of
different dimensions and finally generate sprays of different drop size spectra.
In this chapter, a theoretical study of instabilities is first summarized to highlight the basic phenomena, followed
by the particular configuration of film instability. Then the primary atomization is presented in usual flow configura-
tions of aeronautical atomizers. An overview of the numerical tools to compute the primary atomization is presented
and finally secondary atomization is briefly tackled.
4.1 Hydrodynamic instabilities in parallel flows
This section briefly describes the mathematical study of hydrodynamic instability in parallel flow configurations. It
follows and summarizes the rigorous derivation done by Charru [47].
4.1.1 Non viscous instabilities in parallel flows
This type of instability is mainly triggered by the fluid inertia (Kelvin-Helmholtz instability) or the pressure dis-
tribution (Couette-Taylor). The Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability is a fundamental instability that develops in the
presence of a velocity difference in a flow. It can occur within a single phase flow (shear layers, jets, high Reynolds
wakes or boundary layers), but also in multiphase flows at the phases interface. Its wavelength, labeled λL in the
following, presents a remarkably wide range in natural phenomena (Fig. 4.2). The viscosity only plays a minor
role, damping the instability growth of short wavelength perturbations. The derivation of the general equation of a
perturbation in non viscous parallels flow is proposed in the following as it allows to settle and understand the basis
of an unstable flow. It starts with the incompressible Euler equations:
∂ui
∂xi
= 0 (4.1a)
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
= − ∂p
∂xj
(4.1b)
In the particular case of unidirectional mean flow as depicted on Fig. 4.3, the mean velocity components and pressure
simplify to:
ux(~x, t) = ux(y), uy(~x, t) = uz(~x, t) = 0, p(~x, t) = p (4.2)
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Figure 4.3 : Unidirectional mean film flow configuration
Considering the perturbed flow ui + u′′i , p+ p
′′, the linearized equations write:
∂u′′x
∂x
+
∂u′′y
∂y
+
∂u′′z
∂z
= 0 (4.3a)
∂u′′x
∂t
+ ux
∂u′′x
∂x
+ u′′y
∂ux
∂y
= − ∂p
′′
∂x
(4.3b)
∂u′′y
∂t
+ ux
∂u′′y
∂x
+ = − ∂p
′′
∂y
(4.3c)
∂u′′z
∂t
+ ux
∂u′′z
∂x
+ = − ∂p
′′
∂z
(4.3d)
(4.3e)
Given the invariance properties of the problem, the solution may be written with the form of normal modes of wave
vector
−→
k = kx ex + kz ez and pulsation ω. For the longitudinal perturbation of the velocity, a normal mode writes:
ux(
−→x , t) = 1
2
uˆx(y) e
i(kxx+kzz−ωt) + C (4.4)
where C is a constant and uˆx is the modulus of u′′x. Using similar expression for u
′′
y , u
′′
z and p
′′ leads to the system
of equations verified by uˆx,uˆy ,uˆz and pˆ:
i kx uˆx +
∂uˆy
∂y
+ i kz uˆz = 0 (4.5a)
i (kxux − ω) uˆx + ∂u
∂y
uˆy = −i kx pˆ (4.5b)
i (kxux − ω) uˆy = −∂pˆ
∂y
(4.5c)
i (kxux − ω) uˆz = −i kz pˆ (4.5d)
For an infinite domain, perturbations decrease at infinity, leading to the following boundary conditions:
uˆx, uˆy, uˆz → 0, for y → ±∞ (4.6)
For a bounded flow, non permeability conditions at the wall surfaces (located at y1 and y2) read:
uˆy(y1) = 0 and uˆy(y2) = 0 (4.7)
The set of equation 4.5-4.6 or 4.5-4.7 can be formally written as a linear system:
Lφ = ωMφ (4.8)
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where φ = (uˆx, uˆy, uˆz, pˆ) and L and M are differential linear operators. The system is, for a given wave vector,
a generalized eigenvalue problem that admits a non zero solution φ if the operator L − ωM is not invertible. This
condition writes formally:
D(
−→
k ,ω) = 0 (4.9)
where D is the determinant operator. Equation 4.9 constitutes the dispersion relation of small amplitude perturba-
tions. The Squires theorem states that any unstable tridimensional mode (
−→
k ,w) of temporal growth rate ω can be
related to a 2D mode (k˜, w˜). It is therefore possible to limit the study to 2D perturbations in a 3D flow. The main
advantage of this transformation is to use the stream function ψ of the velocity perturbation defined by:
ux =
∂ψ
∂y
(4.10a)
uy = − ∂ψ
∂x
(4.10b)
Rewriting Euler equations (Eqs. 4.1) in 2D, canceling the pressure via cross differentiation, and injecting the
normal modes of wave vector
−→
k = k−→e x and pulsation ω:
ψ(−→x , t) = 1
2
ψˆ(y)ei(kxx−ωt) (4.11)
leads to the Rayleigh equation:
(ux − c)
(
∂2
∂y2
− k2
)
(ψˆ)− ∂
2ux
∂y2
ψˆ = 0 (4.12)
with associated boundary conditions for free or bounded flow:
ψˆ → 0 for y → ±∞ or ψˆ(y1) = ψˆ(y2) = 0 (4.13)
For a real wave number k, if the eigen function ψˆ is associated to a real eigenvalue c = k/ω then the exponential
term in Eq. 4.11 is purely imaginary and the perturbation is not amplified. On the contrary, if a real k leads to two
complex conjugate eigenvalues, one of the mode is damped and the other is amplified: the flow is unstable.
Under simplifying assumptions on the velocity profile, the Rayleigh equation 4.12 can be formally solved, e.g.
Raynal [280] supposed a piecewise linear velocity profile to derive the perturbation growth on two-phase flow inter-
face and found a good agreement with experiments. More recently, Zaleski et al. [376] used this inviscid linearized
stability theory to study a new fundamental 2D instability in a liquid/gas mixing layer.
In Eq. 4.12, if the velocity c of an eigenmode is equal to the fluid velocity uc(y) at y = yc, then the first term
vanishes and the eigen function presents a singularity at y = yc. The layer around yc is called a critical layer and it
has to be taken into account when considering film flows [247] as will be seen in sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2.
4.1.2 Couette flow stabilty - continuous spectrum
In a non viscous Couette flow between two walls, the flow profile is linear in y and its second derivative is zero. This
leads to the general solution:
ψˆ = A sinh(ky + ϕ) (4.14)
where A and ϕ are two integration constants. The impermeability conditions at the wall (ψˆ(y1) = ψˆ(y2) = 0) would
lead to A = 0 and no eigenmodes would be defined. In reality, some eigen modes are present, but they are associated
to a critical layer, i.e. with a celerity equal to the flow speed. Solving the Rayleigh equation from both sides of the
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critical layer shows that any normal mode of celerity between 0 and 2U0 is an eigen mode. The dispersion relation
can therefore be written:
kux(y1) < ω < kux(y2) (4.15)
Equation 4.15 means that for any wave number k, the eigenvalue spectrum ω(k) is continuous. The flow is therefore
linearly stable [42]. Taking into account viscous effects does not alter this assertion and the Couette flow is linearly
stable for any Reynolds number [296].
4.1.3 Rayleigh and Fjørtoft theorems of stability
In parallel flows, Rayleigh theorem [279] states a necessary condition for having an unstable configuration: if the
flow profile admits an inflection point, then the flow can be unstable. This criterion has been refined by Fjørtoft [88]
by stating that the inflection point must correspond to a local maximum of the vorticity. This new theorem is still a
necessary (but not sufficient) condition for having an unstable flow.
4.1.4 Viscous instabilities in parallel flows
The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations read:
∂ui
∂xi
= 0 (4.16a)
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
= −∂p
∂x j
+
1
Re
∆ui (4.16b)
Following the same derivation as in subsection 4.1.1, normal modes are first sought, and the dispersion relation
D(
−→
k , x,Re) = 0 is formally written. The Squires theorem is applied to use the stream function ψ. The Orr-
Sommerfeld equation is finally found:
(ux − c)
(
∂2
∂y2
− k2
)
(ψˆ)− ∂
2ux
∂y2
ψˆ =
1
ikRe
(
∂2
∂y2
− k2
)2
ψˆ (4.17)
The difference between the Orr-Sommerfeld equation 4.17 and the Rayleigh equation 4.12 lies in the right-hand side
that now accounts for viscosity. It rises the equation order from two to four. For a wall bounded flow, the boundary
conditions are:
∂ψˆ
∂y
(y1) = ψˆ(y1) = 0 and
∂ψˆ
∂y
(y2) = ψˆ(y2) = 0 (4.18)
or in the case of a boundary layer at y = 0 and a perturbation decreasing at infinity:
∂ψˆ
∂y
ψˆ = 0 for y = 0 and
∂ψˆ
∂y
, ψˆ → 0 for y →∞ (4.19)
The set of equations 4.17-4.18 or 4.17-4.19 can be formally written as:
LAψˆ = cLBψˆ (4.20)
where LA and LB are differential operators. In a temporal stability study, the solution is found by imposing k real
and the complex celerity c is calculated whereas a spatial resolution is achieved by imposing a real pulsation ω = ck
and computing the wave number k. As Eq. 4.17 is linear with regards to the celerity while the wave number is
elevated to the power four, the temporal study is easier and it is usually used for margin stability studies. For finite
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wave number and Reynolds number, the right-hand side does not vanish and the problem induced by a critical layer
(as in the Rayleigh equation) does not exist in this case. However the exact solution can be determined only in a
few particular cases, and Eq. 4.17 is most often solved numerically. For instance, Yecko & Zaleski [371] used a
Chebyshev colocation code to evaluate the eigenvalues of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation with an additional surface
tension term, in the case of a two-phase mixing layer.
4.2 Film instabilities
Instabilities developing on the surface of a thin liquid film are a particular case of parallel flows instabilities. As liquid
and gas are not miscible, their interface is well defined and surface tension effects are not negligible. In addition, the
liquid/gas interface is dynamic and usually presents large jump conditions of density (ρl/ρg ≈ 1000) and viscosity
(µl/µg ≈ 100). When the film is very thin, the diffusive role of viscosity is enhanced and the film thickness is to
be compared to the wave length of the perturbation. When the film is sheared by a turbulent air stream, complex
interactions between the surface instabilities and the gaseous turbulent boundary layer arise so that both media should
be resolved and coupled for a complete prediction of the phenomenon. For these reasons, the study of thin liquid
film instabilities is a complete research topic.
4.2.1 Intrinsic film stability
Oron [255] theoretically showed that when an isolated thin liquid film with zero surface tension is subjected to a
constant shear stress, waves travel in the shear direction, and steepen as they go, but no instability is found. When
accounting for a non-zero constant surface tension, the same waves appear with a delay, and in a long wave regime,
they are damped. This is in accordance with the stabilizing influence of surface tension.
However when considering gravity, an unstable behaviour occurs if the heavier fluid is on top of the lightest
one. This instability is known as Rayleigh-Taylor instability. It can also be triggered by any type of acceleration,
not only gravity but also inertial or Coriolis acceleration. In a general case, when a continuum of fluid undergoes an
acceleration a, the most amplified wavelength due to Rayleigh-Taylor instability expresses:
λRT = 2π
√
3σ
aρl
(4.21)
This type of instability is essential in the atomization process, as seen in 4.3.1.
4.2.2 The origins of thin film instabilities
In the absence of gravity, or when the liquid is located below the gas layer, film instability is linked to the ambient
gas flow. In a comprehensive review work, Boomkamp [31] highlights several origins of film disturbances when
sheared by a turbulent flow:
1. In 1957, Miles [233] showed the occurrence of an energy transfer from the mean gas flow to the wave pertur-
bation when a negative velocity profile curvature is present in the critical layer. This is called the critical-layer
instability. It must be highlighted that if the critical layer is located in the viscous sublayer of the film, this
mechanism can not occur.
2. In 1976, Yih [373] identified the viscosity-contrast mechanism. The viscosity jump across the phase interface
is a cause of instability for long waves. The condition that the thinner layer is the most viscous one is sufficient.
This phenomenon was studied in short waves excitation (kh >> 1) [146, 153], and non asymptotic situations
(as kh ≈ 1 or Re> 1) were numerically investigated by [284].
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3. In 1957, Phillips [267] found out instabilities generated by a direct forcing due to turbulent pressure oscilla-
tions.
4. In 1997, Boomkamp [31] derived an internal mode when the bottom layer of the film is laminar. The energy
feeding this instability comes from two different locations: the interface and the bulk bottom layer of the
liquid film.
In a recent article, Náraigh et al. [247] present an analytical model to express the mean flow profile of a film
sheared by a turbulent flow in a channel. They start from the incompressible 2D RANS equations:
∂ui
∂xi
= 0 (4.22a)
∂ui
∂t
+ uj
∂ui
∂xj
= −∂p
∂x j
+
∂τij
∂xj
+
∂τ turbij
∂xj
(4.22b)
where τij is the viscous stress tensor (Eq. A.2) and τ turbij is the turbulent stress tensor, arising from Reynolds average.
The turbulent stress tensor is expressed by:
τ turbij =
(
n1 s
s n2
)
(4.23)
Terms n1, n2 denote the turbulent normal stresses and s is the turbulent shear stress. Expressing the velocity com-
ponents with the stream function ψ and using the normal mode decomposition with pressure, stream function and
turbulent normal and shear stresses leads to two Orr-Sommerfeld equations with additional terms, one for each phase:
(ux − c)
(
∂2
∂y2
− k2
)
(ψˆg)− ∂
2ux
∂y2
ψˆg =
1
ikRe
(
∂2
∂y2
− k2
)2
ψˆg +
∂2nˆ
∂y2
+
1
ik
(
∂2
∂y2
+ k2
)
sˆ (4.24a)
(ux − c)
(
∂2
∂y2
− k2
)
(ψˆl)− ∂
2ux
∂y2
ψˆl =
m
ikrRe
(
∂2
∂y2
− k2
)2
ψˆl (4.24b)
where the subscripts g and l refer to the gas and liquid respectively,m = µg/µg and r = ρg/ρl denote the viscosity
and density ratios, and nˆ = nˆ1 − nˆ2. From Eqs. 4.24 turbulence is considered only in the gas phase, the film flow
being laminar. Two turbulence models have been tested: the visco-elastic model expressed by a transport equation
of the turbulent kinetic energy, and the eddy viscosity model based on the Boussinesq approach of the turbulent
viscosity. This approach is interesting because it proposes to solve the Orr-Sommerfeld equation (Eq. 4.17) by
taking the turbulence of the gaseous flow into account by adding extra terms (Eq. 4.24a).
From this study, Náraight et al. [247] found out that the turbulent stresses had a negligible impact on interfa-
cial instability, promoting the viscosity-contrast mechanism of Yih. By an energy budget of the perturbation, they
observed the predominance of the tangential stresses over other terms, ranking the interfacial mode (instability fed
by tangential stresses) as the most important one. However they noticed the presence of a second mode, deriving
from an energy transfer from the mean bulk region to the perturbation. This mode was called internal and can be the
source of the instability when the interfacial mode is damped by surface roughness.
Náraigh et al. [247] also stated that Kelvin-Helmholtz type instabilities that are recorded in experimental studies
arise in large amplitude waves and do not appear in the linearized problem wherein viscous effects are fully ac-
counted. Moreover, Jurman &McCready [169] derived an equation for film thickness subjected to a two-dimensional
wave via linear stabilty analysis. They found [168] good agreement between the predicted most amplified wave
length and wave speed with experiments when the operating point was near the stabilty point, but an increasing
deviation for higher velocity.
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4.2.3 Evolution of film instabilities
In most cases, film instabilities evolve into waves arising at the film surface. There are no general procedures for
predicting wave properties in cocurrent configurations, due to the complexity of the problem. For instance, when the
film is coflowing with a high speed air stream, the high degree of shear makes flowing conditions far above the point
of neutral stability of interfacial waves [168]. Consequently, arising waves are not periodic with a small amplitude,
and the prediction of their wavelength and celerity greatly differs from linear stability theory.
Overview of wave regimes map
Peng et al. [266] established a map of wave regimes depending on the gaseous and film Reynolds numbers, for
different liquid viscosities, shown on Fig. 4.4 (1 cP corresponds to 10−3 Pa.s). Different liquid viscosities lead to
different regime maps, implying a strong impact of viscosity on wave formation. However on Fig. 4.4 the liquid
viscosity is also present in the liquid Reynolds number (x axis). Consequently, liquid viscosity appears in two
independent parameters (the liquid Reynolds number and itself), suggesting that either an additional dimensionless
parameter is necessary to define the regime map completely, or the film Reynolds number may not be the appropriate
dimensionless number to map the regimes. The various surface states identified in Fig. 4.4 are described below:
Figure 4.4 : Wave regime maps, extracted from [266]
• Flat film: the film surface shows little deviation from the unperturbed state. No significant periodic event is
visible.
• 2D periodic: two dimensional waves, oriented and convected in the flow direction, arise on the film surface.
As their amplitude is low and they frequency is regular, this regime is well described by the linear stability
theory.
• 3D periodic: when the flow conditions are continuously changed (for instance an increase of the gas velocity),
the 2D periodic waves evolve to a 3D pattern. Due to a variation in wave amplitude (Fig. 4.5), the convection
velocity of the front varies locally (Fig. 4.6) and consequently leads to wave/wave interactions [2].
• Solitary waves: this regime produces quite asymmetric waves that, contrary to 2D and 3D periodic wave,
occur irregularly. Thus they are named solitary waves. They are characterized by a continuous shape and well
defined contours. Experiments show that these waves carry significant amount of liquid, which alters the base
state so that the film thickness is significantly modified [266].
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• Roll waves: these waves are similar to solitary waves, but due to different conditions (surface tension, gas
shear, viscosity), they do not keep a clear contour and disrupt, or are shattered by the gas into droplets.
Figure 4.5 : Contour lines of the film thickness of an
idealized 3D-wave, from [2]
Figure 4.6 : Temporal development of 3D-wave struc-
tures at Rel=27, from [2]
Transition to solitary and roll waves
The solitary and roll waves have a dominant effect compared to 2D periodic and 3D periodic waves. Indeed the low
amplitude of the latter suggests a small deviation of the film from its unperturbed state and guarantees no droplet
entrainment. Moreover their regular frequency allows to consider their influence on the gas as a global mean effect.
Comparatively, solitary and roll waves have larger impact: they transport a significant amount of fluid with a velocity
larger than the unperturbed film mean velocity, leading to a lower mean film thickness. In addition, due the gas shear,
they lead to breakup and droplet entrainment. Therefore the characterization of the conditions leading to the onset of
solitary and roll waves is more important.
Peng et al. [266] proposed a scenario for the rising of solitary and roll waves, based on their experiments and the
work of [7, 37, 136, 234]. The triggering quantity is the wave amplitude to film thickness ratio a/h: if a periodic
wave amplitude reaches a sufficiently large value (order of magnitude of the film thickness), the application of gas
shear causes the wave to become asymmetric with a steeper front and a more shallow back. Depending upon fluid
properties, such as viscosity and surface tension, they may either retain a continuous form (solitary waves) or break,
producing roll waves [168].
For a thin layer (i.e. a low film Reynolds number) the most dominant 2D wavelength is large and weakly subject
to dispersion. Therefore the waves close to the dominant wavelength are able to propagate and grow in a coherent
manner, until reaching a large a/h ratio and transform into solitary waves. For larger film Reynolds numbers, the
process is different. Waves with wavelengths close to the spectral peak cannot reach high a/h ratio. Peng et al. [266]
suggest that because of a larger film thickness, the predominant waves are shorter and undergo a larger dispersion,
keeping small a/h ratios. Bruno et al. [37] reported that for Rel > 100, roll waves are issued from disturbances
that initially have wavelengths much longer than the film thickness (weakly subject to dispersion) and which grow
slowly with distance. This could explain why solitary and roll waves occur less often in thicker films: the original
disturbance needs a long distance to reach the adequate a/h ratio.
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Figure 4.7 : Illustration of 3D structures arising from a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, in a thick film configuration,
from [152]
4.3 From a 2D instability to a 3D fragmentation process
In section 4.1, thanks to the Squires theorem, the instability phenomenon was reduced to a 2D problem characterized
by one length scale. In section 4.2, it was shown that solitary and roll waves are mainly present 2D features. However
in reality the breakup process is fully 3D: in many different configurations, experiments highlight the development
of spanwise regular structures from the 2D longitudinal instabilities (figs. 4.1 and 4.7). Therefore it is necessary to
consider additional effects to link the academic two-dimensional longitudinal instability to the fragmentation process.
4.3.1 The development of the secondary instability
Superposed to a 2D longitudinal wave, a 2D transverse regular pattern was observed in different configurations
[86, 210] and leads to a surface marked with 3D features. During these last two decades, several scenarios were
developed in particular configurations to find the origin of the transverse instability.
Capillarity instability
In the particular case of coaxial gas streams, Lasheras & Hopfinger [187] observed a capillarity instability for low to
moderate Weber numbers (< 100 when defined with the liquid jet diameter). It leads to the transverse wavelength:
λT ∝ σ
ρg U2g
(4.25)
where ρg and Ug stand for the surrounding gas density and mean velocity.
Faraday instability
Marmottant & Villermaux [219] stated that the wavy shape of the KH instability induces an acceleration of the fluid
particles in the direction perpendicular to the gas flow. They compared the group velocity of the KH instability to the
liquid velocity in a jet or sheet and found that the liquid flows much faster than the instability pattern. Therefore the
liquid particles close to the interface evolve like in a wavy corridor, undergoing a normal acceleration as they follow
the curved boundary. This acceleration leads to a Faraday (unsteady Rayleigh-Taylor) instability with a wavelength
expressed by:
λT = C⊥δω
(
ρl
ρg
)1/3
We−1/3δω ∝ σ1/3 U−1g (4.26)
where δω is the vorticity thickness, and C⊥ a constant prefactor measured at about 2.45 for coaxial configurations.
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Rayleigh-Taylor instability
Hong [151] and Varga [353] stated that the transverse instability is triggered by an axial acceleration due to the
aerodynamic drag of the gas onto the wave crests. This longitudinal acceleration leads to a Rayleigh-Taylor instability
with a wavelength expressed as:
λT = 2π
√
3σ
aρl
(4.27)
where a is the acceleration of the fluid particles located in the wave crest and can be expressed by the force exerted
by the gas onto the crest divided by the mass of the accelerated structure. This mechanism is detailed in chapter 7.
In the limit of Ug ≫ Ul, Hong et al. showed that the scaling of λT with the surface tension and the gas velocity is:
λT ∝ σ1/2 U−5/4g (4.28)
that slightly differs from the Faraday instability.
Comparison of the three mechanisms with experiments
The transverse wavelength expression of the three mentioned mechanisms leads to different dependence on the gas
velocity and surface tension. Experiments [151, 219] were conducted over a wide range of these parameters to
discriminate the best expression. Considering that droplets are generated from the induced ligaments and assuming
that their mean diameter (D10) is proportional to the ligament size, Marmottant & Villermaux theory [219] gives
reasonable D10 comparison and a good scaling of λT with σ1/3, with a gas velocity increasing to 60 m/s. However
Hong & Varga made observations on a wider velocity range (up to 180 m/s) and found that droplet size scales as
σ1/2 and not as σ1/3 as predicted by Marmottant theory. They derived a second scenario which better fits with
experiment [184]. In the following, the wavelength of the secondary instability is thus labeled λRT from Rayleigh-
Taylor instability.
4.3.2 The ligament breakup
In primary breakup of parallel flows, many experimental observations report a ligament-induced breakup process.
The 3D shape of the liquid surface is shattered into filiform structures that are elongated in the streamwise direction
by the gas flow. This mechanism is known as ligament breakup and it has been theoretically and experimentally
studied by Marmottant & Villermaux [220]. They defined the ligament size d0 as the diameter of the equivalent
sphere containing all the ligament volume, and linked its mean value 〈d0〉 to the transverse instability wavelength λT
through experimental observations:
λT ≈ 0.23 〈d0〉 (4.29)
They physically interpreted the ligament breakup as a coalescence of several virtual layers included within the lig-
ament itself, forming larger blobs (sometimes larger that the ligament diameter itself) due to the Laplace pressure
(see Eq. 3.8), up to the rupture of the ligament. The authors state that, due to the random process of the virtual blob
aggregation, the distribution of blob size inside the ligament is stable in shape by self convolution [357]. Therefore
the probability function of the drop size pB is written:
pB(d) = p1(d)
⊗n (4.30)
where ⊗n represents the nth-convolution of the elementary distribution p1 representative of the blob size PDF in the
ligament just after breakup:
p1(d) =
1
ξb
exp
(
− d
ξb
)
(4.31)
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where ξb is the thickness of the ligament at the breakup time. The authors indicate that the form of p1 is of little
importance given that the self convolution converges whatever the initial conditions are. The final distribution is a
Gamma distribution [85]:
pB(d) =
nn
Γ(n)
sn−1 e−n s (4.32)
with s = d/〈d〉 and 〈d〉 = n ξb. The authors stated that "the number of convolutions [n] is, at most, such that the
final average diameter 〈d〉 restores d0, or a fraction of d0", linking this theory to experimental observations. The
parameter n is found to slightly increase with the gas velocity as n ∝ U1/2g .
The whole sequence is labeled as the coalescence cascade [220]. It has been used to predict the drop size of a
pressure swirl atomizer [346] where additional constant were added to Eq. 4.32 to match the experimental data.
Finally, in the context of real sprays, Marmottant & Villermaux [220] point out the importance of the ligament
size dispersion for the drop size distribution. This leads to the convolution of pB(d) related to a ligament of one
given initial size d0, by the distribution of the ligament size pL(d0). They observe a final drop size distribution p(d)
following:
p(d) ∼ exp
(
− nd〈d0〉
)
(4.33)
4.4 Primary atomization in academic configurations
This section details primary breakup in academic configurations that aim to reproduce basic phenomena related to
atomizing devices. Focus is made on devices that contain no moving parts. Rotary atomizers are therefore not treated.
For a general overview of atomizers, the reader is referred to "Atomization and Sprays" by Lefebvre [196].
There are basically two families of atomizers in aero-burner devices : pressure swirl atomizers and air-blast
atomizers (see Fig. 1.5). The first family consists in generating a pressurized swirling liquid flow passing through an
orifice. The high pressure difference between the liquid chamber and the downstream cavity is converted into kinetic
energy. The velocity difference between the liquid and the gas initiates the instability that leads to liquid breakup.
The swirling motion of the liquid through the hole allows to retrieve a large spray angle that insures large liquid/gas
contact area for a given penetration depth.
The second family uses the kinetic energy of a flowing airstream to shatter the liquid jet into ligaments. The
liquid is injected at a low velocity and it is sheared by the high-speed gas. Most of those systems in service are of the
prefilming type : the liquid is spread out in a thin film. The liquid/gas contact surface is increased in order to enhance
the momentum transfer and therefore, in annular geometries, the liquid is injected at the periphery of the geometry
and the gas is coflowing at the center. This type of atomizer enjoys the advantage of delivering a fine spray over a
wide range of operating points, even at low liquid flow rate.
The academic flow configurations related to those categories of atomizers are illustrated on Fig. 4.8 and detailed
in the following. In most cases, the geometry is a planar configuration assumed to be a 2D abstraction of an annular
configuration. This allows to isolate the breakup phenomenon from macroscopic swirling effects and to enhance the
optical access in experiments.
4.4.1 Liquid sheet configuration
A liquid layer is injected at a moderate velocity between two high-speed airstreams. The velocity difference between
both phases induce a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability that initiates the breakup process. This configuration gives insight
on the breakup process occurring in a typical airblast atomizer where a conical liquid sheet is generated downstream
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Figure 4.8 : Illustration of main flow configurations encountered in aeronautical atomizers.
the splitter-plate and fragmented by high velocity gas. The following briefly describes the mechanism of liquid sheet
breakup. For further details, the reader is referred to the comprehensive review of Dumouchel [69].
Qualitative mechanisms in a quiescent atmosphere
In the absence of air stream, i.e. in a quiescent atmosphere, this configuration constitutes a 2D abstraction of the
breakup phenomenon that occurs in pressure swirl atomizer. Carvalho et al. [41] observe two modes:
1. The rim mode: when the liquid is injected at low velocity, surface tension induces a force that contracts the
shape of the liquid into a thick rim. This rim later disrupts similarly to a free jet, as illustrated on Fig. 4.9 a).
2. The perforated-sheet disintegration: holes randomly appear in the sheet (Fig. 4.9 b)). A thick rim is
located at their periphery and contains the whole liquid originally included inside the holes. As the holes
grow, their rim gets thicker and it coalesces with adjacent rim to form ligaments. This mode is promoted by
sub-atmospheric pressure condition and highly viscous liquid [69]. Recently Lhuissier & Villermaux [201]
observed that the disruption mechanism of a punctured soap film was very similar to the perforated-sheet
disintegration mode.
Qualitative mechanisms in air-assisted configuration
In the presence of air stream, a significant shear develops at the interface, close to the nozzle. This triggers surface
instabilities that end up in the sheet breakup and this regime is called the wave mode. It was theoretically stud-
ied by Mansour & Chigier [216] by considering the liquid sheet as a damped spring and applying linear stability
analysis. They identified two fundamental regimes (dilatational and sinusoidal) that may combine. The sinusoidal
mode corresponds to the in-phase oscillation of both sheet surfaces while their out-of-phase oscillation produces the
dilatational mode.
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Figure 4.9 : (a) Visualization of the rim disintegration mode from [41]. (b) Visualization of the perforation mode for
a viscous conical sheet, from [323]
Within the two last decades, experiments by Stapper & Samuelsen [334], Lozano et al. [209] and Fernández et
al. [86] allowed to establish several macroscopic behaviours of liquid sheets disintegrated by the wave mode. The
transition between those behaviours depends on the momentum flux ratio (also referred to as the dynamic pressure
ratio):
M =
ρg U
2
g
ρl U2l
(4.34)
The different regimes are depicted on Fig. 4.10:
1. For low gas velocity and/or high liquid velocity the dilatational mode can be expressed in combination with
the sinusoidal mode, generating a two-dimensional pattern (cells). This disintegration behaviour is called the
cellular breakup regime and finally leads to the formation of spanwise ligaments (Fig. 4.10a)). The generated
spray presents a large penetration length and low spray angle.
2. As M increases the longitudinal mode disappears and the sinusoidal mode expression leads to streamwise
ligaments. This regime is called stretched ligament breakup. The importance of the sinusoidalmode induces
a large spray angle and decreases the breakup length. Mansour & Chigier [216] found out that the breakup
length was proportional to the liquid velocity in this regime. Experimental visualizations exhibit the formation
of liquid bags that are blown by the gas and finally burst into smaller droplets. (Figure 4.10b)).
3. For M > 4, the same type of liquid objects are observed (streamwise ligaments and bags) but the ligaments
form directly at the nozzle tip. They present larger and more irregular dimensions, leading to a ’torn’ profile.
This regime is called the torn-sheet breakup (Figure 4.10c)).
4. Increasing the momentum flux ratio above 20 leads to the membrane-sheet breakup where no clear pattern is
visible. The breakup length is lower than in the previous regime and the produced droplets distribution is very
wide.
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Figure 4.10 : Mechanisms of liquid sheet atomization dominated by wave modes, adapted from [86]
The frequency of the sheet oscillations can be associated to a Strouhal number f Lc/(Ug − Umin) ranging be-
tween 0.0067 and 0.01, depending on authors. The terms f , Lc, Ug correspond respectively to the oscillation fre-
quency, a characteristic length and the mean gas velocity. The term Umin corresponds to the minimum air velocity
that triggers a detectable sinusoidal oscillation in the liquid sheet. This may be related to the Strouhal number of the
vortex shedding (≈ 0.21 for a Reynolds number based on the plate thickness ranging from 3·102 to 105), suggesting
that the waves are initiated by the gaseous von Kármán street. The lower value in the liquid sheet case may be
explained by the liquid inertia that decreases the flapping frequency.
From linear stability analysis, Lozano [208] found out the importance of the gas vorticity thickness as well as the
fluid viscosity in the prediction of the instability wavelength.
4.4.2 Axial jet
This configuration consists in a cylindrical axial jet that can be surrounded by an annular gas flow (Fig. 4.11). In
the literature this is often called coaxial jet. The liquid is injected through a circular orifice and the gas issues from
a coaxial slit. Flow streams are parallel, separated by a thin wall usually called the splitter plate. The following
discussion is mainly based on the reviews by Lasheras & Hopfinger [187] and Dumouchel [69]. The whole scope of
breakup regimes is depicted on Fig. 4.12. It can be divided into two categories, depending on the presence, or not,
of a co-axial airstream.
Axial liquid jet discharging in a quiescent atmosphere
When the liquid is injected into a stagnant gas, several regimes are noticeable, mainly depending on the Weber
number. A detailed explanation of these regimes can be found in [69]. They are illustrated on Fig. 4.13 and
summarized here:
1. The dripping regime (We < 8) corresponds to the situation where drops are directly emitted from the nozzle
exit without formation of a continuous liquid column.
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Figure 4.11 : Schematic of the axial jet configuration,
from [187]
Figure 4.12 : Map of the different breakup regimes in
the air-assist axial jet configurations, from
[154] and [187]
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Figure 4.13 : Atomization regimes for an axial liquid jet discharging in a stagnant atmosphere, adapted from
[200]. a) Rayleigh regime, b) first-wind induced regime, c) second-wind induced regime, d) atom-
ization regime.
2. In the Rayleigh regime (We> 8, Fig. 4.13a), the jet is disturbed by a single axisymmetric perturbation with a
wavelength of the same order of magnitude of the jet diameter. When the magnitude of the perturbation equals
the jet diameter, it disrupts into droplets of the size of the jet. This phenomenon is called a Rayleigh-Plateau
instability and it is driven by capillarity.
3. In the first wind-induced regime (1.2 + 3.41Oh0.9 < We < 13, Fig. 4.13b, where Oh is the Ohnesorge
number defined by eq 2.3), the liquid velocity is increased and the aerodynamic effects can be neglected. The
drops detached in this regime are of the order of magnitude of the jet diameter.
4. In the second wind-induced regime (13 <We < 40.3, Fig. 4.13c), the liquid jet column is perturbed directly
at the nozzle exit and shows a very chaotic shape as the perturbations grow. The dispersion of produced droplet
size is wide due to different mechanisms: near the nozzle exit, small droplets are peeled off the interface and
farther downstream the remaining liquid flow breaks up into large liquid fragments.
5. The atomization regime (We > 40.3, Fig. 4.13d) is characterized by a complete jet disruption at the nozzle
exit, and leads to droplets much smaller than the jet diameter. The atomization is triggered by short wavelength
perturbations, rising from the velocity differential between the two phases.
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Air-assisted axial liquid jet
In the presence of a high-speed coflowing gas stream, the fragmentation process is still driven by the velocity dif-
ferential of the two phases, but in this case, the momentum is transferred from the gas to the liquid. This process
is therefore called air-assisted atomization. Additional non dimensional numbers are introduced to describe and
separate the different regimes. Following Lasheras & Hopfinger notations, the most influent numbers are the aerody-
namic Weber number We = ρg U2g Dl/σ, the gas Reynolds numbers Reg = Ug (Dg −Dl)/νg , the momentum flux
ratioM and the mass flux ratiom = ρg Ug Ag/ρl UlAl, where Ai is the injection section of phase i. Diameters Dl
and Dg are defined on Fig. 4.11.
Farago & Chigier [80] distinguished three atomization regimes: the Rayleigh-type breakup, the membrane-type
breakup and the fiber-type breakup. Lasheras & Hopfinger [187] pointed out the influence of the M parameter in
this classification.
1. The Rayleigh-type breakup is identified when drops are produced without any ligament shedding or liquid
membrane. As in the quiescent atmosphere classification, the produced droplet diameters are of the order of
the jet diameter. Two subregimes can be identified: the axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric regimes. In the
former (We < 15) the gas flow accelerates the liquid jet, the breakup length is shorter than in still gaseous
environment, and drops production results from the growth of an axisymmetric sinusoidal wave. In the latter
(15 < We < 25, Fig. 4.14a), due to the acceleration by the gas, the jet diameter is reduced, and drops are still
produced by the breakup of whole liquid jet.
2. The membrane-type breakup (25 < We < 70, Fig. 4.14b) is characterized by the development of thin liquid
sheets of thickness δ that break into droplets of diameter of the order of δ, producing a finer spray than in the
previous regime. The morphology of the jet becomes similar to that of a thin liquid sheet. As pointed out by
[187], the difficulty lies in the prediction of δ.
3. The digitation-type breakup regime was later identified [187, 220]. This regime (visible on figs. 4.1 and
4.15a) presents the development of digitations (ligaments) on the crests of an axisymmetric perturbation and
the subsequent disintegration of these ligaments by a non-axisymmetric Rayleigh-type regime. This regime
was also studied by Hong et al. [151] and they suggested that the transverse instability leading to the ligament
formation was of Rayleigh-Taylor type, as described in 4.3.1.
4. In the fiber-type regime (100 < We < 500), thin liquid fibers peel off the jet and disintegrate by a non sym-
metrical Rayleigh-type breakup. Farther downstream, the main liquid core presents large scale undulations
and breaks into ligaments from which new fibers are peeled off. Resulting droplets are very small. Farago
& Chigier [80] distinguish two subregimes: the pulsating and superpulsating modes. The former is the nor-
mal mode of atomization described above (Fig. 4.14c) while the latter (150 < We < 500) presents periodical
changes of local volume fraction in the spray, as depicted on Fig. 4.14d.
Lasheras & Hopfinger [187] emphasized the importance of the gas vorticity thickness δω for the membrane,
digitation and fiber-type regimes, from the work of Raynal [280] (detailed in section 4.4.3). In these regimes, the
gas is thus believed to impose both the velocity and the length scale of the instability. Consequently, surface tension
effects become negligible on the onset of the primary instability.
Hopfinger & Lasheras [155] and Hardalupas & Whitelaw [137] highlighted the strong improvement of the gas
swirling motion onto the atomization process when a critical swirl number S is exceeded. Hopfinger & Lasheras
[155] found that the critical swirl number decreases whenM increases and reaches an asymptotic value of about 0.4
at largeM . An illustration of the effect of swirling gas is provided on Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.14 : Atomization regimes for an axial liquid jet in the presence of a coflowing gas stream, adapted from
[80]
4.4.3 Thick film / Mixing layer
This flow configuration was studied to understand the fundamental liquid/gas interactions that occur at a single
interface. In this experiment, the liquid and the gas are both injected trough separated channels of comparable
dimensions (depending on the experiment, their order of magnitude ranges between 1 and 10 millimeters.), and they
meet downstream a separating plate, as illustrated on Fig. 4.16. The gas usually flows with a velocity two orders of
magnitude larger than the liquid: in [281], the gas velocity is between 10 and 100 m/s while the liquid flows from 0.1
to 1 m/s. This high velocity difference exerts a shearing of the liquid layer, inducing surface spanwise instabilities
that further strip the film and entrain droplets. The liquid is then progressively shattered into finer structures that
constitute the dense spray and its thickness decreases in the streamwise direction. The distance between the liquid
injection to its complete atomization is called the intact length or breakup length Lb, and it is an important parameter
for the design of injectors [280].
Contrary to the liquid sheet and jet configurations, only one 2D interface may be isolated and the bulk motion
of the liquid phase (such as the flapping effect) does not interact with the atomization process. Furthermore, this
configuration allows to avoid interferences between the two interfaces (dilatational and sinusoidal modes defined in
4.4.1) as in liquid sheets, as well as surface curvature effects in liquid jets. Finally the thickness of the liquid layer
must be large enough to avoid the bottom wall influence.
The liquid layer primary breakup was studied by Raynal et al. [280, 281] and later by Ben Rayana [23]. It
was shown by [281] that the mechanism responsible for primary instabilities at the liquid/gas interface is similar to
shear layers of large density difference, and it is well described by a linear Kelvin-Helmholtz stability analysis. The
influent parameters of this type of configuration are the momentum flux ratioM , the gaseous vorticity thickness δg
depicted on Fig. 4.17 and the Weber number of the liquid film. Many correlations can be found for the prediction of
the breakup length Lb. Raynal [280] derived:
Lb
2H1
= 0.5 + 307M−0.33 Re−0.66δg (4.35)
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Figure 4.15 : Images of water jet breakup with and without swirl of the coaxial gas jet. a) S = 0, b) S = 1.27, from
[187]
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Figure 4.16 : Schematic of the mixing layer configuration, adapted
from [280]
Figure 4.17 : Assumed velocity profiles in
Raynal analysis [280], from
[23]
where H1 is liquid thickness at the separating plate. Raynal also investigated the convection velocity of the wavy
structures triggered by surface instabilities and found out that it is well described by:
Uc =
√
ρl Ul +
√
ρg Ug√
ρl +
√
ρg
(4.36)
Equation 4.36 is due to Brown [36] and was later justified by Dimotakis [67] assuming the continuity of the pressure
at the interface in a frame moving at the convection velocity. By conducting an inviscid temporal linear stability
analysis of the interface, and assuming a simplified flow profile (Fig. 4.17), Raynal found out that the Kelvin-
Helmhotz instabilitiy frequency showed good trends for the longitudinal wavelength prediction:
λL = Caxi
√
ρl
ρg
δg (4.37)
where Caxi is a constant experimentally measured between 1 and 2 in coaxial geometry [218, 220] and between 1.5
and 1.8 in planar geometry [23], while the inviscid theory states Caxi = 4.
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Yecko et al. [372] and Boeck & Zaleski [26, 27] took the fluid viscosities into account via temporal linear stability
calculations based on the Orr-Sommerfeld equations. They found that the growthrate of the (viscous) most unstable
mode is close to experiments, but the predicted frequency is too large.
Ben Rayana [23] investigated the mean drop size and found out that the Hong model [151] based on Rayleigh-
Taylor instability was predicting accurately the Sauter Mean Diameter and the arithmetic diameter D10. It was also
observed that at low gas velocity, the primary breakup was modified due to disappearance of the transverse structures
formation. This effect was seen by confronting the D10 evolution versus the gas velocity. Finally, the influence of
the separator plate thickness was observed on the instability development.
Following Raynal’s path, Matas [224] applied a linear stability analysis to a planar liquid layer with different
velocity profiles. To better describe experiments, and in particular the influence of the splitter plate separating both
phases, the interface velocity was set to zero. Comparisons with experiments showed a good agreement in the wave
frequency but an over-predicted growth rate.
Recently, a major breakthrough in the understanding of this configuration has been brought by Fuster et al. [96].
Through spatiotemporal stability analysis, numerical simulations and experiments, several regimes are found for the
generation of the surface instability. The main parameters are M and the ratio of the separator thickness ha to the
gaseous vorticity thickness δg defined as ǫ = ha/δg. For ǫ < 1 and M < 8, the surface instability is generated by
the convection and amplification of tiny perturbances that arise directly downstream of the separator. This regime
is usually named the convective regime, and a FFT treatment shows a noisy spectrum, corresponding to the noise
convected from the injection. For ǫ < 1 and M > 10, the instability does not depend on the upstream activity and
this regime is called absolute. The FFT plot of this regime presents a clear peak corresponding to a single mode
instability generation. For ǫ > 1 the splitter plate thickness influence becomes significant. It increases the noise level
in the convective mode and imposes another mode in the absolute regime (two peaks on the FFT plot).
4.4.4 Liquid accumulation at the atomizing edge
Recently, in the context of prefilming airblast atomizers, effort has been put on the understanding of the primary
breakup of thin liquid films. An experiment was conducted at KIT-ITS by Gepperth et al. [102, 103, 104] aiming at
reproducing the conditions of real prefilming airblast atomizer, in a simplified geometry. The primary breakup region
was instrumented to gain deep insight of the mechanisms responsible for the film fragmentation. This experiment
will be extensively detailed in chapters 7 and 8.
The primary breakup process was observed to be different from the liquid sheet configuration: the liquid phase
does not propagate in the cavity in the form of a sheet, but it stays hooked in the wake region of the prefilmer, forming
a liquid accumulation (Fig. 4.8d)). Due to the shearing action of the air stream, this liquid accumulation flaps and
is torn apart into liquid blobs of the shape of ligaments and bags (Fig. 4.18), as in the stretched ligament breakup
regime of the liquid sheet configuration.
From a comparison of the frequency of the different phenomena involved, it was found that the liquid film flow
characteristic upstream the atomizing edge is of little importance for the fragmentation process and the drop size
distribution, in accordance with the results of Wittig and co-workers [3, 307]. Furthermore it was observed that when
the film thickness exceeds 5 times the atomizing edge height, the regime evolves to the liquid sheet configuration:
the liquid accumulation disappears and the film has enough inertia to keep its longitudinal motion and propagates
into the chamber1.
From a qualitative point of view, this configuration has the advantage to limit atomization in a small and controlled
area. Due to the sharp angle of the atomizing edge, the film undergoes a dramatic change in its boundary conditions
that triggers accumulation and breakup. Thanks to this geometric feature, it is possible to instrument the configuration
1S. Gepperth, personnal communication, May 22, 2013
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Figure 4.18 : Time series of the accumulation breakup phenomenon, paired by top and side view, from [103]. The
gas flows from the top to the bottom.
to monitor precisely the atomization process. On the contrary, the breakup of liquid sheets or liquid jets starts at the
injection and continues downstream to a distance that depends on the operating conditions. Consequently the volume
to monitor is much larger that the breakup length scale, making it difficult to observe a single breakup event at a
precise location. In addition, the liquid/gas interface can have a macroscopic motion due to flapping that can bring
additional problems.
4.5 Overview of numerical methods for the prediction of primary
breakup
As mentioned in the introduction, the interface capturing methods (Level Set and VOF) are the most appropriate
approaches for the prediction of liquid instabilities thanks to their capacity to handle capillarity effects.
4.5.1 DNS and ’interface capturing’ methods
This last decade, effort was put on developing robust numerical methods to tackle the simulation of multiphase flows
presenting large fluid properties jumps.
Desjardins et al. [64] developed a level set method combined with high-order implicit transport schemes to
counteract the former’s main drawback: mass conservation. To improve handling of jump conditions at the interfaces,
the Ghost Fluid (GF) method was used by several authors: Moureau & Desjardins [240] implemented a second-order
GF method and Ménard et al. [231] coupled the GF method to a blend of level set and VOF methods, retrieving the
advantages of both approaches (natural interface capturing for level set and mass conservation for VOF). A balanced
force level set (BFLS) method [91] for two-phase flows on unstructured meshes was developed by Herrmann [142].
Popinet [275] developed an incompressible flow solver (GERRIS) able to handle dynamic grid refinement based on
a quad/octree discretization and included the VOF method to describe two-phase flows [276].
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These approaches showed good agreements with experiments. The BFLS method was applied to a jet in cross
flow configuration [143, 145] (Fig. 4.19), Ménard et al. [231] model was validated on a Rayleigh instability of liquid
jet and applied it to an axial turbulent liquid jet (fig 4.20). Shinjo & Umemura [320] also used a combination of level
set and VOF for a DNS of an axial liquid jet. The very fine mesh (6 billion cell of size 0.35 µm) gave a deep insight
into the coupling between propagating waves along the jet surface and the fragmentation of the liquid tip (Fig. 4.21).
Fuster et al. [95] used GERRIS [275, 276] to simulate a mixing layer configuration (Fig. 4.22).
Figure 4.19 : DNS of the primary breakup of a liquid jet in cross flow, from [145]
As previously mentioned, interface capturing methods coupled to DNS allow to rank the numerical simulation as
a ’numerical experiment’ that can calibrate lower order models. From the work of Ménard et al. [231], Lebas et al.
[190] calibrated the ELSA model, further described in section 4.5.2 .
The interface capturing methods suffer from the wide range of length scales encountered in atomization, espe-
cially when the simulation includes secondary atomization and spray generation. As the mesh size is imposed by the
smallest liquid structure (at least two to five computational cells per droplets are needed [117]), the simulation of pri-
mary breakup requires an extremely high mesh resolution. Furthermore, in order to fully account for the interaction
between turbulence and the interface, the DNS approach is generally preferred. It ends up in very CPU expensive
methods that are employed for canonical experiments and are not applicable to industrial configurations. However,
as small droplets are only present at the periphery of the liquid sheet, mesh adaptation techniques [5, 24, 336, 381]
are promising to reduce the computational cost. Another strategy is to switched from an Eulerian formalism to a
Figure 4.20 : DNS of the primary breakup of a turbulent jet, from [231]
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Figure 4.21 : DNS of the primary breakup of a turbulent jet, from [320]
Figure 4.22 : DNS of the primary breakup of a turbulent jet, from [95]
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Lagrangian one to describe small droplets. Tomar et al. [344] switch from VOF to a Lagrangian approach to predict
the drop size distribution in a mixing layer configuration. Zuzio et al. [382] studied the liquid sheet configuration
with a coupling between several codes developed at ONERA: CEDRE for the gas phase, SLOSH (solver based on a
multifluid approach) for the liquid core and a Lagrangian solver for the generated droplets (Fig. 4.23).
Figure 4.23 : DNS of the primary breakup of a liquid sheet, from [382]
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4.5.2 Lower-order models
Direct Numerical Simulations of primary atomization remain extremely costly because of the large range of time and
length scales involved. Therefore, simplifying approaches are necessary when considering the simulation of realistic
configurations. Some approaches modify the whole treatment of the gas and liquid phase (Surface density / ELSA)
while others are phenomenological models dedicated to one type of primary breakup configuration.
Surface density / ELSA
In order to describe the primary atomization within the RANS approach, Vallet & Borghi [350] and Vallet et al.
[349] proposed a surface density based model. The spray is treated in an Eulerian formulation since the dense spray
in the near-injector region forbids any Lagrangian approach. The two-phase flow is considered as a single flow with
varying properties. For instance the density of this virtual fluid varies from the gaseous density ρg to the liquid one
ρl, and the average density ρ writes:
1
ρ
=
Yl
ρl
+
1− Yl
ρg
(4.38)
where Yl is the liquid mass faction. Due to large density variations, the flow is described by Favre-averaged variables:
ρu′′i = ρ u˜
′′
i (4.39)
In the RANS framework, in addition to the mass, momentum and energy transport equations of the mixture, the
turbulent kinetic energy k˜ and its dissipation rate ǫ˜ are transported, following the classical k − ǫ model. In addition,
similar to a classical turbulence model stating that the Reynolds number is so large that it does not control the large-
scale mixing (i.e. the liquid dispersion), it is supposed here that the Weber number based on the length scale of high
energy eddies does not intervene in the liquid dispersion. However the viscosity and the surface tension influence the
dissipation of small scales so they control the liquid fragment size (through a balance between turbulent stretching
and capillarity force). They must be taken into account. For more details on the transport equations and modeled
terms, the reader is referred to [21, 350, 349].
Finally the size of the ligaments and ejected liquid lumps is described through a mean interfacial surface area per
unit volume Σ. This framework is adapted from flame surface density methods in turbulent combustion [140]. The
mean interfacial surface area is solved via:
∂Σ
∂t
+
∂u˜jΣ
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
DΣ
∂Σ
∂xj
)
+
Σ
τprod
− Σ
2
Σeq τdestr
(4.40)
where τprod and τdestr are respectively the production (surface stretching) and destruction (coalescence) character-
istic times. The equilibrium surface Σeq is reached when the production is balanced by the destruction and when
τprod = τdestr. Knowledge of local Σeq allows to estimate the mean radius of spherical liquid lumps r = 3ρY˜l/ρlΣ.
This information can be coupled to a Lagrangian solver in a dilute region to render the entire spray evolution, yielding
the so-called Euler Lagrange approach for Spray and Atomization (ELSA)
This approach was applied to simulations of the primary atomization of a Diesel spray [21] (showing a good
agreement with DNS [190]) and air-blast atomizers [165].
Stochastic primary atomization under scaling symmetry
The stochastic approach was initially applied to the simulation of secondary atomization in high Reynolds and
Weber number configurations [9, 116, 118, 291, 300, 358]. It has been extended to primary air-blast atomization by
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Gorokhovki et al. [115, 120]. Its general principle is overviewed in the following.
Statistical universalities in fragmentation under scaling symmetry
In 1941, Kolmogorov [179] considered that the fragmentation of solid particles was a random discrete process.
He assumed that the number and size of children droplets was independent of the size of the parent droplet. After
a large number of breakup events and using the central limit theorem, he predicted that the drop size distribution
should result in a log-normal function. This process can be formulated by rp ⇒ α rc where rp and rc are the parent
and child drop size respectively. The independent random multiplier α is governed by the so-called fragmentation
spectrum q(α), having the property
∫ 1
0
q(α)dα = 1. In the case of constant fragmentation frequency fbu, the kinetic
fragmentation equation for the normalized distribution function f(r, t), i.e. the probability to find a droplet of radius
r, has the following form [118, 119]:
1
fbu
∂f(r)
∂t
=
∫ 1
0
1
α
f
( r
α
)
q(α) dα− f(r) (4.41)
The steady state solution of Eq. 4.41 is the delta function f(r) = δ(r), meaning that after a long time, the breakup
process reduces droplets to infinitely small particles. Obviously this steady state is never reached in reality and the
transient state is to be resolved, requiring the knowledge of q(α). Noting that the first term of the right-hand side in
Eq. 4.41 is invariant under the scaling symmetry α→ α r, Gorokhovski & Saveliev [119] showed that the asymptotic
solution of Eq. 4.41 in the long-time limit (i.e. for a large breakup frequency fbu) writes:
r f(r, t) =
1√
2π〈ln2α〉fbut
exp
(
− 〈lnα〉
2
2 〈ln2α〉fbut
)
exp
(
− ln
2(r/R)
2 〈ln2α〉fbut
)( r
R
) 〈lnα〉
〈ln2α〉
(4.42)
where R denotes the initial length scale and < lniα >=
∫ 1
0
lni α q(α) dα is the ith logarithmic moment of q(α). By
increasing time further, one can see that the log-normal multiplier in Eq. 4.42 tends towards unity. The long-time
particle-size distribution is thus determined by a power law with just one universal parameter 〈lnα〉/〈ln2α〉:
r f(r, t→∞) ∝
( r
R
)〈lnα〉/〈ln2α〉
(4.43)
This equation implies a fractal distribution for the particle size. It can be shown [119] that the first logarithmic
moment of of the solution of Eq. 4.41 evolves as:
〈ln r〉 ∼ fbu t 〈lnα〉 (4.44a)
〈(ln r − 〈ln r〉)2〉 ∼ fbu t 〈ln2α〉 (4.44b)
Therefore the fragmentation parameter defined by the ratio:
〈ln r〉
〈(ln r − 〈ln r〉)2 =
〈lnα〉
〈ln2α〉 (4.45)
is constant in time and does depend on the dispersion of f(r, t), confirming the result prescribed in Eq. 4.43. The
fragmentation parameter is an important input of the primary breakup model, as shown later.
Another interesting result of Eq. 4.42 is that the fragmentation spectrum q(α) intervenes in the long-time limit
behaviour only by its two first logarithmic moments. Therefore the required knowledge of q(α) is limited to 〈lnα〉
and 〈ln2α〉 for this asymptotic behaviour. The kernel 1
α
f
(
r
α
)
of Eq. 4.41 is thus expanded into logarithmic series:
1
α
f
( r
α
)
=
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n 1
n!
(
∂
∂r
r
)n
f(r)lnnα (4.46)
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and injected in Eq. 4.41. Since only the two first logarithmic moments appear in Eq. 4.42, the logarithmic expansion
(Eq. 4.46) can be limited up to the second term and Eq. 4.41 takes the form of a Fokker-Planck differential equation:
1
fbu
∂f(r)
∂t
= −〈lnα〉∂rf(r)
∂r
+
1
2
〈ln2α〉 ∂
∂r
[
r
∂rf(r)
∂r
]
(4.47)
Equation 4.47 describes the log-Brownian stochastic process. The corresponding stochastic equation is:
r˙ = fbu〈lnα〉r + r Γ(t)
√
1
2
fbu〈ln2α〉 (4.48)
where Γ(t) is the Langevin process yielding 〈Γ(t)〉 = 0 and 〈Γ(t)Γ(t+ τ)〉 = 2 δ(τ). Integrating Eq. 4.48 from the
initial distribution f(r0, t0) allows to know f(r, t) in the long-time limit.
Modeling primary breakup of an axial liquid jet
In the context of LES of primary breakup of an axial liquid jet, this method is named the stochastic model of
liquid jet depletion [115, 120]. The gas flow is resolved with a LES solver conditioned by the presence of liquid
blobs. Those liquid blobs are dragged along and may undergo secondary atomization or coalescence [358]. Contrary
to the description of the secondary breakup, the fragmentation process is not applied to the evolution of the drop
size distribution, but to the evolution of the liquid jet radius. Therefore the one-point distribution f(x, t; r)dr is the
probability that the radial location of the liquid core interface r at axial position x and time t lies in the element
dr around r. Gorokhovski & Herrmann [117] underline the fact that experimental observation favors the axial jet
breakup as a fractal process, promoting the validity of Eq. 4.43. The fragmentation parameter (Eq. 4.45) is expressed
by [115] as:
〈lnα〉
〈ln2α〉 = ln
(
λKH
λRT
)
(4.49)
The interface is located by stochastic particles injected at the initial liquid boundaries, as depicted on Fig. 4.24.
The radial motion of a stochastic particle is governed by Eq. 4.48 and their axial velocity is taken as the convection
velocity of Kelvin-Helmholtz structures i.e. the Dimotakis velocity (Eq. 4.36). Finally the statistics of the core
surface are used to express the size and position of the generated droplets around the liquid core.
Figure 4.25 shows a comparison of the present model with the experiment of Werquin [365] consisting in an axial
jet atomized by a high velocity coflowing air-stream. The qualitative agreement is good.
However, high spatial resolution DNS of atomizing diesel jets by Gorokhovski & Herrmann [144] tends to limit
the validity of the stochastic model of the liquid jet depletion. The authors state that the primary breakup process is
not a cascade process from large scales to small scales, but "small-scale drops can be ripped out of the liquid directly
via ligament-formation processes, bypassing any cascade process for the phase interface geometry" [144]. This
observation gives credit to the approach of Marmottant & Villermaux and ligament fragmentation. Nevertheless, the
statistical universality in fragmentation has shown an applicability to turbulence and some stochastic subgrid models
were developed for LES [121, 299, 377].
4.6 Secondary breakup
After the ejection of liquid blobs due to primary atomization, the aerodynamic stresses start to compete with surface
tension. If the drag force of the gas is larger than the surface tension force, the blobs disintegrate into smaller
droplets. It is worth noticing that secondary breakup is a more universal process than primary breakup: the latter is
closely connected to the geometrical configuration of both the flow field and the liquid phase while the former can be
generally described as a liquid structure immersed in a flow field. There are still particular features that may induce
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Figure 4.24 : Schematic of the phase reconstruction from
the stochastic particle position, adapted
from [167]
Figure 4.25 : Modeling liquid core geometry and aver-
aged liquid fraction field [115], compared
to measurements from Werquin [365], from
[117]
deviation from canonical cases, such as sphericity of the liquid blobs, blob characteristic lengths compared to the
local flow scales or turbulent intensity, but most phenomena are common.
In this general description, secondary atomization is well characterized by the Weber number based on the droplet
diameter dp and its velocity relative to the gas∆U :
We =
ρl dp∆U
2
σ
(4.50)
Krzeczkowski [180] as well as Pilch & Erdmann [268] classified secondary breakup mechanisms in five distinct
regimes:
• vibrational breakup (We < 12), where the particle oscillates with the characteristic frequency of the vortex
tail forming in the wake of the particle.
• bag breakup (12 < We < 50), identified by a hollow bag-shaped membrane surrounded by a ring torus,
analogous to soap bubbles blown from a ring.
• bag-stamen breakup, also called multimode breakup (50 < We < 100), similar to bag breakup but with the
presence of a stamen in the middle of the bag.
• particle stripping (100 < We < 350), characterized by the stripping of small fragments from the particle
surface layer.
• catastrophic breakup (We > 350), where the drop is desintegrated by long wavelength amplitudes, creating
several large fragments which generally undergo stripping.
As an illustration, Fig. 4.26 from Pilch & Erdmann [268] presents a sketch of the listed breakup mechanisms. Pilch &
Erdmann [268] argue that fragments from secondary breakup undergo further desintegrations as long as their Weber
number exceeds a critical value. They propose the following formula for the critical Weber number (based on the
diameter):
Wec = 12(1 + 1.077Oh
1.6) (4.51)
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Figure 4.26 : Classification of secondary breakup regimes by Pilch & Erdmann [268]
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Due to the difficulty of observing particles after secondary breakup, there is little experimental information avail-
able about the outcome of the breakup process, in particular the characteristic size and size distributions resulting
from the different breakup regimes. Simmons [321] made the useful observation that sprays produced by a wide range
of nozzle designs have similar particle size distributions when compared in a root/normal graph, i.e. a (dp/d¯p)1/2
abscissa (with d¯p the mean particle diameter) and an ordinate with a normal distribution scale. However, Hsiang &
Faeth [156] found that the Simmons distribution failed to reproduce particle size distributions after stripping breakup
which exhibited a clear bimodal character due to the stripping of small particles from the boundary layer at the
particle surface. Hsiang & Faeth [156] also provide a relationship for the Sauter Mean Diameter D32 after bag,
bag-stamen, and stripping breakup:
D32 = 6.2
(
ρl
ρg
)1/4(
µl dp
ρl‖up,i − ui‖
)1/2
(4.52)
where dp is the diameter of the parent particle.
4.7 Conclusion
This chapter gave an overview of atomization with a focus on thin film instabilities and primary breakup in academic
experiments. It started with a theoretical study of instabilities in parallel flows derived by Charru [47] and led to
the Rayleigh equation in the inviscid case and to the Orr-Sommerfeld equation in the viscous case. Those equations
can be formally solved in few configurations were simplifying assumptions can be made, and require to be solved
numerically otherwise. It was seen that instabilities arising in parallel flows are always of two dimensional type.
As a particular and complex configuration of parallel flow instabilities, thin liquid films were tackled. In the
absence of exterior forces, no interface instability can arise. It is thus necessary to take into account exterior influ-
ences (gravity, interface shear and gaseous turbulence) as well as the coupling between the two phases to observe
film instabilities. Therefore, deriving an analytical model is a complicated task and a phenomenological approach
would be more appropriate, especially in engineering-oriented applications. For instance, the regimes maps drawn
by McCready et al. (Fig. 4.4) depending on the liquid and gaseous Reynolds number would be a good starting point.
From a macroscopic point of view, especially when considering the mean film thickness, the 2D and 3D periodic
waves have limited effects as they only modify the apparent roughness of the film surface. On the other hand, for
high gaseous Reynolds number, the onset of solitary and roll waves have a considerable influence on the mean film
thickness as they convect at their velocity a significant amount of liquid. A modeling approach would be to increase
the mean film velocity to account for these waves. In the context of aeroengines where the gaseous Reynolds number
is large, these waves should considered.
The development of a 2D instability to a 3D process, through a spanwise instability was then presented. Several
potential scenarios were described and the one from Hong [152] & Varga [353] showed the best scaling with exper-
iments. It is therefore selected for further work on primary atomization in the following. The coalescence cascade
[220] was briefly presented, leading to a drop size distribution described by the Gamma function. Note that to com-
pare this mechanism with experiments, it is preferable to use the total PDF (Eq. 4.33), i.e. the Gamma distribution
convoluted with the ligament size distribution.
Academic experiments highlighting primary breakup encountered in aeroegine atomizers were discussed. The
four majors types are liquid sheets, cylindrical jets, mixing layers and finally liquid accumulation breakup. Common
characteristic parameters are (sorted by decreasing influence): the momentum flux ratio M , the Weber number
We (based on either aerodynamic or liquid inertia), the Reynolds number Re, the Ohnesorge number Oh and the
film thickness to atomizing edge thickness ratio h/ha. In the context of airblast atomizer, the KIT-ITS experiment
provides interesting information: when h/ha . 5 the film does not detach from the atomizing edge and feed the
liquid accumulation that undergoes stretched ligament breakup. Consequently the film behaviour and especially its
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surface state (waves onset) has a weak influence on the breakup and the drop size distribution. In this case, the liquid
accumulation sheared by the gas can be considered as the mixing layer academic case, and the parameters related to
the later, especially the Dimotakis velocity Uc (Eq. 4.36) can be used. For h/ha & 5, the film goes on its trajectory
into the chamber, mimicking the liquid sheet academic case.
An overview of the numerical methods to compute primary atomization was presented. The DNS/interface
capture methods allow to recover early instabilities that degenerate to fragmentation. However due to a considerable
demand on computational resources, they do not suit to engineering-oriented applications, and lower-order models
focusing on first-order spray characteristics (liquid volume fraction, number of droplets, drop size distribution) are
generally preferred. As the primary breakup mechanisms are strongly related to the geometry, there are no universal
lower-models that accurately describe primary atomization. The ELSA method is an Eulerian approach designed for
RANS (which is out of the context of this work) and the stochastic breakup of Gorokhovski was originally developed
for secondary breakup in a cascade process (high Weber number), which is not observed for primary breakup. In
this context emerges the necessity to develop a phenomenological model dedicated to primary breakup occurring in
airblast injectors, presented in Chapter 8.
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General purpose Lagrangian developments
5.1 Lagrangian module
The Lagrangian module of AVBP has been developed and implemented by García [98] and it has already demon-
strated its ability to simulate dilute sprays [162, 316] and two-phase combustion [134]. As presented in Appendix B,
the Lagrangian module solves the kinematic (Eq. B.1) and dynamic (Eq. B.14) equations of a particle immersed in
a flow and subject to gravity. Its main steps are listed below, in the execution order:
• Particle injection
• Interpolation of gas physical values at particle location
• Computation of source terms for particle equations (drag and evaporation)
• Computation of source terms for the gaseous phase (in case of two-way coupling)
• Time and space advancement
• Particle tracking (relocalization)
The coupling with the gaseous phase requires to compute Eulerian values of the liquid phase, such as volume fraction,
mean volume diameter (D30), or enthalpy. The whole flowchart of the Lagrangian module and its dialog with the
Eulerian gaseous solver is depicted on Fig. 5.1. In the following, the successive steps are briefly described.
5.1.1 Particle injection
From a modeling point of view, injection is a critical operation because it generates regions of large liquid volume
ratio, compromising the dilute spray assumption necessary to the point source approximation (presented in section
B.3.1). Consequently the coupling between the liquid and the gaseous phase is strong, in particular the momentum
exchange, and injected liquid momentum has to be carefully modeled.
Particles are injected inside the computational volume according to the user inputs. Several parameters are taken
into account to describe a realistic spray:
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Figure 5.1 : Flowchart of the Lagrangian module of AVBP.
• Mass flow rate: the injected mass during one time step is computed as the sum of particle mass injected in the
computational volume during the same time step
• Drop size distribution: in order to describe a polydisperse spray, diameters are randomly chosen following a
given probability density function. Several classical functions are available in AVBP. They can be expressed
either as a numerical density (the probability density represents the number of particles) or as a volume density
(the probability function represents the volume of particles).
• Surface injection geometry: basic geometries are available such a point, disk, line or crown injection.
• Particle velocity: from a macroscopic point of view the droplet velocity corresponds to the liquid momentum
injected in the system and is strongly related to the injection geometry. In the context of piston engines where
the injection is achieved through a pressurized device, a plain or hollow cone are generated.
Amore sophisticated injection model called FIM-UR (for Fuel InjectionMethod by Upstream Reconstruction)
was developed in the context of pressure swirl atomizer (simplex) by Sanjosé [304] and Senoner [316]. In
this model, a developed spray is directly injected at the atomizer orifice, neglecting the effects of liquid
disintegration on spray dynamics. Velocity profiles are determined by the model and used for the injected
droplets. Both Euler/Lagrange and Euler/Euler formalisms are supported.
The injected particle is randomly placed in a volume determined from the injector geometrical characteristics
and flow conditions. This method allows an homogenous space distribution and avoids the formation of clusters of
particles at every up∆t.
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5.1.2 Interpolation of gas physical values at particle location
The calculation of the coupling terms between the carrier and dispersed phase (presented in B.3) requires the de-
termination of both phases quantities at the same location. Therefore the gaseous values are interpolated from the
Eulerian grid to the particle position xp,i. The expression for an arbitrary quantity f at the particle location xp,i is
obtained as:
fg@p,i =
∑
j∈Ke
w(xp,i, xn,i)f (5.1)
The term w(xp,i, xn,i) describes a generic interpolation function which defines the weights associated to the nodal
coordinates xn,i of the cellKe inside which the particle is located. Three different interpolation methods are available
in AVBP:
• an interpolation based on a first-order Taylor expansion of f :
f(xi) = f(xn,i) + f
′(xn,i)(xi − xn,i) (5.2)
where xn,i denotes the coordinates of the node n and f ′(xn,i) the first derivative of f at the node n. As pointed
out by García [98], this interpolation method reduces the computational overhead to a strict minimum as the
first derivatives of gaseous quantities at the nodes are directly available in the solver. On the contrary, chosing
a second-order interpolation would require the computation and storage of second derivatives at all nodes.
• a linear-least squares method which reconstructs polynomials. This leads to an overdetermined systems and
the coefficients of the linear polynomials are minimized in a least-squares sense:
min ||Ax− b|| = 0 (5.3)
The matrix A contains the nodal coordinates, the vector x the unknown coefficients of the linear polynomes
and the vector b the nodal values of the scalars to interpolate.
• an interpolation based on Lagrangian polynomials. A Lagrange polynomial P (xi) is constructed as the func-
tion of degree (n-1) passing through the N nodal values f(xn,i) of the quantity f in the computational cell
Ke:
P (xi) =
N∑
j=1
nd∏
i=1
P ij (xi) with P
i
j (xi) = f(xj,i)
N∏
k=1
k 6=j
(
xi − xk,i
xj,i − xk,i
)
(5.4)
García [98] observed very similar accuracy for the three methods in particle laden homogeneous isotropic turbulence
simulations, but important differences in computational cost. Taylor and Lagrange interpolations were computation-
ally much faster than the Linear Least Squares method. For this reason, Taylor interpolation is used in the present
work.
5.1.3 Discretization
In a first approach, the time advancement of the Lagrangian solver relies on a first-order explicit Euler method:
fN+1p = f
N
p +H(f
N
p , f
N
g@p) (5.5)
whereH(·) denotes a function depending on both properties of the particle fNp and properties of the gas interpolated
at the particle position fNg@p. The term f
N+1
p stands for particle properties at the next time step. However, the particle
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velocity is computed through a semi-implicit method that guarantees a higher robustness: the velocity equation is
expressed with an implicit formulation, but contrarily to a pure implicit method, no loop within the time step is
achieved. Neglecting the gravity for clarity sake, Eq. B.14 yields:
dup,i
dt
=
1
τp
(ui,g@p − ui,p) (5.6)
Adopting a semi-implicit formulation leads to:
uN+1i,p − uNi,p
∆t
=
1
τNp
(uNi,g@p − uN+1i,p ) (5.7)
In Eq. 5.7 the particle relaxation time τp as well as the gas velocity ui,g@p are considered at the previous time step
for two different reasons. First, in the code execution order, the gas velocity is interpolated at the particle location
before it is updated by momentum flux. Second, the particle relaxation time τp does not linearly depend on the gas
velocity. As the purpose of Eq. 5.7 is to directly express uN+1i,p (u
N+1
i,p = f (other parameters)), it would not be
mathematically possible to transfer the dependence of τp on u
N+1
i,p on the left-hand side of Eq. 5.7.
Equation 5.7 leads to a direct expression for the updated particle velocity:
uN+1i,p =
uNi,p + ℵ · uNi,g@p
1 + ℵ (5.8)
where ℵ stands for the ratio of the numerical time step to the particle relaxation time:
ℵ = ∆t
τN+1p
(5.9)
Theoretically, the barycentric nature of Eq. 5.8 guarantees a stable behaviour: whatever the value of ℵ > 0, Eq. 5.8
is still defined and the value is comprised between ui,p and ui,g@p. If the time step is very small compared to the
particle relaxation time (ℵ << 1) and gaseous and particle velocity are of the same order of magnitude then Eq.
(5.8) degenerates to uN+1i,p ≈ uNi,p and the updated particle velocity is mainly influenced by its history. Contrarily
for ℵ >> 1 we obtain uN+1i,p ≈ uNi,g@p and the particle velocity stick to the gaseous one. However this expression is
not stable in practice: the time delay between particles and gas (the updated particle velocity is equal to the previous
gaseous velocity) leads to spurious oscillations.
Finally, as previously stated, the semi-implicit formulation of Eq. 5.6 is more robust than a full explicit for-
mulation: an explicit formulation would lead to:
uN+1i,p = (1− ℵ) · uNi,p + ℵ · uNi,g@p (5.10)
and clearly shows an oscillating behaviour for ℵ > 1.
Once the new velocity is calculated, the particle coordinates are updated by integrating Eq. B.1 with an Euler
method:
xN+1i,p = x
N
i,p + u
N+1
i,p ·∆t (5.11)
Note that particle coordinates are updated after the wall-impact management routine that can further modify the
particle velocity in case of rebound, splashing or filming.
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5.1.4 Particle tracking
In order to interpolate the gaseous values as well as compute the Lagrangian source terms to the gas, a particle
must localized within the mesh grid i.e. it must know the identity of its containing cell. As particles travel within
the domain, they move from one cell to another and it is mandatory to keep their cell location updated. The first
generation of particle tracking algorithm in AVBP was of ’known-vicinity’ type: it was supposed that particles
elementary motion is always smaller than the minimum cell size:
up ·∆t < ∆x (5.12)
As AVBP is an compressible, explicit in time solver, relation 5.12 is always fulfilled. Indeed the CFL condition for
compressible flow is based on the speed of sound and the time step order of magnitude is about:
∆t ≈ ∆x
ug + c
(5.13)
Combining 5.12 and 5.13 leads to a "CFL-like" condition for particle tracking with a known-vicinity algorithm:
up < uf + c (5.14)
which is always the case in classical applications. However, this type of algorithm is blind to particle trajectory and
presented some limitations in case of advanced particle/wall interaction. Moreover, in the optics of using an implicit
solver i.e. much larger time steps, Eq. 5.12 would not be valid and this algorithm would not apply.
Recently a new algorithm has been implemented by Paulhiac [265] based on the work of Haselbacher [138]. This
algorithm is based on particle trajectory, and tracks each cell face crossed by the particle during its journey. There is
no CFL-like condition and particle/wall interaction is naturally embedded (Fig. 5.2).
This algorithm is robust, i.e. no particles are lost, but is more CPU expensive, especially for massively parallel
computation: if a particle crosses several partitions, it requires an inter-partition communication for each crossing.
5.2 Eulerian projection of Lagrangian fields
As previously mentioned, it is necessary to interpolate the carrier phase quantities to the particle location in order
to compute the influence of the former onto the latter. The reverse operation i.e. interpolating the particle physical
quantities onto the mesh grid, is necessary to compute the retro action of the scattered phase on the carrier (two-way
coupling). In the present work, this interpolation is called projection and its related mathematical object is called
a projector. Furthermore the projection of Lagrangian fields is useful for post-processing purpose: the Eulerian
representation of the scattered phase gives access to interesting analysis objects such as gradients, volume or mass
averages, etc. In addition, as AVBP embeds a two-phase flow solver based on the mesoscopic Euler/Euler approach,
the comparison between the two formalisms is of interest and requires the same fields. Therefore this section also
tackles the conversion of an AVBP Euler/Lagrangian solution into an AVBP Euler/Euler solution. The projection is
performed through several steps that are detailed in the following.
5.2.1 Variable conversion
Depending of their use and their properties, the Lagrangian variables (parcel number, diameter, velocity, temperature)
must be converted into different forms, leading to a different treatment.
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Figure 5.2 : Illustration of Haselbacher’s algorithm, from [138]. Left: particle is initially located at point P and it
travels to point Q. This algorithm tests every face of cell c1 to check which one is crossed by PQ segment.
Once the proper face is discriminated, the same process is applied to cell c2, and cells are iteratively
tracked to Q position. Right: when the trajectory crosses a wall boundary, the trajectory is changed
following an appropriate behaviour (from Q to Q′) and the remaining path to achieve is updated.
Extensive quantitites
When they are used as input for source terms (two-way coupling), they are converted into conservative variables
that are solved by the flow solver (mass, momentum and energy). Theses variables are extensive: for a homogenous
system, their values are proportional to the volume of the system. Consequently when considering two different
subsystems, an extensive variable φ of the subsystem union is equal to the sum of each subsystem variable:
φ(S1 ∪ S2) = φ(S1) ∪ φ(S2) (5.15)
The following rules convert a Lagrangian particle characterized by a parcel number Np, diameter dp, density ρp,
velocity up,i, mass heat capacity cp and temperature Tp, into extensive quantities that correspond to a number of
particles np with an overall volume vp, massmp, momentumMp,i and enthalpy hp:
np = Np (5.16a)
vp =
π
6
d3p np (5.16b)
mp = ρp vp (5.16c)
Mp,i =mp up,i (5.16d)
hp =mp cp(Tp)Tp (5.16e)
Note that Eqs. 5.16 are invertible and Lagrangian variables can be extracted from conservative quantities.
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Lagrangian variables are then split among the nodes of the containing cell using a geometric projector g that must
be conservative, i.e. the sum of the nodes coefficients must be equal to one:∑
n∈N (Cp)
g(p, n) = 1 (5.17)
where Cp and N (Cp) represent the cell containing the particle p and the nodes of Cp, respectively. The coefficient
g(p, n) corresponds to the projection of the particle p on the node n. Projecting all the particles to nodes is then
straightforward by summing all the extensive quantities. Let φ be an extensive value, the quantity Pe represents the
projected value of φ using the projector g at the node n:
φ(n) =
∑
p
g(p, n)φ(p) ≡ Pe(φ, g, n) (5.18)
Non-extensive quantities
Contrary to extensive variables, intensive variables are independent of the system volume. A physical value φ is
intensive if and if only it is equal in any subsystems Sk of a homogeneous system S:
∀k,φSk = φS (5.19)
Note that some physical quantities can be neither extensive nor intensive: the drop diameter is not proportional to the
volume, but the cubic root of the volume through dp = 3
√
6vp/πnp. Lagrangian variables as the density, velocity,
temperature, mass heat capacity are intensive. Projecting non-extensive quantities requires a normalization by the
sum of the coefficients w(p, n) at the end of the process. Let φ be a non-extensive value, the quantity Pne represents
the projected value of φ using the normalization w at the node n:
φ(n) =
∑
p
w(p, n)φ(p)∑
p
w(p, n)
≡ Pne(φ, w, n) (5.20)
where the coefficients w(p, n) correspond to the weight of the particle p on the node n. This weighting function may
have different forms:
1. w1(p, n) = g(p, n) is the pure geometric weighting that corresponds to the projector used for extensive values.
2. w2(p, n) = g(p, n) ·Np is the geometric projector weighted by the parcel number.
3. w3(p, n) = g(p, n) · pi6 d
3 is the geometric projector weighted by the volume of the particle.
4. w4(p, n) = g(p, n)ρp is the geometric projector weighted by liquid density.
Note that combination of different weight is possible, for instance g(p, n) · Np · pi6 d
3 represents the total volume of
the parcel. The choice of the weighting function influences the final projected quantity and it must be accounted for
when analyzing the results. Therefore when extracting a non-extensive quantity from extensive fields, there is no
guarantee that the results are equal. For instance, considering the velocity extracted from mass and momentum:
u
(1)
i (n) =
Pe(Mi, g, n)
Pe(m, g, n)
(5.21)
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and the velocity obtained by projecting the particle velocity using the filter w2:
u
(2)
i (n) = Pne(up,i, w2, n) (5.22)
The two projected velocity are a priori different u(1)i (n) 6= u(2)i (n). In addition, only the velocity u(1)i (n) is repre-
sentative of the momentum conservation computed at the node n together with the mass.
A lack of representativeness arises with non-extensive quantities when the scattered phase is not present in a cell.
Since extensive values are proportional to the volume, no particles in the cell leads to extensive quantities equal to
zero (e.g. no mass/momentum/enthalpy). However non-extensive values (mainly velocity or temperature) that are not
related to a concentration cannot be translated into a zero value. For instance setting the velocity (or the temperature)
to zero in the absence of particle could be mistaken with the presence of stationary particles (or zero temperature
particles). This problem occurs for both values extracted from extensive values (e.g. ui(n) = Mi(n)/m(n)) and
projected values (e.g. ui(n) = Pne(up,i, w, n)) and when analyzing such fields, it is important to superimpose a
’presence’ variable such as np(n) to check if a zero value is meaningful or linked to the absence of particles.
Time averaged quantities
The intermittent presence of the liquid in a cell can lead to erroneous interpretations of mean fields. Considering a
cell that contains a particle of m = 1 g, cp = 1000 J/K/kg and T = 300 K, during three time steps over one hundred.
The basic time averaging process for the massm and temperatpure T (n dependence is dropped for clarity sake):
〈m〉t = 1
τavg
∑
ti
m(ti)∆t (5.23a)
〈h〉t = 1
τavg
∑
ti
h(ti)∆t (5.23b)
leads to a mean mass of 0.03 g and mean enthalpy of 9 J. Those value must be not interpreted as the mean mass and
enthalpy of droplets belonging to the considered cell but as a mean liquid mass and enthalpy in time at this space
location. In order to determine mean extensive quantities of the scattered phase and taking into account its presence,
it would be necessary to define an averaging time τavg that depends on the node location and the scattered phase
presence:
τavg(n) =
∑
ti
P (n, ti)∆t(ti) (5.24)
with P a presence indicator of the scattered phase:
P (n, t) =
{
1 if np(n, t) > 0
0 otherwise
The ratio τavg(n)/τtot can therefore be understood as a ’in time’ presence probability. It ranges from 0 when no
particles are located in the cell during the whole simulation, to 1 when the cell contains continuously at least one
droplet. Note that when proceeding to a ’extensive to non-extensive’ extraction (e.g. extracting temperature from
enthalpy and mass) the intermittency problem disappears. With the same example, the extracted temperature would
be T = h/(mcp) = 300 K.
Non-extensive variable are subject to the same phenomenon, but they can lead to non-physical values. Using the
basic time averaging process (Eq. 5.23) onto the previous example for computing the mean liquid temperature:
〈T 〉t = 1
τavg
∑
ti
T (ti)∆t (5.25)
would lead to a non realistic value of 9 K. The solution is the same as for extensive quantities, i.e. to compute a local
’presence time’ τavg(n) for each node (Eq. 5.24).
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5.2.2 Projecting quantities onto the mesh grid
The aim of this subsection is to assess the quality of different projectors. The projection operation can lead to two
types of error. The first type occurs only for non locally conservative projectors: for a finite number of particles, the
overall mass (or volume) is not conserved in the containing cell; but when the number of particles tends to infinity,
the mass is conserved. This is called the statistical error and it can be reduced by increasing the filter control volume,
leading to a larger number of samples. The second type of error has been pointed out by Boivin et al. [30]. Projection
is equivalent to a low-pass filtering of the spatial frequencies, with the cutoff frequency equals to the inverse of filter
characteristic length (i.e. the control volume). Therefore high spacial gradients are filtered out by the projection.
In order to counteract this effect, the length scale has to be decreased. Therefore a compromise has to be found to
minimize the superposition of both type of bias, as detailed in 5.2.2.c).
However in the simulation, as the number of particle is limited, the statistical error has no guarantee to decrease,
especially in very diluted regions where only few droplets cruise. In addition, the characteristic length scale on
unstructured meshes is usually taken as the cell characteristic length (e.g. LES implicit filter) and defining a larger
filter length can be CPU costly in massively parallel simulations. For those reasons, only conservative projectors
with compact stencil (i.e. limited to the cell size) are discussed in the following. This ensures that the first type of
error is zero and focus is made on the second type of error, i.e. gradient rendering.
Three projectors have been selected: the closest nodemethod, the inverse distancesmethod and the normalized
gaussian filter method. They are first presented and the gradient rendering is assessed through a Fourier Transform
comparison.
5.2.2.a) Closest node method
The particle data is projected on the closest node of the belonging cell. The corresponding weight function can be
expressed by:
w(p, n) =
{
1 if n is the closest node of the containing cell
0 otherwise
(5.26)
This projector delivers sharper results than the two others: if the particle total number is too low, the result of the
projection presents some ’value gaps’ as illustrated on Fig. 5.3. The conservativeness is naturally ensured by Eq.
5.26. If the unstructured mesh presents some stretched cells, there is a risk that the closest node of the belonging cell
is not the absolute closest node (Fig. 5.4).
5.2.2.b) Inverse distances method
The particle data is projected on all nodes of the belonging cell thanks to a geometric weight formulation [98]. The
weight of the projector is constructed to be inversely proportional to the distance dn between the particle p and the
node n, as illustrated on Fig. 5.5:
w(p, n) =
1/dn∑
i∈N (Cp)
1/di
(5.27)
The conservativeness is straightforward by summing Eq. 5.27 over the cell nodes. The projector can be considered
as a ’conservative’ large volume filter with an adaptive characteristic length [175].
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cells
x
nodes
αl
1D mesh
Figure 5.3 : Projection on a 1D mesh of particles slightly shifted from regular spatial repartition using the closest
node method
containing cell
closest node
particle
Figure 5.4 : On highly stretched mesh, the closest node may not belong to the containing cell
5.2.2.c) Normalized gaussian filter
In order to minimize both the statistical and spatial gradients errors, Kauffmann et al. [175] proposed to use a
Gaussian type filter on a large volume control with a smaller characteristic length. On a structured mesh made of
quadrilateral elements, the control volume of this filter is set to the cell containing the particle, leading to:
w(p, n) =
[√
6
π
1
erf
(√
6
)]D exp(−6 d2p
Lc
2
)
(5.28)
with D the dimensions number of the case and Lc the cell characteristic length of the cell. In this present case of
squared cells, Lc is equal to the length of an edge. The preexponential factor in (5.28) ensures the conservativeness
in case of statistical convergence, i.e. for an infinite number of particles randomly located within a regular cell, the
average sum of the nodes coefficient is equal to unity. This projector is not locally conservative: the sum of the nodes
weight depends on the location of the particle within the cell and thus it is not always equal to one (see Fig. 5.6 a)).
Therefore in diluted regions, the number of particles per cell can reach very low values, the statistical convergence
hypothesis may not hold, leading to an inaccurate projection. Furthermore it was demonstrated (but not presented
in this thesis) that in case of non isotropic cells (e.g. in 2D, a rectangle instead of a square) the projector looses its
statistical conservativeness. The use of this projector on unstructured grid in aeronautical applications is strongly not
recommended.
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Figure 5.5 : Illustration of the particle p contribution onto the nodes of a quadrilateral cell, from [98]
Nevertheless, it is possible to make it fully conservative by normalizing the weights w(p, n) of the cells by their
summation over the cell. This leads to a readjustment of the preexponential factor in Eq. 5.28 by a preliminary loop
of the weight calculation over the cells nodes:
w(p, n) =
1
S
exp
(
−6 d
2
p
Lc
2
)
(5.29a)
S =
∑
n∈N (Cp)
w(p, n) (5.29b)
This renormalization ensures then a local conservativeness, independently of the statistical convergence (see Fig. 5.6
b)). It is close to the inverse distances method, except that the kernel is not inversely proportional to the distance,
but follow a gaussian distribution. However note that the filter still depends on a characteristic length Lc that is
questionable in case of highly stretched cells (large skewness ratio).
Figure 5.6 : Illustration of the total weight of three particles located at the center, three quarter and the boundary of
the cell in a 1D case, for a) the Gaussian filter and b) the Normalized Gaussian filter. The thick rectangle
represents the cell location. The y coordinate of the particles corresponds to the sum of the coefficients
of the two nodes of the 1D cell (w(p, x = −1) + w(p, x = 1).
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5.2.2.d) Fourier Transform study of different projection methods
As the three projectors mentioned above are conservative, they do not suffer from any statistical error, and their
efficiency relies of how they minimize the second type error. A spatial Fourier Transform study is therefore performed
in a 1D case, to estimates their filtering properties. Two signals are studied: S1 is the sum of two sinus functions of
different amplitude with a non zero mean value, and S2 is a Gaussian function:
S1(x) = 1 + sin(2π σ1 x) + 0.01 sin(2π
σ1
2
x) (5.30a)
S2(x) = exp
(−[x− 5]2) (5.30b)
The signal S1 aims to estimates the ability of the projector to separate two different wave number (σ1 = 10) of
different amplitudes and S2 mimic a sudden change that can occur to a particle, e.g. when crossing a flame front.
The signals can represent any quantities carried by the particle like parcel number, diameter, velocity, temperature or
evaporation rate.
Figure 5.7 depicts a part of the test configuration: a large number of particles (216) are regularly distributed over
a spatial dimension and the carried property is represented by S1 and S2. It corresponds to the so-called input signal
and has a large sampling frequency. A Fourier transform of this input signal is performed and is used as a reference
for the projectors. Different meshes are tested in order to observe the influence of the cutoff frequency induced by
the cell size.
Figure 5.7 : Schematics of the particles and filtering cells location in the case of signal S1
Figure 5.8 displays the space signal S1 and its Fourier Transform with different mesh resolutions, characterized
by the ratio of the cell size by the wavelength σ1∆x ≈ 0.3 (top), 0.1 (middle) and 0.01 (bottom). The input signal
FT is best visible on the top: the two peaks and their relative amplitude are clearly marked. With this low resolution
(Shanon principle imposes σ1∆x < 0.5) the three projectors have the same frequency behaviour, and they capture the
two sinus signal with acceptable amplitudes, even if the spacial signal is highly distorted. For σ1∆x ≈ 0.1 (middle),
the closest node projector presents a larger noise amplitude than the two other, but still allows to capture the two
peaks. For the lowest frequency (σ1∆x ≈ 0.01, bottom), the peaks are well resolved by the three projectors but the
inverse distances projector present a significant lower noise amplitude. The space signal reconstructed by the closest
node projector shows a high frequency distortion at the crest of the sinus function. This may be due to the regular
spacing of the particles that produces a Moiré pattern and it may be occurs in a real turbulent configuration. The
partial conclusion on signal S1 is a slight advantage of the inverse distances method and significant weakness of the
closest node method.
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Figure 5.9 shows the space signal S2 and its FT with mesh resolution characterized by 6 (top), 12 (middle) and
120 (bottom) data points in the half of the peak. The theoretical FT curve is superimposed on each frequency graphs.
The FT of the input signal matches the theoretical curve up to σ ≈ 1.8. With 6 points in the gradient zone, the three
projector have the same behaviour and accurately extract the Gaussian FT up to σ = 1/2∆x imposed by Shannon
principle. With 12 points (middle) the projectors show deviation from the theory at different locations. The sooner
(with regards to σ) deviation arises with the closest node method and the latest with the inverse distances method.
For a high resolution (120 points, bottom) the presents secondary peaks at higher frequency but their amplitude still
remain relatively low in the "noise" range, except for the closest node method that displays a peak at 10−2. This peak
at higher frequency maybe related to the space signal particular behaviour at the crest of the Gaussian peak, as for
S1.
To conclude this assessment, the frequency response of the inverse distances method is the most accurate, with
a little advantage over the Gaussian filter. This study was performed on a regular 1D mesh. On a 2D irregular grid
with stretched cells, the Gaussian projector is expected to behave less precisely, due its dependence to only one
characteristic length Lc. As a first order method, the closest node projector provides a low accurate prediction.
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Figure 5.8 : Fourier Transform of signal S1 filtered by different projectors for different mesh resolutions
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Figure 5.9 : Fourier Transform of signal S2 filtered by different projectors for different mesh resolutions
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5.2.3 EL→ EE Projection rules
In the Euler/Euler AVBP solver, the liquid phase is described by the following field:
• nl : particle volume density
• αlρl : mean liquid density
• αlρlui : mean liquid volume momentum
• αlρlδq2p : Random Uncorrelated Energy
• αlρlhl : mean liquid volume enthalpy
Except for αlρlδq2p, all quantities are volume concentration expressed by the ratio of an extensive quantity divided
a local volume. In AVBP, every physical quantity is stored at the nodes and thus the local volume is the nodal volume
V (n). Therefore Euler/Euler fields are obtained by dividing Eq. 5.31 by V (n):
φE/E(n) =
1
V (n)
∑
p
g(p, n)φ(p) (5.31)
where φ an extensive quantity described by Eqs. 5.16 in 5.2.1 and g is a geometric projector described in 5.2.2.
Particle density
The particle volume density is constructed from the total particle number in the local volume.
nl(n) =
1
V (n)
∑
p
g(p, n)np(p) (5.32)
Mean liquid density
The mean liquid density is defined as the integral volume of the liquid density ρl weighted by its presence function
χl [174]:
{αlρl}(n) =
1
V (n)
∫
V (n)
χl ρl dV (n) (5.33)
In a discrete Lagrangian context associated to projectors, it corresponds to:
{αlρl}(n) =
1
V (n)
∑
p
g(p, n)mp (5.34)
Note that αlρl is the normalizing factor for the extraction of a Favre-averaged liquid quantity.
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Momentum components
As an extensive quantity, the momentum is computed as:
{αlρlul,i} (n) =
1
V (n)
∑
p
g(p, n)Mp,i (5.35)
The Favre-average of the liquid velocity is thus recovered by:
ul,i(n) =
{αlρlul,i}(n)
{αlρl}(n)
(5.36)
Random Uncorrelated Energy
The Random Uncorrelated Energy (RUE) is a value derived from the mesoscopic average of the Euler formulation
of sprays. Many details of this physical signification can be found [87, 289, 322] but only the decomposition of the
liquid phase kinetic energy q2p into a correlated q˘
2
p and uncorrelated δq
2
p term will be used:
q2p = q˘
2
p︸︷︷︸
correlated
+ δq2p︸︷︷︸
uncorrelated
(5.37)
The correlated term derives from a statistical average on an (idealy) infinite number of particle configurations with
the same flow configuration. The uncorrelated term can be expressed as the difference between the instantaneous
liquid phase kinetic energy and instantaneous correlated term.
As it is a not an extensive quantity, the total particle kinetic energy is projected onto nodes using Eq. 5.20,
weighted by the particle number np:
q2p(n) = Pne(u
2
p,i, w2, n) ≡ u2p,i (5.38)
As in [175], the correlated term is taken as the squared in node ensemble average of the particles velocity:
q˘2p(n) = [Pne(up,i, w2, n)]
2 ≡ up,i2 (5.39)
Injecting Eqs. 5.39 and 5.38 into Eq. 5.37 leads to the expression of the RUE:
δq2p(n) = u
2
p,i − up,i2 (5.40)
And {
αlρlδq
2
p
}
(n) = {αlρl} (n)
(
u2p,i − up,i2
)
(n) (5.41)
Note that with this projection method, the RUE can be seen as the sum of components variance of the particle
velocity:
δq2p(n) =
dim∑
i=1
var[ui,p(n)] (5.42)
Enthalpy
As for the mass fraction and the momentum, the liquid phase enthalpy is reconstructed by a canonical projection:
{αlρlhl}(n) =
1
V (n)
∑
p
g(p, n)hp (5.43)
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5.3 Implementation of Particle/Wall treatment
This section details the Spray/Wall Interaction (SWI) model implemented in AVBP. It was developed and imple-
mented by Habchi [128].
5.3.1 Simplification of the regime map
The different regimes of the map of Fig. 2.8 are simplified down to four main regimes. The driving parameters are
the impacting droplet Weber number and the wall temperature. The simplification is shown on Fig. 5.10. In cold
conditions, the impacting droplet can splash if its impact energy is large enough, otherwise it is deposited on the wall
and forms a film. For hot conditions and large Weber numbers, the droplet splashes with a different behaviour than
in cold conditions. Low Weber number droplets end up in a rebound with a slight kinetic energy loss.
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Figure 5.10 : Simplified SWI regime map
Figure 5.11 : Definition of the local referential and an-
gles involved in the SWI model, from [128]
5.3.2 Threshold criteria
Wall temperature
Due to the absence of a film boiling model, the temperature transition between the cold and hot regime is set to the
Nukiyama temperature TN [128]. It is approximated by [81, 127] the arithmetic mean of the saturation Tsat and
Leidenfrost TL temperature:
TN =
Tsat + TL
2
(5.44)
where the Leidenfrost temperature is estimated by [127] proportional to the critical temperature Tc:
TL =
27
32
Tc (5.45)
Impact Weber number
From experimental observation [245, 360], the threshold Weber number on hot surfaces (Tw > TN ) is roughly
constant:
Wec,dry ≈ 30 (5.46)
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However, when the wall surface temperature is below TN , the critical Weber number depends on the surface
roughness to drop diameter ratio R∗ (Eq. 2.8) as well as the drop Reynolds number [56, 133]. Based on these
observations and their associated correlations, Habchi [125, 126] proposes:
Wec,wet = Cspray
1500 + 650/R∗ 0.42√
Red
(5.47)
where Red is the impacting droplet Reynolds number:
Red =
uoldp,i dp
νl
(5.48)
and Cspray is a constant calibrated in [128] to 0.05 to fit experiments from Mathews et al. [225]. However, the
criterion 5.47 has been modified to take the film thickness into account, as suggested by [133] (Eq. 2.12). This leads
to a wet Weber number criterion:
Wec,wet = Cspray
1500 + 650/R∗ 0.42√
Red
·
[
1 + 0.1
√
Red ·min(δ, 0.5)
]
(5.49)
where δ (Eq. 2.6a) is the film thickness normalized by the impacting droplet diameter. Qualitatively, Eq. 5.49 states
that in the presence of a liquid film on the surface, the droplet needs a larger Weber number in order to splash.
5.3.3 Regime outcomes
Applying the above criteria to the wall temperature and the impacting Weber number, the regime of the impinging
droplet behaviour is determined. In each regime it is assumed that the droplet/wall interaction is sufficiently fast to
avoid any thermal transfer and the droplet temperature is kept constant.
Film regime
The droplet spills on the surface and forms a film. It is flagged as a film particle and its velocity magnitude is given
the film mean velocity. This regime is extensively detailed in chapter 6.
Rebound regime
The droplet rebounds on the wall without fragmentation. The new velocity (unewi , defined on Fig. 5.11) is computed
by supposing an inelastic rebound [114]:
unewi,p = u
old
i,p − (uoldi,p · nw,i) (1 + φ)nw,i (5.50)
where φ is the damping factor of the rebound, expressed by [360] as the velocity magnitude ratio of the outcoming
and incoming droplets:
φ =
‖unewi,p ‖
‖uoldi,p ‖
= 0.678 exp
(−0.044Weold) (5.51)
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Cold splash regime
In this regime the droplet is fragmented into several child droplets that are re emitted oppositely to the wall. In
this regime, a fraction of the droplet mass can spill on the wall and be brought to the film model. The correlations
involved in this model mainly derive from the experimental work of [133, 258].
Experiments conducted by [370] showed that a fraction of the mass remains on the wall. Based on their observa-
tion, Habchi derived [125]:
Mspl
M0
= min
[
2.9 10−4
√
Ren(We−Wec,wet), 0.75
]
(5.52)
To avoid a too high number of numerical particles, no new particle is created during the splash. The liquid
deposition is treated in a stochastic way by a random draw X between 0 and 1. If X > Mspl/M0 the droplet is
totally deposited on the wall and becomes a film particle. If X < Mspl/M0 the droplet splashes. Its child droplets
are given a diameter and velocity described in the following paragraphs. This procedure statistically converges to
experimental observations.
The size distribution of the child droplets is based on experiments [245, 370]. O’Rourke & Amsden [258] suggest
to employ a Nukiyama-Tanasawa distribution. The following distribution [125] is used in AVBP:
f(r) =
4r4√
πr5max
exp
(
− r
2
r2max
)
(5.53)
where rmax is the peak droplet radius of the distribution. Similarly to [258], its value is related to the the impacting
drop radius by:
rmax
rold
= max
[(
Wec,crit
We
)1/4
,
6
We
, 0.06
]
(5.54)
The exponent 1/4 was calibrated by [125] based on experimental results of [225]. In order to conserve the droplet
volume, the new parcel number Np is changed so that:
rold,3p N
old
p = r
new,3
p N
new
p (5.55)
The velocity of child droplets is computed from:
unewi,p = w
′ ni,w + (0.8 ν0 + 0.12w0)(ti,wcosψ + bi,wsinψ) + v
′(ti,wcosθ + bi,wsinθ) (5.56)
where (−ni,w, ti,w, bi,w) defines the local referential at the impact location, as defined on Fig. 5.11, and v0 and w0
are the projection of the impacting droplet velocity onto (ti,w, ni,w). Angles ψ and θ lie in the interval [−π,+π],
following respectively the Naber & Reitz distribution [246] and a normal disribution. Finally, v′ and w′ are the
tangential and normal fluctuating components of the splashed droplet velocity. They are randomly determined by a
normal distribution:
G(u′) =
1
δ
√
π
exp
(
−u
′2
δ2
)
(5.57)
where δ = 0.1w0
√
2 for v′ and δ = 0.2w0 for w′.
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Hot splash regime
In the hot splash regime, it is assumed that no liquid is deposited onto the wall. In addition, no new particles are
created and the parcel number is changed to ensure mass conservation (Eq. 5.55). The droplet velocity after the
impact is chosen as:
unewi,p = |u
old
i,p | (−ni,wsinη + ti,wcosη cosψ + bi,wcos ηsinψ) (5.58)
The angle ψ is between −π and +π and it follows the distribution suggested by Naber & Reitz [246]:
ψ = −sign(X) π
β
ln
[
1−X(1− e−β)] (5.59)
where X is an equipossible random number betwen −0.5 and 0.5. The parameter β is linked [246] to the impact
angle α defined on Fig. 5.11 by:
sinα =
eβ + 1
eβ − 1
β2
β2 + π2
(5.60)
The angle η in Eq. 5.58 is assumed between 0◦ and 30◦, and the radius ratio rnewp /r
old
p is set between 0.2 and 1
[128]. Both quantities are determined by an equipossible random draw X between 0 and 1, such as X = 1 leads to
rnewp /r
old
p = 0.2 and η = 30
◦, and X = 0 leads to rnewp /r
old
p = 1 and η = 0
◦.
5.4 Frozen gas approach
On the cost of multiscale simulation in the Lagrangian framework
One drawback of the Lagrangian approach is the low statistical convergence. When studying ignition phenomenon
in a real combustion chamber, it is necessary to fill in the chamber with a sufficient amount of particles to ensure
(i) a minimum gaseous equivalence ratio for the ignition to start, and (ii) a minimum global equivalence ratio that
will allow the flame to propagate by evaporating the droplets. This filling of the chamber is called carburation and
it can take a much longer time than the gaseous characteristic timescale. In addition, when the gaseous solver is
compressible and explicit in time, the statistical convergence is even more worrying. As previously mentioned, in
such a solver, the CFL condition relies on the speed of sound, and the time step decreases even further.
The same problem arises when simulating thin film flow: the very small thickness leads to a large and prohibitive
convective time. For instance in chapter 8, the film steady state was reached after between 0.1 and 1s, depending
on the case. With a mesh composed of several millions of elements and a time step of ≈ 0.1µs, a parametric study
becomes out of reach.
Freezing the gas to vanish the CFL condition
A solution is therefore required to speedup the physical time advancement of the simulation. The parcel approach
(one numerical particle represent Np identical physical particles) as well as the Lagrangian subcycling (particles are
treated every Nite iterations) allow to decrease the numerical expense but they don’t increase the time step of the
simulation, and the overall speedup is ’linear’. In the optic of filling the domain with particles, a more pragmatic
approach is presented here, and labeled the frozen gas approach: the gaseous field is leaved unperturbed, and only
the particles are treated and time-advanced. Consequently, there is no CFL condition based on the gas flow, but the
time step is only restricted by the particle motion. This method allows to increase the time step by two or three
orders of magnitude. As the gaseous field is frozen, no fluctuations nor unsteady gaseous effect can be captured: this
method is only used to seed the domains with particles. Once the domain is filled, it is mandatory to switch to the
regular (labeled here dynamic) approach to compute vaporization, dispersion, or combustion. The particles undergo
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the gas effect via the coupling terms in the mass, momentum and energy equations, but obviously no retro-coupling
is possible. In principle the particle can be evaporated (decrease of the particle diameter), but it has not been tested.
One requirement is to provide a gaseous solution representative of the usual flow field. In the following, a time-
averaged solution is given as the representative solution. It is also possible to input an instantaneous solution, but
since it is a snapshot of the flow field, it can enhance the influence of small fluctuations and lower the mean flow
pattern influence onto particle distribution.
Time step imposed by the particles motion
When computing the motion of a particle with an explicit or semi-implicit time integration, the numerical time step
must be lower than the particle relaxation time τp in order to properly predict the particle trajectory, as mentioned in
5.1.3. If not, the particle is subject to oscillations that (i) have no physical meanings and (ii) can lead to a numerical
divergence. It is therefore still necessary to choose the time step carefully.
Figure 5.12 displays the particle relaxation time τp versus the particle diameter dp, superimposed with ∆tAV BP
a time step related to a typical simulation. The calculation of τp accounts for the Schiller-Neumann correction and
supposed a relative velocity of 1 m/s. It was observed that in the context of aeroengines, τp does not change much
with the relative velocity. Two typical cumulative volume distributions of typical sprays are superimposed on Fig.
5.12. It allows to estimate the maximum time step ∆t to compute properly a considered mass fraction of the spray.
For instance, as τp(dp = 20µm) ≈ 10−5 s means that a time step of 10−5 s predicts accurate trajectories for particles
larger than ≈ 20 µm, because in this case ℵ < 1. From the spray curves, a diameter lower than 20 µm corresponds
to ≈ 35 and 5% of the total mass of spray 1 and 2, respectively. Therefore a time step of 10−5 s is accurate for the
largest particles that compose ≈ 65 and 95% of the sprays. An additional result shown on Fig. 5.12 is that a typical
time step in AVBP is small enough to properly handle more than 99% of the mass of the finest spray.
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Figure 5.12 : Particle relaxation time versus the particle diameter, superimposed with typical spray cumulative
volume distribution
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The time step requirement for film particles is different. As it is explained in chapter 6, they are assumed to reach
the steady state instantaneously, dictated by the wall shear stress. Therefore the distance they travel during one time
step must be lower than the varying length scale of the wall shear stress Lc,τw , expressed by its gradient:
uf ·∆t <
τw
∂τw
∂xi
(5.61)
To illustrate Eq. 5.61, let us consider a typical thin film flowing with a velocity of 1 m/s in a geometry where the wall
shear stress evolves from 20 to 60 Pa over 10 mm. The length scale of the wall shear stress is ≈ 20/(40/0.01)m ≈
5mm, leading to a maximum time step of ≈ 5 10−3 s. The limiting factor in the time step is therefore the droplet
motion.
Modification of the code
The principle of this method is easy to implement: it simply consists in by-passing the gaseous routines except for
the first iteration. Indeed, it is necessary to compute the gaseous fields in order to derive the coupling term in the
Lagrangian equation. Skipping the gaseous routines presents an additional advantage of avoiding expensive parallel
reductions, and it leads to a faster execution for one time step.
Test case
A test is performed on the KIT-ITS case presented in Chapter 8. It consists in a film developing on a prefilming
surface and being atomized at the trailing edge of this surface. A dynamic run is started from a preliminary established
film and the simulation is run for 76 ms (that corresponds to less than a film convective time). The frozen gas run
starts from a purely mean gaseous solution and runs for 705 ms. Figure 5.13 shows a scatter plot of the particles
position. No physical interpretations are presented here but just a global sketch: the frozen gas method associated
to a time averaged gaseous solution generates a spray ’smooth’ in space. This may be a serious limitation for an
accurate filling in of a combustion chamber.
Speedup
The speed up of this method is assessed on the KIT-ITS case presented in chapter 8. It is a highly unbalanced case
as a film is simulated. Nevertheless, it can give an idea of the possible improvement of the code efficiency to fill
in a film. Table 5.1 summarizes the characteristics of the two comparative runs. The dynamic run is started from
an established film, and the frozen gas case was run from a empty film. The speedup of the frozen gas method is
considerable. Note that the speedup is larger than the time step ratio, meaning that skipping the gaseous routines
accelerates significantly the code. Since the time step ratio is ≈1760 and the total speedup ≈2487, it can be stated
that skipping the gas treatment leads to a speedup of 1.413. Of course, this last estimation is bounded to the total
number of particles and the load balancing.
Improvement
It must be highlighted that this method was only developed to speedup the filling of the film and little attention was
paid to the accurate prediction of the spray topology. There are thus several possibilities of improvement for this
approach:
1. Implicit loop for particle advancement: In order to have ℵ < 1 for every particles without decreasing
the time step, the implicit loop sub-iterates the particle motion along its path depending on the particle size.
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Figure 5.13 : Scatter plot of spray droplets with the dynamic (top) and frozen gas approach (bottom)
Therefore large particles would require only one loop whereas small ones (larger ℵ) would need several sub-
iterations to follow the right trajectory.
2. Random velocity fluctuation from kinetic turbulent energy: When the gaseous field is a well-converged
time average, gaseous fluctuations are smoothed out. Therefore no turbulence dispersion can be captured. A
random drag could be applied to the particle, deriving from the viscous dissipation of the turbulent kinetic
energy combined with the Stokes time of the considered particle. This would perturb the particle from its
time-average trajectory and mimic the turbulent dispersion for a more realistic realization.
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Unit Dynamic frozen gas
∆t [s] 5.7 10−8 10−4
Max ptcl / partition [−] 184 098 271 011
Mean total ptcl number [−] 273 870 312 206
Physical time [s] 0.076 0.705
CPU time [hCPU] 5.836 104 249
CPU / Physical time∗ [−] 2.779 109 1.117 106
Time step ratio frozen gas / dynamic [−] - 1760
Speedup frozen gas / dynamic [−] - 2487
Table 5.1 : Comparison between the dynamic and frozen gas approaches for a film simulation. (∗value of frozen gas
approach was multiplied by the particle number ratio to ensure a proper comparison)
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Development, implementation and partial
validation of the film model
This chapter explains the derivation of a simple model for the description of a film flow, in the framework of LES. It
also details how this model is implemented in the AVBP solver. A first comparison with the analytical solution of a
2D Poiseuille flow is performed. Then a Large Eddy Simulation is conducted in a simple academic geometry with a
turbulent flow.
6.1 Equations of motion
6.1.1 Simplifying the local equations
In Chapter 3, film equations were derived from the Navier-Stokes equations parametrized by non-dimensional num-
bers. In the context of aeronautical burners, additional assumptions allows further simplification. The film equations
derived in Chapter 3 are recalled:
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
= 0 (6.1a)
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
+ v
∂u
∂y
= −1
ρ
∂p
∂x
+ ν
∂2u
∂y2
+ g sinγ (6.1b)
∂p
∂y
= 0 (6.1c)
A sketch of the film flow and the associated notation is available on Fig. 6.1. Driven by shear, the film characteristic
time scale is imposed by momentum diffusion and reads:
τcarac =
h2
ν
(6.2)
where h is the film thickness. With a film thickness h of 0.1mm and a liquid kinematic viscosity ν of ≈ 1 · 10−5
m2/s, the characteristic time is about 10 ms. With a mean velocity of 1 m/s, the film requires a distance of ≈ 1
cm to reach a steady state. This characteristic length is comparable to the length of the path traveled by the film in
aeronautical burners and the assumption of steady-state can be made. The time derivative consequently vanishes in
Eq. 6.1b.
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Figure 6.1 : Sketch of a general film flow in a gravity field. Definition of wall-tangential (~x) and wall-normal (~y)
directions.
The steady-state assumption allows then to consider the film flow as uniform along the x direction, meaning that
there is no source of variation along x once the film is stabilized. This is not exactly true in reality, as the wall
geometry and the surrounding gas flow change, but this means that thin film flows adapt instantaneously to these
changes. As a consequence the velocity derivative in x disappears and the final set of equations reduces to:
dv
dy
= 0 (6.3a)
v
du
dy
= −1
ρ
∂p
∂x
+ ν
d2u
dy2
+ g sinγ (6.3b)
∂p
∂y
= 0 (6.3c)
Mass conservation (Eq. 6.3a) states that the wall normal velocity is constant over the film thickness. As non porous
walls impose that v is zero at the wall surface, this leads to:
v = 0 (6.4)
Equation 6.3c shows that pressure is a function of x only. Finally, the film motion is described by the longitudinal
momentum equation 6.3b that writes:
ν
d2u
dy2
=
1
ρ
dp
dx
− g sinγ (6.5)
6.1.2 Integration and Depth-Averaging
Double integration in y of Eq. 6.5 leads to:
u(y) =
1
2
(
1
µ
dp
dx
− g
ν
sinγ
)
y2 +A y +B (6.6)
where A and B are two integration constants that are determined from boundary conditions. The no-slip boundary
condition imposes u(0) = 0 so B = 0. Using Eq. 3.37b from chapter 3, the slope of the velocity profile may be
linked to the shear stress at the film/gas interface:
µ
du
dy
∣∣∣∣
h
= τfg (6.7)
leading to:
A =
τfg − h dpdx + ρgh sinγ
µ
(6.8)
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And u finally writes:
u(y) =
[(
dp
dx
− ρg sinγ
)(y
2
− h
)
+ τfg
]
y
µ
(6.9)
The obtained film velocity profile has a parabolic shape, the square term comes from the pressure gradient and/or
gravity. When these two terms are negligible, the profile is linear and the slope is only imposed by the interface shear
stress.
In a first modeling approach, the local expression of velocity is averaged over the film thickness. This is a
consequence of the thin film assumption where the film internal flow is neglected. This approximation has been
widely used [73, 90] and was presented in section 3.3.1 (Depth-Average Method). Averaging the film velocity
profile over its thickness gives:
uf =
1
h
∫ h
0
u(y) dy = τfg ·
h
2µ
+
(
ρg sinγ − dp
dx
)
·
h2
3µ
(6.10)
As the film thickness h is small, Eq. 6.10 shows that the film flow is dominated by the interfaces shear stress and
that the impact of pressure gradient and gravity is smaller. This assessment will be later confirmed.
The film motion imposes a boundary condition to the gas flow velocity, equal to the interface velocity ufg:
ufg = u(h) = τfg ·
h
µ
+
(
ρg sinγ − dp
dx
)
·
h2
µ
(6.11)
6.1.3 Expressing the interface shear stress
The liquid/gas shear stress at the interface is of primary interest in many engineering applications, in particular in
piping domain [33], because it is directly linked to pressure drop. As the liquid/gas interface is not resolved in our
approach, the shear stress has to be modeled. One possibility is to use one of the many correlation available in the
literature [33]. This large variety of expression is linked to the fact that interface shear stress strongly depends on
the geometry and physical quantities such as gaseous velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, pressure losses, etc. It must
also be highlighted that correlations are always expressed in terms of macroscopic quantities such as bulk velocity
or hydraulic diameter. In aeronautical burners such quantities are not appropriate due to the highly heterogeneous
flow and the complexity of geometric features. For instance in annular chambers, the presence of diffusors and
convergents exclude the use of a constant hydraulic diameter. Moreover correlations derived in the context of pipe
flows assume axisymetry that is never reached in burner configurations. In addition the use of the bulk velocity is
improper because of the strong swirling motion of the flow in aeronautical burners: the gaseous velocity at the wall
has a large azimuthal component that is not taken into account in the bulk velocity. For all these reasons, empirical
correlation based on global quantities will not be used.
As a first approximation, the interface shear stress is locally determined using the wall shear stress calculated by
the gas flow solver (either directly or through a law-of-the-wall approach), assuming a ’one way coupling’ hypothesis,
i.e. there is no retroaction of the film on the shear stress. This approximation leads to the mean film velocity uf :
uf =
h
2µ
· τw +
h2
3µ
·
(
ρg sinγ − dp
dx
)
(6.12)
6.1.4 Film characteristic velocity
Equation 6.12 allows to estimate the characteristic velocity scale U0 for a sheared thin film as:
U0 =
h0
2µ0
· τw,0 − h
2
0
3µ0
·
∂p
∂x
∣∣∣∣
0
+
h20
3µ0
· (ρg sinγ)0 (6.13)
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Assuming that the wall shear stress balances the pressure gradient and the gaseous channel characteristic length is
equal to the film longitudinal length L0, one can write:
τw,0 ∼ L0 ∂p
∂x
∣∣∣∣
0
(6.14)
The third term of the right-hand side in Eq. 6.13 corresponds to the gravity influence and is expressed as:
(ρg sinγ)0 =
sinγ
3Fr∗2 Eu ǫ
(6.15)
where Fr∗ = U0/
√
g h0, and Eu and ǫ are the Euler number and the film size ratio as defined in Eq. 3.16. Equation
6.13 thus writes:
U0
[
1− 1
3
sinγ
Fr∗2 Eu ǫ
]
=
h0 τw,0
µ0
[
1
2
+
1
3
ǫ
]
(6.16)
Using orders of magnitude of Table 3.2, and maximizing sinγ to 1, Eq. 6.16 writes:
U0
[
1− 1
3
10−1
]
≈ h0 τw,0
µ0
[
1
2
+
1
3
10−2
]
(6.17)
leading to:
U0 ∼ h0 τw,0
µ0
(6.18)
Equation 6.18 states that in sheared thin films where the longitudinal pressure gradient is balanced by the wall shear
stress, the characteristic velocity scale is proportional to the gaseous wall shear stress and the film thickness.
6.2 Implementation in AVBP
This section gives details on the numerical development and code implementation of the film model expressed
through a Lagrangian formalism.
6.2.1 Lagrangian formalism choice
Liquid film being a continuous medium, the natural way to handle it is with an Eulerian approach. However Eulerian
approach does not allow an easy description of impacting droplets on walls: this requires to use of the method
of moments or the multifluid approach (described in Sections 1.4.3.d) and 1.4.3.e)) that can be very complex and
computationally costly. Therefore a particle film model is chosen, following the pioneering work of Amsden &
O’Rourke [257]. Details on this approach were given in Section 3.3.3 and focus is made on numerical aspects.
The other advantage of a film discrete description is numerical, as Lagrangian particle tracking is not subject
to numerical diffusion while Eulerian methods are naturally bound to the mesh resolution and the numerical scheme.
On the other hand the main concern with particle film model is linked to parallel computations [98, 131]. Since
all partitions synchronize at the end of each time step, partitions containing many particles impose a delay to
particles-free partitions. As thin films lead to droplet accumulation on particular zones, they may dramatically
enhance load imbalance, as detailed in Appendix C.
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6.2.2 Film particles
Film particles are Lagrangian particles with a particular treatment. Following the film behaviour, they are given a
bulk film velocity along the film flow direction that follow the wall (Eq. 6.10). The bulk film velocity uses dp/dx
and τw that are related to the gas flow and must be interpolated at the particle location. Because of the thin film
hypothesis, the interpolation is made at the wall surface and not in the particle-containing cell volume.
6.2.3 Scenario for a droplet impacting a wall
When a droplet impacts a wall, several sequential steps are used to account for the particle as a film. For clarity
purpose every step is detailed in following subsections. The explanation starts when the particle impinges a wall face
and is detected by the particle tracking module. As splashing and bouncing regimes was presented in section 5.3,
only the film regime is detailed here.
6.2.3.a) Reseting particle position and trajectory
As explained in subsection 5.1.4, when a particle crosses a wall surface, the particle tracking algorithm checks the
impacting regime and gives the proper behaviour to the droplet. This implies that a particle enters the film only when
it hits the wall and not when it is located below the fictive film surface, leading to a small delay in the film feeding
compared to reality. Taking usual values of film thickness (100 µm) and droplet velocity (10 m/s), this delay is about
10 µs and it is negligible compared to the film time scale.
When the impacting droplet becomes a film particle, a special treatment is applied as follow:
1. Due to a numerical issue encountered when the film particle is located exactly on wall surface and switches to
another cell, the particle is arbitrarily relocated to 1 nm above the wall surface. As the film thickness order of
magnitude is 100 µm, this short distance of 1 nm has a negligible impact on the film behaviour.
2. During one time step, a particle is supposed to travel a distance of Up∆t (velocity multiplied by the time
step), corresponding to, e.g. , the path
−−−−−−→
PN1 P
N+1
1 = lA + lB on Fig. 6.2. When the particle impacts the wall
and is relocated at 1 nm above the wall surface, it traveled only a part (lA) of the expected trajectory and the
remaining part (lB) is converted into a time tB = lB/Up. Times tA = ∆t− tB and tB correspond to the time
while the particle was a droplet and film particle, respectively.
3. The magnitude of the film particle velocity is set to the mean film velocity uf (Eq. 6.10) and its direction is
set tangential to the wall.
4. The remaining trajectory (l′B) of the film particle corresponds to the distance traveled by a film particle during
tB , and is set to:
l′B = uf · tB (6.19)
The particle is finally located at the position P
′N+1
1 .
Figure 6.2 provides several examples of different scenarios illustrating the special treatment. At t = tN , particle
P1 was located to a distance greater than the film thickness hf . As its expected position is beyond the wall, it is
converted to a film particle, relocated to 1 nm above the wall surface and advanced over a distance l′B = uf tB .
Particle P2 was located to a distance lower than the film thickness, but since it did not cross the wall surface during
the previous iteration, it was still considered as a droplet. It is applied the same treatment as P1. Particle P3 was
located to a distance greater than the film thickness hf . At t = tN+1 its new location is below the film fictive surface
level but as it did not crossed the wall, it is still considered as a droplet and no special treatment is applied.
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Figure 6.2 : Illustration of particle treatment in filming regime. Superscript N stands for the current iteration and
N+1 for the next one. Left: particle trajectory without wall treatment. Right: particles trajectories with
wall treatment.
6.2.3.b) Eulerian projection
In order to compute the film thickness, the total volume of film particles contained in a control volume is divided
by the area of this volume in contact with the wall. The resulting length represents the thickness of the film in the
current cell. The underlying assumption of this method is that the liquid totally wets the surface, which is consistent
with experimental observations, the low surface tension of the fuel and the low roughness height of prefilmer walls.
In a cell-vertex solver such as AVBP, values are stored at the nodes and the default control volume is bound to
the nodes. Therefore a particular operation is necessary to compute the film thickness as illustrated on Fig. 6.3:
the ’in-cell’ liquid film volume is projected to the surface nodes. This operation is called surface scattering where
extensive values are distributed over wall surface nodes. It induces a diffusion error on the film thickness but it
smoothes geometrical perturbations that could arise from mesh variations.
An example of film thickness calculation without scattering is given here in the case of tetrahedra to illustrate the
error committed with this method. Calculating the film thickness without scattering, i.e. by dividing the in-cell liquid
volume divided by the face area (h = Vl/Aface), as depicted on Fig. 6.4 is subject to several problems: first, cells
with no wall faces have a zero face area Aface = 0 and consequently the volume of liquid included in these cells
cannot by converted into a thickness h. Second, when the wall cell is not a prism (i.e. a normal extrusion of the wall
face) but for instance a tetrahedra or a pyramid, the film thickness would be subject to a geometrical deviation, as
illustrated on Fig. 6.4. It is possible to estimate the deviation that induces a regular tetrahedron (i.e. all edges of same
length) compared to a hexahedron, by volume consideration. The approximated film thickness happrox represents
the film thickness computed by h = Vl/Aface as if the cell was a regular hexahedra and hexact is the exact film
thickness that results from the liquid volume inside the tetrahedra (Fig. 6.4). These two film thicknesses are linked
by:
happrox = hexact
[
1 +
√
2
3
hexact
a
− 1
2
(
hexact
a
)2]
(6.20)
where a stands for the edge length of the tetrahedron. For typical values of a ranging between 0.5 and 1 mm and
a film thickness of 100 µm, the approximated film thickness would be overestimated between 7 and 15 %, which is
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Figure 6.3 : Illustration of film thickness computation with scattering. a) Only film particles are accounted for the
film liquid volume. b) Film liquid volume calculated in a) is equally distributed to surface nodes. c)
Film volume at surface node (calculated in b)) is divided by the nodal wall surface. d) Resulting film
thickness value is attributed at surface node.
a significant deviation. This error is linked to the non scattering method and therefore scattering the liquid volume
cancel it.
When the mesh is irregular, i.e. made of elements of different size, an additional error arises due to the size ratio.
To go further into accuracy estimation, the two methods (with and without scattering) are tested in a 2D case for
irregular tetrahedra. The situation is depicted on Fig. 6.5. A cluster of three wall cells (C1, C2 and C3) is examined.
Their geometry is characterized by the wall edge (a1 and a2) and their edge angle to the wall (θ1, θ2, θ3 and θ4). It is
supposed that the film droplets are regularly distributed on the surface, generating an ideally constant film thickness
he. The ’in-cell’ liquid volume (a surface in 2D) is denoted by S1, S2 and S3. It is proposed here to compute
the film thickness with and without scattering and to analyze the deviation. The film thickness in cells C1 and C3
without scattering are denoted h1 and h3, respectively. The film thickness hN at the common node of the three cells
is computed with scattering. Geometrical considerations lead to the expression of film thicknesses:
h1 = he
[
1− he
a1
(
1
tanθ1
+
1
tanθ2
)]
(6.21a)
h3 = he
[
1− he
a2
(
1
tanθ3
+
1
tanθ4
)]
(6.21b)
hN = he
[
1 +
he
4 a12
(
1
tanθ2
− 1
tanθ1
+
1
tanθ3
− 1
tanθ4
)]
(6.21c)
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Figure 6.4 : Error associated to the no-scattering
method on a regular mesh
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Figure 6.5 : Error associated to the no-scattering
and scattering methods on an irregular
mesh
where a12 is the arithmetic average of a1 and a2. By expressing deviation from the exact thicknessDi = hi/he − 1,
Eqs. 6.21 lead to:
D1 = −he
a1
(
1
tanθ1
+
1
tanθ2
)
(6.22a)
D3 = −he
a2
(
1
tanθ3
+
1
tanθ4
)
(6.22b)
DN =
he
4 a12
(
1
tanθ2
− 1
tanθ1
+
1
tanθ3
− 1
tanθ4
)
(6.22c)
Eqs. 6.22a and 6.22b show that no-scattering leads to an error proportional to he/a1 while this error is divided by
four with scattering (Eq. 6.22c). On top of that, the expression of DN shows a difference of the angle terms while
D1 andD3 exhibit a summation. For irregular meshes with a low distortion, it is expected that angles of elements are
not too different so that the bracketed term on the right-hand side of Eq. 6.22c may be of second order importance.
On the contrary, expression of D1 and D3 do not decrease. In order to see the influence of angle difference on DN ,
Eq. 6.22c is rewritten as:
DN = f ·
he
a12
(6.23)
where f is a factor of deviation related to the angle difference. An estimation of f is displayed on Fig. 6.6. For
clarity purposes, only one angle pair, (θ1, θ2), has been investigated and f is doubled to account for the other pair.
When the angle difference is about 10%, f ≈ 0.1. With a ratio he/a12 of 0.2, the total deviation is about 2%.
To conclude, scattering the liquid volume on the surface nodes showed several advantages compared to the
no-scattering method.
6.2.3.c) Surface interpolation of gaseous values
In order to determine the mean film velocity (Eq. 6.10), the wall shear stress and the gas pressure gradient are
interpolated on the wall surface, at the position of the particle orthogonal projection. This is done in accordance with
the thin film hypothesis, that allows to consider only wall nodes to describe the gas flow at film surface. The chosen
projector is the inverse distance method presented in section 5.2.2.b).
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Figure 6.6 : Error of the scattering approach as a function of cell angle pair
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Figure 6.7 : Sketch of surface projection of particle location. Particle P is orthogonally projected onto the wall face
to the point H . Then distances di are used to compute geometric weights wi
The location of the particle orthogonal projection is depicted on Fig. 6.7, where H coordinates are expressed
by: −−→
HP = r
−→
N ⇔ xHi = xPi − r ni (6.24)
where r is the normal distance to the wall and
−→
N is the face normal expressed as:
−→
N =
−−→
V1V2 ×−−→V1V3 and r =
−−→
V1P ·
−→
N
‖−→N ‖2
(6.25)
6.3 Validation on a laminar analytically test case
The aim of this first validation is to verify that the implementation of the model has been achieved correctly, and to
prove that the model follows the basic physics that it aims to describe. In the very simple case of a 2D Poiseuille flow
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configuration, it is possible to solve analytical the equations that determine the system evolution and specifically
the film thickness. Moreover, this configuration allows to quantify the error induced by the ’one way coupling’
hypothesis. The geometry is visible on Fig. 6.8. It is a rectangular channel composed of an inlet (left) that provides a
gas flow to the system, an outlet (right) for both gas and liquid film, a wall on which a liquid film is formed (bottom),
and a no-slip wall (top). Liquid is injected in the system with a very low velocity so that it brings no additional
momentum to the gas. The injection point is located in the first wall cell and the droplets are given a velocity normal
to the wall so that they impact the wall and becomes film particles.
In the following we will only focus on the steady state of the system, and will focus the analysis on the right
part of the geometry close to the outlet, supposing a sufficiently long channel for the validity to reach a steady state
motion. In a first part, the exact solution of the problem is derived for reference. In a second part the additional ’one
way coupling’ hypothesis is made. A comparison with numeric results is made in the third part.
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Figure 6.8 : Sketch of the 2D channel geometry. In this Poiseuille configuration, the liquid film thickness is determined
from four (black line framed) dimensional parameters: liquid and gas volume flow rates, channel height
and viscosity ratio.
6.3.1 Derivation of the exact solution
The resolution of the Navier-Stokes equations in this particular case of Poiseuille flow leads to a parabolic shape for
both gaseous and film velocity profiles:
u(y) = −K
2µ
· y2 +B · y +A (6.26)
where K = ∂p/∂x is the pressure gradient and is positive in this case: the pressure gradient is the driving force of
this flow and balances the losses induced by the shear stress on the wall and at the film/gas interface. A and B are
two constants determined by boundary conditions. These boundary conditions are the ones derived in Chapter 3, in
addition to the velocity and shear stress continuity at the interface:
uf (y = 0) = 0 (6.27a)
uf (y = h) = ug(y = h) (6.27b)
τfg = µf
∂uf
∂y
∣∣∣∣
y=h
= µg
∂ug
∂y
∣∣∣∣
y=h
(6.27c)
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Velocities then read:
uf (y) = − K
2µf
y2 +
(
τfg +Kh
µf
)
y (6.28a)
ug(y) = − K
2µg
[
y2 + (m− 1)h2]+ (τfg +Kh
µg
)
[y + (r − 1)h] (6.28b)
where r is the viscosity ratio µg/µf . On the channel wall top boundary, the velocity is zero:
ug(y = 2H) = 0 (6.29)
Combined to Eqs. 6.28, this leads to the definitions of two functions ϕ0 and ϕ1:
τfg =KH ·
1− η − η24 (r − 1)
1 + η2 (r − 1)
≡ KH · ϕ0(r, η) (6.30a)
τfg +K h =KH ·
1 + η
2
4 (r − 1)
1 + η2 (r − 1)
≡ KH · ϕ1(r, η) (6.30b)
where η is the non-dimensional film thickness:
η = h/H (6.31)
It can be verified that the denominators of ϕ0 and ϕ1 are never zero: as η ∈ [0, 2] and m ∈]0,∞[, the product
η/2 (r− 1) ∈]− 1,+∞[. The expression of ϕ0 is consistent for η = 0 that leads to τlg = KH = τw [294]. When r
= 1, setting η to 1 leads to a zero shear stress at the centerline, which is coherent with the symmetric configuration.
In Eqs. 6.28, the pressure gradient K is still unknown. Expressing the gaseous bulk velocity U0 from the gas
velocity profile and assuming that the gas flow is incompressible leads to:
Qg = 2U0H =
∫ 2H
h
ug(y) dy (6.32)
Equation 6.32 leads to the definition of a new function ϕ2 expressing the pressure gradient as a function of case
parameters:
K ≡ U0µg
H2
·
1
ϕ2(r, η)
(6.33)
where ϕ2(r, η) is a fourth order polynomial fraction:
ϕ2(r, η) =
η2
4 (r − 1) + η (1− 2r)− 1
1 + η2 (r − 1)
·
(η − 2)2
12
(6.34)
As ϕ2 has the same denominator as ϕ0 and ϕ1, it is always defined. The consistency of ϕ2 expression can be verified
by setting the film thickness to zero: then ϕ2 is equal to −1/3 and the pressure gradient reads K = −3 U0µg/H2
which is a well-known result for laminar 2D Poiseuille flows. Equation 6.33 states that to obtain a constant gaseous
flow rate, the pressure gradient to impose depends on the film thickness. This is a clear proof of a retroaction of the
film on the gas, but its influence is expected to be negligible. For the sake of clarity ϕ1 and ϕ2 dependence on (r, η)
will be omitted in the following. Velocities then rewrite:
uf (κ) =
U0m
ϕ2
[
−1
2
κ2 + ϕ1 κ
]
for 0 ≤ κ ≤ η (6.35a)
ug(κ) =
U0
ϕ2
[
−κ
2 + (m− 1) η2
2
+ ϕ1 [κ+ (m− 1) η]
]
for η ≤ κ ≤ 2 (6.35b)
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where κ =
y
H
is the non-dimensional vertical coordinate. Expressing the liquid flow rate:
Ql =
∫ h
0
uf (y) dy (6.36)
leads to a non-dimensional equation that links the flow rate ratio Q∗ =
Ql
Qg
, the viscosity ratio r and the non-
dimensional film thickness η:
Q∗ =
r
4ϕ2
[
−η
3
3
+ ϕ1 η
2
]
(6.37)
In Eq. 6.37, the unknown is the non-dimensional film thickness η and it is solved numerically by a least square
method. The non-dimensional film thickness is then expressed in terms of two non-dimensional numbers Q∗ and r.
Equivalently, the film thickness directly depends on four parameters:
η = g(Q∗, r)⇔ h = f(Ql, U0, H, r) (6.38)
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Figure 6.9 : One way coupling approximation. Left: configuration of the exact solution. Right: configuration of the
approximate solution. (Scales are not in accordance with the thin film assumption for the sake of clarity)
6.3.2 Derivation of the ’one-way coupled’ solution
As mentioned in section 3.3.1, neglecting the retroaction of the film on the gas results in three assumptions. First,
the blockage due to film volume is supposed to be negligible as the film thickness is much lower than the cavity
characteristic length. Second, the interface velocity seen by the gas is considered far lower than the gaseous bulk
velocity and thus the interface is stationary. Third the interface is considered as plane, without waves or ripples.
These assumption allow to split the film/gas problem into two sub-problems, as illustrated on Fig. 6.9: the gas only
sees a modified boundary condition at the wall while the liquid velocity is driven by τw. Under these assumptions, the
derivation of the film thickness follows the same development as for the exact solution, introducing a new expression
for the shear stress at the film/gas interface and the gaseous velocity profile:
• the liquid/gas interface shear stress is considered equal to the gaseous wall shear stress in the absence of liquid:
τfg = τw,gas only = KH = 3
U0µg
H
(6.39)
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• the resulting film velocity profile then writes:
uf (κ) = 3 r U0
[
−1
2
κ2 + κ (1 + η)
]
(6.40)
Finally solving for the film thickness is equivalent to solve the following third-order equation:
1
2
η3 +
3
4
η2 =
Q∗
r
(6.41)
6.3.3 Computational setup and operating points
The computational domain is 2D channel of length 8 cm and height (2H) 8 mm, and is meshed with 41 000 quadri-
lateral cells, leading to space steps of ∆x = 0.2 mm and ∆y = 80 µm. The fine vertical mesh resolution allow to
accurately resolve the boundary layer of the gaseous flow. The inlet inject air at ambient temperature (300 K) with
a bulk velocity U0 is 0.5 m/s and the outlet is set to atmospheric pressure (1 atm). In these condition, the air has a
density ρg of 1.2 kg/m3 and a dynamic viscosity µg of 1.8×10−5 Pa.s, leading to a gaseous Reynolds number Reg
of 267, ensuring a laminar flow. The liquid has a density ρl of 792 kg/m3 and a dynamic viscosity µg of 1.56×10−3
Pa.s. The liquid flow rates are chosen to cover a wide range of non-dimensional flow rate Q∗, as summarized in
Table 6.1.
Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5
Ql [m3/s] 3.08×10−5 3.08×10−4 3.08×10−3 3.08×10−2 3.08×10−1
Q∗ [-] 10−5 10−4 10−3 10−2 10−1
Table 6.1 : Dimensional and non-dimensional liquid flow rates
6.3.4 Results
The third-order polynomials Eqs. 6.37 and 6.41 were solved for a large range of fuel/air flow rate ratio (Q∗). A
snapshot of the velocity magnitude inside the channel obtained with AVBP is shown on Fig. 6.10. Results are plotted
on Fig. 6.11, where the film thickness calculated with AVBP and the film model is also reported for five cases.
Figure 6.10 : Gas velocity magnitude in the channel obtained with AVBP
As expected, AVBP closely matches the results of the approximate solution, proving a correct model implemen-
tation. The discrepancy between approximate and exact solutions increases with the fuel/air flow rate ratio mainly
because the film gets thicker relatively to the channel height. This induces a growing blockage effect that discredites
the ’thin’ film hypothesis. However in aeronautical combustors, fuel/air flow rate ratio Q∗ lays between 10−5 and
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10−4, leading to a relative deviation between AVBP and theoretical case below 5%. Moreover as the flow is highly
turbulent in real combustors, the wall shear stress increases and, it is expected that for the same Q∗ the film thick-
ness will be thinner leading to a less significant blockage effect. Note that the theoretical curve of the approximate
solution can exceed the channel height (8 mm) because the film top boundary condition is a constant shear stress
τw independent of the film thickness. This is a consequence of neglecting the blockage effect of the approximate
approach.
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Figure 6.11 : Left: Film thickness comparison between exact, approximated model and AVBP. Right: deviation
induced by the ’one way coupling’ approach.
6.4 Validation in a turbulent lab scale test case
The next step for the model validation is to consider a turbulent flow. The experimental configuration of Ebner et al.
[72, 73] is chosen, for which experimental measurements of film thickness is available. Ebner et al. also simulated
the case, using a RANS approach and including apparent film roughness in the coupling with the gas.
6.4.1 Experimental setup
The experiment consists in a rectangular channel of two different sections leading to an accelerated gas flow. The
width b is constant (190 mm) while the height varies from 90 mm at the inlet to 30 mm at the outlet. The section
restriction is ensured by a nozzle or radius 60 mm which is adjustable in x so that the acceleration point can move
upstream and downstream, as illustrated on Fig. 6.12. This particular set-up allows to fix measurement devices at one
location and to measure the flow at varying longitudinal locations. Velocity measurement was performed by a high
resolution Laser Doppler Velocimetry system (LDV). The film thickness was measured using a non-intrusive optical
system called LFDM (for Laser Focus Displacement Meter) with a spatial resolution of about 2 microns [71, 313].
A suction side blower allows an inlet velocity U0 up to 25 m/s, leading to 75 m/s in the restricted section. The
liquid flow rate is express in term of the film loading Λf = Qf/b with Qf the film volume flow rate, and varies from
10 to 100 mm2/s. The experiment is performed with air at atmospheric pressure (998 mbar) and temperature (20◦C).
The physical properties of the film liquid are listed in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.12 : Sketch of the experiment of Ebner et al. [73]
Density Dynamic viscosity Surface tension
ρf = 781 kg/m3 µf = 1.17×10−3 Pa.s σ = 0.026 N/m
Table 6.2 : Physical properties of the film liquid
The aim of this experiment was to reproduce aeronautical combustor flow conditions, especially the gas accel-
eration due to a section reduction that is typically found in airblast atomizers. In their paper, Ebner et al. also
provided film model inputs, from their simulation. This allows first to apply the film model without simulating the
flow (Section 6.4.2) before performing a full simulation with AVPB and the film model (Section 6.4.3).
6.4.2 Validation of film model using given inputs
The wall shear stress and longitudinal pressure gradient delivered by Ebner’s et al. simulations are plotted on Fig.
6.13. As τw and ∂p/∂x are of the same order of magnitude, it appears that for a thin film (h ≈ 0.5 mm), the influence
of the pressure gradient is negligible compared to the shear stress: (τw ≫ dp/dxh). Mass conservation leads to:
uf h =
Qf
b
= Λf (6.42)
Then, when the pressure gradient is neglected, the film thickness is easy to determine by combining Eqs. (6.10) and
(6.42):
h =
√
2µf Λf
τw
(6.43)
Equation 6.43 states that the film thickness is inversely proportional to the square root of the wall shear stress. In
simple configurations where wall shear correlations are available, this means that the film thickness can be estimated,
providing that pressure gradient is negligible and above all, providing that the one-way coupling hypothesis holds.
In this study, as the pressure gradient is not negligible, Eq. 6.42 is solved numerically by a least square method.
Figure 6.14 displays the results of the film model fed with Ebner’s inputs. The trend of the accelerated film
thickness is well recovered, as well as the absolute values. The agreement is very good between Ebner et al. [73]
simulation and the present film model. This implies that both film models follow the same behaviour although
Ebner’s model expresses momentum conservation with a differential equation while the present film model uses an
algebraic mean film velocity. The maximum deviation between models and experiment (30%) appears downstream
the nozzle for 0.05 < x < 0.1. Ebner et al. explain it by the neglected inertia in the film model: after being accelerated
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Figure 6.13 : Wall shear stress and longitudinal
pressure gradient profiles in the accel-
eration region, from [73]
Figure 6.14 : Comparison of film model only, with
and without the pressure gradient (U0
= 20 m/s and Λf = 0.4 cm2/s)
to a higher velocity, the film tends to keep flowing at the same velocity because of its inertia. One of the film model
assumption is an instantaneous equilibrium with the exterior, leading in the present case to an unrealistic deceleration
(i.e. a too sharp increase of film thickness). Finally, Fig. 6.14 shows that the pressure gradient is negligible in this
configuration.
6.4.3 Validation of the film model coupled to the flow solver
A Large Eddy Simulation of the above geometry has been performed with AVBP and the film model developed in
the previous chapter.
6.4.3.a) Computational details
Two unstructured meshes (ITS1 and ITS2) were used to assess the impact of the domain spatial resolution onto the
film thickness. They contain approximately 2 and 26 millions of tetrahedral cells. The characteristic mesh size in
the acceleration region is 1 mm for ITS1, and 0.3 mm in the wall region and 0.5 mm in the center zone for ITS2.
A mid-plane cross section of the meshes through the acceleration zone is shown on Fig. 6.15. In order to have a
statistically established flow in the acceleration zone, the first part of the channel is 0.9 meter long, equivalent to
ten times the channel height. The width is 80 mm. Turbulence is injected at the inlet with a level of 10% following
[326, 351].
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Figure 6.15 : Mid-plane cut of the mesh zoomed in the acceleration region. Top: ITS1. Bottom: ITS2.
To avoid 3D side effects as well as a transverse confining of the flow, lateral boundary condition are set peri-
odic. The outlet and the horizontal walls are modeled by a non reflective pressure outflow condition and adiabatic
law of the wall [312], respectively. Special care as put on set the first grid point, placed in the logarithmic zone of
the boundary layer. However due to flow acceleration, this constraint is difficult to fulfill a priori. Gaseous phase
equations are solved via the second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme. Turbulent viscosity is computed from the Dynamic
Smagorinsky subgrid scale model, and a slight amount of artificial viscosity is added using the Colin sensor [54]
(second and fourth order coefficients are respectively 0 and 0.005 for ITS1, and 0.001 and 0.005 for ITS2). Air is
injected in the same condition as Ebner et al. experiment with a bulk velocity of 20 m/s. The outlet is imposed an
atmospheric pressure. The inlet and outlet Reynolds numbers are both equal to 300 000.
6.4.3.b) Gaseous results
ITS1 and ITS2 simulations have been run for 7 and 0.25 seconds of physical time, respectively. Time average has
been computed with an approximate sampling frequency of 17.5 and 97 kHz. Figure 6.16 displays a snapshot of the
velocity magnitude on mid-plane cut for ITS2. Velocity fluctuations are visible upstream the nozzle and decrease
downstream. A recirculation zone is located in front of the top part of the nozzle.
Figure 6.17 presents several velocity profiles in the convergent flow region for the coarse and fine meshes. The
mesh size influence can be noticed by sharper velocity gradients with the fine mesh. Far upstream the nozzle, the
’turbulent-like’ channel velocity profile is clearly visible on the fine mesh. On the contrary, the profile is closer to
a laminar flow (parabolic profile) on the coarse mesh. The recirculation zone is visible on both meshes. Directly
downstream the nozzle, the flow is not symmetric and exhibits a larger velocity in the top part of the channel, due to
the amount of gas coming from the top part of the nozzle. However the flow symmetry is recovered approximately
three diameters downstream.
To illustrate the quality of the LES performed here, the Pope criterion [274] is shown in Fig. 6.17. This criterion
estimates the amount of turbulent kinetic energy that is explicitly resolved by the solver, the rest being modeled by
the subgrid scale model:
CPope =
kres
kres + ksgs
(6.44)
where kres is the resolved turbulent kinetic energy, calculated via:
kres =
1
2
(urms + vrms + wrms) (6.45)
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Figure 6.16 : Gas velocity magnitude on a mid-plane cut superimposed with a white iso-contour of zero axial velocity
for ITS2
Estimating kres thus requires to know the RMS values and therefore estimating the Pope criterion is limited averaged
fields. The subgrid scale turbulent kinetic energy ksgs is estimated by Sagaut [302] as :
ksgs =
(
νt
Cs∆
)2
(6.46)
where Cs is the Smagorinsky constant and ∆ the LES filter size. In the case of implicit filter LES, ∆ is equal to the
cube root of the local cell volume.
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Figure 6.17 : Longitudinal velocity profile and Pope criterion from a mean solution. Left: ITS1. Right: ITS2.
Pope [274] states that a LES can be considered of good quality when 80% of the turbulent kinetic energy is
resolved. The confrontation of this statement with Fig. 6.17 indicates that turbulence in ITS1 is not well resolved
close to the wall and in the whole acceleration region. ITS2 presents a more homogeneous distribution of the Pope
criterion, and its average value is close to the value of 80% of the resolved turbulent kinetic energy.
The distribution of turbulent-to-laminar viscosity ratio is another estimator of the quality of the LES performed.
As the ratio is close to one, it means that the energy is equally dissipated between laminar viscosity (resolved energy
dissipation) and turbulent viscosity (modeled energy dissipation). As the ratio increases it means that more energy
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Figure 6.18 : Ratio of turbulent to laminar viscosity from an instantaneous solution in a mid-plane cut of ITS1 (left)
and ITS2 (right)
dissipation is modeled and thus subject to model limitations. To the contrary a ratio decreasing to zero indicates
that most of the energy is dissipated by laminar viscosity. The limit behavior is a DNS where there is no turbulent
viscosity model.
The turbulent-to-laminar viscosity ratio is depicted on Fig. 6.18, with logarithmic scale. The coarse mesh presents
a global ratio of 50 which is acceptable. In the near wall region, this ratio increases above 100 and the mesh
low resolution in this region is confirmed. The fine mesh shows a global ratio of the order of magnitude of ten,
meaning a fairly well-resolved LES. As for the coarse mesh, the near wall region suffers from higher modeled
energy dissipation.
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Figure 6.19 : Longitudinal profile of the wall shear stress and pressure gradient computed by AVBP on ITS1 (left)
and ITS2 (right)
Figure 6.19 plot the profile of the wall shear stress at the bottom wall and the centerline pressure gradient, in
the acceleration region. Despite the large difference of mesh resolution between both cases, the pressure and wall
shear stress are sensibly equal. The main difference is the wall shear stress peak (10 versus 11.5 Pa) and its behavior
directly downstream the nozzle. The coarse mesh records a lower decrease (to 9 Pa) while the wall shear stress
computed onto the fine mesh reaches 8 Pa. Comparison with Fig. 6.13 shows that AVBP delivers the same pressure
gradient as in [73]. Wall shear stresses in the upstream channel are comparable, approximately equal to 1 Pa. In the
convergent zone, although the trend is similar in both cases, AVBP predicts a very low peak value compared to [73]
(25 Pa). As the wall shear stress is the predominant effect for the film motion in this configuration (seen in subsection
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6.4.2), an under-prediction of the wall shear stress leads to an under-prediction of the film mean velocity that, in turn,
generates an over-prediction of the film thickness.
6.4.3.c) Steady film thickness from frozen gas simulation
Due to the timescale separation between the gas and the film, and in accordance with the ’one-way’ coupling, the
steady state of the film flow (i.e. a stable in time film thickness) is reached using a frozen gas time-averaged distri-
bution as described in the previous chapter.
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Figure 6.20 : Comparison between AVBP and measurements with ITS1 (left) and ITS2 (right)
Figure 6.20 compares AVBP and experimental film thickness. Both meshes show a good trend, i.e. a decreasing
film thickness when the gas is accelerated. However, the quantitative comparison presents a significant deviation
between the simulations and the experiment, especially for large liquid flow rates. The deviation is larger for the
coarse mesh with between 150% and 230% in the upstream channel and≈ 50% in the downstream channel. The fine
mesh presents a deviation of ≈ 100% and 50% in the upstream and downstream channel respectively.
6.5 Conclusion
As a conclusion, the presented film model has proven to be well incorporated within the Lagrangian module of
AVBP. In the laminar test case, it provides precisely the film thickness predicted by theory. However in turbulent
experimental test cases, the model appears to significantly deviates from the measurements. This is explained in the
first place by the difficulty to accurately predict the wall shear stress with the law-of-the-wall approach in LES of
complex geometry. It was seen that inputing a shear stress computed by a RANS flow solver led to better results.
Secondly, the ’one-way coupling’ hypothesis have shown its limits and Ebner et al. [73] have proposed a way to
model a momentum retro coupling from the film to the gas without resolving the film surface. This model implies a
differential expression of the law-of-the-wall and it is expected to increase CPU overheads. From a numerical point
of view, the strongly located essence of thin film configuration generates an extreme load imbalance that diminishes
the overall performances of the code. Finally, in the context of aeronautical combustion chamber, heat transfers
may be considered. They have been neglected at the beginning because they do not dramatically modifies the film
dynamics. Nevertheless, film evaporation can provide gaseous fuel in the prefilming region of the combustor. It may
whether shift the main flame upstream, or create a diffusion flame above the film surface.
To conclude, the film model improvements road map could be the following:
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• Enhance film dynamics estimation by developing a retro coupling from the film to the gas flow solver. This
implies to implement a differential formulation of the law of the wall in the flow solver, stable in the LES
framework. A numerical communication is necessary to input the film thickness from the film model to the
differential formulation.
• Imbed a multi-constraints partitioning tool with regard to the Lagrangian phase, with ’strong’ or ’weak’ option
(see Appendix C). The first step would be to ensure a static load balancing, and it is currently underway at
CERFACS. Nevertheless, in a near future, dynamic load balancing will be the standard and it will be necessary
to develop this method.
• Develop an evaporation model. The first step would be to derive a simple evaporation model based on film
temperature estimated from droplet temperature. To go further in details, it would be necessary to compute
the real film temperature. This would require to account for heat transfers and thermal dynamics within the
film. The tedious point is the necessary wall temperature knowledge for proper estimations, that implies to
also account for heat conduction within the combustor walls.
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This chapter details the development of a primary atomization model for prefilming airlbast atomizers. It is called
PAMELA for “Primary Atomization Model for prEfilming airbLAst injectors“ and aims at predicting the drop size
probability density function. The model is developed on the basis of experimental results obtained by Gepperth et
al. [102, 103, 104], in a configuration representative of airblast atomization.
From the experimental observations of Gepperth et al. , it is shown that the drop size probability density function
is always well fitted by a Rosin-Rammler function, under their experimental conditions. Following these observa-
tions, the model derives a parametrization of the Rosin-Rammler constants based on influencing physical quantities
(gaseous velocity, surface tension and atomizing edge thickness) that leads to good predictions in a large range of
conditions. This parametrization relies on the description of a spanwise liquid instability (Rayleigh-Taylor insta-
bility) from the work of Hong [151] and Varga [353] for coaxial jets. First, a global approach, based on the bulk
velocity of the gas, is presented and compared to the experiment. Then a local approach is derived, based on ex-
perimental observation and an estimation of the characteristic time scale. Both local and global approaches have the
same expression but use different parameter values determined from experimental fitting.
The sensitivity of the model is tested with regards to the gaseous velocity as well as model parameters. The model
is also confronted to an ad-hoc correlation [104]. Finally its implementation into the AVBP solver is detailed.
7.1 Reference experiment
The experimental device was designed and manufactured at the Institut für Thermische Strömungmaschinen (ITS)
from the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). Details may be found in [102, 104]. It is dedicated to the study of
the filming and primary breakup processes in operating conditions close to airblast atomizers in real aeroengines.
7.1.1 Geometry and diagnostic
The geometry consists in a planar wing-shaped prefilmer (Fig. 7.1), through which liquid is injected via fifty equidis-
tantly distributed holes. Due to high gas velocity, the injected liquid forms a thin film homogeneously wetting
the prefilmer, and is finally atomized at the prefilmer edge. No film stripping is observed upstream the atomizing
edge. Measurements combine particle and ligament tracking velocimetry, and blacklight illumination (shadowg-
raphy) showing the fragmentation mechanism. More details may be found in [102]. All experiments have been
performed at ambient conditions, summarized in Table 7.2. The air and liquid flow rates were varied, and two dif-
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ferent liquids were tested to measure the impact of their transport properties on the film and atomization behaviours:
(i) Shellsol D70, referred to as ShellsolD70 or simply D70 in the following and (ii) a volume mixture of 50% of
Propanediol and 50% of water, referred to as Propanediol or simply Prop. in the following.
Figure 7.1 : Schematics of the KIT-ITS exper-
iment, from [102]
Mean air velocity U0 30 − 70 m/s
Air temperature T 298 K
Air density ρg 1.2 kg/m3
Air kinematic viscosity νg 1.5 · 10−5 m2/s
Liquid density ρl 770∗, 1008∗∗ kg/m3
Liquid surface tension σ 0.0275∗, 0.0466∗∗ kg/s2
Liquid flow rate Λf 12.5 − 75 mm2/s
Atomizing edge thickness ha 1, 2.5 mm
Figure 7.2 : Operating conditions, from [102]. ∗Shellsol D70,
∗∗Propanediol
7.1.2 Observation of the primary atomization process at the atomizing edge
After injection, the liquid homogeneously wet the prefilmer and flows down in a sheared film to the atomizing edge,
where it accumulates before atomization. This accumulation acts as a liquid reservoir feeding a atomized process
described by Müller et al. [243] and illustrated on Fig. 7.3: first, aerodynamic stresses create a transverse wave
that deforms the liquid surface. The crest of the wave is blown by the airstream, leading to a bubble framed by a
thicker rim of liquid. The bubble-like part of the structure bursts following a bag breakup process and generates fine
droplets. The rim is stretched and splits into two elongated ligaments that fragment into larger drops.
Figure 7.3 : Time series of the accumulation breakup phenomenon, paired by top and side view (U0 = 20 m/s, Λf =
25 mm2/s, ha = 1 mm), from [103]. The gas flows from the top to the bottom.
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Gepperth et al. [104] identified three important parameters controlling the drop size distribution after atom-
ization:
• The atomizing edge thickness ha that partly controls the volume of accumulated liquid
• The surface tension of the liquid σ, that influences the dimensions of the liquid accumulation as well as the
ligaments size
• The momentum flux of the gasM = ρgu2g, that control the quantity of momentum transferred from the gas to
the liquid.
Under the investigated conditions, the fragmentation of the liquid accumulation is not correlated to the film flow: the
frequency of incoming film waves is one order of magnitude lower than the frequency of the atomization process,
implying different time scales. This means that the film thickness and film loading (or film velocity) have a weak
influence on the spray topology.
Shadowgraphy and high speed visualization allowed to measure diameter in the primary atomization zone. From
this set of data, a droplet number and volume probability density function is established for different gas velocities,
liquid properties and atomizing edge thicknesses. For each operating condition, the resulting PDF is compared to the
Rosin-Rammler functions [14]:
F0(d) =
∫ d
0
f0(u)du = 1− exp
[
−
(
d
m
)q]
(7.1)
f3(d) = d
3 f0(d) (7.2)
where F0(d) and f0(d) are the Number Cumulative Distribution Function and Number Probability Density Function
(NPDF) respectively, and f3(d) is the Volume Probability Density Function (VPDF) of the spray. Rosin-Rammler
functions present the advantage of having only two parameters: the scale m and the shape q parameters. These
parameters have been fitted versus experimental data.
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Figure 7.4 : Experimental VPDF for two different operating conditions, fitted by numeric Rosin-Rammler functions
(Eq. 7.1)
An example is given on Fig. 7.4 for two cases. In the first case shown, m = 60.8 µm and q = 0.773 while in the
second casem = 29.6 µm and q = 0.705. Therefore, the shape of the Rosin-Rammler function seems always adapted
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and the parameters change with each operating point. It is then necessary to derive expressions form and q using the
influencing flow quantities. This is the objective of this chapter. First the mechanisms of atomization are described
and analyzed as is done in the literature. From this analysis, expression form and q are proposed.
Note that in the context of dilute sprays encountered in aeronautical combustors, PAMELA only provides the
spray PDF downstream the accumulation, and dense regime phenomena (mainly coalescence due to particles colli-
sions) are neglected. Moreover no description of the phenomena occurring in the liquid accumulation is considered
in this work: liquid structure acceleration, Rayleigh-Taylor instability, bag breakup or ligament dynamics are not
resolved.
7.2 Fragmentation mechanism at the atomizing edge
Atomization is described following the approach of Hong [151] and Varga [353] introduced below.
7.2.1 Summary of Hong & Varga’s approach
It is widely admitted [23, 151, 219, 280] that primary breakup is the result of several sequential instabilities: a
Kelvin-Helmholtz 2D instability arises at the liquid surface, and the deformed surface undergoes a secondary
instability that generates a 3D pattern. This pattern degenerates into ligaments that are stretched and fragmented
into droplets. Hong [151] and Varga [353] suggested that the secondary instability was triggered by the streamwise
acceleration of the 2D wave crest, due to aerodynamic drag (see Fig. 4.7).
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Figure 7.5 : Illustration of 3D structures arising from a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, in a thick film configuration,
adapted from [152]
This results in a Rayleigh-Taylor instability whose most amplified wavelength is expressed as:
λRT = 2π
√
3σ
ρla
(7.3)
where a stands for the crest acceleration, expressed as the ratio of the drag force F by the mass of the wavem:
F =
1
2
CdAf ρg(U0 − uc)2 (7.4)
m = Af b ρl (7.5)
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b
Af
U0 uc
Figure 7.6 : Sketch of the wave accelerated by the gas
where Cd is the drag coefficient of the wave (considered equal to 1 in the following), Af is the wave front area and
b the thickness of the wave, as depicted on Fig. 7.6. U0 is the mean gas velocity and uc the crest velocity expressed
by Dimotakis et al. [67] and Raynal et al. [280] as:
uc =
√
ρl ul +
√
ρg U0√
ρl +
√
ρg
(7.6)
The crest acceleration a then writes:
a =
F
m
=
1
2
Cd
b
ρg
ρl
(U0 − uc)2 (7.7)
Finally Eq. 7.3 results in:
λRT = 2π
√
6 b σ
Cdρg(U0 − uc)2
(7.8)
In the case of a liquid sheet or axial jet, b is expressed as a fraction of the Kelvin-Helmholtz wavelength λL by
[219, 281] as:
λL = Caxi
√
ρl
ρg
δg (7.9)
where Caxi is constant between 1 and 2 and δg is the gaseous vorticity thickness (see Eq. 4.37 in Section 4.4.3).
The Sauter Mean Diameter was found to be proportional to the transverse wavelength λRT in planar liquid
sheet [23, 280] and axial jet [151, 219] atomization.
7.2.2 Application to breakup at an atomizing edge
As already described, liquid accumulates at the atomizing edge before atomizing. A behaviour similar to the mech-
anism described by Hong & Varga is assumed in the present case of breakup of the accumulated liquid, justified by
the observation of transverse waves and longitudinal ligaments.
To express λRT with the Hong & Varga’s approach, it is necessary to estimate the amount of liquid accelerated
by the gas, represented by b in Eq. 7.8. Contrary to the liquid sheet and coaxial configurations, b is not linked to
a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability: when calculating λL in Gepperth et al. experiment (assuming δg ≈ 100 µm), one
obtains λL ≈ 4 mm. As the longitudinal dimension of the liquid accumulation is below or equal to 1 mm, the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability cannot arise on its surface. This means that waves arising on the liquid accumulation
surface do not derive from a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and therefore the parameter b (the amount of liquid subject
to the gas acceleration) cannot be expressed as a fraction of λL.
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Therefore, it is assumed that b is proportional to the atomizing edge thickness ha independently of the gas flow,
for two reasons: (i) the length ha scales the size of the liquid accumulation and (ii) it was observed experimentally
that ha was an influent parameter of the drop size distribution. Therefore b is expressed as:
b = CA ha (7.10)
where CA is a constant between 0 and 1. Injecting Eq. 7.10 into Eq. 7.8 leads to an expression of the most amplified
transverse wavelength for a prefilmer of thickness ha:
λhaRT = 2π
√
6 CA ha σ
Cd ρg(U0 − uc)2
(7.11)
As the accumulated liquid does not move, the liquid velocity is considered negligible compared to the gas velocity
(ul ≪ U0) and the term (U0 − uc) reduces to:
U0 − uc = U0
√
ρl√
ρl +
√
ρg
≡ U0 rρ (7.12)
where rρ is a dimensionless parameter that represents the liquid/gas density ratio. Finally Eq. 7.11 simplifies to:
λhaRT =
2π
rρ U0
√
6 CA ha σ
Cd ρg
=
2π
U0
√
6 CA ha σ
Cd
(
1√
ρg
+
1√
ρl
)
(7.13)
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Figure 7.7 : Comparison of experimental and predicted transverse wavelength from Eq. 7.13 versus gas velocity for
two different liquids
The constant CA, that estimates the size of liquid accumulated volume, is determined from the experimental
results of Müller et al. [243] who provided a measurement of the transverse wavelength in a similar configuration
as the one of Gepperth et al. , with different gas velocities and liquid properties, and an atomizing edge thickness
of 0.5 mm. Fitting CA from Ethyl Alcohol measurements leads to CA ≈ 0.801. Results are reported on Fig. 7.7,
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showing that Eq. 7.13 describes the correct dependence with U0. Keeping this value of CA and applying Eq. 7.13 to
water gives good results, demonstrating that CA is little dependent on liquid properties.
By normalizing Eq. 7.13 with ha, one may express the dimensionless transverse wavelength as:
λhaRT
ha
=
K√
Weha
(7.14)
whereK is a non-dimensional constant and Weha the Weber number based on the atomizing edge thickness:
K = 4π
√
3CA
2Cd
(7.15a)
Weha =
ρg ha (rρ U0)
2
σ
(7.15b)
Figure 7.8 displays the D32 measured by Gepperth et al. [102] experiment normalized by the atomizing edge
thickness ha versus 1/
√
Weha .
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Figure 7.8 : Experimental D32 normalized by ha versus 1/
√
Weha
The experimental database is composed of several different prefilmer thicknesses, gas velocities and liquid
properties (see Table 7.2). A strong linear correlation between D32/ha and 1/
√
Weh is observed, that is well fitted
by the equation y = 2.01x. The correlation error lies within the measurement uncertainty of about 7% [104]. This
leads to an a priori estimation of the D32 from the bulk boundary conditions:
D32
ha
=
C1√
Weha
(7.16)
where C1 is the fitting constant equal to 2.01. Identifying Eqs. 7.14 and 7.16 allows to express D32 proportionally
to the transverse wavelength:
D32 = CB · λ
ha
RT (7.17)
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where CB = C1/K is a constant evaluated at 0.146. This linear expression was already observed in other configu-
rations with comparable proportionality factor: CB = 0.1 ± 10% in liquid planar sheets [23] and CB = 0.28 in axial
jets [219]. Note that the constant C1 is related to CA and CB through:
C1 = 4π
√
3CA
2Cd
CB (7.18)
7.3 Parametrization of the Rosin-Rammler distribution from global
quantities
7.3.1 Expressing m parameter
When the numerical drop size distribution of the spray is described by a Rosin-Rammler distribution (Eq. 7.1), the
SMD (DRR32 ) is expressed as:
DRR32 = m
Γ(3/q + 1)
Γ(2/q + 1)
(7.19)
where Γ(x) is the Gamma function:
Γ(x) =
∫ ∞
0
ux−1 e−udu (7.20)
Combining Eqs. 7.16 and 7.19 yields:
m = C1
ha√
Weha
Γ(2/q + 1)
Γ(3/q + 1)
(7.21)
Equivalentlym can be expressed in term of λhaRT :
m = CB λ
ha
RT
Γ(2/q + 1)
Γ(3/q + 1)
(7.22)
Note that Eqs. 7.21 and 7.22 still depend on the q parameter.
7.3.2 Expressing q parameter
The q parameter in the Rosin-Rammler distribution is related to the width of the peak, i.e. the dispersion of the
drop size in the spray. Contrary to m, q cannot be formally linked to a single measurable value. Therefore each
experimental drop size distribution is fitted with a Rosin-Rammler distribution using a Least-Square Method, and the
resulting q parameter is considered as the experimental qexp, subjected to a fitting uncertainty. These values of q are
compared to the aerodynamic Weber number Weδ based on the boundary layer thickness δ at the atomizing edge:
Weδ =
ρg δU
2
0
σ
(7.23)
The thickness δ, introduced by Gepperth et al. [104], is determined from [366] as:
δ = 0.16 ·
Lsurf
Re1/7
(7.24a)
with Re =
U0 Lsurf
νg
(7.24b)
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Fitting form ha a b Pearson correlation
y = a x+ b 1 mm 9.74 4.56 · 10−2 ≈ 0.99
y = a x+ b 2.5 mm 8.73 0.268 0.880
y = 9.74x+ b 2.5 mm − 0.192 0.880
Table 7.1 : Fitting coefficients of the q linear regression and resulting Pearson correlation for ha = 1 and 2.5 mm
where Lsurf is the prefilmer length.
Figure 7.9 displays qexp versus 1/
√
Weδ . Two different linear trends are clearly visible, depending on the pre-
filmer thickness. For low values of Weδ (empty symbols), q reaches a plateau around q ≈ 1.2. A linear regression
(summarized in Table 7.1) is applied to each dataset, taking into account the linear part only. The slope of the linear
fitting shows a slight difference (9.74 and 8.73) between the two atomizing edge thickness. This deviation may be
explained by a more scattered data for ha = 2.5 mm compared to ha = 1 mm. Therefore the same slope (9.74) is
assumed for ha = 2.5 mm and the additive constant is fitted with this slope constraint (grey dashed line). The re-
sulting Pearson correlation (equal to one when the data matches perfectly the linear fit, and decreasing to zero when
the data is scattered) is identical (0.880) to the unconstraint fitting and therefore it provides an acceptable trend.
Consequently, q can be expressed as:
q(Weδ, ha) =
C2√
Weδ
+ g(ha) (7.25)
where C2 is a constant equal to 9.74 and g(ha) is an additive constant that depends on the atomizing edge thickness
only.
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Figure 7.9 : Scatter plot of qexp values versus 1/
√
Weδ . Black dashed and grey dotted lines correspond to linear
regressions for ha = 1 and 2.5 mm respectively. The grey dashed line correspond to linear fitting for ha
= 2.5 mm keeping the slope to the value 9.74 obtained for ha = 1 mm
In order to determine an appropriate form for g(ha) in Eq. 7.25, it is assumed that the fragmentation process
becomes independent of ha for low values of ha and any values of Weδ . Consequently the shape of the distribution,
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and thus q, are supposed constant when ha → 0. This yields:
∂q
∂ha
→ 0 when ha → 0 (7.26)
Expressing q with Eq. 7.25 leads to:
g′(ha) → 0 when ha → 0 (7.27)
Therefore the function g(ha) may reach a constant as ha → 0. As two different values of ha are available in the
experimental database, g is chosen to depend on two parameters only. The form of g is arbitrarily chosen as:
g(ha) =
(
ha
C3
)2
+ C4 (7.28)
where C3 and C4 are determined from the additive constants of the linear regressions to C3 = 5.99 mm and C4 = 1.77
10−2. Figure 7.10 depicts the evolution of g versus ha. The value g(ha = 0) remains positive, ensuring a positive q
parameter at small ha for any values of Weδ .
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Figure 7.10 : Function g(ha) versus ha, superimposed with y = (ha/C3)2 + C4
7.4 Parametrization of the Rosin-Rammler distribution from local
quantities
In real airblast configurations, the flow field distribution is heterogeneous and unsteady. For instance in the case
of a swirled annular flow, the Precessing Vortex Core (PVC) creates a precessing center recirculation zone that
dramatically increases the velocity magnitude at the atomizing edge. The bulk velocity at the swirler outlet is thus
not representative of the velocity seen by the liquid accumulated at the edge. In addition, in a reactive case, due to
the heating of the liquid by the flame, the surface tension at the atomizing edge may be different from its value at
lower temperature. Therefore a local expression of the parametrization of Rosin-Rammler distribution is required
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to accurately predict the atomizing conditions at the atomizing edge in unsteady and heterogeneous configurations.
Note also that a local expression is easier to include in numerical solvers.
The gas velocity being the most fluctuating quantity involved in the present model, all efforts are made to
describe its local behaviour.
7.4.1 Characteristic time scales
Numerical simulation, especially LES or DNS provide access to local instantaneous values of physical properties,
leading to a good description of velocity fluctuations and flow heterogeneities. Before including the flow variation
in the model, it is useful to evaluate time scales ratios.
At the liquid accumulation location, the gaseous characteristic time scale is given by the vortex shedding fre-
quency. It mainly depends on the gas velocity and was measured from 4 to 18 kHz in the present experiment at 0.2
mm downstream the atomizing edge, for a bulk velocity ranging from 20 to 70 m/s. Therefore the time scale of the
gaseous flow τg in the vicinity of the atomizing edge ranges from 0.05 to 0.25 ms.
As it is based on a transverse structure triggered by a Rayleigh-Taylor instability, the breakup time scale is
of the same order of magnitude than the instability time scale, derived by dimensional considerations and linear
stability analysis [47]. The characteristic time of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is estimated from the capillarity
time τc =
√
lc/a where lc is the capillarity length defined by:
lc =
√
σ
a|ρl − ρg| (7.29)
where a is the local acceleration. The capillarity time scale hence yields:
τc =
(
σ
a3|ρl − ρg|
)1/4
(7.30)
Using Eq. 7.7 with b = CA ha and a mean gas velocity from 20 to 70 m/s to determine the local acceleration
leads to a capillarity time between 0.15 and 1 ms.
The capillarity time τc estimated from the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is not equal to the characteristic time of
the most amplified mode τRT . A linear stability analysis is performed to determine τRT , following Charru [47]:
when two fluids are in contact in an acceleration field (Fig. 7.11), linearizing Navier-Stokes equation with a small
perturbation hypothesis at the interface, leads to the dispersion relation:
(ρg + ρl)ω
2 − [(ρg − ρl) a k + k3 σ] = 0 (7.31)
where k and ω are respectively the wave number and the pulsation of the fundamental perturbation. When the
acceleration points from light to heavy fluid, the system is unconditionally stable. With the opposite direction, the
configuration is unstable for length scales larger than the capillarity length, i.e. when klc > 1 (Fig. 7.11).
The dispersion relation (Eq. 7.31) admits thus pure imaginary roots:
τc ω± = ±i
√
−At k lc (1− k2l2c) (7.32)
where At is the Atwood number [112] (or the density parameter), negative when the acceleration points from the
heavier fluid to the lighter one, and positive otherwise. In the present case, it is expressed as:
At =
ρg − ρl
ρg + ρl
(7.33)
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Figure 7.11 : Rayleigh-Taylor instabilty for stationary fluids in an acceleration field ~a
The two modes defined by Eq. 7.32 correspond to a stable damped wave and a diverging, unstable perturbation,
respectively. The most amplified wavelength is defined by the wavenumber kM that maximizes the growth rate ω,
and corresponds to kM lc ≈ 0.6. The corresponding pulsation ωM is found by injecting kM into Eq. 7.32, leading to
ωM ≈ 0.62/τc and the corresponding time scale writes:
τRT =
2π
ωM
≈ 10 · τc (7.34)
The time scale of the most amplified wave for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, assumed here as the generating phe-
nomenon for the accumulation breakup, ranges from 1.5 to 10 ms.
Finally, the ratio τRT /τg lies between 30 and 40. This means that during the phase of linear growth, the instability
undergoes several ’cycles’ of gas fluctuations, and is subject to the gas velocity averaged over several turbulent time
scales. Consequently the transverse wavelength and the SMD of the resulting spray do not depend on instantaneous
quantities, but on quantities averaged over τRT . Nevertheless, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is influenced by long
time variations of the gas velocity: suppose that the gaseous field undergoes fluctuations over a time scale τ1 > τRT
(e.g. pulsated flow, low frequency PVC, etc), the instability (and consequently the spray SMD) will follow these
fluctuations. As the SMD is not proportional to the gas velocity, its average over a time τ1 will be different from
the SMD calculated with the gas velocity averaged over τ1. As a consequence, when the gas flow is subject to low
frequency fluctuations, the use of the bulk velocity would lead to a wrong estimation of the spray SMD.
7.4.2 Local gas velocity at the atomizing edge
Morris & Foss’ experiment [239] (referred to as the M-F experiment in the following) provides useful information
for the present study. They investigated the transition from a turbulent boundary layer to a single-stream shear layer
in the particular geometry of a backward facing step (Fig. 7.12).
In particular, they built a map of the different flow regimes in the wake zone of the step (Fig. 7.13) and showed that
the canonical turbulent boundary layer extends beyond the detachment point. Given the similarities of the geometrical
features between an atomizing edge and a backward facing step, the conclusions of the M-F experiment are supposed
to hold in the present case. The extension of the canonical turbulent boundary layer beyond the detachment point
allows to consider that the velocity of the turbulent boundary layer (computed for instance by a law-of-the-wall
approach) as the characteristic velocity in the atomizing edge region.
In Gepperth et al. experiment, observations indicate that the liquid/gas shearing zone of interest lies betwen
0 < x/θ0 < 5 and 0.5 < y/θ0 < 2 where θ0 is the momentum thickness of the canonical boundary layer, and (x, y)
origin located at the top of the atomizing edge (see Fig. 7.12). The momentum thickness θ0 is estimated at 200 µm
using the turbulent boundary layer formula from Cousteix [58] :
θ0
Lsurf
=
(A1 + 1)A2
ReA1θ0
, Reθ0 =
u∞ θ0
ν
(7.35)
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Figure 7.12 : Geometry of the M-F experiment. The bottom entrainment velocity ve provides the correct entrainment
rate for a shear layer at zero pressure gradient
Figure 7.13 : Map of different flow regimes, from [239]
with A1 = 1/5 and A2 = 0.0086. Lsurf is the prefilmer length, equal to 70.9 mm in this experiment, and u∞ is the
velocity outside the boundary layer.
Figure 7.14 displays the mean velocity profiles along the y axis for different x positions in the M-F experiment.
In the liquid/gas shearing zone, the velocity magnitude varies little with x and y, between 0.6U0 and 0.75U0. The
gas velocity seen by the liquid is thus acceptably estimated by a fraction of the bulk velocity in this particular
configuration. Integrating the average velocity over 0.5 < y/θ0 < 2 leads to 70% of the bulk velocity and it is
referred to as u70:
u70 = 0.7U0 (7.36)
To express u70 in a local form, Eq. 7.36 is formulated in terms of boundary layers variables. In boundary layer flows
theory, the friction velocity uτ is a characteristic scale for viscous sub-layer phenomena and is defined as:
τw = ρu
2
τ (7.37)
The friction velocity and the laminar kinematic viscosity ν allow to define the length scale of the viscous sub-layer
δv and the non-dimensional wall distance y+:
y+ =
y
δv
=
y uτ
ν
(7.38)
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Figure 7.14 : Mean velocity magnitude normalized with the free stream velocity U0 a plane versus the vertical
position, for several horizontal locations, from [239]
In turbulent boundary layer flows, for 30 < y+ < 600, the velocity profile follows a logarithmic law (referred to as
the law-of-the-wall in the following) that expresses the tangential velocity magnitude in wall unit:
u+ =
u
uτ
=
1
κ
ln(y+) +B (7.39)
where κ and B are two constants experimentally determined to be equal to 0.41 and 5.2 respectively. κ is called the
von Kàrmàn constant, due to the instigator of the log law.
In their paper, Morris & Foss indicated that U0/uτ = 25.5, leading to the local expression of u70:
u70 = 17.9uτ ⇐⇒ u+70 = 17.9 (7.40)
According to [239], the corresponding vertical position is located in the logarithmic zone of the turbulent boundary
layer. Therefore y+70 is found by inverting Eq. 7.39:
y+70 = exp
[(
u+70 −B
)
κ
]
(7.41)
leading to:
y70 = 183 δν ⇐⇒ y+70 = 183 (7.42)
In the M-F experiment, θ0 and δν were found to be equal to 9.6 mm and 0.05 mm respectively, allowing to express
y70 in terms of the momentum thickness:
y70 = 0.953 θ0 (7.43)
To conclude, the velocity seen by the accumulated liquid u70 and the associated vertical position y70 were indepen-
dently expressed in terms of the momentum thickness θ0 and of wall units uτ and δν .
Note that the M-F experiment investigated a purely gaseous flow and it can be expected that the presence of
liquid modifies the flow distribution. However in the present case the film thickness is small enough compared to the
gaseous length scale upstream the atomizing edge, to assume a negligible effect. Moreover, visualizations show that
the liquid accumulation interface is aligned with the prefilmer, with a mean deviation angle of 11◦ over a distance of
≈ 10 θ0. This small angle suggests that the outer part of the boundary layer extension is left unchanged over 10 θ0.
These two reasons are in favor of the validity of the flow map of Fig. 7.13 in the presence of a thin liquid film.
Estimating τRT with u70 instead of U0 leads to a time scale ratio between 25 and 32, and the assumption that
primary breakup depends on a time-averaged velocity still holds.
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7.4.3 Expressing Rosin-Rammler parameters
Using u70 instead of U0 in Eq. 7.13 leads to modified constant CA for the transverse wavelength estimation, found
to be 0.670 from the same experiment data of Müller et al. [243]. The Weber number Weha (Eq. 7.15b) is also
expressed with u70:
Weha =
ρg ha (rρ u70)
2
σ
(7.44)
leading to C1 = 1.40 in Eqs. 7.16 and 7.21 and CB = 0.111. The parametrization of q is finally expressed with the
Weber number based on u70 and y70:
We70 =
ρg y70 u
2
70
σ
(7.45)
This leads to a constant C2 (Eq. 7.25) equal to 1.83. The function g(ha) (Eq. 7.28) is thus expressed with C3 = 5.99
mm and C4 = 8.15 10−3.
7.4.4 Constants summary
The constants of the global approach are summarized in Table 7.2. The basic formulation, expressed with Weha ,
requires four constants and it is referred to as 4C. The alternative formulation requires five constants, and gives
access to the transverse instability wavelength λhaRT that can be experimentally measured for further validation of the
model. It is referred to as 5C in the following. These two formulations are linked by expressing C1 in terms of CA
and CB (Eq. 7.18). In both cases, q depends on Weδ , the Weber number based on the boundary layer thickness.
Expression with C1 from Eq. 7.21 C2 from Eq. 7.25 C3 from Eq. 7.28 C4 from Eq. 7.28
Weha (Eq. 7.15b) 2.01
9.74 5.99 mm 1.77 10−2Expression with CA from Eq. 7.13 CB from Eq. 7.22
λ
ha
RT
(Eq. 7.13) 0.801 0.146
Table 7.2 : Model constants with the global approach.
The constants of the local expression are summarized in Table 7.3. As for the global approach, the PAMELA
model can be locally expressed by the transverse instability wavelength λhaRT with five constants. If the use of Weha
is preferred, only four constants are necessary.
Expression with C1 from Eq. 7.21 C2 from Eq. 7.25 C3 from Eq. 7.28 C4 from Eq. 7.28
Weha (Eq. 7.44) 1.40
1.83 5.99 mm 8.15 10−3Expression with CA from Eq. 7.13 CB from Eq. 7.22
λ
ha
RT
(Eq. 7.13) 0.670 0.111
Table 7.3 : Model constants with the local approach.
7.5 Preliminary results
In this section are presented the results of PAMELA applied to reference experiment of Gepperth et al. , with global
approach using the 5C formulation. A maximum deviation of 0.7% was found on mean diameters between the three
methods described in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. Therefore all comments in this section apply to the other expressions.
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Figure 7.15 : Evolution of DV 10, D32, DV 90 versus mean gas velocity for different prefilmer thicknesses and liquid
properties.
Figure 7.15 presents three mean diameters of the drop size distribution for the investigated conditions. D32 is
the Sauter Mean Diameter, DV 10 and DV 90 represent the diameter at which the cumulative spray volume represent
respectively 10% and 90% of the total spray volume Vtot:
F3(DV 10) =
1
Vtot
∫ DV 10
0
f3(d) dd = 0.1 (7.46a)
F3(DV 90) =
1
Vtot
∫ DV 90
0
f3(d) dd = 0.9 (7.46b)
DV 10 provides information on the lower bound of the spray droplet size whileDV 90 exhibits the upper size range of
the produced droplets. The accuracy of the proposed approach can be directly measured: since constants are fitted
on experiment, both model and experiment data should perfectly match. However, this ideal behaviour encounters
two limitations. First, the fitting of experimental data on a Rosin-Rammler function may lead to deviations. Second,
low velocities are more difficult to match because of a less statistically converged dataset.
In all cases, predicted SMD and DV 10 are in excellent agreement with the experiment, with a deviation below
10% even at low air velocities. This ensures an accurate prediction of the drop size probability density function in
the low diameter range, and for all investigated conditions. However, the model slightly over predicts DV 90 with an
average deviation between 15% and 25% for low velocity. This over prediction is attributed to a too sharp decrease
of the Rosin-Rammler function with large diameters, that ’pushes forward’ the upper bound to integrate 90% of the
spray volume.
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Figure 7.16 : Comparison of the modeled, the fitted, and the experimental VPDF in two different configurations
Figure 7.16 a) illustrates the results of the PAMELA model for the drop size PDF of a spray generated with ha =
2.5 mm. The deviation between the model and the fitted curve is mainly attributed to errors on q. This is explained by
the dispersion of q along the the fitting line on Fig. 7.9 with ha = 2.5 mm. Moreover, as q takes part in the expression
of m (Eq. 7.22), an error on q also alters the accuracy ofm. Figure 7.16 b) exhibits a better agreement between the
model and the fitted curve: as the atomizing edge thickness of 1 mm led to less scattered values of q (Fig. 7.9), the
estimation of q is closer to the data.
7.6 PAMELA sensitivity
As PAMELA includes many sources of uncertainties, it is natural to evaluate its sensitivity to them. The first subsec-
tion details the model behaviour with regards to fluctuating air velocity. Second, the influence of the fitting constants
is studied.
7.6.1 Sensitivity to velocity fluctuations
When used in a LES solver, the PAMELA model calculates the velocity u70 averaging the local velocity over τRT .
The result is therefore subject to fluctuations. The purpose of this subsection is to evaluate the impact on the output
PDF and mean diameters, and to check that PAMELA does not produce unrealistic distributions. As both local
methods (described in Table 7.3) have a very similar behaviour, only the 5C formulation is presented here. The
tested reference conditions are: bulk velocity of 60 m/s, atomizing edge thickness of 1 mm and liquid properties of
Shellsol D70. Two situations are tested: (i) a bulk velocity deviation of 10% without fluctuations and (ii) an exact
bulk velocity with fluctuations.
Assuming a bulk velocity deviation of ±10% with no fluctuation leads to U0 = 54 and 66 m/s. The resulting seen
velocity u70 is 37.8 and 46.2 m/s. Estimating y70 with Eq. 7.43 leads to y70 = 19.0 and 19.8 µm. The deviations are
presented in Table 7.4 and referred to as U0 + 10% and U0 − 10%.
For the second situation (i.e. exact bulk velocity with fluctuations), the gas velocity is supposed to fluctuate
according to a distribution function. The resulting drop size PDF, assuming that statistical convergence is reached,
is equal to a convolution product of the Rosin-Rammler function with the velocity distribution. The Rosin-Rammler
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function is rewritten in terms of model inputs:
f0(d,m, q) = f0(d, U0,σ, h) (7.47)
For clarity purpose, f0 dependence on σ and ha is dropped in the following: f0(d, U0). Suppose that the velocity
follows a distribution G(c) verfiying: ∫ ∞
−∞
G(c) dc = 1 (7.48)
The drop size number and volume distribution functions are respectively given by:
f0(d) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f0(d, c)G(c) dc (7.49)
and:
f3(d) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f3(d, c)G(c) dc =
∫ ∞
−∞
d3 f0(d, c)G(c) dc = d
3 f0(d) (7.50)
As is classical in sensitivity analysis, the gas velocity is supposed to follow a normal distribution expressed by:
G(c) =
1
ν
√
2π
exp
(
−1
2
[
c− µ
ν
]2)
(7.51)
where µ and ν respectively represent the mean and the standard deviation. The mean value is set to 60 m/s and
several standard deviations are chosen to 3, 7 and 10 m/s, referred to as ν = 3m/s, ν = 7m/s and ν = 10m/s
respectively. The corresponding probability density functions are depicted on Fig. 7.17 a). Increasing the standard
deviation of the gas velocity is equivalent to model flows with increasing turbulent intensity: the velocity range in
the flow is wider, implying higher fluctuations. Turbulent intensity may be evaluated by the ratio of the standard
deviation by the mean value
It =
ν
µ
(7.52)
and leads to turbulent intensities of 5, 11.7 and 16.7%. The resulting VPDF are displayed on Fig. 7.17 b).
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Figure 7.17 : Left: Gaseous velocity distributions. Right: Resulting Volume PDF
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As expected, imposing a constant velocity 10% lower than the reference shifts the droplet volume PDF peak
towards larger diameters while the contrary happens for a 10% larger velocity. However, this shift mainly impacts
small diameters and leaves the ’decreasing part’ of the PDF slightly unchanged. This phenomenon is quantitatively
visible on Table 7.4 where the deviation is of the order of 10% forDV 10 andD32, and is less than 4% forDV 90. It is
important to highlight that, forDV 10 andD32, the lower velocity induces a larger absolute deviation (13% and 11%)
than the larger velocity (10 and 9%). This may be explained by the fact that increasing the number of larger droplets
(resulting from lower air velocity) lead to a much higher increase of liquid volume.
When the gas velocity follows a normal distribution, the resulting droplet volume PDF peak is slightly moved
towards larger diameters. This result is surprising because in the case of a normal distribution, lower and larger
gas velocities are symmetrically distributed around the mean. Consequently, the peak of the volume PDF should be
located at the same diameter with a larger width. However, as previously pointed out, lower velocities have a stronger
impact on volume density function than larger velocities, which may explain this trends towards larger diameters.
Qualitatively, in a weak turbulent flow (It ≈ 5%), assuming that turbulence and primary breakup time scales are
close, the spray generated by PAMELAwill be close to a spray generated in constant flow conditions. When turbulent
intensity increases to 10%, spray mean diameters are over predicted from 7% (small and medium diameters) to less
than 2% (DV 90). For stronger turbulent flows the deviation varies between +6 and +15%.
Diameter DV 10 D32 DV 90
Data type Val. Dev. Val. Dev. Val. Dev.
Unit [µm] [%] [µm] [%] [µm] [%]
U0− 10% 98 13.14 184 11.11 534 3.54
U0+ 10% 78 -10.50 151 -9.09 501 -2.75
ν = 3m/s 88 0.94 167 0.61 509 -1.23
ν = 7m/s 93 6.96 175 5.89 523 1.41
ν = 10m/s 100 15.51 188 13.62 547 6.12
Table 7.4 : Mean diameters of the spray modulated by velocity fluctuation
7.6.2 Sensitivity to model constants
PAMELA is defined by constants that have been fitted in a particular experiment under several conditions. A single
deviation of 10% of each of these parameters is studied in the following. The uncertainty is quantified by the
deviation of DV 10 and DV 90 compared to the reference case. Observation of D32 deviation is meaningless because
it is proportional to C1 (Eq. 7.16) or
√
CA and CB (Eq. 7.17) and does not depend on the three other constants.
Thus, the predicted Sauter Mean Diameter sensitivity directly follows the one of
√
CA, CB or C1.
Results are depicted on Fig. 7.18. Both global and local formulations have a very similar behaviour. The most
sensitive variables are C1 and CB : since the scale parameterm of the Rosin-Rammler function is proportional to C1
(Eq. 7.16) or C (Eq. 7.17), the PDF and therefore DV 10 and DV 90 follows their variation. The second most critical
constants are CA and C2, and C3 and C4 are the less sensitive constants. The tail of the PDF (i.e. large diameters)
is more sensitive to the model constants. It may be explained by the fact that DV 90 results from an integration
over a wide range of diameters, from the smallest to the largest, and a discrepancy on small and medium diameters
prediction will result in a discrepancy on DV 90.
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Figure 7.18 : Deviation ofDV 10 andDV 90 for both global and local formulations, with regards to the model constant
variations. Blanked and hatched bars correspond to an increase and decrease of 10% respectively.
7.7 Comparison with ad hoc correlation
Based on approximately 300 test cases, Gepperth et al. [104] derived correlations for the SMD, the Strouhal number
and the droplet velocity, expressed with four non-dimensional parameter groups: Reynold number, Weber number,
the density ratio and the ratio between the prefilmer thickness and the boundary layer thickness. In order to validate
the present model, the SMD calculated from Eq. 7.16 is compared to the ad hoc correlation that reads:
D32
δxedge
= 4.96 ·
(
ρg ug δxedge
µg
)−0.17
·
(
ρg u
2
g δxedge
σ
)−0.36
·
(
ρl
ρg
)−0.013
·
(
ha
δxedge
)0.46
(7.53)
where δxedge is the turbulent boundary layer thickness at the atomizing edge expressed by [366]:
δxedge = 0.16 ·
Lsurf(
ρg ug Lsurf
µg
)1/7 (7.54)
and Lsurf is the prefilmer length. Examining Eq. 7.53, allows first to check the scaling of the PAMELA model:
the atomizing edge thickness ha appears with a power of 0.46 while PAMELA shows a dependence in 0.5, which
is very close. On the contrary, the surface tension exponent is more questionable: it is equal to 0.36 (≈ 1/3) in Eq.
7.53 whereas it is 0.5 in PAMELA. Additional tests should be conducted on a large range of surface tension values
in order to test the robustness of both approaches (correlation and PAMELA).
Finally, Fig. 7.19 shows a comparison of the ad hoc correlation of Gepperth et al. and PAMELA. Dashed lines
represent a deviation of 10%. It appears that the model tends to overestimate the SMD for large values, i.e. for low
velocities. The overall behaviour of PAMELA is however in a reasonably good agreement with the ad hoc correlation
and the data.
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Figure 7.19 : SMD comparison of Gepperth et al. cor-
relation and PAMELA
Varying parameter Range Units
U0 20 - 70 m/s
σ 0.0255 - 0.0466 kg/s2
ρl 742 - 1071 kg/m3
ul 0.5 - 2.5 m/s
ha 1 - 2.5 mm
Lsurf 43 - 70.9 mm
Figure 7.20 : Varying parameters for correlation com-
parison
7.8 Implementation of PAMELA in the AVBP solver
The implementation of PAMELA in AVBP implies a number of technical difficulties that are presented here. As the
film model presented in Chapter 6 provides some inputs to PAMELA, both models are implemented in the same
framework and use a Lagrangian formulation. This choice seems appropriate since it allows to naturally describe
the polydispersity of the spray. As shown in subsection 7.4.1, the RT instability is sensitive to an averaged gaseous
velocity, and it is necessary to compute a local time average during the atomization process.
The overall strategy consists in several successive steps that describe the life of a fluid particle from film to
spray state. The scenario, illustrated on Fig. 7.21, takes place as follow:
1. A particle belonging to the liquid film arrives at the atomizing edge, its velocity is set to zero and its numerical
state changes from ’film particle’ to ’accumulation particle’.
2. An accumulation particle is stationary and does not interact with the gaseous flow nor with the other droplets.
It only records the gaseous velocity at this location during a period corresponding to half of the RT instability
Eq. (τRT ).
3. Once the averaging period is over, the accumulation particle feeds the atomization model with its liquid mass
and averaged gaseous velocity.
4. A random diameter is determined following the Rosin-Rammler function, provided by the local parameters
and the averaged velocity.
5. The mass of the droplet to be injected is compared to the available liquid in the liquid reservoir:
• If the available mass is not sufficient, the accumulation droplet disappears and its mass is added to the
reservoir mass of the current cell.
• If the contained mass is sufficient, a new droplet is generated with the diameter determined randomly at
step #4.
6. The newborn droplet is injected directly at the ’accumulation particle’ location, by a one-step shift to the
neighbouring cell downstream, with a zero velocity.
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7. The newly injected liquid droplet starts its spray life.
In order to ensure the robustness of the above scenario, some steps are treated in a particular manner, as detailed
in the following.
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Figure 7.21 : Description of PAMELA general procedure
7.8.1 Film particle detachment
Three ways have been selected to detach a film particle, i.e. to change the particle from a ’film’ state to another one,
depending on three possible stuations: (i) the particle ends up in a non-wall cell, (ii) the particle normal velocity
changes and its virtual inertia is higher than a given criterion, (iii) the particle sees a sharp change in wall surface
orientation. The two firsts lead to a simple particle detachment with no change of particle diameter while the third
one feeds the liquid accumulation reservoir. Additional details are given below.
7.8.1.a) Detachment in non-wall cell
This type of detachment is not related to a physical phenomenon but is a numerical trick to enhance the robustness
on irregular meshes. When a film particle changes of cell, it can end up in an interior cell if the mesh size sharply
decreases, as depicted on Fig. 7.22. The particle can not be considered as a film particle anymore, and it is given
a droplet state without any modification. Given the usual values of particle velocitiy and mesh size, this scenario is
highly unlikely.
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Figure 7.22 : First type of detachment: the film particle located originally at PN1 travels to the position P
N+1
1 in the
direction of the wall surface. Since the new containing cell is not connected to the wall, the particle is
detached.
7.8.1.b) Inertia criterion
In order to account for the film inertia effect when it flows over a sharp edge with a certain angle variation (figure
7.23, left), O’Rourke & Amsden [257] derived a criterion based on the competition between film inertia and pressure
drop induced by a separation: “As the liquid film approaches the corner surface, it will tend to keep its direction of
flow and separate because of its inertia [...]. A low pressure region forms at the wall-side of the film, and the resulting
pressure difference between the pressure in the gas-side, which is the gas pressure, and that on the wall-side, causes
the flow to run and remain attached to the corner. If, however, the liquid inertia is so large that the wall-side pressure
drops to zero, then the liquid and wall no longer are pushing against each other, and the liquid film separates”. The
translation of these considerations leads to:
cs ρl u
2
f
sin θ
1 + cos θ
> pgas (7.55)
where θ is the wall angle, cs is a constant parameter set to 3 by O’Rourke & Amsden and that depends on the shape
of the pressure profile along the wall. This condition (Eq. 7.55) has never been validated experimentally. If the
criterion is satisfied, droplets are detached without any diameter modification. The angle θ is calculated by the angle
difference between the wall face normals of the previous cell and the current (Fig. 7.23, right). It implies that the
normal of the previous wall face seen by any film particle has to be stored.
7.8.1.c) Detachment on a right angle edge
In thin film flows, the inertial criterion (Eq. 7.55) is not sufficient to detach film particles. Even with a right angle
(θ = 90◦), typical film inertia (ρu2f ≈ 1000 × 12 = 1000) is too low in comparison to ambient pressure (pgas ≈
10 bars). Therefore an additional criterion is added to force film particle atomization when it encounters an angle
(formed by two consecutive face normals) larger than a critical angle θc:
θ > θc ⇔ cos θ = −→n old ·−→n new < cos θc (7.56)
where −→n old and −→n new are the wall face normals of the previous and the current cells, respectively. This criterion is
purely geometrical and the critical angle θc is arbitrary chosen to 45◦, leading to:
−→n old ·−→n new <
√
2/2 (7.57)
When this condition is satisfied, the film particle is considered as entering the liquid accumulation reservoir and
its state is set to ’accumulation particle’.
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Figure 7.23 : Illustration of the detachment on a sharp edge. Left: the film particle moves with a trajectory parallel to
the wall surface and goes beyond a sharp edge. Right: wall normals specifically built for film particles.
Cells sharing at least one node with a wall are accounted as potential filming cells, and their normal
are computed as the average of the neighboring cell normals, e.g. ~n2 = (~n1 + ~n3)/2.
7.8.2 Accumulation droplet steady behaviour
In this state, the particle is stationary and records gas velocity for a period of τRT .
7.8.2.a) Estimating u70 and y70 from the law-of-the-wall
Ideally, the detached particle should be at the accumulation location, just downstream the atomizing edge, and record
the gas velocity at this location. However, Morris & Foss [239] observed that the flow profile in this region can be
assimilated to a turbulent boundary layer profile, which is non linear. This may lead to a problem: the gas velocity
seen by the particle is computed by a linear interpolation from the mesh nodes to the particle location. In AVBP,
all the available interpolation schemes are linear or isotropic and cannot describe the anisotropic behaviour of a
boundary layer. Therefore the gas velocity seen by the particle computed that way is highly mesh dependent.
In order to circumvent this problem, the choice has been made to do an ’upstream shift’ of the detachment point
inside the boundary layer linked to the prefilmer, as seen in subsection 7.4.2. The use of law-of-the-wall reduces the
mesh dependency as soon as the first off-wall node lies in the log layer.
Preliminary tests were performed with AVBP in a turbulent channel to verify the robustness of the expressions of
u70 and y70 in terms of wall units (Eq. 7.40 and 7.42). A turbulent channel was simulated, with a law-of-the-wall
approach. Equation 7.40 was compared to 70% of the maximum velocity, and a strong overestimation was observed.
A calibration step was thus necessary to ensure a good estimation of u70: single phase flow runs were conducted
and averaged to determine the mean friction velocity upstream the atomizing edge for different bulk velocity. It was
found that when the first off-wall node lies in the log law region i.e. (y+ > 30), u70 was recovered for y+ ≈ 23.
Similarly, the determination of y70 (Eq. 7.43) in term of wall units was found to y
+
70 ≈ 35. The local gaseous velocity
seen by the accumulation and the vertical location of the gas/liquid interface thus yield:
u70 = 12.8uτ (7.58a)
y70 = 35 δv (7.58b)
Equation 7.58a shows a deviation of 28% compared to Eq. 7.40. The large deviation (≈ 80%) between Eqs.
7.58b and 7.42 is due to the determination of y70 via Eq. 7.41 that involves an exponential function.
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7.8.2.b) Upstream shifting of the detachment
An additional constraint appears here due to the discretization scheme of AVBP (cell-vertex). The wall shear stress
is computed on faces and its value is scattered and stored at the nodes. Consequently, the wall shear stress stored on
the sharp edge nodes (N0 on Fig. 7.24) is biased by the recirculation zone directly downstream the atomizing edge.
It is therefore necessary to use values of τw located upstream the atomizing edge nodes (N−1 on Fig. 7.24). On
Fig. 7.25 the time-averaged wall shear stress is plotted versus the transverse coordinate. With a Relative Standard
Deviation (RSD) of 24% the nodeN0 records a very noisy signal whereas the signal is much smoother on nodeN−2
with a RSD of 4.1%. The trade-off is taken at node N−1 where the RSD is 13%.
N−2
N−1
N0
Figure 7.24 : Nodes receive the wall shear stress com-
puted from all connected faces
Figure 7.25 : Time average of the wall shear stress com-
puted on nodes N0, N−1 and N−2 (Fig.
7.24)
7.8.3 Cell-bound mass tank for atomization
The mass of the accumulation particle is transmitted to a virtual liquid tank connected to the cell where atomization
takes place. A diameter is randomly chosen following the parametrized Rosin-Rammler distribution. The randomly
generated diameter is converted to a mass and compared to the liquid mass available in the virtual reservoir. If the
liquid mass is sufficient, a newborn droplet is injected and the available mass is updated. The overall process is
illustrated on Fig. 7.26.
Generating a random number following a Rosin-Rammler law is straightforward since its Cumulative Distribution
Function can be directly inverted [345]. The random diameter d is computed as:
d = XPDF = −m ln
[
(1−X[0,1])1/q
]
(7.59)
where m and q are the scale and shape parameters of the Rosin-Rammler function respectively, and X[0,1] an
equiprobable random variable between 0 and 1. Note that extreme values of X (e.g. X = 0.999999) lead to very
large droplets that may be unrealistic. It is therefore necessary to set an upper bound diameter.
Finally the parcel number Np of the injected droplet is kept constant to avoid any influence of Np variation on
the generated distribution.
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Figure 7.26 : Flowchart of the PAMELA atomization procedure
7.8.4 Shifting the newborn droplet
Atomized droplets are injected at the location of the last ’accumulation particle’ accounted, i.e. at a distance of
approximately the cell size upstream the atomizing edge. This can lead to non realistic behaviour such as an early
momentum exchange between the gas and liquid phase and above all, a ’re-filming’ process : because of wall normal
fluctuations of the gas velocity, the droplet can re-impact the prefilmer and create a film. The same scenario may
happen in swirling flows, because of centrifugal effects. It is thus necessary to move the droplet downstream the
prefilmer immediately after it is injected. Therefore the distance of the particle to the atomizing edge is evaluated
with the longest edge of containing cell and the film particle velocity direction. In swirling flow, the film particle
reaches the atomizing edge with a helicoidial trajectory. This behaviour is illustrated on Fig. 7.27 by a planar
projection. The film velocity presents an angle θ compared to the atomizing edge normal, and the shifting distance
lt is longer than the cell characteristic length. In order to properly handle this situation, the longest edge of the
containing cell is taken as the reference length. The shifting distance is then expressed by:
lt =
lc
cos θ
(7.60)
and the angle θ is determined by
cos θ =
−→n a ·−→u f
‖−→n a‖ ‖−→u f‖ (7.61)
The newborn droplet is imposed a velocity that moves it to the right position in one time step. Given the very
small time step compared to the mesh size, the velocity is unrealistically large and no interaction with the gas is
considered during the journey. The imposed velocity is expressed by:
−→u newf =
lt
∆t
−→u oldf
‖−→u oldf ‖
=
lc
∆t
−→u oldf−→u oldf ·−→n a
(7.62)
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Figure 7.27 : Top view of the prefilmer configuration in the case of swirling flow
7.9 Conclusion
In this chapter we have proposed a mechanism to statistically predict the drop size probability density function of
a spray generated by a prefilming atomization in the context of airblast injectors. It is based on the mechanism
described by Hong [151] and Varga [353], and it is described by a Rosin-Rammler function that depends on influ-
ent parameters identified by Gepperth et al. [102, 104], namely the gaseous velocity, the surface tension and the
atomizing edge thickness. The agreement of both local and global approaches with experiment is good and exhibits
promising trends. The results of the overall model show an accurate determination of the drop size probability func-
tion over a wide range of operating conditions. It is expected that this accuracy will be reproduced in industrial
configurations, as soon as the atomization process remains the same as in Gepperth’s experiment. The particularity
of this model is the rendering of the whole probability density function of the drop diameter, and not only a correla-
tion on the arithmetic or Sauter Mean diameter. Therefore an accurate prediction of the PDF enables to recover every
moments of the distribution, including all mean diameters.
This model has been implemented into AVBP in order to provide a polydisperse spray to the downstream models
chain (drag, evaporation), up to the combustion process. Its implementation uses the already existing Lagrangian
module and is embedded within the film framework developed and explained in chapter 6. Additional assumptions
have been made in order to shift the injection point, and the work of Morris & Foss [239] provides the necessary jus-
tifications. The delay-inducing effect of the liquid accumulation is mimicked through an averaging procedure. This
time-average operation is justified by accounting for the time scale of the atomization process, that mainly depends
on the development of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability and the elongation of the ligament. During the atomization
process, in order to ensure a right Number PDF and, at the same time, a right Volume PDF, the parcel number is kept
constant and a system of virtual local liquid tanks has been built. Finally the injected droplets are instantaneously
shifted to their physical position downstream the atomizing edge where they interact with the gaseous phase through
drag and evaporation, up to the flame.
All the necessary models are now ready to perform a full Large Eddy Simulation of realistic (academic or indus-
trial) configurations, as presented in the following parts.
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Application to an academic
configuration
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Chapter 8
The KIT-ITS experiment
This chapter presents the simulation of an academic configuration representative of real systems, using the models
developed in this thesis. The objective is to evaluate the accuracy and impact of these models by comparison with
experiment. The geometry and the experimental apparatus are described in a first part, followed by the results of the
purely gaseous simulation and finally the two-phase flow simulation.
8.1 Configuration
8.1.1 Geometry and operating conditions
The experimental device has been designed by Müller et al. [243] and Gepperth et al. [102] and manufactured
at the Institut für Thermische Strömungmaschinen (ITS) from the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). It is
dedicated to study the filming and primary breakup processes in conditions close to airblast atomizers. It consists
in a wing-shaped prefilmer, placed in a high velocity air stream channel (see Fig. 8.1). With a height e of 21.6
mm and a width w of 96 mm, the duct has a wide aspect ratio to ensure a two-dimensional air flow and avoid
interfering corner vortices. The liquid is injected on one side of the prefilmer through fifty equidistantly distributed
holes, located 45 mm upstream the atomizing edge. The holes spacing is 1 mm leading to an injection patch width
b of 50 mm, meaning that the film does not fully cover the duct width. The prefilmer length Lsurf is 70 mm long
and the thickness ha at the atomizing edge is 1 mm. To enhance accessibility for measurements, and to reduce the
configuration complexity, the prefilmer and the channel walls are planar, but still considered representative of the
annular geometry encountered in real systems.
The high gas velocity entrains the liquid towards the atomizing-edge of the prefilmer, i.e. in the z-direction, by
inducing a high shear at the film surface. A thin film forms, that wets homogeneously the prefilmer, before full
atomization at the prefilmer trailing edge. No film stripping is observed from the film surface before reaching the
atomizing edge.
In order to determine the parameters influencing the primary breakup process, many conditions were experimen-
tally varied:
• the liquid type with different viscosities and surface tensions;
• the gas flow with different velocities and operating pressures;
• the geometry with different prefilmer lengths and thicknesses.
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Figure 8.1 : Illustration of the KIT-ITS experiment. Left: schematic, from [102]. Right: Picture of the atomizing edge
region in the high pressure test rig.
In this chapter, the prefilmer length is not investigated because it has no influence on the spray and does not appear
in the PAMELA model. Similarly, the atomizing edge thickness is not studied because it influences the Sauter Mean
Diameter (SMD) as the surface tension: ha and σ appear in the product ha · σ in the expression of the transverse
wavelength λRT (Eq. 7.13) and the SMD is proportional to λRT (Eq. 7.22). Thus, when considering the SMD,
modifying σ is equivalent to modify ha.
Three parameters are then tested: the gas velocity, the liquid type and the liquid flow rate. The gas velocity is
arbitrarily calculated at the location where the section is minimum (Fig. 8.4 right) of height e, leading to different
mass flow rates and inlet velocities as summarized in Table 8.1.
Exp. bulk velocity [m/s] 20 40 60 70
Inlet mass flow rate [g/s] 37.32 74.65 112.0 130.6
Inlet mean velocity [m/s] 6.392 12.78 19.18 22.37
Table 8.1 : Inlet physical boundary conditions
Two types of liquid are investigated: Shellsol D70 whose physical properties are close to kerosene and a equi-
volume mix of 1,2-Propanediol and water, to test the model behaviour with different surface tensions. For clarity
sake, the Shellsol D70 and the iso-volume mix of 1,2-Propanediol and water are respectively labeled Shellsol (or
D70) and Propanediol (or Prop.) in the following. Their characteristics are listed in Table 8.2. The liquid mass flow
rate (m˙15 and m˙50) is converted to 2D volume flow rate Λf by:
Λf =
m˙
ρl b
(8.1)
where b is the injection patch width. This leads to two 2D volume flow rates of 15 and 50 mm2/s, as summarized in
Table 8.2.
The matrix of the different cases and their label is summarized in Table 8.3. For single phase experiment or
computations, cases will be simply referred to as their velocity: U20, U40, U60 and U70.
To characterize the flow features, two Reynolds numbers may be employed. First, the Reynolds number in the
channel Rec gives information about the form of the velocity profile, the boundary layer flow and the shear stress on
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Property Unit Shellsol D70 Propanediol
Density ρl [kg/m3] 770 1008
Dynamic viscosity µl [kg/m/s] 1.56 · 10−3 6.06 · 10−3
Surface tension σ [kg/s] 27.5 · 10−3 46.6 · 10−3
Mass flow rate m˙15 [g/s] 0.5775 0.756
Mass flow rate m˙50 [g/s] 1.925 2.520
Table 8.2 : Physical properties of investigated liquid, from [104]
Liquid type
2D flow rate Gas velocity [m/s]
Λf [mm2/s] 20 40 60 70
D70
15 U20L15D70 U40L15D70 U60L15D70 U70L15D70
50 U20L50D70 U40L50D70 U60L50D70 U70L50D70
Prop.
15 U20L15Prop U40L15Prop U60L15Prop U70L15Prop
50 U20L50Prop U40L50Prop U60L50Prop U70L50Prop
Table 8.3 : Test case matrix
the prefilmer. It is calculated from the hydraulic diameter Dh of the channel, defined as
Dh =
4S
P
(8.2)
where S and P are respectively the flow section and its related perimeter. As the geometry has a high aspect ratio,
the flow in the center place can be considered two dimensional and therefore the hydraulic diameter is equal to:
Dh = 2 e (8.3)
The second Reynolds number Rea is based on the atomizing edge thickness ha and it is used to determine the vortex
shedding frequency through experimental correlations. Both Reynolds numbers values are summarized in Table 8.4
and it appears that the channel flow is fully turbulent.
Case U20 U40 U60 U70
Rec 21600 43200 64800 75600
Rea 1304 2609 3913 4565
Table 8.4 : Reynolds number corresponding to different gas cases
8.1.2 Measurement methods
The test-rig is equipped with different measurement devices briefly described in the following. The measured values
are:
• the gas velocity, through 3D LDA;
• the film thickness, using a LFDM;
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• the ligaments and the primary blob size and velocity in the atomizing edge region, using PIV and shadowgra-
phy;
• the mean droplet diameter, 50 mm downstream the atomizing edge, with PDA technique;
• the breakup mechanism through high-speed videos.
The LDA (for Laser Doppler Anemometry) technique uses a pair of coherent laser beams that cross at the velocity
measurement location. In this region, the coherent beams form interference fringes with a regular and known inter-
fringe distance. The flow is seeded with reflecting tracers, i.e. particles of very low Stokes number that closely follow
the flow. When the particle travels through the dark and bright fringes, its reflective property produces a light signal
with a frequency given by the ratio of the particle velocity by the inter-fringe distance up/di. Note that classical LDA
only measures the velocity perpendicular to the fringes, and the measurement must be repeated with tilted fringes
pattern to obtain other velocity components. The 3D LDA uses 3 lasers of different wavelength to distinguish each
velocity component at the same time.
In a LFDM (for Laser Focal Displacement Meter), the laser beam is oriented normal to the film surface and its
focusing lens vibrates with a known displacement. As the lens moves, the focal point of the laser beam follows a
shift proportional to the lens displacement. It is assumed that the backscattered light intensity is maximum when the
laser focal point coincides with the film surface. The intensity is recorded as a function of time, and the peaks are
related to the focal displacement i.e. the film surface shift. In this experiment the measurement range was 1 mm
with a resolution of 0.1 µm. Further details on this device and its application on film surface height measurement are
available in [71].
The shadowgraphy measurement technique consists in placing a homogeneous light source behind the object
to measure. The shadow created by the object contrasts with the lighten up background. Both photography and
video can be combined with this technique. One requirement is to measure sufficiently opaque materials. In this
experiment shadowgraphy was used in concordance with a high resolution CCD camera to measure the size of the
large droplets and blobs produced by the primary breakup. The diameter (or area equivalent diameter of ellipsoid or
spheroid) was reconstructed by the use of a MATLAB image processing code [171, 244]. Coupled with a high speed
camera, shadowgraphy was used to obtain high speed videos of the basic mechanisms responsible for this particular
primary breakup.
Finally, it is important to note that a Depth of Field correction (DoF) is applied to the droplets measured with
the CCD camera [104, 192]. If the droplet diameter is large compared to the focal plane thickness, the droplet gets
blurred when it moves out of the focal plane. To overcome the measurement uncertainties coupled to this phenomena
a calibration is mandatory. This yields a size correction for droplets that are larger than 70 µm.
The PDA (for Phase Doppler Anemometry) is an improvement of the LDA technique that uses two detectors for
the light scattered by the particle. It allows to measure at the same time the velocity and the diameter of the particle.
The principle of the diameter measurement relies on the phase shift between two different scattered beams. When
it reflects (or refracts) a laser beam, a droplet diffuses the scattered light around its main direction of reflection (or
refraction). The slight difference of angle in the light path induce a phase shift. Placing two detectors at different
angles allows to measure this phase shift, that is translated into the droplet diameter. Note that this technique only
works for nearly spherical objects or dual PDA setup. Further details can be found in [70, 347].
8.1.3 Spray visualization
Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show the experimental visualization of the spray shape for a bulk velocity of 20, 40 and 60 m/s.
For a low gas velocity, the spray angle is much larger than for 40 m/s. This is a consequence of a significant flapping
behaviour of the liquid accumulation coupled with the large size of the ejected liquid lumps that are characterized by
a large Stokes number and a large momentum. The low velocity of the gas provides a low drag that operates in much
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slower manner. Therefore the decreases of the gas velocity has a double ’in-phase’ influence on the spray angle: (i) it
increases the droplet size, leading to droplets of larger vertical momentum and (ii) it decreases the axial momentum
transfer from the gas to the liquid.
Figure 8.2 : Experimental spray visualization for Shellsol D70, U0 = 20 m/s (left) and U0 = 40 m/s (right) (source:
S. Gepperth from KIT-ITS).
Figure 8.3 : Experimental spray visualization, U0 = 60 m/s, Shellsol D70 (source: S. Gepperth from KIT-ITS)
8.2 Numerical setup
8.2.1 Computational mesh
The computational domain represents a part of the real test-rig and focuses on the prefilmer. It is composed of an inlet
nozzle, the prefilming device, illustrated on Fig. 8.4 (right), and an atmosphere. The dimension of the atmosphere is
much larger than the prefilmer length (Fig. 8.4 left) in order to avoid any back flow effect at the outlet.
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Figure 8.4 : Computational domain. Left: superimposed with COARSE surface mesh. Right: zoomed on the prefilmer
Three mesh resolutions were tested in order to evaluate the quality of LES and the grid refinement on the models
developed in this thesis. Their characteristics are summarized in Table 8.5. The coarser mesh is labeled COARSE
and is displayed on Fig. 8.5. It contains 4.8 millions of cells and allows to test the film and breakup models in
case of low mesh resolution. The characteristic mesh size is 0.5 mm in both the film and the atomizing edge region.
A finer mesh (labeled REF) is more representative of the typical cell size in nowadays realistic configurations and
accounts 8.8 million elements. It is the reference mesh (Fig. 8.5). The film and atomizing edge region have a spatial
resolution of 0.5 and 0.1 mm respectively. The third mesh (labeled FINE) aims at checking the mesh convergence
of the simulation with a very small space step. Since the geometry has a large aspect ratio the meshing of the whole
channel would be prohibitive. Therefore REF is refined to∆x = 0.1 mm in the center plane of the whole channel and
downstream the atomizing edge (Fig. 8.6). The width of the refined layer is 1 mm, as displayed on Fig. 8.7 and leads
to 28.7 million of cells. Although a full of hexahedral mesh was possible, tetrahedral cells were used as commonly
done in industrial complex geometries.
Approximately five channel heights downstream the prefilmer, the mesh resolution is coarsened in order to reduce
the computational expense and because an accurate capture of the flow field in this region is out of interest.
Parameter Unit COARSE REF FINE
Number of cells [−] 4 750 983 8 757 443 28 782 397
Number of nodes [−] 864 287 1 561 936 5 009 365
Film region mesh size [mm] 0.5 0.5 0.1 (on the center plane)
Atomizing edge region mesh size [mm] 0.5 0.1 0.1
Smallest element size [mm3] 4.1 · 10−3 5.65 · 10−5 3.32 · 10−5
Time step (CFL = 0.7) [µs] 0.25 0.057 0.046
Table 8.5 : Parameters of mesh resolution
8.2.2 Numerical parameters
Numerical parameters are listed in Table 8.6. Convective and diffusive fluxes are resolved via the TTGC scheme [55]
and the 2∆ diffusion operator [53] respectively. The main flow feature of the present experiment is a shearing layer
due to the recirculation zone in the wake region in the prefilmer. Therefore, the dynamic Smagorinsky model [106]
has been preferred for its better behaviour in pure shear region.
The inlet and outlet boundaries are set with characteristic method (NSCBC [272]). A turbulent velocity profile
is imposed at the inlet, with a turbulent intensity of 10%, generated from a turbulent spectrum [325]. The different
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Figure 8.5 : Mid-plane cut of the mesh with a zoom in the atomizing edge region. Top: COARSE, the dashed line in
the zoom box corresponds to the location of the experimental measurement presented in 8.3.5. Bottom:
REF.
Figure 8.6 : Part of the mid-plane cut zoomed in the
atomizing region for the FINE mesh
!"#$%&%'()*+(*) ,*-'*+)./0*1)
Figure 8.7 : Top view of the prefilmer surface mesh
showing the FINE refined layer
inlet mean velocities, enumerated in Table 8.1, were imposed to match the experimental bulk velocity of 20, 40, 60
and 70 m/s at the lowest section of the channel (Fig. 8.4 right). The inlet temperature was constant (300 K) for all
simulations. The outlet is controlled by a static pressure of 1 atm (103 748 Pa). All solid boundaries use the adiabatic
law of the wall approach, except the atomizing edge where a slip velocity condition is imposed.
Contrarily to the experiment, the liquid is injected as droplets in the channel. The injection location is a spanwise
line of 50 mm, 0.2 mm above the prefilmer surface, at the same x coordinates as in the experiment. The droplet
velocity is oriented towards the wall surface with a magnitude of 1 m/s so that droplets impact the prefilmer and
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Convection scheme TTGC
Diffusion operator 2∆
Subgrid scale model Dynamic Smagorinsky
Artificial viscosity Colin sensor [55]
2nd order coefficient 0.05
4th order coefficient 0.005
Table 8.6 : Numerical parameters used thorough the simulations
form a film at t = 0.2 ms after injection. Two-way coupling is deactivated in this zone to avoid any influence of these
droplets on the gas flow. Considering the small angle (11◦) between the prefilmer surface and the horizontal, gravity
is neglected in this chapter.
8.3 Results from the purely gaseous flow simulations
In this section are presented the results of purely gaseous simulations for case U60. Instantaneous fields are first
presented, followed by the mean fields. Finally an assessment of the quality of the LES performed is presented.
8.3.1 Instantaneous fields
The instantaneous fields are presented and compared for the REF and the FINE cases.
The global behaviour of the configuration is presented on Fig. 8.8. The flow is accelerated through the convergent
nozzle and the front part of the wing-shaped prefilmer. Downstream the prefilmer "bump", the turbulent flow begins
to establish. Then the gas flows downstream to the channel opening and the atomizing edge. The sudden change
in hydraulic diameter due to the geometrical features (the channel opening and the atomizing edge) generates four
shear layers (best visible on Fig. 8.9) that do not interact with each other in the atomizing edge region. The jet opens
as it penetrates deep into the quiescent atmosphere. Large recirculation zones are created around the jet.
Figure 8.8 : Instantaneous velocity magnitude in a mid-plane cut, FINE case
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Figure 8.9 : Velocity magnitude in a mid-plane cut in the atomizing edge region. Left: REF case. Right: FINE case.
Atomizing edge region
A zoom of the flow in the atomizing region is visible on Fig. 8.9. The REF case is able to capture the velocity
fluctuations in the wake region of the prefilmer, but with a lower resolution than the FINE case. The fluctuations
induced by the shear layer at the outer part of the jet are not well resolved. Nevertheless this lack of resolution
is not of primary importance for the simulation of the primary breakup and the vortex shedding, as they do not
interact with the outer shear layers. Figure 8.10 displays a comparison of the transverse vorticity component. The
REF case captures the von Kármán street that develops downstream the prefilmer. The coarsening of the mesh
in the streamwise direction decreases the vorticity transverse component through numerical diffusion. In addition,
comparison with FINE case clearly shows the influence of space filtering on the vortical structures. It is expected
that this filtering has an impact on the prediction of the vortex frequency, as discussed in section 8.3.3.
As the vorticity is sensitive to velocity gradients, it is high close to the walls because of the wall normal velocity
gradients, but it is not meaningful in these regions. The Q criterion is then proposed [130] as a better evidence of
coherent turbulent structures:
Q =
1
2
(ΩijΩij − sijsij) > 0 (8.4)
with sij the strain rate and Ωij the vorticity tensor:
Ωij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
(8.5)
Qualitatively, the REF case is able to capture the longitudinal variation of the vortex street, as illustrated on Fig. 8.11
via the isosurface of the Q criterion.
Time scales of the flow field
Two characteristic times can be defined for this experiment, related to the Reynolds numbers defined in Table 8.4.
The convective time of the channel is defined by the time needed to fully renew the air of the channel. It is expressed
by the ratio of the channel length (70 mm) by the bulk velocity:
τc =
Lc
U0
(8.6)
The second characteristic time scale τa is linked to the vortex shedding and corresponds to the time period of the
von Kármán street. As for the channel flow, it can be interpreted as the time required to renew the air in the wake
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Figure 8.10 : Transverse vorticity in a mid-plane cut in the atomizing edge region. Left: REF case. Right: FINE
case.
Figure 8.11 : Top view of the prefilmer and atomizing edge region, superimposed with an isosurface of the Q-criterion
(Q = 5 · 109 s−2). The gas is flowing from the top of the picture.
region, and it is equal to the inverse of the vortex shedding frequency (estimated from Fig. 8.15). Both time scales
are evaluated for the various test cases in Table 8.7.
Case Unit U20 U40 U60 U70
τc [ms] 3.5 1.8 1.2 1
τa [ms] 0.24 0.10 0.06 0.05
Table 8.7 : Time scales corresponding to different gas velocities
8.3.2 Time-averaged fields
The global picture of the configuration presents a regular flow in the channel with no boundary layer detachment,
and mixing layers developing at the trailing edge and the channel outlets.
Figure 8.12 shows the mean axial velocity in the trailing edge region. The outer shear layers are clearly visible
and their opening angle is the same in the REF and FINE cases, even if the REF case has a lower space resolution
in this region. In the wake region of the prefilmer, both meshes capture the recirculation zone although the FINE
case predicts a slightly larger zone. The turbulent boundary layer presents a particular behaviour as it goes beyond
the atomizing edge, as marked on Fig. 8.12 by a ’striped zone’ referred to as zone A. With the chosen banded color
preset, the velocity gradient of the boundary layer is marked by stripes. These stripes are constant over the prefilmer
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(i.e. a boundary layer of constant thickness), but when they goes beyond the sharp angle of the atomizing edge, they
show a constriction over the recirculation zone, and then re-expands to their original height. For a given gaseous fluid
particle located at a constant distance to the prefilmer surface, this pattern represents an acceleration and deceleration
as it passes the edge and the recirculation zone. However, since the flow section increases at the atomizing edge
location, the volume conservation implies a decrease of the axial velocity. Therefore the shrinking and expansion of
these stripes in zone A are non physical effects that might be related to the use of wall functions, as discussed by
Jaegle [162].
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Figure 8.12 : Axial velocity in a mid-plane cut in the atomizing edge region, superimposed with a zero velocity
isocontour. Left: REF case. Right: FINE case.
Figure 8.13 displays the 2D velocity vectors in a mid-plane cut zoomed in the wake region of the prefilmer.
Over a distance smaller than ha downstream the atomizing edge, two stationary contra-rotative vortices are visible.
They constitute the time-averaged print of the vortices created by the high speed gas stream; and their alternative
detachment leads to the vortex shedding phenomenon. The contra rotative vortices, and in turn, the recirculation
zone, are smaller in the REF case. These vortices, and especially the one on the side of the film, have an impact on
the turbulent dispersion of the particles and the width of the generated spray, as it will be seen in section 8.4.3.
Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE), that represents the mean kinetic energy deriving from the fluctuating velocity
~u′, is defined as:
k =
1
2
〈u′iu′i〉 (8.7)
where 〈·〉 represents the time averaging process. Note that TKE represents half of the sum of the velocity components
variance. In the LES context, the velocity is written as the sum of a filtered term and subgrid term:
ui = ui + u
′′
i (8.8)
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Figure 8.13 : Velocity magnitude superimposed with velocity vectors projected on the mid-plane cut. Vectors size is
constant. The dashed vertical line coincides with the vortices center. Left: REF. Right: FINE.
and the TKE may be expressed as:
k =
1
2
[〈u2i 〉 − 〈ui〉2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
RES
+
1
2
[〈u2i − u2i 〉+ 〈ui〉2 − 〈ui − u′′i 〉2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
SGS
(8.9)
The term RES in Eq. 8.9 corresponds to the kinetic energy of the filtered velocity and can be directly computed. The
term SGS corresponds to the kinetic energy of the subgrid velocity. If the LES filter size is small enough, u′′i ≪ ui
and TKE reduces to:
k =
1
2
[〈u2i 〉 − 〈ui〉2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
RES
+
1
2
[〈u2i − u2i 〉]︸ ︷︷ ︸
SGS
(8.10)
The subgrid term in Eqs. 8.9 and 8.10 cannot be directly calculated since it involves the non-filtered velocity ui,
but it can be evaluated through the turbulent viscosity (Eq. 6.46). However in the following only the resolved part
will be displayed and discussed: since the subgrid turbulent dispersion of droplets is not taken into account in this
simulation, the droplet spatial distribution is not directly sensitive to the subgrid TKE.
The resolved TKE is displayed on Fig. 8.14. It highlights the presence of the shear layers and the vortex street
where velocity fluctuations reach an important level compared to the rest of the domain. The spatial evolution of the
boundary layer and the wake is opposite. The shear layer zones at the outer part of the jet show an increase of the TKE
in the direction of the flow whereas the TKE level in the wake zone is maximum at a distance of≈ ha downstream the
atomizing edge, and then decreases. This is because the vortices that seed the vortex street are generated close to the
prefilmer (high TKE) and loose their angular kinetic energy as they interact with the main stream, leading to lower
velocity fluctuations. The TKE pattern is comparable between the REF and FINE cases, with slight differences in
opening angle of the shear layers. The location of maximum TKE in the prefilmer recirculation zone is also slightly
shifted upstream in REF case.
8.3.3 Frequency analysis
In this section, the vortex shedding is studied through a frequency analysis. As the PAMELA model injects atomized
droplets with a zero velocity, the spray angle fully depends on the gaseous velocity fluctuations that are high in the
wake zone. Therefore the capacity of AVBP to predict the vortex shedding is critical to retrieve the spray angle in
this particular configuration. The vortex shedding is characterized by an alternate periodic detachment of vortices
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Figure 8.14 : Turbulent kinetic energy in a mid-plane cut in the atomizing edge region. Left: REF case. Right: FINE
case.
with a regular frequency fvs. The flow pattern of this phenomenon is populated with regularly spaced eddies that
constituted the so called ’von Kármán street’. In the present study, the vertical velocity v is monitored with a series of
probes and a sampling frequency of ≈ 100 kHz. The probes P1 are immersed in the vortex street, 4 mm downstream
the atomizing edge as illustrated on Fig. 8.15.
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Figure 8.15 : Left: Location of probes. Right: Comparison of the vortex shedding frequency between AVBP, experi-
mental measurements and a correlation from [213]
A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied to the signals monitored by the probes. A particular treatment was
applied in order to strengthen the results, following the practical advices of [262], and automatically processed via
an in-house tool developed by T. Livebardon:
1. The signal is interpolated onto a regular time axis, with a time step equal to the mean time step of the overall
signal.
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2. Multi-windowing is applied: the total signal is split into 4 subsets. It allows to smooth the spectral signal.
3. Overlapping: the overlap length is one fourth of the subset, leading to 13 sub-signals in total. This procedure
is supported by the stationary and ergodic properties of the vortex street.
4. The cross spectrum of P1,a and P1,b is computed for each sub-signal and averaged.
The cross spectrum χ of (P1,a, P1,b) can be expressed as the product:
χ = F[P1,a(t)] · F[P1,b(t)]
∗ (8.11)
where F represent the Fourier Transform (FT) and ∗ is the conjugate. The cross spectrum therefore filters out the
frequency peaks that are not shared by the two probes. It is useful to highlight the phenomena ’seen’ by both probes.
The four test cases were computed on the COARSE and the REF meshes, while only U60 was computed on the
FINE mesh. In addition, a case labeled NO SLIP, was also made on the REF mesh with a no slip condition on the
prefilmer surface (i.e. no use of the law-of-the-wall and imposing a zero velocity at the wall) to quantify the impact
of the law-of-the-wall. Figure 8.15 displays the peak frequency evolution with the gas velocity, in comparison with
the experiment and a correlation from [213], expressed with the Strouhal number:
St = fvs
ha
U0
≈ 0.2 (8.12)
Results on the COARSE mesh are not displayed because they did not show any peak frequency: the very low
mesh resolution in the wake region of the prefilmer completely filters out the vortex shedding. For the REF and
FINE case, the vortex shedding frequency is in good agreement with the experiment and the correlation, increasing
with velocity. However, the slope of the curve deviates by 37% and 12% with the experiment and the correlation
respectively. Unexpectedly, the FINE mesh does not provide a better result than the REF mesh. It may be explained
by an inadequate wall treatment in the FINE case, as it will be seen in subsection 8.3.4. The deviation of the REF
case, initially attributed to the use of wall function on the prefilmer surface was checked on the NO SLIP test case.
However the insufficient wall resolution of the REF case with the no-slip condition leads to a strong under-estimation
of the vortex shedding frequency. Finally the deviation between the correlation and the KIT-ITS experiment may be
related to measurement and manufacturing uncertainties in the atomizing edge thickness.
8.3.4 Wall treatment
In wall flows modeling using the law-of-the-wall approach, it is preferred to have to wall resolution (y∗) between
30 and 100. As the wall unit strongly depends on the flow, the wall resolution is a function of the bulk velocity.
To further investigate the wall treatment, Fig. 8.16 displays the wall flow resolution y+ for the REF cases. The
grey, black and white isolines represent y+ = 10, 30 and 100. The main part of the prefilmer lies between 30 and
100 for all velocities. The refined mesh over the film region is clearly visible. With a y+ < 30, the wall resolution
is too fine in the atomizing edge region for a correct application of the law-of-the-wall for U20 and U40. A less
accurate prediction of the velocity and the shear stress is expected in this region. For U60, the area below y+ = 30
is reduced to a few nodes upstream the atomizing edge, and for U70, only one node is concerned. This highlights
another meshing complexity of this type of geometry: it is preferred to have an accurate resolution in the atomizing
edge region and a ’not too fine’ mesh on the filming wall surface to stay in the validity range of the law-of-the-wall
models. As two consecutive cells size ratio may not exceed 1.2, satisfying both conditions may be difficult for low
velocity configurations.
On the other hand, the COARSE mesh (depicted on Fig. 8.17) is regularly meshed over the whole prefilmer,
including in the atomizing edge region. This is due to the uniform mesh size of 0.5 mm for both the channel and the
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Figure 8.16 : First wall cell height in wall units (y+) from a REF time-averaged solution. The grey, black and white
contours mark respectively y+ = 10, 30 and 100.
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atomizing edge regions. This is an advantage for the film flow because it guarantees a more constant y+ and shear
stress prediction close to the atomizing edge. The COARSE mesh globally outputs a y+ between 30 and 100. It
decreases slightly under 30 for low velocity and increases to 130 for U7. For U20, longitudinal fringes of low y+ are
distributed in the spanwise direction. Given that y+ = yfirst node uτ/νg and that νg and yfirst node are roughly constant
in this region, the origin of this pattern is linked to uτ . Finally even if the COARSE mesh presents an acceptable
y+ distribution for all cases, the low resolution in the atomizing edge region that completely filters out the vortex
shedding phenomenon makes it unadapted for the purpose of this study.
The y+ mean value of the FINE mesh in the refined layer is between 10 and 20, which corresponds to the so-
called ’buffer layer’. Contrary to the log law, this layer lacks of universal phenomenological law and a first off-wall
node located in this zone is not recommended. This may explain the large deviation in the vortex shedding frequency,
despite an enhanced mesh resolution.
From the previous comments, the deviation of the vortex shedding frequency fvs with the experiment and the
correlation can not be solely linked to the wall treatment on the prefilmer surface: in the REF case, the largest velocity
case (U70) provides the most appropriate y+ but also the largest deviation on fvs at the same time, while it is the
contrary for low velocity case (U20).
Figure 8.18 displays the wall shear stress on the prefilmer surface, computed from the time average solutions.
The coarser mesh on the external parts is visible on both meshes by the saturated values. On the COARSE mesh,
some longitudinal fringes appear in the same way as for y+ (Fig. 8.17). However in this case, they are accentuated
with medium and large velocities, contrary to y+. It is observed that τw slightly increases along the x axis, on both
meshes. In turn, the film thickness is expected to slightly increase as it is convected closer to the atomizing edge. As
noticed with the observation of y+, the wall shear stress presents a sharp increase in the atomizing edge region for
large velocities on the REF case, due the to mesh refinement.
The distribution of τw over the prefilmer surface is not as smooth as it could be expected from a converged time
average. However simulations were averaged over a duration of 13, 26, 38 and 40 convective times (increasing
velocity) for the REF case and 31, 42, 84 and 69 for COARSE cases, and those averaging periods are usually
sufficient to obtain converged statistics.
The wall shear stress averaged on the top face of the prefilmer, from the prefilmer bump to the atomizing edge
over its whole width, for the COARSE and REF cases, is summarized in Table 8.8. The coarse mesh presents an
over-prediction of ≈ 5% in all cases. The deviation may be related to the different mesh size in the atomizing edge
region, as discussed above, but also to the dry part of the surface, where the mesh size is larger.
Case Unit U20 U40 U60 U70
τw for COARSE mesh [Pa] 1.71 6.04 13.0 17.3
τw for REF mesh [Pa] 1.59 5.74 12.3 16.5
Deviation from COARSE to REF [%] 7.5 5.2 5.7 5.0
Table 8.8 : Space average in the prefilmer surface of the wall shear stress for the different cases on different meshes.
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on the gas velocity.
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Figure 8.18 : Time averaged wall shear stress on the top face of the prefilmer.
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8.3.5 Comparison of velocity profiles with the experiment
Axial and vertical mean velocity profiles on COARSE and REF meshes are compared with measurements on Fig.
8.19. The velocity is probed over a vertical line of 12 mm, 0.2 mm downstream the atomizing edge. This virtual
line is marked on Fig. 8.5. For the REF case, the axial velocity prediction is very good for the three cases U20,
U40 and U60 while the low space resolution of the COARSE mesh is already visible. The vertical velocity is also
well predicted by the REF case but shows small discrepancies in the prefilmer wake region: the velocity sign changes
several time in the simulation while it is rather monotonic in the experiment. This may be explained by the size of the
stationary vortices visible on the time-average solution, as marked on Fig. 8.13 and sketched on Fig. 8.20: the black
dashed line is set on the center of the vortices. Upstream this line in the wake region, when traveling downwards
on a vertical line, the vertical velocity is sequentially negative, positive, negative and positive. Downstream this
line, the vertical velocity is negative then positive. The upstream and downstream behaviour of the vertical velocity
corresponds on Fig. 8.19 to the simulation and the experimental curves, respectively. Therefore for a constant
distance downstream the prefilmer, the size of the vortices controls the vertical velocity behaviour. As this size is
mesh dependent, the vertical velocity is difficult to predict accurately. In addition, taking into account the uncertainty
of the experimental measurement location ± 0.1 mm, a slight shift in x can switch from one behaviour to another.
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Figure 8.19 : Comparison with experiment of axial (top) and vertical (bottom) mean velocity profile of the COARSE
and REF cases
The vertical velocity profile of the COARSE mesh is very distorted. It is not related to a too short time averaging
period because simulations were run for a physical time of 110, 74 and 98 ms, (for U20, U40 and U60 respectively)
corresponding to at least 31 convective times. A similar pattern appears in the three cases, that prefigures an effect of
the too coarse mesh and confirms the necessity of increasing the mesh resolution in the von Kármárn street region.
The RMS velocity profiles are displayed on Fig. 8.21. The COARSE case profiles globally show the inability
of a low resolution mesh to capture the turbulent phenomena in the wake region of the prefilmer. The REF case
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Figure 8.20 : Schematic of contra-rotative vortices in the prefilmer recirculation zone. Prefilmer angle is increased
for the sake of clarity.
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Figure 8.21 : Comparison with experiment of axial (top) and vertical (bottom) RMS velocity profile of the COARSE
and REF cases
predictions are satisfactory: the axial RMS velocities follow the experimental trends with a low fluctuation point
at the centerline and two surrounding peaks within the prefilmer thickness. Quantitatively, the value of the low
fluctuation point is acceptable while the two peaks are lower than the experiment. It is representative of a lower
fluctuation level that may derive from either the use of law-of-the-wall, or a too high momentum diffusion. Note that
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the peaks are not symmetrical, suggesting an insufficient convergence, or as for the mean vertical velocity profile for
the COARSE case, a mesh impact.
The experimental vertical velocity fluctuation (vRMS) presents two distinct zones: a very flat profile in the
channel and a peak in the wake region. The REF cases is able to capture the peak, but it shows a wavy profile in the
channel zone while the experiment exhibits a flat one. From a quantitative point of view, the peak and the free stream
(y ≈ ± 6 mm) RMS are accurately predicted for U40 and U60. For U20 the experimental profile is very regular and
the wake region presents a small peak. The observation of the experimental vertical mean velocity profile for U20
on Fig. 8.21 at y ≈ ± 6 mm shows a non symmetrical profile. This may suggest that this experimental profile is not
fully converged.
To conclude, comparisons of mean and RMS velocities with the experiment are good at medium (U40) and large
(U60) velocities, where the wall treatment is better, i.e. where y+ shows more adequate values, suggesting a link
between velocity fluctuation and wall treatment. Furthermore the large discrepancy of uRMS (Fig. 8.21) in the wake
zone of the prefilmer for U40 and U60 may be related to the deviation of the vortex shedding frequency fvs with the
experiment (Fig. 8.15).
8.4 Results for the two-phase flow simulations
The main steps of the liquid phase flow are illustrated on Fig. 8.22. Note that in this figure, the film particles
simply detach from the prefilmer edge and no primary breakup is activated, leading to an unchanged diameter. It is
interesting to observe that during the film establishment, the front of the film is not regular and presents fluctuations
in the propagation. This wrinkled film front is due to wall shear stress turbulent fluctuations.
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Figure 8.22 : Main steps of film shearing, particle detachment and transport.
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8.4.1 Film flow
Predominant effect of the shear stress
In order to estimate the predominant phenomenon responsible for film motion, the mean wall shear stress τw and
mean longitudinal pressure gradient ∂p/∂x are estimated from the purely gaseous simulations. Since there is no
retro action of the film on the gas, these estimated values correspond to the ones seen by the film. In the film velocity
expression (Eq. 6.10), the wall shear stress and pressure gradient terms appear as τw/2 and h/3 ·∂p/∂x respectively.
The quantity A defined as the proportion of the shear stress and pressure gradient effects is expressed in [%] by:
A = 100 ·
τw/2
τw/2 + |h/3
∂p
∂x |
(8.13)
As the film thickness appears in the pressure gradient term, A is computed for several film thicknesses representative
of typical flows in aeroengines: 50, 100 and 500 µm, leading to the quantities A50, A100, A500. Values are summa-
rized in Table 8.9: in this configuration, the pressure gradient has a minor effect on the film velocity. Expressing the
Case τw
∂p
∂x A50 A100 A500
[m/s] [Pa] [Pa/m] [%] [%] [%]
U20 1.59 -519.8 99.46 98.92 94.83
U40 5.74 -1906 99.45 98.91 94.76
U60 12.3 -4134 99.44 98.88 94.70
Table 8.9 : Order of magnitude of the effects responsible for the film motion, from the REF cases
film thickness through the 2D volume flow rate Λf and the film velocity uf (volume conservation, Eq. 6.42):
h =
Λf
uf
(8.14)
leads to the uncertainty expression of film thickness:
Ξ(h)
h
=
Ξ(Λf )
Λf
+
Ξ(uf )
uf
(8.15)
where Ξ(φ) stands for the uncertainty of the quantity φ. As Λf is an input value, Ξ(Λf ) = 0 and the relative film
thickness uncertainty is thus equal to the relative velocity uncertainty:
Ξ(h)
h
=
Ξ(uf )
uf
(8.16)
Note that additional error in the film thickness prediction can arise from the Eulerian projection of particle volume,
as discussed in section 6.2.3.b). Equation 8.16 means that neglecting the pressure gradient in the film velocity leads
to an error of at least (100-A)% on the film thickness, which is acceptable for the targeted accuracy of this study.
Therefore the pressure gradient is neglected in the following and the film velocity (Eq. 6.10) simplifies to:
uf =
h
2µ
τw (8.17)
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Estimation of the time needed to reach steady state
The film steady state establishment is a critical step, especially in explicit compressible Large Eddy Simulation where
the time step is dictated by the acoustic CFL. As the film is mainly driven by the wall shear stress, the film thickness
and mean velocity are evaluated from Eq. 6.43 and 6.10 with the mean value of the wall shear stress from the purely
gaseous simulation. Results are given in Table 8.10, with a distance of Lc = 45 mm to travel from the injection
to the atomizing edge, the convective time τc is between 101 and 1014 ms. This time period is prohibitive with
regards to the number of cases to run on the REF mesh. Therefore a frozen gas approach described in subsection
5.4 is employed to establish the film from a mean gaseous solution. Tests were made to compare the film thickness
between the classical and the frozen gas approach with U60L15 REF and U60L50 REF (2D volume flow rate of
15 and 50 mm2/s respectively). The space-averaged film thickness deviation between both methods was 0.08% and
1% respectively for the low and high liquid flow rate. This method thus brings low deviation in the film thickness
prediction and consequently is used for the present study.
In order to decrease the computational cost of the film simulation, the number of particles is decreased through
a parcel approach. On another hand, the number of particles per cell must be sufficiently large to ensure a correct
description. The parcel number Np and the resulting number of particles that represent the film are listed in Table
8.11.
Physical value Unit U0 = 20m/s U0 = 40m/s U0 = 60m/s
Liquid type − D70 Prop. D70 Prop. D70 Prop.
2D volume flow rate Λf [mm2/s] 50 15 50 15 50 15
Wall shear stress τw [Pa] 1.59 5.74 12.3
Film thickness hf [µm] 313 172 338 165 90.3 178 113 61.7 122
Film velocity uf [mm/s] 160 87.4 44.4 303 166 84.3 444 243 123
Convective time τc [ms] 282 515 1014 148 271 534 101 185 365
Table 8.10 : Estimated characteristic scales from the mean wall shear stress of single phase REF cases
Physical value Unit U0 = 20m/s U0 = 40m/s U0 = 60m/s
Liquid type [−] D70 Prop. D70 Prop. D70 Prop.
2D volume flow rate Λf [mm2/s] 50 15 50 15 50 15
Parcel number Np [−] 50 20 20 40 20 20 30 20 20
Number of particles [×1000] 223 306 598 147 334 319 133 109 436
Table 8.11 : Parcel number and number of film particles for each cases
Film thickness
Longitudinal profiles of the film thickness with several air velocities and liquid types are displayed on Figs. 8.23
and 8.24. They are computed by projecting the film particles volume onto a longitudinal 1D grid. The projector is
a rectangular function (that corresponds to a histogram of particles x position) and the mesh size is 0.5 mm like in
the LES mesh. The profile is averaged over the spanwise direction. This post-processing is applied to a snapshot
which partly explains the sharp fluctuation of the profiles. These correspond to the square projector applied to an
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instantaneous particle field and are not numerical wiggles. The film thickness presents a slight increase with x, which
is directly connected to the decreasing wall shear stress profile (Fig. 8.18). For moderate and high gas velocities, at
the injection point, the liquid film is thin in the first cell and reaches its steady state thickness in the next cell. With
the REF mesh at low velocity, the film thickness sharply drops in the atomizing edge region. This is due to an over
prediction of the wall shear stress, where the mesh refinement leads to a y+ in the buffer layer, as depicted on Figs.
8.16 and 8.18.
To visualize the transverse variation of the film, the particles are projected on a 2D cartesian mesh of 0.5 mm
spacing (Fig. 8.25). The film thickness is very irregular in both axial and transverse directions. Axial fringes are
visible in all cases, as if the film particles gather on constant z locations. The wavelength of these fringes is larger
than the mesh size so it may be not related to it. These fringes are not visible at injection and their contour becomes
more distinct as the particles moves along the prefilmer. This precludes any injection numerical artifact, and promotes
the hypothesis of gas effect on the film particles. As thicker zones carry more volume to atomize, the presence of the
fringes will bring heterogeneity in the primary breakup location.
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Figure 8.23 : Profile of the transverse averaged film thickness along the prefilmer for the COARSE case
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Figure 8.24 : Profile of the transverse averaged film thickness along the prefilmer for the REF case
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Figure 8.25 : Film thickness computed from film particles volume and projected on a 2D cartesian mesh. The film is
flowing from the top.
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Figure 8.26 compares the film thickness from the COARSE and REF cases with the experiment. Unexpectedly,
both cases output the same numerical film thickness. As the COARSE mesh presents a mean wall shear stress higher
by 5% (see Table 8.8), the film thickness was expected to be lower by ≈ 2.5%. However as stated above, the mean
shear stress calculated in Table 8.8 is averaged over the whole top surface of the prefilmer, and the deviation may
derive from the coarser mesh of zones not covered by the film.
The comparison with experimental data shows good trends with regards to the investigated parameters. The
film becomes:
• thinner as the gas velocity increases;
• thicker for a more viscous liquid;
• thicker for a larger liquid volume flow rate.
However, the value of the film thickness is not well predicted, except for one set of parameters (U60L15D70). There
are several possible origins for the deviation. First, the film model does not account for any roll waves that may
appear at the interface, as observed in the experiment. Due to its shape, the roll wave is accelerated by the air stream
leading to faster thus thinner film. In addition, the mean film velocity expression (Eq. 6.10) has been derived with
the assumption of a flat interface, that does not hold in the presence of roll waves. Another possible reason is the
retro action of the film on the gas, that may in turn increase the gas shear stress and thus decrease the film thickness.
The last possible explanation is the unsufficiently accurate prediction by LES of the wall shear stress [18, 162] in
real configurations.
From the 2D projection of the film thickness (Fig. 8.25), the standard deviation hRMSf is computed and displayed
on Fig. 8.27 for the COARSE and the REF meshes. When normalized by the mean thickness, the standard deviation
is between 20 and 30%which is a high level of fluctuation compared to the turbulent intensity (≈ 10%) in the channel.
This is mostly explained by the longitudinal fringes that appear at the end of the film: when the film thickness is
averaged in the transverse direction, the fluctuation level is much lower, as visible on Figs. 8.23 and 8.24. As stated
above, this heterogenous thickness is not critical for the breakup model but it can lead to heterogeneities in the liquid
loading in the primary breakup region.
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Figure 8.26 : Comparison of the mean film thickness with experimental data
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Figure 8.27 : Film thickness standard deviation versus the gas velocity
Velocity of film particles
The film velocity (Eq. 8.17) is the result of two fluctuating values: the wall shear stress and the film thickness. The
wall shear stress undergoes time and space variations while the film thickness fluctuates mainly in space. Figure 8.28
is a scatter plot of axial and transverse film particles velocity components. It is extracted from a standard simulation
(opposite to frozen gas) on the U60L50D70 REF case. The axial velocity starts from zero in the injection region, that
is to be related to the low film thickness in this region (Fig. 8.24), and sharply increases to the steady state velocity.
Its mean value is approximately constant over x but the dispersion seems to increase regularly, up to the atomizing
edge where the fluctuations show a clear augmentation. Globally, the transverse velocity is not correlated with x: the
mean value varies continuously in the flow direction. However the dispersion seems slightly larger in the injection
and the atomizing edge regions. On Fig. 8.28, some peaks of the transverse velocity are regularly distributed. On Fig.
8.29 (left) is displayed the histogram of the axial film velocity. It has a global Gaussian shape, the width resulting
from a combination of wall shear stress and film thickness fluctuation. A histogram of the transverse velocity is
shown on Fig. 8.29 (right). The Gaussian shape is also visible and the mean value is unexpectedly non zero, but
slightly negative. As this histogram is taken from one snapshot, it means that the instantaneous spatial mean of the
transverse velocity is not zero. As the film globally moves in the longitudinal direction, it can be expected that the
time and space averaged transverse velocity is zero.
Figure 8.28 : Scatter plot of the axial and transverse velocity components versus x coordinate, for U60L50D70 REF
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Figure 8.29 : Histograms of film particles axial (left) and transverse (right) velocity component, for U60L50D70
REF
Steady state establishment
In this section, the time to reach the steady state is measured from the frozen gas simulation by monitoring the volume
of the film Vf versus physical time. For a more intuitive handling, the volume is converted into a thickness through
a division by a constant surface. This surface is defined as the surface covered by the film when the steady state is
reached:
Sf = b · Lf (8.18)
where b and Lf are respectively the width and length of the film. It leads to the monitoring thickness
hmon(t) =
Vf (t)
b · Lc
=
Λf · t
Lc
(8.19)
When the film reaches steady state, hmon follows a plateau at the mean film thickness depicted on Fig. 8.26. Using
non-dimensional variables t∗ and h∗ defined as:
t = t∗ ·
Lc
uf
(8.20a)
hmon = h∗ ·
Λf
uf
(8.20b)
Equation 8.19 reduces to:
h∗ = t∗ (8.21)
This expression corresponds to the filling of a reservoir with a constant mass flow rate. Figure 8.30 (left) displays
h∗(t∗) for different cases on the REF mesh with the frozen gas approach while Fig. 8.30 (right) compares the frozen
gas approach with the dynamic one on the COARSE mesh. The unity slope (Eq. 8.21) is well recovered for each
case, but the final film thickness is slightly larger than expected. This deviation is due to the estimation of the wall
shear stress used to derive characteristic scales. Since it is a space average over the whole top surface of the prefilmer,
it includes the very coarse dry zones where the shear stress prediction is less accurate. However, this result shows
that the steady state establishment time can be estimated correctly from the mean value of the wall shear stress, when
the pressure gradient is negligible. Furthermore it is observed here that the filling time of the film computed from
a time averaged wall shear stress in combination with the frozen gas approach or with the dynamic approach are
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identical. This is explained by the large film-to-gas convective timescale ratio τf/τg = U0/uf ≈ 100: the influence
of the high frequency gas fluctuations on the film are smoothed out by the traveling time of the film front along the
prefilmer.
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Figure 8.30 : Non dimensional film monitoring thickness versus non-dimensional physical time. Left: REF, frozen
gas approach. Right: U60L50D70 COARSE , frozen gas and dynamic approaches.
Conclusion
Two meshes, two types of liquid, three gas velocities and two liquid flow rates were extensively tested and compared
with experiment. The use of the frozen gas approach with a time averaged gaseous solution accelerates the film
steady state. It leads to a maximum film thickness deviation of 1% between the frozen gas and the classical approach
with a speedup of ≈ 2000. The low value of the film thickness allows to neglect the longitudinal pressure gradient
within the film. Consequently, a priori estimations are easily accessible with converged averages of the gaseous flow
fields. The estimation of the steady state establishment times (Table 8.10) is in good agreement with the frozen gas
approach as well as with the classical approach. As the film particles evolve on the prefilmer surface, they tend to
gather, forming longitudinal fringes of thicker film. This effect is not critical but may bring heterogeneities in the
generated spray downstream the atomizing edge. The velocity of film particles is distributed following a normal
distribution that is a consequence of wall shear stress fluctuations and film thickness heterogeneities.
Finally, the quantitative prediction of the film thickness is poor at low gas velocity, and medium at higher gas
velocities. The main reasons for this deviation are the absence of interface deformation modeling such as Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities or roll-waves, and the one-way coupling approach between the gas and the film. However,
comparison with experiment of the film thickness shows that the model has the proper dependencies with the influent
parameters. In addition, the film thickness is not an influent parameter for primary atomization.
8.4.2 Atomization process
This section focuses on the primary breakup model presented in Chapter 7 (PAMELA) at the atomizing edge and
especially the droplet size distribution of the generated spray. In this chapter, PAMELA is applied in a LES context,
therefore the local 5C formulation of the model is used with the quantities u70 (Eq. 7.58a) and y70 (Eq. 7.58b)
defined in section 7.4.2 and expressed in section 7.8.2.a). Three gas velocities are tested: 40, 60 and 70 m/s. For a
low gas velocity (U20) the droplets are very large and a converged experimental PDF could not be obtained. The
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two liquids described in subsection 8.4.1 and one atomizing edge thickness of 1 mm are investigated. All case are
labeled in Table 8.12. The 2D volume liquid flow rate was kept to 50 mm2/s and does not appear in the case names.
Liquid type
Gas velocity [m/s]
40 60 70
D70 U40D70 U60D70 U70D70
Prop. U40Prop U60Prop U70Prop
Table 8.12 : Test case matrix for the simulation of primary atomization
In order to reduce the CPU costs of the film model, the liquid is ( 0.8 mm upstream the atomizing edge. The
modification of the injection location does not create any deviation with the full film simulation since PAMELA does
not rely on the film thickness. The film particles are convected by the gas to the atomizing edge where they feed
the atomization model. As described in Chapter 7, they are converted into accumulation particles and record the gas
velocity. After a period determined by the time scale of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, their mass fills in a virtual
reservoir connected to their cell, and they transmit the average gas velocity to the Rosin-Rammler parametrization.
If enough mass is available, a droplet is created and placed in the first cell downstream the atomizing edge with a
zero velocity. The turbulent mixing is in this case the unique responsible of the spray shape.
Accumulation particles
When a film particle passes from a cell to the next one, the model checks the angle between the normal vectors. If
this angle is superior to 60◦, then the breakup model is activated and the particle becomes an accumulation particle.
The gaseous velocity u70 is estimated from the wall shear stress and calibrated value of y+ as detailed in 7.8.2.a), and
is used to determine the characteristic time scale of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability τRT (Eq. 7.34) that corresponds
to the time during which the particle records the gas velocity.
Figure 8.31 (left) shows the value of τRT averaged over all the accumulation particles. According to theory, as
the bulk velocity becomes larger, the characteristic time scale of the instability decreases. The difference between
Shellsol and Propanediol comes from the surface tension which is a parameter of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The
deviation between the COARSE and the REF cases is explained by the lower estimated velocity for the COARSE
case, leading to a longer time scale τRT . This effect is visible on Fig. 8.31 (right) where the estimated gaseous
velocity seen by the liquid accumulation u70 is normalized by the bulk velocity. This value is is approximately 10%
lower on the COARSE mesh and accordingly to expression of Eq. 7.34, it is little influenced by the liquid type.
As seen in Chapter 7 the mean value of u70 should be 70% of the bulk velocity. The calibration of the model onto
U0 = 60 m/s with the REF case is clearly visible. The deviation from 70% for U0 = 40 and 70 m/s is low, about
3%.
A more detailed analysis of u70 is displayed on Fig. 8.32. Its two first statistical moments are compared with
different meshes, liquid types and gas velocities. The mean value of 〈u70〉 increases linearly with the bulk velocity,
but Fig. 8.31 (right) shows a slight variation in the proportionality factor. The standard deviation is representative
of u70 fluctuations. It may be interesting to link the fluctuations of the estimated gas velocity seen by the liquid
accumulation to the fluctuations of the gas velocity computed from the solver. Due to its expression (u70 = cste ·uτ ,
Eq. 7.40), u70 fluctuations directly derive from the shear velocity uτ fluctuations:
σ(u70) = cste · σ(uτ ) (8.22)
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Figure 8.31 : Left: mean averaging time τRT of accumulation particles. Right: mean gas velocity seen by the
accumulation particles divided by the bulk velocity
where σ stands for the standard deviation operator. Unfortunately it is not simple to quantify the standard deviation
of uτ from the bulk velocity fluctuation, as shown in the expression recalled below:
u(y) = uτ
[
1
κ
ln
(y uτ
ν
)
+B
]
(8.23)
As uτ appears twice in Eq. 8.23, there is no direct expression of σ(uτ ) with σ(u). However Eq. 8.23 clearly states
that fluctuations of u70 are correlated to the fluctuations of u(y) but the shape of the distribution is changed and
cannot be easily foreseen.
The standard deviation graph of Fig. 8.32 shows a constant shift between the Shellsol and Propanediol curves for
the REF case. This is because the larger surface tension of the Propanediol imposes a longer averaging period τRT ,
and thus a less fluctuating output.
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Figure 8.32 : Mean (left) and standard deviation of u70 versus the bulk velocity
Figure 8.33 shows some histograms of u70, averaged over a period τRT , for U40 and U60. A dissymmetrical
distribution is clearly visible for the U40D70 on the REF mesh (top left). The COARSE mesh (top right) is more
symmetrical but presents a peak shifted to ≈ 38.5 m/s while it is 42 m/s for REF cases (bottom line: U60Prop REF
and U60D70 REF) which show an overall shape close to a normal distribution.
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Figure 8.33 : Histogram of the gaseous velocity seen by the accumulation particles u70
The error quantification of the primary breakup model due to fluctuations of the input velocity was assessed
in section 7.6 by comparing the output mean diameters with a reference case of constant input velocity. Table
7.4 presented the deviation of mean diameters with a mean velocity difference of ± 10 % (labeled case A in the
following), and when the gas velocity was described by a Gaussian PDF with a non zero standard deviation (labeled
case B in the following). In the present simulation, u70 is not always equal to 0.7 U0, as illustrated on Fig. 8.31
(right), and constitutes the case A. In addition, as the velocity seen by the liquid accumulation fluctuates, the case B is
automatically triggered for each simulations. The relative deviation Dm and the relative standard deviation (labeled
It to recall the turbulent intensity) between a targeted mean velocity (〈u〉tar) and a recorded mean velocity (〈u〉rec)
is expressed:
Dm(u) =
〈u〉rec − 〈u〉tar
〈u〉tar (8.24a)
It(u) =
σ(u)
〈u〉tar (8.24b)
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As U0 and u70 are proportional, they yield the same relative deviation and the same relative standard deviation:
Dm(U0) = Dm(u70) (8.25a)
It(U0) = It(u70) (8.25b)
Equations 8.24 and 8.25 allow to link to Dm and It of this experiment to the error quantification of section 7.6. In
section 7.6 Case A with a mean velocity difference of ± 10% leads to Dm(u70) = ±10% and It(u70) = 0%, and
case B with velocity fluctuations of 3 m/s lead to Dm(u70) = 0% and It(u70) = 5%. Consequently deviations of
cases A and B in section 7.6 can be compared to the results obtained with LES.
Table 8.13 summarizes the value of Dm and It for tested cases. By comparison with Table 7.4 for Dm, the
COARSE case roughly corresponds to U0−10% (case A) and, according to Table 7.4, the COARSE case is expected
to deliver a DV 10 and a D32 10% larger than expected. The REF cases present deviations lower than 10% and
the diameter prediction discrepancy cannot be precisely assessed but is lower than 10%. The turbulent intensity
parameter It is lower than 5% for every cases, leading to the line corresponding to σ = 3m/s in Table 8.13.
Consequently the expected error due to fluctuations is below 1% for the DV 10 and a D32, and about −2% for the
DV 90.
Physical value Unit U0 = 40m/s U0 = 60m/s U0 = 70m/s
Liquid type [−] D70 Prop. D70 Prop. D70 Prop.
Mesh type [−] COARSE REF COARSE REF COARSE REF
Dm(u70) [%] -7.0 3.7 3.5 -9.2 0.19 0.12 -10 -0.94 -0.41
It(u70) [%] 4.2 5.0 4.7 4.2 3.8 3.5 4.0 3.8 3.6
Table 8.13 : Deviation of u70 statistics from the constant targeted value
Diameter distribution
In order to compare the diameter volume distribution of the generated spray with the experiment, each droplet
injected with PAMELA is included into a statistical set. The large experimental data sets contain between ten and
one hundred thousands of samples. The convergence of these sets were checked by computing their mean, variance,
skewness and kurtosis for a growing number of samples gradually by 10%. The same process was applied to the data
set from the numerical simulation.
Figures 8.34 to 8.36 summarize the results and compare them with experimental data. For each figure, the top
left graph represents the mean diameters of the distribution versus the bulk gas velocity. The other graphs display
the volume distribution for U40 (top right), U60 (bottom left) and U70 (bottom right). The squares symbols stand
for the experiment, while the simulation is represented by a line with circles.
The low and medium mean diameters (DV 10 and D32) are well predicted and the DV 90 is overestimated, due
to the lower statistical quality of the large diameter classes. In addition this effect is amplified by the conversion
to the volume PDF: as the volume is proportional to d3, a droplet ten times larger than another is one thousand
times more important when converted into volume. The predicted volume PDF is in very good agreement with the
experimental data for all cases, suggesting an appropriate determination of the PAMELA constants in Chapter 7. The
lower statistical convergence for large diameters is also observable: the tail of the distribution is always less smooth
than around the peak. The increased weight of large diameters in the volume distribution is clearly visible for U70
on Fig. 8.34 at 700 µm. For low velocity (40 m/s) on both meshes, the peak is slightly under predicted. This is
because the q parameter of the Rosin-Rammler function fitted from experiment is more scattered, and its correlation
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from experimental data is less accurate, as seen on Fig. 7.9: lower velocities induce smaller Weber numbers and
more scattered data.
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Figure 8.34 : Characterization of the generated spray for the REF case and Shellsol D70. Top left: mean diameters
comparison. Top right: U40D70, Bottom left: U60D70. Bottom right: U70D70
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Figure 8.35 : Characterization of the generated spray for the REF case and Propanediol. Top left: mean diameters
comparison. Top right: U40Prop, Bottom left: U60Prop. Bottom right: U70Prop
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Figure 8.36 : Characterization of the generated spray for the COARSE case and Shellsol D70. Top left: mean
diameters comparison. Top right: U40D70, Bottom left: U60D70. Bottom right: U70D70
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Special attention is required to compare the number droplet distribution between simulation and experiment.
Because of experimental measurement limitations, very small droplets are not accounted for. In the experiment,
the smallest measurable diameter is dexpmin ≈ 25 µm. On the contrary, in the simulation, there is no small diameter
limitation and the breakup model is able to generate droplets below 1 µm. In addition, due to the shape of the
Rosin-Rammler distribution, many small droplets smaller than dexpmin are generated, as depicted on Fig. 8.37 (left).
When comparing the arithmetic mean diameter (D10) between simulation and experiment, the deviation is about
50%, because of the large number of droplets smaller than 25 µm. Note that when working with volume statistics
such as the volume PDF, or the volume diameters (DV 10, DV 90, D32, D30, etc), this effect is not visible due to the
multiplication by d3: the volume created by small droplets is negligible, even when they are numerous.
The special treatment required by the number droplet distribution is to filter out particles smaller than dexpmin in the
simulation. This method ensures that both the model and the experiment account for the same range of diameters.
The effect of filtering is depicted on Fig. 8.37 (right). For this experiment, filtering droplets lower than ≈ 25 µm
reduces the total number of particles by 49% and 84% for small and large gas velocities respectively. For instance,
the first class on Fig. 8.37 (left) represents droplet smaller that 25 µm. As this filter is a post-treatment, the numerical
simulation still keeps all particles. However creating a large number of small particles is CPU costly. As droplets
below ≈ 1 µm are insignificant for the volume distribution, they are filtered out during the simulation by setting a
low diameter limit.
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Figure 8.37 : Left: Number of particles per diameter classes from PAMELA for U60D70 REF. Right: number PDF,
effect of filtering the small diameters for U60D70 REF
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Figure 8.38 : Number distribution of the generated spray for the REF D70 case
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Figure 8.39 : Number distribution of the generated spray for the REF Prop case
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Figure 8.40 : Number distribution of the generated spray for the COARSE D70 case
Figures 8.38 to 8.40 compare the number PDF from AVBP with experimental data. Up to d = 500 µm all cases
are in very good agreement with experiment except U40Prop REF (for d < 200 µm) and U70D70 REF (for d > 300
µm) where a slight deviation is visible. Above a diameter of 500 µm, all cases show a larger deviation due to the low
statistical convergence of both experimental and simulation data.
Table 8.14 quantifies the deviation of mean diameter prediction from experiment. As discussed above, the DV 90
is the less accurate prediction. Note that it is overestimated in all cases except U60D70 REF. This case is curiously
poorly predicted in terms of all diameters, while the same conditions with Propanediol provide a better agreement.
The reason could be that the averaging period τRT is too short and the seen gas velocity u70 fluctuates to much.
It would not be the case with Propanediol because of a larger surface tension inducing a larger τRT . However, the
standard deviation of u70 in this case is not significantly larger than the Propanediol case (Table 8.13).
From Table 8.13 and the results of the error quantification (subsection 7.6 of Chapter 7), it was expected that the
COARSE case would provide aDV 10 and aD32 about 10% larger than the experiment. It is the case for U40, but no
clear trend can be observed for other cases. The point is that error quantification assumed a fully converged pdf, i.e.
an infinite number of particles, which is not the case with the numerical simulation, especially for large diameters.
Another element is the fact that in subsection 7.6, the computed deviations are below, or of the order of magnitude of,
10% which is quite low, regarding the complexity of the breakup phenomenon in combination with the complexity
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of the model. Therefore the quantification of error is useful to assess the global behaviour of the model, but the
implementation of the model into AVBP brings more complexity and uncertainty that sweeps away the theoretical
error prediction.
Case U40D70 U40Prop U60D70 U60Prop U70D70 U70Prop
Mesh type COARSE REF COARSE REF COARSE REF
∆DV 10 [%] 11 -1.3 0.32 16 7.5 14 2.3 -8.8 14
∆D10 [%] 9.3 -0.70 22 -4.2 -9.9 9.7 -9.5 -14 1.3
∆D32 [%] 13 0.46 5.1 4.4 -0.51 10 -4.2 -15 5.4
∆DV 90 [%] 27 18 17 19 32 27 11 -5.8 13
Table 8.14 : Deviation of predicted mean diameters from experiment
Conclusion
The output of PAMELA, i.e. the dropsize distribution is in good agreement with the experiment. Note that the con-
stants of the model were calibrated on the present experiment in Chapter B.48 were kept constant over all cases. The
good agreement is therefore a proof that the model is well formulated for Large Eddy Simulation, well implemented
into AVBP, and brings no major distortion to the predictions (below 10%). The COARSE case provides results as
accurate as the REF case and this is a half-surprising result. On one hand, the COARSE mesh showed a proper
boundary layer resolution (y+) in the atomizing edge region for all velocities, contrarily to the REF case. This sug-
gested that the COARSE mesh might be more accurate. On the other hand, the gas velocity seen by the accumulation
particles (u70) showed a significant deviation (10%) with the COARSE mesh, and it was expected a significant devi-
ation of the mean diameters, which is not observed here. So in conclusion, the prediction of the dropsize distribution
is robust in terms of mesh dependence. Finally, the atomization model is able to predict more than mean diameters:
the comparison of numeric and volume PDF with the experiment proved that the whole polydispersity was recovered.
8.4.3 Spray topology
This subsection presents the global shape of the generated spray compared to the experiment. Since the atomized
droplets are injected downstream the atomizing edge with a zero velocity, the shape of the spray is totally dictated
by the flow pattern and the turbulent mixing. Because of the polydispersity of the spray, a segregation occurs with
regards to the Stokes number of the particles.
Figures 8.42 to 8.45 show the 2D distribution of (i) the probability presence of droplets, (ii) the liquid volume
fraction αl and (iii) the Sauter Mean Diameter, for several numerical simulations. The gas is flowing from the top
to the bottom of the figures and the film is created on the right side of the prefilmer (the black rectangle), which is
labeled as the film side, oppositely to the no film side. The investigated parameters are the surface tension, the gas
velocity and the mesh resolution.
Projection procedure
In order to compare with the experiment, a similar procedure is applied to the numerical solutions. Several successive
snapshots of the Lagrangian phase are treated to compute a mean value. They are projected onto a 2D cartesian mesh
that mimics the pixels array of the CCD camera used in the experiment. In order to increase the number of samples,
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the whole spray is projected on the 2D slice, and not only the droplets that belong to the mid-plane layer. The pixels
size is 43 µm.
The probability of presence is computed as follow: when a droplet is found in a cell, its diameter is compared
to the pixel size. If the droplet is smaller than the pixel, the containing pixel is set to the value 1, corresponding to
the presence of liquid. If the droplet is larger than the pixel, its shape is assimilated to the square inscribed into the
droplet contour and the covered pixels are set to 1, as depicted on Fig. 8.41. The reason to consider the inscribed
square and not the total circle is to avoid to account for too many pixels: from the experiment point of view, because
of the sensor threshold, if a pixel ’partially detects’ some liquid it is not guaranteed to be activated. The probability
of presence map is then averaged over the number of snapshots and it outputs a value between 0 and 1.
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Figure 8.41 : Schematic of the detection algorithm
The computation of the volume fraction αl = Vliq/Vtot follows the same principle. The liquid volume is equally
distributed among the activated pixels. For particles larger than a pixel, it induces a loss of accuracy: accounting for
the third dimension, the pixel at the center of the droplet should ’receive’ a liquid volume approximately equal to the
pixel surface Ap multiplied by the droplet diameter dp whereas the periphery pixels should record a smaller volume:
Vliq,pixel center ≈ Ap · dc (8.26a)
Vliq,pixel periphery ≈ Ap · dc · ǫ (8.26b)
where 0 < ǫ < 1 is related to the distance of the pixel center from the droplet center. However for simplicity sake,
all activated pixels receive the same volumes of liquid. The total volume Vtot is computed by the pixel surface Ap
multiplied by the fixed width of the sprayws = 50mm. This procedure is applied to each snapshot and it is averaged
over the number of snapshots.
The SMD calculation does not require to take the pixel size into account, nor the number of snapshots. The
droplet volume is added to the pixel containing its center, for every droplets of every snapshot. The same procedure
is applied to the droplet surface. The SMD distribution is the ratio of the volume map by the surface map.
Discussion
From the observation of Figs. 8.42 to 8.45 it can be stated that:
• For all cases, the spray is deflected on the no film side. This is due to the injection point of the atomized
particles, located in a region where the mean flow pattern is directed towards the symmetry plane (see Fig.
8.13). Particles therefore undergo an acceleration towards the no film side.
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• The distribution of probability of presence shows a central core at the value one and decreases sharply to zero
for Propanediol. With Shellsol, the transition from 0 to 1 is smoother.
• The liquid volume fraction presents a center core larger than 10−3, that (i) weakens the hypothesis of isolated
droplet and (ii) may lead to droplet collision and coalescence. As a consequence, the perturbation of gaseous
velocity by the particle is under-predicted, leading to an inaccurate momentum exchange between the phase.
In evaporating conditions, the mass and energy exchange terms would show the same kind of inaccuracy. In
addition, due to the large volume of the liquid occupation, a blockage effect may accelerate the gas in this
region, and lead to larger mean gaseous flow perturbation, which is not accounted for in the point source
approximation.
• Observations of Sauter Mean Diameter clearly show that the liquid core is composed of large particles (large
Stokes number) that weakly follow the gas resolved velocity fluctuations. The dispersion effect on small
particles is clearly visible at the outer part of the spray, mainly composed of the smallest particles of the PDF.
However no preferential concentration zone is visible because of the time average effect.
• Surface tension acts on the spray dispersion through the droplets size: in this study there is no modulation of
drag due to droplet deformation. Therefore the surface tension only impacts the dropsize. When the surface
tension is larger, the generated droplets are larger, inducing a larger Stokes. The particles have a more ’ballistic
motion’ and are insensitive to turbulence, resulting in a less dispersed spray. For the low velocity (U40), the
difference is clearly visible between Shellsol and Propanediol, and it decreases with increasing gas velocity.
• The gas velocity has a minor influence on the dispersion of the Shellsol spray: its shape remains approximately
constant. However, its effect is clearer onto the Propanediol spray, especially between 40 and 60 m/s.
• The spray angle is not symmetrical in the near-prefilmer region. This is visible on the three fields, especially
for U0 = 70 m/s on the REF mesh. On the no-film side, the spray angle is larger and the spray yields a
more curved contour. On the film side, the spray contour is a straight line with a lower angle. A qualitative
comparison with experiment is possible on Fig. 8.2 (right).
• The mesh resolution in the wake of the prefilmer is of primary importance for all velocities. It was seen that
the drop size distributions of the COARSE and REF meshes were similar, so the difference of the spray shape
is explained by the turbulent mixing. The incapacity of the COARSE mesh to capture the von Kármán street
is undoubtedly responsible of the very low spray angle.
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Figure 8.42 : Projection of spray characteristics for U60D70 REF
Figure 8.43 : Projection of spray characteristics for U40D70 REF
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Figure 8.44 : Projection of spray characteristics for U60Prop REF
Figure 8.45 : Projection of spray characteristics for U60D70 COARSE
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Comparison with experiment
Figure 8.46 shows a qualitative comparison between experiment and simulation. The experimental plot is made of
200 superimposed snapshots with a recording frequency of 10 Hz. The simulation contains approximately the same
number of snapshots, but the sampling frequency is ≈ 10 kHz and the whole spray is projected onto the slice.
Directly downstream the prefilmer, the simulated spray is narrower than in the experiment. This is explained by
the flapping motion of the liquid accumulation, that is not represent in the simulation. Far downstream the prefilmer,
the shape of the simulated spray is less scattered. The main reasons for this discrepancy are: (i) secondary atomization
is not activated in the simulation while it naturally takes place in reality, generating smaller droplets of smaller Stokes
number, more sensitive to turbulent mixing; (ii) the mesh rapidly coarsens in the streamwise direction, decreasing
the resolved turbulent kinetic energy. Since there is no subgrid model for particle/turbulence interaction, the particle
are less sensitive to turbulent dispersion on low resolution grids.
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Figure 8.46 : Qualitative comparison with the experiment (source: S. Gepperth from KIT-ITS), U60D70 REF
On Fig. 8.47 the probability of presence is compared. Both experiment and simulation exhibit a deviation of
the spray towards the no film side. The predicted span of the spray at x = -60 mm is in good agreement with
the simulation. However, the shape of the "50→90%" and ">90%" zones are erroneous. While they are more
symmetrical and more localized in the wake region for the experiment, these zones are deflected to the no film side
and are largely convected by the gas in the simulation. Here also the main explanations for this deviating behaviour
are (i) the neglect of the liquid accumulation flapping and (ii) the damped turbulence due to the coarsening of the
grid.
Conclusion
The spray dynamics are reasonably well described by the simulation. Special care has to be brought to the mesh
resolution in the wake region in order to accurately resolve the turbulent length scales. However the whole predicted
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Figure 8.47 : Comparison of presence probability with the experiment (source: S. Gepperth from KIT-ITS), REF,
U0 = 60 m/s, Shellsol D70. The blue, green/yellow and red colors represent a presence probability
between 10 and 50%, 50 and 90%, and above 90% respectively.
behaviour suffers from the lack of flapping motion description of the liquid accumulation. Even if it cannot be re-
solved with the present Lagrangian approach, this flapping phenomenon could be modeled by imposing a fluctuating
normal velocity to the generated droplets, based on a correlation of the flapping frequency derived by Gepperth et
al. [104]. In addition, the activation of the secondary atomization in the simulation is believed to bring a better
agreement to the spray shape, further downstream the atomizing edge.
It is worth noticing that this configuration is academic and largely ’unidirectional’, in terms of flow pattern. In a
real combustion chamber the flow is highly disturbed by large scale hydrodynamic instabilities such as the Precessing
Vortex Core. It can be expected that the generated droplets are totally dragged by these large scale flow features, and
therefore neglecting the accumulation flapping may lead to lower-ranking errors. In addition, in a real combustion
chamber the flame is generally stabilized close to the atomizing edge. The question of secondary atomization is
raised in this case: "Is the distance between the primary breakup zone and the flame front large enough to allow
secondary atomization ?"
8.5 Conclusion
This chapter allows to draw several conclusions about the modeling and description of the liquid phase in dense
region of prefilming airblast atomizers. The gaseous phase is resolved in the LES formalism which captures the
largest energetic fluctuations influencing the liquid phase motion. In particular, for a sufficiently good and affordable
spatial resolution, the code is able to capture the vortex shedding that appears downstream the atomizing edge.
Although the frequency of vortex detachment presents some discrepancy with the experiment, it still allows a good
mixing process of particles. In order to properly estimate the wall shear stress, that is assumed to be equal to the
film/gas interfacial stress, a law-of-the-wall (wall functions) is applied to the prefilmer surface. This creates a slight
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unrealistic acceleration of the gas at the atomizing edge. However it is shown that the proper use of wall functions
provides less deviation in the Strouhal number prediction than no special wall treatment at all. One difficulty of
the wall treatment in such configurations is to provide sufficiently large wall cells on the prefilmer and a refined
grid downstream the atomizing edge. This implies high mesh size gradients that are not advised in practice. The
comparison with the experimental RMS velocity profile in the wake region of the prefilmer shows that even if the
Strouhal number is not well predicted, the amount of Turbulent Kinetic Energy is well recovered, insuring a realistic
amount of fluctuations.
Concerning the two-phase flow, it is shown that the pressure gradient is negligible in this particular configuration.
This may be not the case in the industrial burner where the geometric features enhance the pressure losses and
thus the overall pressure gradient. The frozen gas approach has proven its efficiency and reliability to provide
a film steady state solution from a mean gaseous solution. The film thickness prediction shows good trends but
quantitatively wrong results. Note that the film model embeds no surface tension effect (contrarily to VOF/LevelSet
or SPH approaches) and there is no retro action of the film on the gas. In this context, surface instabilities such as
Kelvin-Helmholtz or roll-waves cannot be predicted by the present model. However as it is stated by Gepperth et
al. [104] and Wittig and co-workers [3, 307], the film flow is not correlated to the primary breakup process, and it
does not influence the film model. When thermal effects will be considered, the film may act has thermal resistance
between the wall and the gas, and its thickness may be of primary importance. In the simulation, the film thickness
presents some longitudinal fringes that could not be explained, but their presence is believed to be enhanced because
of the unidirectional flow of this configuration. In real annular geometries with the presence of a PVC, the flow main
direction is more unsteady, and these fringes are not expected to be as visible as here.
The atomization model and its implementation shows a high robustness with regards to the gas velocity, surface
tension, and above all, on mesh resolution. As the model constants were calibrated onto this experiment, this does
not constitute a formal validation of the model. But as the model relies on all influent parameters that Gepperth et al.
[102, 104] have identified, it is believed that it will output accurate results in other realistic configurations as soon as
the breakup process is similar. As mentioned above, this primary breakup model is able to predict the whole PDF of
the spray and not only a few moments.
The study of the spray topology demonstrates the necessity of capturing the vortex shedding phenomenon. How-
ever, discrepancies are visible in the spray core, due to the neglect of the liquid accumulation flapping. In the far-field
of the atomizer, the spray shape is narrower than in the experiment and may originate from a very coarse mesh and
the neglecting of the secondary breakup. In industrial annular configurations, the resolved swirling motion as well
as the PVC generated a strong mixing which is believed to create a more realistic spray topology.
Several paths of improvement can be drawn for the future. First, the film thickness prediction must be more
accurate. This may be achieved by (i) the modeling of solitary and roll waves effects onto the mean film velocity,
(ii) the retro action of the film on the gas, in terms of momentum transfer through, for example an apparent sand
roughness [73]. In order to reduce the computational expense of the small particles, a clipping diameter could be
prescribed. However, depending on the operating conditions, the SMD can vary from 10 to 500 µm and setting a
constant minimum diameter could be inaccurate and requires special attention: it should be an input of the model
filled in by the user. The primary breakup model (PAMELA) can be improved by imposing a fluctuating vertical
velocity, in order to mimic the liquid accumulation flapping and widen the spray distribution in the atomizing edge
near-field.
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General conclusion
In the present work, Large-Eddy Simulations of the evaporating two-phase flow in a realistic geometry were con-
ducted using the Euler-Lagrange approach. The presentation of the global context and the expected changes for the
XXIst century was first introduced, followed by an overview of the liquid phase phenomena in airblast injectors and
the state of art in simulating two-phase combustion in realistic aeroengines.
In the first part, a bibliographic study of the liquid phenomena from fuel injection to atomization is presented,
describing the academic experiments, the identified mechanisms and the methods of modeling. In a second part, de-
velopments for the liquid phase were presented. The Lagrangian library was first detailed, followed by the projection
method to computed Eulerian quantities from a Lagrangian description of the liquid phase. It was seen that efficient
projectors on regular cartesian meshes were biased when the mesh becomes irregular. Therefore conservative projec-
tors of lower order were preferred. In addition, the accent was set on the necessity to manipulate extensive quantities
when performing projection and averaging. The detail of the SWI models implemented in AVBP conjointly with
Habchi [128] were presented. The Frozen Gas concept was introduced and the results were exhibited on a simple
test case. The dynamic of the spray is weakly predicted and the droplet dispersion is totally filtered out by the use
of a mean gaseous solution. However, the main purpose of the Frozen Gas approach is the filling of the film, and as
no dispersion is to take into account for this task, this new approach provides satisfactory results for a tremendous
speedup.
The film model is then tackled. Equations are integrated over the film thickness to derive a mean film velocity, arising
the necessity to express the film/gas shear stress. From considerations on the film geometry and the usual operating
conditions, the interface shear stress is assimilated to the wall shear stress computed by the gaseous solver. The
Lagrangian approach is chosen to transport the film mass: film particles are convected along the wall with a mean
film velocity. The film thickness is computed from the liquid volume contained in wall cells, implying a total wetting
of the cell by the liquid. It is seen that this method may lead to low deviation on smoothly varying tetrahedral grids.
Comparison with an analytical solution showed that the model behaves as expected over a wide range of liquid to gas
mass flow rate. The deviation with the exact solution is low within the usual mass flow rate range in aeroengines. The
comparison with an academic test case of a convergent channel [72, 73] shows that the film formulation delivers the
right behaviour, but the wall shear stress prediction from the LES flow solver is poorly predicted, leading to a wrong
thickness. Therefore the wall shear stress is a sensitive key element in the present film model. The large numerical
imbalance due to the film particles is assessed and the necessity of multi constraint partitioning is pointed out. The
perspective of film model improvements are too account for the retro coupling of the film to the gas, the development
of an automated multi-constraints partitioning and a film evaporation model [160].
The primary breakup model (called PAMELA) aims to predict the drop size distribution of the spray generated by an
airblast atomization. It is based on experimental KIT-ITS observations [102, 104] stating that the sheared film feeds
a liquid accumulation hooked downstream of the atomizing edge in the wake region. In the present work, the liquid
accumulation is assumed to be torn apart by the high gas shearing, following the Hong-Varga mechanism [151, 353]:
the gas axially accelerates the top part of the liquid accumulation, leading to a transverse Rayleigh-Taylor instability
that evolves into elongated ligaments. From experimental observations the liquid accumulation is sheared at a height
between half and twice the momentum thickness of the turbulent boundary layer developed on the prefilmer. This
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leads to a velocity seen by the liquid accumulation of ≈ 70% of the bulk velocity. The pdf of the spray is described
by a Rosin-Rammler distribution whose coefficients depends on the influent parameters identified by experimenters:
the gas velocity seen by the accumulation, the liquid surface tension and the atomizing edge thickness. The shape
parameter q of the Rosin-Rammler function is expressed by two different methods, theWeber number and the length
scale based methods. TheWeber number based method seems valid on a wider range because of the use of a non di-
mensional number, however it requires the knowledge of the boundary layer thickness on the prefilmer and therefore
is subject to a larger uncertainty. The model depends on four constants, calibrated with the KIT-ITS experimental
data over several gas velocities, surface tensions and atomizing edge thicknesses. The a posteriori comparison with
the experiment shows that mean statistical diameters prediction is accurate for the whole range of investigated oper-
ating conditions. To go further, the whole predicted pdf matches the experiment with a satisfactory agreement. The
primary breakup therefore prove its ability to recover the whole polydispersity of a spray, and it is not limited to a
mean diameter prediction. An error quantification is assessed from the variation of the input parameters as well as
from the model constants. The mean velocity seen by the accumulation is the most critical input parameter, and an
error of 10% leads to a deviation of ≈ 10% as well. The velocity fluctuation (i.e. the turbulence intensity) has a low
impact on the predicted pdf. Concerning the model constants impact, C is the most critical, closely followed by κ.
The details of PAMELA implementation shows that several choices are necessary in order to code a proper model.
In particular it is shown the necessity to (i) predict the wall shear stress on the first node upstream the atomizing edge
to avoid the noise generated at the corner, and to (ii) keep a constant parcel number during the atomization process
in order to keep both a realistic numeric and volume drop size distribution.
In a third part, the film and primary breakup models are tested and compared with real experiments. First, a LES
of the KIT-ITS experiment is performed on several meshes and operating conditions. Due to the large dimension of
the experiment, the law of the wall approach is employed for the prefilmer surface. In many case, especially at low
gas velocity, the film model overestimates the thickness up to a deviation of 200%. The most probable reasons are
(i) the neglect of the film surface phenomena such as roll-waves that considerably modify the mean film velocity and
(ii) the neglected influence of the film onto the gas flow that locally impact the wall shear stress. The predictions
of the primary breakup model in terms of drop size distribution is in good agreement with the experiment over the
whole range of investigated parameters. The mesh size has little influence on the predicted pdf, ensuring a robust
formulation and implementation. On the other hand, the space distribution of the spray strongly depends on the mesh
resolution downstream of the atomizing edge. This is because the droplets generated by the primary breakup model
are injected with a zero velocity, and the spray angle and shape are controlled by the gaseous turbulent mixing. A
way of improvement is to impose an injection fluctuating velocity perpendicular to the main flow direction in order
to mimic the flapping behaviour of the liquid accumulation. Finally the frozen gas method has proved its efficiency
for accelerating the film steady state.
During this thesis, simulations of a realistic airblast atomizer were preformed, but not presented here because of
confidentiality reasons. Still, the comparison between the measurements of the drop size pdf and the numerical
simulation show a good agreement. As the four constants of the primary breakup model where kept constant since
the validation on the KIT-ITS case, these good results for a real industrial case with different operating conditions
(gas velocity, prefilmer thickness) strengthens the primary breakup model fidelity.
The use of the developed models in a real combustion chamber, and the comparison with usual methods, showed that
injection method have a major impact on the flame structure, the main parameter being the spray SMD.
To summarize, the models developed in this thesis extend the prediction capability of two-phase flow LES in
the case of realistic gas turbines fueled by airblast atomizers. The numerical simulation of the KIT-ITS experiment
as well as a real aeroengine allowed to identify several points of improvement such as a dynamic multi-constraint
grid partitioner, an advanced description of momentum transfer between the film and the gas (roll-waves and other
interface instabilities), and a thermal model linking the film, the surrounding gas and the solid (film boiling, thermal
transfers at droplet impact). In the context of thickened-flame approach, a correction of the drag and the evaporation
of Lagrangian droplet is still required [316]. Finally, when large droplets cross the flame front and are scattered
enough to burn in single-droplet regime, the current combustion models associated with the usual mesh resolution
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cannot accurately predict the real heat released by this diffusion flame. Hence a subgrid scale model for single-droplet
combustion may bring considerable accuracy to the overall reactive simulation [265].
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Appendix A
Equations for the gaseous phase
This appendix recalls the compressible Navier-Stokes equations with chemical reactions and coupling terms between
carrier and dispersed phases. It then introduces the concept of filtering in the framework of Large-Eddy Simulations
and presents the different modeling assumptions and the closures of the unresolved terms. It mainly derives from the
PhD thesis of Senoner [316].
A.1 Conservation equations
The system of conservation laws describing the evolution of a compressible fluid with chemical reactions and cou-
pling between phases writes:
∂ρui
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
ρuiuj = − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂τij
∂xj
+ ρfi + s
l−g
m,i (A.1a)
∂ρE
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
ρEuj =
∂
∂xj
(−puj + uiτij − qj) + ω˙T + ρfiui + sl−ge (A.1b)
∂ρk
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
ρkuj = − ∂
∂xj
Jj,k + ω˙k + s
l−g
v,k for k = 1, N (A.1c)
Index notation has been adopted and Einstein’s summation rule over repeated indices holds except for the index k
which denotes species of the mixture. The above equations respectively state the conservation of momentum, total
non-chemical energy and partial density over N species. fi denotes a volumetric force, sl−g the source terms due to
the coupling with the dispersed phase. The latter are detailed in section B.3.2. In order to close the above equation
system, material laws for the the stress tensor τij , the pressure p, the specific energy es, the diffusive species flux
Jj,k, the diffusive heat flux qj and the chemical source terms ω˙ are required and detailed in the following.
A.1.1 Stress tensor
For Newtonian fluids, the stress tensor τij may be derived from kinetical gas theory as:
τij = 2µsij +
(
µb − 2
3
µ
)
sllδij (A.2)
with µ and µb respectively the dynamic and bulk viscosities. The bulk viscosity accounts for internal friction effects
of molecules at strong fluid expansions. Such expansions are not expected in the present applications and the bulk
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viscosity is therefore neglected. sij is the symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor:
sij =
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
(A.3)
A.1.2 Equation of state
The equation of state for an ideal gas writes:
p = ρRT (A.4)
R represents the gas constant of the mixture given by:
R =
R
W
(A.5)
R is the universal gas constant and W the molar fraction of the mixture:
W =
(∑
k
Yk
Wk
)−1
(A.6)
A.1.3 Specific energy and thermodynamic relations
The assumption of a thermically ideal gas is made, the caloric relation thus reduces to:
es,k =
∫ T
T0
cv,k(θ)dθ − RT0
W
(A.7)
with cv,k the specific heat capacity at constant volume of the species k. The subscript 0 denotes a thermodynamical
reference state. In AVBP, the pressure and temperature at the reference state are respectively P0 = 1 bar and T0 =
0K. The sensible energy of the mixture is given as:
ρes =
∑
k
Ykes,k (A.8)
The sensible enthalpy writes:
hs,k =
∫ T
T0
cp,k(θ)dθ (A.9)
with cp,k the calorific capacity at constant pressure of the species k.
A.1.4 Diffusive species flux
The species diffusion velocity Vk,i is approximated by the Hirschfelder-Curtis relation [148]:
YkVk,i = −DkWk
W
∂Xk
∂xi
(A.10)
Effects of temperature or pressure gradients on the species diffusion velocity [111] are neglected. Mass conservation
states that the sum of all species diffusions be zero. This is not guaranteed by eq. A.10 for mixtures of more than two
species. Thus, a correction velocity V ci ensuring mass conservation is added:
Ji,k = −ρ
(
Dk
Wk
W
∂Xk
∂xi
− YkV ck,i
)
(A.11)
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with:
V ci,k =
∑
k
Dk
Wk
W
∂Xk
∂xi
(A.12)
The diffusion coefficients for species Dk are specified in section A.1.7.
A.1.5 Heat flux
The heat flux vector is composed of two distinct contributions:
qi = −λ ∂T
∂xi
+
∑
k
Ji,khs,k (A.13)
with Ji,k defined by eq. A.11. The first term on the right-hand side of eq. A.13 denotes heat conduction while the
second represents the heat flux through species diffusion. The Dufour effect, which accounts for the heat flux induced
by a chemical potential gradient [111], is neglected in eq. A.13.
A.1.6 Chemical source terms
A system of M chemical reactions involving N species may be summarized as follows:
N∑
k=1
ν′kjMkj ⇋
N∑
k=1
ν′′kjMkj for j = 1, M (A.14)
Mkj denotes the reacting species k in the reaction j. ν′kj and ν
′′
kj are the stoechiometric coefficients of the products
and reactants respectively. The progression rate Qj is composed of a forward and a backward contribution:
Qj = Kf,i
N∏
k=1
(
ρYk
Wk
)ν′kj
−Kr,i
N∏
k=1
(
ρYk
Wk
)ν′′kj
(A.15)
The forward reaction constantKf,j is modelled by an Arrhenius-law:
Kf,j = Af,jexp
(
−Ea,j
RT
)
(A.16)
The backward reaction constantKr,j is obtained from a thermodynamic equilibrium:
Kr,j =
Kf,j
Keq
(A.17)
The equilibrium constant Keq is derived from the minimization of the Gibbs free energy G combined with the
equation of state for ideal gases [364]:
Keq =
( p0
RT
)
exp
(
∆S0j
R
)
−
(
∆H0j
RT
)
(A.18)
∆S0j and ∆H
0
j respectively denote the entropy and enthalpy variations:
∆S0j =
N∑
k=1
νkjsk(T ) (A.19)
∆H0j =
N∑
k=1
(ν′′kj − ν′kj)
∫ T
T0
cp,k(θ)dθ +∆h
0
f,k (A.20)
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From eqs. A.15-A.20, the species reaction rates may be determined:
ω˙k =
M∑
j=1
ω˙k,j = Wk
M∑
j=1
νkjQj (A.21)
The heat release is directly deduced from eq. A.21 as:
ω˙T = −
N∑
k=1
ω˙k∆h
0
f,k (A.22)
∆h0f,k is the formation enthalpy of the species k at the thermodynamical reference state.
A.1.7 Transport properties
For ideal gases, the dynamic viscosity µ is relatively independent of the species composition. A standard power law
is used to account for its temperature dependence:
µ = µ0
(
T
T0
)b
(A.23)
where b depends on the gaseous mixture and ranges between 0.6 and 1.0. The subscript 0 denotes a thermodynamical
reference state.
The species diffusion coefficientsDk are estimated by assuming constant Schmitt numbers Sck for all species:
Dk =
µ
ρSck
(A.24)
The heat conduction coefficient λ is computed from the viscosity µ as:
λ =
µcp
Pr
(A.25)
Pr is the Prandtl number which is assumed constant.
A.2 Large-Eddy Simulation
This section presents the derivation of the filtered governing equations in the framework of Large-Eddy Simulation.
First, a few concepts related to turbulent flows are introduced. Then, the different resolution levels in numerical
simulations of turbulent flows are presented. Finally, the filtered Navier-Stokes equations are derived and the ap-
proximations related to the closure of subgrid terms are described.
A.2.1 Basic aspects of turbulence
The transition from a laminar flow, for which the trajectories of single fluid elements are parallel, to a turbulent flow
is characterized by the Reynolds number:
Re =
ul
ν
(A.26)
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Figure A.1 : Sketch of energy spectrum E(k) in solid lines and dissipation spectrum D(k) in dashed lines. Distinction
between energy containing (I), inertial (II) and dissipation ranges (III). The abscissa of the integral (lt)
and Kolmogorov (ηk) length scales are indicated
where u and l are respectively the characteristic velocity and length scales of the flow field. The Reynolds number
represents the ratio of inertial to viscous forces and may be interpreted as a gauge of the competition between
destabilizing (inertia) and stabilizing (viscosity) effects. Turbulent flows exhibit significant and irregular variations
of fluid velocity in both space and time. An essential aspect of turbulent flows is the presence of a continuous
spectrum of vortical structures, the so called eddies. These eddies strongly interact with each other through a cascade
process first stated in 1941 by Kolmogorov [178].
The largest eddies display characteristic length and velocity scales of the order of magnitude of the global ge-
ometry and are thus very little affected by viscous effects. The large eddies become unstable and break down into
smaller eddies. These smaller eddies become in turn unstable, they are also stretched and distorted through shear
forces and interactions with larger eddies. The cascade process is repeated up to scales where viscous effects become
predominant so that the eddy motion is stable and viscosity is effective in dissipating the eddy’s energy. Therefore,
turbulence is also intrinsically a dissipative phenomenon which converts kinetic energy into heat. In terms of length
scales, the largest turbulent structures are related to the integral length scale lt whereas the smallest dissipative struc-
tures define the Kolmogorov scale lk. The energetic density spectrum E(k) of the turbulent eddies may be displayed
in a diagram over the wave number k, which is proportional to the inverse of the eddy length scale. For isotropic
steady turbulence, an inertial range characterized by a constant k ∼ −5/3 slope is observed in the energetic density
spectrum, which is displayed in fig. A.1.
Given the random nature of turbulence, statistical averaging appears as an adequate tool to describe turbulent
flows. If the existence of a statistical mean is assumed, a deviation from this mean immediately follows, yielding the
splitting:
ui = 〈ui〉+ u′′i (A.27)
where 〈·〉 denotes an averaging operator. This decomposition was first introduced by Osborne Reynolds [288]. The
most general averaging operator 〈·〉 corresponds to an ensemble average: an arithmetic average over a large number
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of realizations N of the same experiment:
〈ui〉(xi, t) = 1
N
N∑
k=1
ui(xi, t) (A.28)
If the flow field is statistically steady or homogeneous in certain directions, statistical averaging may be performed
in time or in space over the homogeneous directions. Instead of eq. A.28, short-time averages are often defined:
〈ui〉(xi, t) = 1
T
∫ T/2
−T/2
ui(xi, t+ τ)dτ (A.29)
T represents the averaging time interval, it must be small compared to the timescales of the statistically unsteady
turbulence and large compared to the integral scales of the fluctuations.
A.2.2 Resolution levels in turbulence simulations
A first possibility when performing numerical simulations of turbulent flows is to average the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions according to eq. A.27. This yields the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. Due to the non-
linearity of the Navier-Stokes equations, unclosed higher order terms appear (closure problem of turbulence). The
unclosed terms represent the effect of the entire turbulence spectrum on the mean flow field. It appears that the
largest scales of turbulent motion mainly depend on the simulated configuration and RANS closure models are thus
expected to lack universality.
The opposite approach to RANS consists in performing resolved turbulence simulations without any averaging
procedure. This approach is referred to as Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). It requires the explicit resolution
of all turbulent structures down to the Kolmogorov scale lk on the numerical grid. From dimensional analysis, it
appears that the number of mesh points required for the simulation of a three dimensional cubic domain of side
lengths L = 5lt is a pure function of the turbulent Reynolds number Ret:
N3 =
(
L
lk
)3
≈ 27Re9/4t (A.30)
with:
Ret =
(2k)1/2 lt
ν
(A.31)
where k = 1/2〈u′′i u′′i 〉 denotes the turbulent kinetic energy. Equation A.30 indicates that the Direct Numerical
Simulation of realistic configurations is computationally very intensive.
An intermediate approach between RANS and DNS consists in filtering the Navier-Stokes equations so as to
remove the smallest scales of motion while explicitly resolving the largest scales. This approach is called Large-
Eddy Simulation (LES). Explicitly resolving geometry dependent large structures, LES also appears advantageous
in that smaller turbulent scales are assumed to exhibit a more universal behaviour. LES filtered quantities are defined
as the convolution product of the non-filtered scalar quantity f with a filter G of characteristic width∆:
f(xi, t) =
∫
f(xi, t)G∆(xi − x′i)dxi (A.32)
The unresolved or subgrid scale contribution is denoted as:
f ′(xi, t) = f(xi, t)− f(xi, t) (A.33)
For variable density flows it appears advantageous to weigh filtered quantities by the volumetric mass in order to
avoid the appearance of additional terms when filtering the Navier-Stokes equations. Favre filtering is defined as:
ρf˜ = ρf (A.34)
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A.2.3 Filtered equations
Applying Favre filtering to the compressible Navier-Stokes equations with chemical source terms and coupling be-
tween phases yields:
∂ρu˜i
∂t
+
∂ρu˜iu˜j
∂xj
= − ∂
∂xi
p+
∂
∂xj
[τ ij + τ
sgs
ij )] + s˙m,i + ρf˜i (A.35a)
∂ρE
∂t
+
∂ρE˜u˜j
∂xj
= − ∂
∂xj
[puj − τijui + qj + qsgsj ] + ρf˜iui + ω˙T + s˙q (A.35b)
∂ρk
∂t
+
∂ρku˜i
∂xi
=
∂
∂xi
[Ji,k − Jsgsi,k ] + ω˙k + s˙v,k for k = 1, N (A.35c)
The superscript sgs (for subgrid-scale) denotes unclosed terms appearing through the filtering operation due to the
nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations, they are explicited in section A.2.4. In the derivation of eqs. A.35,
it has been tacitly assumed that the order of filtering and differenciation operations may be exchanged. However,
Ghosal & Moin [107] show that this permutation is only valid for constant filter widths. The error associated with
the permutation for varying filter widths is of second order in the filter width. It is thus only tolerable for numerical
schemes with at most second-order spatial accuracy. The permutation error may be included in the subgrid closure
terms, but this seems rarely done in practice.
The viscous stress tensor is approximated as follows:
τ ij = 2µsij − 2
3
µsllδij (A.36)
τ ij ≈ 2µs˜ij − 2
3
µs˜llδij (A.37)
This assumes that dynamic viscosity is constant across the filter width and that it can be extracted from the filtering
operator. For the dynamic viscosity as for all other material properties, it is assumed that:
µ ≈ µ(T˜ ) (A.38)
This approximation may induce large errors for strongly nonlinear behaviors of the given material property, but such
behaviors are not expected in the present applications.
Similar simplifications to the derivation of the viscous stress tensor are made for the species diffusive fluxes:
Ji,k = −ρ
(
Dk
Wk
W
∂Xk
∂xi
− YkV ck,i
)
(A.39)
Ji,k ≈ −ρ
(
Dk
Wk
W
∂X˜k
∂xi
− Y˜kV˜k,i
c
)
(A.40)
For the heat flux, one obtains:
qj = −λ
∂T
∂xj
+
∑
k
Jj,khs,k (A.41)
qj ≈ −λ
∂T˜
∂xj
+
∑
k
Jj,kh˜s,k (A.42)
with:
λ ≈ µ cp
Pr
(A.43)
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A.2.4 Subgrid closures
Many closure models rely on the observation that turbulent flows mix fluid much more effectively than laminar flows.
A basic modelling idea then consists in representing the unclosed terms as diffusive contributions with an associated
turbulent viscosity µt. Under this assumption, the subgrid stress tensor may be rewritten as:
τ
sgs
ij = −ρ(u˜iuj − u˜iu˜j) = 2µts˜ij −
2
3
µts˜llδij (A.44)
This supposes that the principal axes of the strain rate tensor are aligned with those of the subgrid stress tensor
which is not fulfilled in general [306]. The turbulent viscosity may be derived from algebraic relations or through
the resolution of additional transport equations. A few models to determine the turbulent viscosity are detailed in
subsection A.2.5.
The subgrid species flux is modelled in an analogous manner to the subgrid stress tensor:
J
sgs
i,k = ρ
(
u˜iYk − u˜iY˜k
)
(A.45)
J
sgs
i,k = −ρ
(
Dtk
Wk
W
∂X˜k
∂xi
− Y˜kV˜k,i
c,t
)
(A.46)
with:
V˜k,i
c,t ≈
∑
k
Dtk
Wk
W
∂X˜k
∂xi
(A.47)
The turbulent species diffusions are deduced from a turbulent Schmidt number Sctk:
Dtk =
νt
Sctk
(A.48)
The constant value Sctk = 0.7 is chosen for all species.
For the subgrid heat flux, one obtains:
qsgsj = ρ
(
u˜iE − u˜iE˜
)
(A.49)
qsgsj = −λt
∂T˜
∂xj
+
∑
k
J
sgs
i,k h˜s,k (A.50)
with:
λt =
νtcp
Prt
(A.51)
The turbulent Prandtl number Prt = 0.6 is also assumed constant.
A.2.5 Subgrid scale models
The main task of the subgrid scale model is to correctly reproduce the energy fluxes between resolved and unresolved
turbulent scales. This involves interactions among the whole turbulence spectrum and the subgrid scale model must
ideally account for interactions between turbulent structures of different sizes (’non-local interactions’) as well as
between structures of comparable sizes (’local interactions’). This is a difficult task and one may only expect subgrid
scale models to be correct in the statistical sense.
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Viscosities are the product of characteristic length and velocity scales. As the most energetic unresolved scales
are found at the cut-off frequency kc of the LES filter, the filter width ∆ is a natural choice for the length scale. The
characteristic velocity scale is determined from the subgrid scale energy. The models based on an eddy viscosity
assumption make different levels of simplification to obtain an estimate for this energy.
A.2.5.a) The Smagorinsky model
The Smagorinsky model is among the most popular subgrid scale models due to its simplicity. It assumes equilibrium
between production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy at the subgrid scale. This assumption is justified in
regions of isotropic turbulence for which the Smagorinsky model reproduces correct dissipation levels. In regions of
anisotropy however, the model shows to be overdissipative as it cannot predict the occurence of backscatter, which
describes the instantaneous and localized backflow of turbulent energy from smaller to larger scales. Piomelli et al.
[269] showed that the failure to reproduce this phenomenon may result in wrong prediction of perturbation growth
in transitional flows. Furthermore, it appears that the Smagorinsky model does not accurately distinguish between
zones of pure shear and turbulence. It writes:
νt =
(
CS∆
)2√
2s˜ij s˜ij (A.52)
Smagorinsky determined an analytical value of 0.18 for the constant CS . However, CS is often adjusted to the given
application case and values ranging between 0.1 and 0.18 may be found in literature.
A.2.5.b) Dynamic Smagorinsky model
The dynamic Smagorinsky model [106] relies on the same expression as eq.A.52 with the notable difference that the
Smagorinsky constant is now evaluated from a dynamic procedure:
νt =
(
CdynS ∆
)2√
2s˜ij s˜ij (A.53)
An additional high-pass filter of characteristic width ∆̂ is introduced, yielding two distinct filter scales which are
parametrized in a similar manner:
τdij = − 2CdynS ∆
2
√
2s˜ij s˜ij = −2CdynS αij (A.54a)
τ̂
d
ij = − 2CdynS ∆̂2
√
2̂˜sij ̂˜sij = −2CdynS βij (A.54b)
A scale-similarity assumption is made for both filter scales, which implies that CdynS takes the same value in
eqs. A.54. τdij denotes the anisotropic part of the stress tensor:
τdij = τij −
1
3
δijτkk (A.55)
The dynamic constant CdynS may be determined from eqs. A.54a and A.54b using the Germano identity [105]:
Lij = ûiui − ûiûi = −2CdynS βij + 2ĈdynS αij (A.56)
Eq. A.56 presents two major difficulties. First, CdynS is under the filter operator in the second term on the right-hand
side of eq. A.56, which implies that it must be determined with specific numerical methods. A first approach uses the
Germano identity in an integral manner and minimizes an associated error function. A second approach considers
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eq. A.56 as implicit in CdynS and solves it through an iterative process. An second difficulty of eq. A.56 arises from
the fact that it provides 5 independent equations for a single unknown. Germano [105] proposes to multiply eq. A.56
with s˜ij , which reduces the relation to a single equation for C
dyn
S . Lilly [205] proposes to minimize eq. A.56 in a
least squares sense in order to obtain CdynS . The dynamic Smagorinsky model is capable of predicting backscatter
which manifests itself through locally negative values of the turbulent viscosity. Negative values of the turbulent
viscosity favor numerical oscillations that are difficult to handle in practice.
A.2.5.c) The Wale model
The Wale model was designed by Ducros & Nicoud [248] to recover the correct y3 scaling of turbulent viscosity
close to walls for wall resolved simulations. The turbulent viscosity νt is defined as:
νt = (Cw∆)
2
(s˜dij s˜
d
ij)
3/2
(s˜ij s˜ij)5/2 + (s˜dij s˜
d
ij)
5/4)
(A.57)
Cw = 0.4929 is a model constant. s˜dij is the traceless symmetric part of the square of the velocity gradient tensor:
s˜dij =
1
2
(g˜2ij + g˜
2
ji)−
1
3
g˜2kkδij (A.58)
g˜ij represents the resolved velocity gradient:
g˜ij =
∂u˜i
∂xj
(A.59)
An advantage of theWale model is its improved behavior in zones of pure shear compared to the Smagorinsky model.
However, it exhibits a non accurate behaviour when employed with the law-of-the-wall approach, and for this reason
the Wale model is not used in the present work.
A.2.5.d) The σ-model
The σ-model developped by Nicoud et al. [249] aims to recover several properties assessed for a practical/physical
turbulence model: (i) expressed from local variables (locality) and delivering a positive viscosity (positiveness), (ii)
a correct y3 scaling of turbulent viscosity close to walls, (iii) a zero viscosity in case of two dimensional (2D) and/or
two components (2C) flow and (iv) a zero viscosity for axisymmetric or isotropic expansion/contraction. It is based
on the singular values of the resolved velocity gradient tensor. The turbulent viscosity νt is thus defined as:
νt = (Cσ∆)
2 σ3(σ1 − σ2)(σ2 − σ3)
σ21
(A.60)
where σ1 > σ2 > σ3 > 0 are the singular values of the velocity gradient tensor and Cσ = 1.35 is a model
constant. In addition, the σ-model is easy to implement and shows a low computational cost compared to the
classical Smagorinsky model.
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Appendix B
Equations for the dispersed phase
This appendix provides a general overview of the Lagrangian approach. Focus is made on the deterministic ap-
proaches, where each numerical particle represents a physical particle [221, 355]. First, the forces acting upon an
isolated rigid spherical particle are derived. Then, the evaporation model employed in the present work is presented
and this appendix concludes with the interphase exchange terms. It mainly derives from the PhD thesis of Senoner
[316].
B.1 Lagrangian equations of motion for an isolated particle
B.1.1 Generalized Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen equations
Basset [19], Boussinesq [34] and Oseen [259] examined the flow of a settling particle under gravity in a quiescent
fluid flow and derived an analytical expression for the forces acting upon a particle in such flow. Tchen [339]
extended their work to the motion of a rigid sphere in a nonuniform flow. More recently, Maxey and Riley [226]
corrected certain inconsistencies in Tchen’s derivations. The following derivations follow those of Maxey and Riley
[226].
The tracking of an isolated rigid spherical particle in its own frame of reference is considered. Particle rotation is
excluded and only the translatory motion of the particle is taken into account. The kinematic equation writes:
dxp,i
dt
= up,i (B.1)
The momentum balance is obtained as:
mp
dup,i
dt
=
∫
Sp
(−pδij + τij)njdS = Fp,i (B.2)
The subscript p denotes particle properties. The force Fp,i exerted upon the particle is obtained by integrating the
fluid pressure and the fluid viscous stresses over the particle surface Sp. This force may be decomposed in two
distinct contributions:
Fp,i = F
u
p,i + F
d
p,i (B.3)
Fup,i denotes the force acting upon a fluid element coinciding with the particle. F
d
p,i represents the force exerted upon
the particle resulting from the perturbation of the fluid flow field by the particle. In order to derive both contributions,
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Maxey and Riley [226] split the fluid flow field into an undisturbed component u˘i and a disturbed component set by
the particle. The authors assume that the particle diameter is small compared to the smallest flow field length scale,
for example the Kolmogorov scale in a turbulent flow:
dp ≪ ηk (B.4)
With these simplifications, the force contribution resulting from the undisturbed flow component writes:
Fup,i =
πd3p
6
[
ρ
Du˘i
Dt
∣∣∣∣
xi=xp,i
− (ρp − ρ)gi
]
(B.5)
where gi is the gravity vector. u˘i denotes the undisturbed fluid velocity at the particle location andD/Dt represents
the total derivative along the undisturbed fluid trajectory:
D
Dt
=
∂
∂t
+ u˘j
∂
∂xj
(B.6)
Through the total derivative of the undisturbed fluid velocity, eq. B.5 accounts for the pressure and viscous forces
acting upon a fluid element coinciding with the particle. In order to analytically derive the unsteady disturbance flow
set by the particle, a low particle Reynolds number is assumed in addition to the previous hypotheses:
Rep =
dp
∥∥−→˘u −−→up∥∥
ν
≪ 1 (B.7)
The forces arising from the unsteady disturbance flow set by the particle may be obtained from a temporal Laplace
transform of the disturbed flow field momentum equation (see Maxey and Riley [226]) for more details. One obtains:
F dp,i =
πd3p
6
[
18ρν
d2p
(u˘i − up,i) + ρ
2
d
dt
(u˘i − up,i) +
9ρ
dp
√
ν
π
∫ t
−∞
d
dτ
(u˘i − up,i) dτ√
t− τ
]
(B.8)
The first term on the right-hand side of eq. B.8 represents the Stokes drag force. The second term denotes the added
mass force, which accounts for the acceleration/ deceleration of fluid by the particle. The third term is the Basset
history force and originates from the lagging development of the boundary layer on the surface of an accelerated
particle [60]. Gatignol [101] generalizes the previous derivations to a particle diameter comparable to the smallest
flow field lengthscale, partly relaxing the assumption expressed in eq. B.4. The expressions obtained for the forces
Fup,i and F
d
p,i remain unchanged in eqs. B.5 and B.8, except that the undisturbed fluid velocity u˘i at the particle
location is replaced by an undisturbed fluid velocity averaged either over the particle surface u˘si or the particle
volume u˘vi , depending on the considered force.
B.1.2 Generalized drag force
The drag term in eq. B.8 corresponds to the force originally derived by Stokes in a steady viscous fluid flow for small
particle Reynolds numbers. Introducing the drag coefficient Cd, this force may be rewritten as:
F dragp,i =
1
8
ρπd2pCd
∥∥−→up −−→˘u ∥∥(up,i − u˘i) (B.9)
with:
Cd =
24
Rep
(B.10)
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This assumption of a small particle Reynolds number allows to neglect inertial effects of the fluid flow in the deriva-
tion of the drag force. Oseen [259] accounted for a linearized inertial term and obtained the following correction to
the Stokes drag coefficient:
Cd =
24
Rep
(
1 +
3
16
Rep
)
(B.11)
Equation B.11 is valid for particle Reynolds numbers up to 5. More general analytical solutions for the evolution
of the drag coefficient have not been derived to this date. Instead, empirical correlations are used to cover the large
range of particle Reynolds numbers encountered in practical applications. In this study, the correlation proposed by
Schiller and Naumann [309] is used:
Cd(Rep) =
24
Rep
f(Rep) for Rep ≤ 1000 (B.12a)
f(Rep) =
(
1 + 0.15Re0.687p
)
(B.12b)
The validity of eqs. B.12 ranges up to particle Reynolds numbers of approximately 1000 with a maximum deviation
of 5% from experimental data. In some of the presented applications, the values of the particle Reynolds number
may exceed 1000. In this case, the drag coefficient is evaluated according to Clift et al. [51]:
Cd = 0.44 for Rep > 1000 (B.13)
Note that similar empirical corrections need to be applied to all previously enumerated forces when the assumption
of small particle Reynolds number no longer holds.
B.1.3 Momentum equation implemented in AVBP
In order to simplify the momentum equations for the isolated particle, the following assumptions are made:
• H1: particle diameters are small compared to unity (dp ≪ 1).
• H2: dense particles are considered and the density ratio between particles and fluid is large compared to unity(
ρp/ρ ∼ O(103)
)
.
• H3: the perturbation of the fluid flow field induced by a single particle is negligible compared to the perturba-
tions arising from the remaining particles in the fluid flow.
The first assumption allows to neglect all forces but drag from a dimensional analysis since it is the only force
scaling with the square of the inverse particle diameter. Under the second assumption, the expression for the gravity
force may be simplified. Finally, the third assumption allows to approximate the unperturbed fluid velocity u˘i at the
particle location by the fluid velocity perturbed by the particle ui. Therefore, the momentum equation simplifies to:
dup,i
dt
=
1
τp
(ui − up,i) + gi (B.14)
τp is the particle relaxation time, which is defined as:
τp =
ρp d
2
p
18µg f(Rep)
(B.15)
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with f(Rep) given by eq. B.12b. The relaxation time scale τp defines a characteristic time scale of particle accelera-
tion. The behavior of the particle in a fluid flow field is therefore dictated by the ratio of the particle relaxation time
scale τp to a characteristic convective fluid flow time scale τcv . This ratio defines the Stokes number St:
St =
τp
τcv
(B.16)
For large Stokes numbers (St ≫ 1), the particle is insensitive to fluid flow perturbations and follows the trajectory
dictated by its inertia. On the contrary, a particle with small Stokes number (St ≪ 1) follows the fluid flow like
a tracer. In a turbulent flow field, effects of preferential concentration (see section 1.3) are most pronounced for a
unitary Stokes number (St ≈ 1).
B.2 Evaporation of an isolated particle
A Spalding type evaporation model based [324] on an equilibrium law was implemented in the Lagrangian solver
by Jaegle [162] and is briefly described in the following. The equations for particle evaporation are derived from the
conservation equations of mass, vapor and energy of a single particle. The following assumptions are made:
• H1: the particle is isolated and effects of particle interactions on evaporation are neglected.
• H2: the atmosphere around the particle is at rest and the problem is quasi-steady, which implies that equations
are independent of time
• H3: the particle is at equilibrium with the surrounding gas.
• H4: the thermal conductivity inside the particle is considered infinite, which leads to a uniform particle
temperature.
The problem is treated in spherical coordinates and due to spherical symmetry, only the radial coordinate is con-
sidered. The gaseous conservation laws between the particle’s surface (denoted by the subscript ζ) and the far-field
(denoted by the subscript∞) write:
ρur2 = constant =
m˙v
4π
(B.17a)
ρur2
dYv
dr
=
d
dr
(
r2[ρDv]
dYv
dr
)
(B.17b)
ρur2
dh
dr
=
d
dr
(
r2
λ
cp
dh
dr
)
(B.17c)
where the vapor species is denoted by the subscript v. Note that since the equations are written in spherical coordi-
nates, a flux directed away from the particle is positive.
B.2.1 Mass transfer
Integrating eq. B.17b twice between the particle surface and the far-field, an expression for the vapor mass flux as a
function of the vapor mass fractions may be derived:
m˙p = 4πrζ [ρDv]ln(BM + 1) (B.18)
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BM denotes the Spalding mass number:
BM =
Yv,ζ − Yv,∞
1− Yv,ζ (B.19)
Considering the evolution of the particle mass over time, eq. B.18 may be rewritten as:
m˙p = πdpSh[ρDv]ln(BM + 1) (B.20)
The Sherwood number Sh represents a ratio of convective to conductive mass transfer and takes the value 2 in a
quiescent atmosphere. However, the flow field around the particle is generally not quiescent in practical applications
and the Sherwood number is modified using empirical correlations to account for the relative velocity between the
particle and the surrounding gas. Ranz and Marshall [278] propose the following correction:
Sh = 2 + 0.55Re1/2p Sc
1/3
v (B.21)
Scv denotes the Schmidt number of the vapor species. Finally, the vapor mass fraction at the particle surface is
deduced from the Clausius-Clapeyron law:
pv,ζ = pccexp
(
WvLev(Tref )
R
(
1
Tcc
− 1
Tζ
))
(B.22)
with the subscript cc designating an arbitrary reference point on the saturation curve. R is the universal gas constant
and Lev(Tref ) the latent heat of vaporization at the reference temperature Tref . The vapor partial pressure pv,ζ di-
rectly yields the molar fractionXF,ζ and in turn allows to obtain the vapor mass fraction at the particle’s surface Yv,ζ .
The Clausius-Clapeyron law assumes a thermodynamic equilibrium at the particle’s surface during the evaporation
process, which is consistent with assumption H3.
B.2.2 Heat transfer
The evolution of the particle’s temperature is derived from eq. B.17c. Since no enthalpy can be stored at the interface
between the particle and the surrounding gas ζ, an equilibrium can be stated for the conductive and convective heat
fluxes, respectively Φc and Φcv , on both sides of the interface:
Φ
cv
l + Φ
c
l + Φ
cv
g + Φ
c
g = 0 (B.23)
The liquid and gaseous convective fluxes may be equated to the latent heat of vaporization Lev:
Φ
cv
l + Φ
cv
g = −m˙vhs,p(Tζ) + m˙phs,v(Tζ) = m˙vLev(Tζ) (B.24)
The liquid conductive contribution writes:
Φ
c
l =
(
4πr2pλ
dTp
dr
)
ζ−
(B.25)
with the supersript ζ− denoting quantities measured on the "particle side" of the interface. The gaseous conductive
flux is written in an analogous manner:
Φ
c
g =
(
4πr2pλ
dTp
dr
)
ζ+
(B.26)
with the subscript ζ+ denoting quantities measured on the "gaseous side" of the interface.
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Considering the temporal evolution of the particle enthalpy 1, one may write:
d
dt
(mphs,l(Tp)) = Φ
c
l + Φ
cv
l (B.27)
Splitting the right hand-side of eq. B.27 through partial differentiation, using the relation dhs,l(Tp) = cp,ldTp
together with eqs. B.23 and B.24, an equation for the evolution of the particle temperature is obtained:
dTp
dt
=
1
mpcp,l
(−Φcg + m˙vLev(Tζ)) (B.28)
Finally, the conductive flux on the gaseous side needs to be determined. More specifically, an expression for the
temperature gradient on the gaseous side of the particle’s surface must be derived. This is done by integrating the
enthalpy conservation equation (eq. B.17c) twice between the particle’s surface and infinity. This yields:
Φ
c
g = λdpNu(Tζ − T∞)
ln(BT + 1)
BT
(B.29)
The Nusselt number Nu represents a ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer at the particle’s surface and
assumes a value of 2 in a quiescent gaseous environment. It is expressed in an analogous manner to the Sherwood
number in order to account for the relative velocity between the particle and the surrounding gas:
Nu = 2 + 0.55Re1/2p Pr
1/3
v (B.30)
BT is the Spalding number for the temperature:
BT =
(T∞ − Tζ)m˙pcp,l
Tζ − T∞ (B.31)
A relation between the Spalding number for mass BM and temperature BT may be derived by equating the mass flow
rates in eqs. B.18 and B.31:
BT = (1 + BM )
Sh/(Nu Lev) − 1 (B.32)
with Lev the Lewis number of the vapor species, which represents a ratio of thermal to mass diffusivities.
B.2.3 Determination of thermodynamic quantities over the integration path
Integrating eqs. B.17b and B.17c from the particle surface to the far-field requires the knowledge of averaged ther-
modynamic quantities over the integration path, for instance the dynamic viscosity µ¯ and the heat capacity c¯p of the
gaseous mixture. These average quantities are evaluated by interpolating the temperature and the mixture fractions
between the droplet surface and the far-field with the so called "1/3rd" rule [158]:
Tint = Tζ +
1
3
(T∞ − Tζ) (B.33a)
Yv,int = Yv,ζ +
1
3
(Yv,∞ − Yv,ζ) (B.33b)
1in order to avoid confusion, the particle enthalpy and particle constant heat capacity are denoted with the subscript ’l’ for
liquid
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B.3 Interaction between fluid and particle phase
The interaction of particles with the fluid phase is twofold. First, direct coupling occurs through the perturbation of
the fluid phase induced by the presence of the particles, it is accounted for through interphase exchange terms.
The exact evaluation of the coupling terms between a particle and the surrounding gas would require the explicit
numerical resolution of the interface between them and lead to excessive computational costs. Instead, the point-
force approximation of Saffman [301] is used. It allows to represent the interphase exchange terms by punctual
source terms coinciding with the particle location. The derivation of the point-force approximation is given in the
following.
B.3.1 Point source approximation
The motion of Np rigid spherical particles in a steady viscous flow is considered. The volumetric concentration
of particles is low and the fluid density constant. Under these assumptions, the mass and momentum conservation
equations for the fluid write:
∂ui
∂xi
= 0 (B.34a)
µ
∂2ui
∂x2j
− ∂p
∂xi
= − Fnp,i (B.34b)
The coupling between both phases is accounted for through the no-slip conditions on the particle surfaces Sp:
ui = u
n
p,i for x ∈ Snp , n = 1, Np (B.35)
The force acting upon the particle n writes:
Fnp,i =
∫
Sp
(−pδij + τij)njdS (B.36)
According to the actio = reactio principle, the particle exerts the opposite force upon the flow field:
− Fnp,i =
∫
Sp
(pδij − τij)njdS (B.37)
Therefore, the derivation of the coupling force between phases requires knowledge of the flow field on the par-
ticle’s surface. In order to avoid this tedious evaluation, Saffman [301] introduced the point-force approximation
which specifies a distribution of force singularities centered on each particle and allows to roughly fulfill the bound-
ary conditions of eq. B.35 [227]. The forces acting upon the particles are rewritten as multipole expansions:
µ
∂2ui
∂x2j
− ∂p
∂xi
=
Np∑
n=1
[
Fni δ(
−→x −−→xp) + Fnij
∂
∂xj
δ(−→x −−→xp) + Fnijk
∂2
∂xj∂xk
δ(−→x −−→xp)
]
(B.38)
The coefficients Fni , F
n
ij and F
n
ijk respectively denote the force monopole, dipole and quadripole. They are related
to the fluid force and torque on the n-th particle. Due to the linearity of the Stokes flow, the local fluid velocity
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may be obtained by a linear superposition of the flows induced by each multipole force term. This allows to use the
fundamental solution for the perturbation velocity induced by the motion of an isolated particle in a fluid at rest:
ui = TijFj (B.39)
Tij denotes the Oseen tensor:
Tij =
1
8πµ
(
δij
r
+
rirj
r3
)
(B.40)
The perturbation velocity induced by a force dipole may be obtained from the derivative of the Oseen tensor, the
perturbation velocity induced by a force quadrupole from the second-order derivative and so forth. The forces acting
upon an isolated spherical particle of diameter dp in a fluid at rest are drag and a degenerate force quadrupole [227]:
Fi = Fp,i = 3πdpµ(ui − up,i) (B.41)
Fijk =
d2p
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Fp,iδjk (B.42)
The perturbed fluid velocity due to an isolated particle in a Stokes flow is then obtained as:
ui = u˘i +
1
8µπ
Fp,j
(
δij
r
+
rirj
r3
)
+
d2p
96µπ
Fp,j
(
δij
r3
+ 3
rirj
r5
)
(B.43)
The perturbation of the velocity field by the particle is composed of a long range contribution induced by the force
monopole, proportional to the inverse of the particle radius. The second contribution is a short range contribution
induced by the force quadripole, proportional to the inverse of the cube of the particle radius. For particles which
are small compared to all flow field length scales, only the long range contribution needs to be taken into account
as the perturbation induced by the particle is rapidly dissipated by viscous fluid effects. This allows to truncate the
multipole expansion after the first term. Thus, the perturbation of the flow field by Np particles in a steady viscous
fluid flow may be represented by the sum of punctual forces centered on the particles:
µ
∂2ui
∂x2j
− ∂p
∂xi
= −
Np∑
n=1
Fp,iδ(
−→x −−→xp) (B.44)
This result is strictly speaking only valid for a steady viscous fluid flow but extended to more general flow fields in
practice.
B.3.2 Expressions for the source terms
This section derives the interphase exchange terms of mass, momentum and energy between fluid and particle phase.
According to the point source approximation, all interphase exchange terms are treated as the sums of source terms
centered on the particles. The evaporated mass of the particles appears as a positive source term in the conservation
equation of the evaporating species:
sp−fev,k(xi) = −
N∑
p=1
m˙pδ(
−→x −−→xp)δkv (B.45)
The subscript v denotes the index of the evaporating species. When considering an evaporating particle, the momen-
tum exchange term between phases writes:
sp−fm,i (xi) = −
N∑
p=1
[
dmp
dt
up,i + Fp,i
]
δ(−→x −−→xp) (B.46)
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The energy exchange term gathers the contributions of the work done by the particles and the enthaply fluxes due
to evaporation.The work done by the particles is the product between the forces acting upon the particles and the
gaseous velocity at the particle surface. Since a no-slip condition must be fulfilled at the particles’ surfaces, the
gaseous velocity at the particle location is equal to the particle velocity. The exchanged enthalpy fluxes are retrieved
from the particle temperature evolution equation, see eqs. B.28 and B.29. This yields:
sp−fe (xp,i) =
N∑
p=1
[
−Fp,iup,i − m˙p(Lev + 1
2
u2p,i)− Φcg
]
δ(−→x −−→xp) (B.47)
In the context of Large-Eddy Simulation, these source terms are filtered, which involves replacing all the fluid
quantities by their filtered counterparts:
sp−fv,k (xi) = −
N∑
p=1
m˙pδ(
−→x −−→xp)δkv
= πdpSh[ρDv]ln
[(
Y˜v,ζ − Y˜v,∞
1− Y˜v,ζ
)
+ 1
]
δ(−→x −−→xp)δkv (B.48a)
sp−fm,i (xi) = −
N∑
p=1
[
dmp
dt
up,i + Fp,i
]
δ(−→x −−→xp)
=
N∑
p=1
[
−m˙pup,i − mp
τp
(u˜i − up,i)
]
δ(−→x −−→xp) (B.48b)
sp−fe (xp,i) =
N∑
p=1
[
−Fp,iup,i − m˙p(Lev + 1
2
u2p,i)− Φcg
]
δ(−→x −−→xp)
=
N∑
p=1
[
−Fp,iup,i − m˙p(Lev + 1
2
u2p,i)− λdpNu(T˜ζ − T˜∞)
ln(BT + 1)
BT
]
δ(−→x −−→xp) (B.48c)
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Appendix C
Load balancing issues
C.1 General context
The following section presents the issue of load balancing encountered in Eulerian/Lagrangian simulations, in a
qualitative manner. For a more detailed overview of load balancing and partitioning methods, one can read the PhD
thesis of García [98]. For deeper technical insights, the articles of Kumar [181] and Schloegel [311] are advised.
As the liquid phase is described by a Lagrangian formalism, its coupling with the gas phase (described by another
formalism) is a tedious problem that was discussed in chapter 5. To compute the gaseous influence on the liquid
phase, it is necessary to interpolate the gaseous quantities at the particle location and reciprocally the particles
variables must be projected onto the mesh grid. This imposes to track the particles, i.e. to keep a dictionary that link
all particles to their containing cells. In AVBP, this topic has been improved by the work of Paulhiac [265] for the
implementation of the new particle tracking from Haselbacher [138] that avoid particles leakage as seen in section
5.1.4.
Another difficulty derives from the spatial distribution of Lagrangian particles, especially in massively parallel
simulations. The mesh can be seen as the geometric base of Eulerian elements, where local quantities are calculated
and stored. Partitioning of the mesh is achieved in a way to, a) balance the number of cells treated by each processor
and, b) minimize the inter-processors surface. This method may be labelled as mono-constraint method because it is
solely based on a optimization of the cells balance among the processors. For an Euler/Lagrange simulation with a
mono-constraint partitioning, when particles additionally evolve within the domain, their treatment induces an extra
CPU cost [98, 131]. This cost is roughly proportional to the number of particles when particle-to-particle interactions
are neglected. If Lagrangian elements are not equally distributed among the CPUs, it creates a misbalanced in
processing time that decreases the efficiency of the code. The tedious point lies in the necessary interaction between
both formalisms. As mentioned above, since particles must interact with the gas, they require to have access to
gaseous values of the containing cells. Consequently, they must be located on the same processor as the containing
cell otherwise it would generate extra interpartition communication. This ’cell access’ requirement translates from
a particles ’in physical space’ heterogeneous distribution to a ’in-CPU’ heterogeneous distribution. Therefore when
Lagrangian formalism is applied to configurations that present a high heterogeneity in liquid space distribution, a
CPU load imbalance is likely. This problem is negligible in homogeneous (relatively to the partition lenght scale)
liquid distribution. However, when the number of partitions increases for given fixed geometrical dimensions, the
characteristic length of the partition decreases. Problems arise when it goes below the length scale of particles
clusters imposed by a segregation phenomenon as illustrated on fig. C.1. Then increasing the number of partition in
a balanced simulation can lead to load imbalance. Furthermore, configurations where the particle distribution is not
homogeneous are always subject to load imbalance. As an example, one can cite the space heterogeneity generated
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by a point-wise spray injection, as illustrated on fig. C.4: droplets are injected in a relatively small volume and
due to turbulent mixing the droplet cloud grows. This induces a decreases of particle concentration downstream the
injection, and load imbalance may occur (fig. C.4 b)). Film flows described by a Lagrangian approach is an extreme
situation of load imbalance, as film particles are located on a surface corresponding to layer thick by one cell only
(fig. C.2).
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Figure C.1 : Preferential concentration impact
on load balancing in a Homogeneous
Isotropic Turbulence case, adapted
from [134]
Figure C.2 : Particle space distribution in filming
configuration
Figure C.3 : A dual graph with vertex weight vectors of size two (right) is constructed from particle-in-cell mesh
(left). A multi-constraint partitioning has been computed for this graph, and this partitioning has been
projected back to the mesh. From [173]
Applying a ’multi-constraints’ partitioning constitutes a solution: in addition to the cell distribution constraint
previously mentioned, a particle distribution constraint is imposed. The partitioning algorithm thus tries to distribute
to every partitions approximately the same number of cells and particles (fig. C.3). Such partitioning algorithms
exist in the literature and are readily pluggable into AVBP, such as Jostle [361] and METIS [172]. This method
is applicable in steady state configurations where the particle number and its space distribution have reach a stable
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’in-time’ value (HIT, steady state dilute spray configuration) as shown in [98]. However, its benefit decreases in tran-
sient situations where the particle distribution continuously evolves during the simulation. For instance, in ignition
configuration, as depicted on fig. C.4, the combustion chamber is initially empty, free of particles. Then it is filled
with evaporating droplets, and when the flame develops, it heats up all droplets located in the hot gases. This re-
sults in a steady state where no droplet is present downstream the flame, which corresponds to a particle distribution
different from the initial condition. Nevertheless, it is possible to apply a multi-constraint partitioning method to
transient simulations by resplitting the domain every N iterations, or when an imbalance criterion is exceeded. This
running procedure is called ’dynamic partitioning’. It has shown a significant efficiency by Ham et al. [131]. For
massively parallel simulations where the size of the mesh imposes a distributed memory management [164, 242], the
use of parallel partitioning algorithm is preferred. The application of the two above-mentioned partitioning code in
distributed paradigm is possible via their parallel version: PJostle and ParMETIS.
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Figure C.4 : Illustration of load imbalance in space and time, in case of ignition simulation. Black to white colors
represent high to low particle concentration. a) Early injection in the empty chamber. b) Intermediate
stage of carburation. c) End of carburation stage d) Steady state flame.
The previously described multi-constraints splitting method could be labelled by ’strong’ multi-constraint parti-
tioning because the balance is achieved for the number of cells and particles, independently of their relative com-
putational cost. Although this strong method may be efficient in moderate segregated situations, it happens to be
impossible in thin film configuration where the particle number density ratio presents too high extrema and too high
spatial variance. Figure C.2 illustrates the situation where film particles are only located on the bottom layer of wall
cells while the rest of the domains is empty.
There exists another type of multi-constraint approach that could be qualified of ’weak’ partitioning. Its principle
is to account for the number of particles per cell and to derive a virtual weight that estimates the CPU cost of each
cells. The partitioning algorithm therefore splits the domain in a manner that balances the overall partition weight.
It is necessary to preliminary determine the computational weight of processing a particle compared to a gaseous
cell. This relative weight depends on the level of physics described by the particle: momentum two-way coupling,
thermal evolution or evaporation increase the computational weight of a particle.
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As it optimizes the combined computational weight of cells and particles, the weak partitioning requires a code
execution sequence without any parallel reductions (or any types of CPU-waiting instruction) in between the Eulerian
and Lagrangian treatment. A parallel reduction synchronizes every processor because they all need the same reduced
value. In a parallel code it is common to perform parallel reductions at the beginning or the end of a time step. In
the case of a parallel reduction call in between both formalisms treatment, processors with a low number of cells will
have to wait for the others at the mid-point reduction. It will be the contrary at the reduction located at the end of
the time step: partitions with a low number of particles will be faster compared to particle heavily loaded processors.
This will result in a loss of efficiency that, may be worse that mono-constraint partitioning.
C.2 Computational expense of Lagrangian models in AVBP
C.2.1 Numerical setup
In order to compare the computation weight of a cell and a particle, a 3D rectangle channel of length 0.1 m and cross
section 1×1 cm is simulated. The mesh is made of ≈ 450 000 tetrahedral cells tessellated in 84 000 nodes (Fig. C.5
a), partitioned into 16 balanced domains (Fig. C.5 b). Gas velocity (20 m/s) and pressure (1 atm) are imposed at
inlet and outlet, respectively, and a law-of-the-wall approach is used to describe the four walls, leading to classical
velocity distribution inside the channel (Fig. C.5 c). Turbulence is modeled through the Smagorinsky model and
the convective numerical scheme is Lax-Wendroff. In order to asses for the computational weight of a particle, the
gaseous flow solver is by-passed through the frozen gas approach described in section 5.4.
The computational weight of a particle depend on the models activated (momentum two-way coupling, vapor-
ization) and also of the type (droplet or film particle). Two different two-phase flow cases were thus tested: the
liquid phase is exclusively made of (i) droplets or (ii) film particles, referred to as the droplet or film configuration
respectively. In the droplet configuration, the momentum two-way couping is alway activated. Droplets are injected
on a point, 1 mm downstream the inlet, at the center of the cross section (Fig C.5 d) while film particles are injected
on a transverse line, 1 mm downstream the inlet and 1 mm above the bottom wall, with a velocity oriented towards
the wall (Fig. C.5 e).
Five test cases were tested, summarized in Table C.1: (i) a single-phase reference simulation, (ii) non-evaporating
droplets, (iii) evaporating droplets, (iv) non-evaporating droplets in frozen gas, (v) film configuration in frozen gas.
REF NONEVAP EVAP FROZENDROP FROZENFILM
Gas solver normal normal normal frozen gas frozen gas
Liquid phase configuration − droplet droplet droplet film
Momentum two-way coupling − yes yes no no
Evaporation − no yes no no
Table C.1 : Main parameters of the different cases
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Figure C.5 : Geometrical details of the test case
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C.2.2 Results
All cases were run twelve times, their averaged statistics are summarized in Table C.2. The reference case has a mean
time per iteration per cell τi,c of 3.59 µs. With≈ 11 600 particles, the NONEVAP and EVAP case increase τi,c to 3.61
and 3.77 µs, leading to an increase of 0.72 and 5.1% respectively. As expected the evaporation brings additional CPU
expenses but the ratio EVAP/NONEVAP cannot be determined yet. The mean CPU time per iteration per particle
τi,p of FROZENDROP and FROZENFILM is 16.3 and 38.9 µs respectively. This means that a film particle is 2.4
more expensive that a non-evaporating droplet.
Units REF NONEVAP EVAP FROZENDROP FROZENFILM
Number of cells nc [−] 453 720 453 720 453 720 NA NA
Number of particles np [−] 0 11 615 11 606 10 693 62 601
Time/iteration τtot [s] 1.627 1.639 1.711 0.178 2.437
Total CPU time [h] 95.17 95.11 95.20 95.06 95.09
Time/iteration/cell τi,c [µs] 3.59 3.61∗ 3.77∗ NA NA
Time/iteration/particle τi,p [µs] NA 141∗ 147∗ 16.3 38.9
Table C.2 : Mean computational expenses. ∗Due to the activation of both gas and liquid solvers for EVAP and
NONEVAP, these numbers are not correct, but give an idea of the difference between both cases
Table C.3 gives more detailed number on the difference between the EVAP and NONEVAP cases. The CPU time
of purely gaseous simulation τgas was estimated from the number of iterations (Nite) of EVAP and NONEVAP, and
from the mean time per iteration per cell τi,c of the REF case. For instance, with the EVAP case:
τEVAPgas = N
EVAP
ite · τ
REF
i,c (C.1)
For the total CPU time τtot, the remaining time is attributed to the Lagrangian solver τptcl. In the case of EVAP:
τEVAPptcl = τ
EVAP
tot − τEVAPgas (C.2)
This results in a τi,p equal to 1.01 and 7.20 µs for NONEVAP and EVAP. Note that τNONEVAPi,p = 1.01 µs is much
lower than τFROZENDROPi,p = 16.3 µs, suggesting an under estimation of τi,p with this method. However, this method
is applied to NONEVAP and EVAP and it is expected that relative comparisons are valid. Hence, this shows that an
evaporating droplet is 7.2 times more expensive than a non-evaporating droplet.
Units NONEVAP EVAP
Total CPU time τtot [h] 95.11 95.20
Estimated∗ CPU time for gas phase τgas [h] 94.44 90.55
Remaining CPU time attributed to liquid phase τptcl [h] 0.678 4.65
Time/iteration/particle [µs] τi,p 1.01 7.20
Table C.3 : Repartition of CPU time among gas and liquid solvers for NONEVAP and EVAP. ∗Estimated from the
number of iterations of NONEVAP and EVAP, and from the time/iteration/cell of the REF case
As a conclusion, it can be stated that the CPU cost of particles can be sorted as:
τNONEVAPi,p < τ
FILM
i,p < τ
EVAP
i,p (C.3)
τNONEVAPi,p =
τFILMi,p
2.4
=
τEVAPi,p
7.2
(C.4)
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